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Abstract
Hamilton, Ontario has provided a testing ground for social historians exploring questions about
labour, working-class conflict, and shop-floor politics. These studies, though extensive, have largely
overlooked the political culture of the city, especially outside these boundaries. Despite the hopes of its
left-wing political parties, mid-twentieth century Hamilton fostered a flourishing political culture centred
on the rhetoric of traditional liberalism. This political rhetoric was nurtured by the dominant Conservative
Party politicians, the traditional trades and crafts-based union movement, a growing middle class, and
fervent boosters. This political tradition was strongly informed by the shared British heritage touted by
these same groups. These ideals were flexible and mutable, which allowed them to be adopted with
versatility as the political climate demanded. This dissertation examines how this political culture
survived through decades of economic, social, and labour unrest between 1929 and 1953. Through
focusing on municipal government and local politics, this dissertation is able to explore how these
political ideals were incorporated in practice, and repeated and reformed in the city’s many elections. This
exploration incorporates questions about how these political ideals responded to the inclusion of women,
immigrants, and the growing labour movement. It also traces how these values were adapted to suit the
political climate of the Great Depression, Second World War, and the post-1946 labour crises that rocked
the city’s industries and shaped collective bargaining practice across the country.
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Chapter 1: Introduction: A Tale of Two Cities
This dissertation is about a Canadian city in the midst of decades of social and economic
change. It was, some would say, “a friendly city, a typical city in the Dominion of Canada. A city
wrought out of primitive wilderness by men of vision, faith, and courage.”1 This city was “richly
endowed by nature,” and “has been doubly blest in the possession of keen-minded men and
women who are sufficiently wide-awake to see the natural advantages of their home town.”2
“Here is a city – young, vigorous and thriving – capable of anything toward which it sets its face,
looking forward toward a rich future in promise and potential in action,” or so its mid-twentieth
century boosters proclaimed. 3 “This City looks to the future with confidence,” and, unlike others
of its size, is harmonious and unmarked by class divisions. It lived according to the motto: “Every
loyal citizen must live and labour to the best of his individual ability to make [it] a fine place in
which to live with integrity, honour, and brotherliness as his watchwords.”4 It is not blessed by a
willing population alone:
[it] has more advantages of natural beauty than any other interior city of
Canada… The variety of views… from the Mountain, the lake, the bay, the
marsh, the spectacular nature of the northwest highway entrance.... the new
Mountain road entrance from Sherman avenue, and the entrance from the Beach
and from Queenston highway all comprise such a variation of features of interest
and charm that the aggregate in one city is quite unique.5
This dissertation is about a city with a population that has a good disposition – a well-placed,
well-organized city on the brink of decades of progress.

1

Portrait of a City, directed by Earl Clark, (Montreal: Associated Screen Studios, 1946), film.
C.W. Kirkpatrick, Commissioner of Industries and Publicity, Hamilton, Canada: The City of Opportunity
(Hamilton, Ontario: Hamilton Commission of Industry and Publicity, 1928), Industrial Commissioner’s
Records, RG-17, Historical Records of the City of Hamilton (HRCH), Local History and Archives
Department, Hamilton Public Library, Hamilton, Ontario (HPL).
3
Alexander H. Wingfield, editor, The Hamilton Centennial, 1846-1946 (Hamilton, Ontario: Hamilton
Centennial Committee, 1946) 5, J. Wreford Watson fonds, file 3, box 10, William Ready Division of
Archives and Special Collections, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario (WRDARC).
4
Ibid.
5
Hamilton Spectator, “Action is Based on Common Sense,” 5 October 1929.
2
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Oddly enough, it is also about a very different city, one known for “her big and warlike
strikes, her fantastic murder cases, and… her bootlegging traffic with the United States.”6 It has
become known in the historiography for its “decayed state of working conditions [showing] itself
in… large industrial strike[s]… [with] 100 years of [a] history… of the majority being exploited
in the interests of a few.”7 Many of the industries upon which its economic life was based have
since disappeared, so now one often reads of a down-on-its-luck de-industrialized city, so
depressed that it has become “self-hating” and “dismissed by the rest of the world for its coarse
ways, unwashed residents… knuckle-dragging politicians [and] its grimy industrial past.”8 When
it comes to popular opinion, a jocular postcard produced by one of the city’s art stores says it all:
“She said kiss me somewhere dirty, so we drove to Hamilton.”9
These vignettes tell the tale of the same city, Hamilton, Ontario. As John Eyles and
Walter Peace state in their examination of the city’s image over time, “There… seem to be two
related but divergent images of Hamilton – smokestack city and cultured city... In simple and
overstated terms, the first is believed while the second is not.”10 Indeed, it is difficult to reconcile
the image that Hamilton’s boosters, business men, politicians, and commemorators held of it in
the middle of the last century with current popular conceptions of the city as a place that is
decidedly down on its luck. As a child of this city, I was attuned to these images. I grew up in a
city that named its streets, parks, schools, hospitals, and office buildings after a fascinating
diversity of people. Within the city’s present-day bounds is a controversial shopping centre
named for Lloyd D. Jackson, arguably modern Hamilton’s most anti-labour mayor. This coexists
with a scenic park at the top of the Niagara Escarpment named for a self-described Marxian6

Eva-Lis Wuorio, “Anything Made Here,” Maclean’s Magazine, 11 July 1948.
Radio Transcript “Hamilton’s Real Centennial,” Hamilton Trades and Labour Council and Hamilton
Labour Council, 5 December 1946, box 116, file 9, United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers (UEW)
Local 504/550 fonds, WRDARC.
8
Christopher Hume, “Toronto and Hamilton Switch Prince-and-Pauper Roles,” Toronto Star, 23 October
2013.
9
Postcard, “She Said Kiss Me Somewhere dirty,” Mixed Media, 2014, author’s collection.
10
John Eyles and Walter Peace, “Signs and Symbols in Hamilton: An Iconology of Steeltown,”
Geographiska Annaler, Series B, Human Geography 72, No. 2/3 (1990): 73.
7
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Socialist, Mayor Sam Lawrence. A downtown statue of a brave family of Loyalists fleeing their
American oppressors for the protection of the British Crown shares a street with a headless man
hanging by a hook from a wall, meant to represent an injured worker and commemorating those
killed or injured on the job, and thus often surrounded at its base by wreathes bearing the
acronyms of the city’s numerous unions.
This dissertation will challenge the common-sense idea that Hamilton was always a
straightforward labour town, one in which working-class consciousness challenged and unsettled
a unified group of capitalist overlords. Through an analysis of the political culture that evolved in
the city, and of its economic position and its citizens’ perceptions of changing social conditions, I
hope to move beyond the narrow two-class model that has defined the city’s place in popular
memory and academic history. My approach includes interrogating the ways political discussions,
especially on a municipal level and involving civic governance, evolved to accommodate changes
in the composition of its middle class, the status of labour in the city, ethnicity, and the role of
women. In this thesis, I argue for a more complicated Hamilton than is allowed for by the
dominant stereotypes. I find in Hamilton a diversity of class positions and political identities,
ones influenced by but not reducible to relationships to capital. I also find that, over time, these
class positions and political identities evolved in surprising and interesting ways.

Hamilton by the Numbers
Hamilton was initially settled in 1812 by George Hamilton, a captain of the militia in the
War of 1812. This early iteration of the town took shape according to the original layout and
location of Hamilton’s farm and included only a handful of streets assembled around three
squares.11 Over the next three decades, it grew into a small, regional trading post, mainly
important for its waterfront location. It experienced only modest growth and in 1846, although

11

Mabel Burkholder, The Story of Hamilton (Hamilton, ON: Davis-Lisson Ltd., 1938), 58-62.
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officially made a city, it remained a comparatively small and culturally unimportant trading post
with just under 7,000 residents.12 Over the subsequent decades, the city’s excellent position for
shipping, both by rail and water, to the United States, Toronto, and much of southern Ontario
drew in industries. By the turn of the twentieth century it was home to a Westinghouse plant, the
Steel Company of Canada (Stelco), and branch plants from other mammoth corporations that
remained prominent in the city for the next century.13 These industries, especially the fastgrowing Stelco, drew in other corporations attracted by ready access to processed manufacturing
materials. As its industries grew, Hamilton’s population did as well. By 1871, it could boast
26,880 residents, a number that had doubled by 1901, and had doubled again by 1921.14 It had, by
this point, become one of the ten largest cities in the country. Immigration to the city, especially
from the British Isles, was mainly responsible for this growth, though the ongoing process of
rural-to-urban migration within Canada also helped swell the city’s numbers.
Hamilton at the end of the 1920s was in the middle of an age of expansion. The
prosperity of the 1920s had brought new industry to the city, and the population had grown along
with it, filling the jobs at these new factories. By the end of the decade, the city was home to over
500 unique producers, in 225 different industries.15 These ranged from small businesses such as
Hamilton Soaps to multi-national corporations like Canadian Westinghouse Co.16 This profusion
of manufactories put the “Made-in-Hamilton” stamp on nearly everything a person or business
could want and served as a point of pride in the 1920s.

12

Michael B. Katz, The People of Hamilton, Canada West: Family and Class in a Mid-Nineteenth Century
City (Boston: Harvard University Press, 1975), 2-3
13
Kirkpatrick, Hamilton, Canada: A City of Opportunity, 1928, Industrial Commissioner Records, RG-17,
HRCH, HPL.
14
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1931: Population, Vol. 1 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau
of Statistics, 1934), 8.
15
Kirkpatrick, Hamilton, Canada: A City of Opportunity, 1928, Industrial Commissioner Records, RG-17,
HRCH, HPL.
16
Ibid.
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In 1929, when I open my dissertation, Hamilton had a population of 155,547.17 The city
had nearly doubled in size during its industrial boom years, its population increasing by over
73,000 people between 1911 and 1931.18 By the 1951 census, this population had exploded again
by over a third, well surpassing the 200,000 mark at 208,321.19 This growth in population had
been accompanied by a consolidation of industry and an increasing reliance on branch plants.
While the city had 526 producers in 1951, this very slight increase over the 1928 figure was
overshadowed by the $150,000,000 plant investments in plant development and expansion from
only 50 American firms, which increasingly served as the main industries there.20 Both periods
had also seen the city’s boundaries expand, as it annexed smaller townships to the east and south,
moving up the Niagara Escarpment that bisects the current city. The wealth and geographic
stability of the city’s citizens was reflected in the ever-increasing number of home-owners. In
1921, 50.4% of Hamiltonians lived in houses their families owned; by 1961 this number reached
73.5%.21 In spite of a Depression-induced dip in numbers both nationally and locally in the 1931
and 1941 censuses, Hamilton’s home ownership was high when it is compared to other Canadian
cities.22 This change, in excess of the population increase, reflected the increasing permanence of
the city’s residents, as well as post-1945 home-ownership incentives.

17

Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1931: Cross-Classification, Vol. 3 (Ottawa: Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, 1934), 900-912.
18
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1951: Cross-Classification, Vol. 1 (Ottawa: Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, 1953), Tables 10-1.
19
Ibid., Tables 10-1 and 35-5.
20
The Visitors and Convention Bureau of the City of Hamilton and the Chamber of Commerce, A
Panorama of Beauty and Industry (Hamilton, Ontario: Hamilton Visitors and Convention Bureau, 1951),
Industrial Commissioner’s Records, RG-17, HRCH, HPL.
21
See table 3 in Appendix.
22
This trend in increasing home ownership reflected growing suburbanization both nationally and locally.
Richard Harris, Creeping Conformity: How Canada Became Suburban, 1900-1960 (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 2004), 19-30. Harris explains that home-ownership was an increasingly important ideal for
working-class urbanites. These changes demonstrated a move towards thriftiness, the desire for a private
home life, and a sense of permanence among the urban working class. Richard Harris, Unplanned Suburbs:
Toronto’s American Tragedy, 1900-1950 (Baltimore, Maryland: John Hopkins University Press, 1999),
109-140. This ideal was particularly important to recent British immigrants, for whom land and land
ownership symbolically spoke to class and class mobility. This pattern is quite unlike that of Montreal,
where urban mobility and the ability to physically move up the social ladder was valued. Over 80 per cent

5

Throughout this period, Hamilton’s population was predominantly made up of British
immigrants, both recently-arrived and long-settled. In 1931, 123,684, or 79.5%, of the city’s
citizens identified “British Races” as their racial origin.23 The remaining 31,863 census
respondents were mostly Italian, German, Polish, French (including French Canadian), Dutch,
Hebrew (a census category that included anyone Jewish, regardless of nationality), Hungarian,
Roumanian, and Ukrainian. The city also had smaller groups who among them accounted for a
further 18 “racial orgins.” These non-British populations had grown during the 1920s along with
the city’s population. By the 1950s, they had increased both in number and proportional
representation, with fewer than 70% of respondents to the 1951 census identifying as “British
Isles Origins.”24 The population of non-British immigrants primarily came from already
established groups, such as Italians, Germans, and Ukrainians.
The religious composition of the city paralleled its ethnic make-up. One-third of Britishorigin Hamiltonians were Anglicans. British Hamiltonians also represented the majority of the
city’s United Church, Presbyterian, Methodist and Baptist church members.25 Nearly 30,000
Hamiltonians identified as Roman Catholic in 1931 and they were evenly split between ethnically
British people and those from other European countries. Even as the composition and politics of
the city changed, most Hamiltonians remained church-goers. The number of adherents to each
faith increased proportionally with the city’s population, with no major changes in its religious
make-up.26

of Montreal residents had leases that were for less than one year and moved often. Mary Anne Poutanen,
Sherry Olson, Raphael Fischler, and Kevin Schwartzman, “Tuberculosis in Town: Mobility of Patients in
Montreal, 1925-1950,” Histoire sociale/ Social History 42, no. 83 (Mai/May 2009): 75.
23
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1931: Cross-Classification, 900-912.
24
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1951: Cross-Classification, 35-5. The largest growth
was seen in those not identifying a nationality. The 1921 census had seen only 281 respondents choosing
that option, but by 1951 they numbered 11,113. This data demonstrated the changing borders and
boundaries of post-Second World War Europe and also the complications created by consolidations of
ethnic categories in the 1951 census. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1921: Population,
Vol. 1 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1924), 346.
25
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1931: Cross-Classification, 900-912.
26
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1951: Cross-Classification, Tables 42-3.
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Politically, Hamilton consisted of eight wards, the boundaries of which changed slightly
over time to accommodate population changes and the city’s own expansion.27 Throughout this
period, its municipal political structure included a mayor, four Board of Control members, and
sixteen councillors. This structure of governance was instituted in 1910, around the same time
such cities as London, Winnipeg, Calgary, and Vancouver adopted similar models.28 The Board
of Control was responsible for more day-to-day business decisions and with the ongoing
implementation of policies voted on at council. Councillors were able, and indeed expected, to
continue at their day jobs and were paid accordingly; city council meetings were held in the
evening and, when possible, kept to a strict time limit. Board of Control members and the mayor
were paid more. They were expected to devote their time to the running of the city and be
available on a daily basis. There were two councillors per ward, elected by their ward voters only.
Candidates for mayor and Board of Control members were drawn from across the city and were
voted on by all wards. Elections were held annually for these positions until 1954, when the city
switched to two-year-terms. Residents voted for their public school board trustees at the same
time, also by ward.29 Federally, Hamilton consisted of three ridings in 1929, Hamilton East,
Hamilton West, and Wentworth. Hamilton East and Hamilton West were largely urban, roughly
splitting the city below the Niagara Escarpment in half. Wentworth was more rural and included
the largely undeveloped area up the Escarpment, as well as the outlying regions of the city.30

27

See Appendix A: Maps.
John C. Weaver, Shaping the Canadian City: Essays on Urban Politics and Policy, 1890-1920 (Ottawa:
Institute of Public Administration of Canada, 1977), 52.
29
Though there were two trustees per ward, they served two-year terms and were elected in alternate years,
so usually only one seat was open per year.
30
In the words of the riding description this included “the county of Wentworth, excluding the townships of
Beverly, Ancaster, Glanford and Binbrook, together with those portions of the city of Hamilton lying east,
south and west of a line described as commencing at the intersection of Ottawa Street and the shore of
Hamilton Harbour; thence southerly along Ottawa Street to the intersection of the projection of the said
street and the south city limit; thence westerly following the south city limit along the brow of the mountain
to Sherman Avenue; thence southerly along Sherman Avenue to Concession Street; thence westerly along
Concession Street and Claremont Drive to the city limit; thence following the city limit to the intersection
of Main Street and Paradise Road; thence northerly along Paradise Road and its continuation to the city
28
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Provincially the city was split into four ridings that were largely divided along the same lines as
the federal ridings, with the East and West parts of the city voting separately and the more rural
parts of the city in two of their own ridings.31 These divisions meant that the older, more
established parts of the city to the west voted separately from its expanding, more working-class
populations to the east, since workers settled near their workplaces, which were mainly located in
the city’s east end along the harbour front and railway lines.

Hamilton and Traditional Liberalism
Hamilton has often been viewed by social historians within a strict two-class model
focused on narratives of ever-growing class conflict.32 As Bryan Palmer laid out in his analysis of
Hamilton, “Class struggle and culture... are the primary concepts upon which classes themselves
arise and assume importance… [it is] certainly one purpose of this book... to address the class
experience in such a way as to force consideration of the central place of conflict and cultures.”33
While other historians such as Craig Heron and Robert Kristofferson have moved their
interrogations beyond strict questions about class and class conflict, many histories of the city
have continued to restrict their analyses to workers and the working class in the city. 34 Yet by
applying to Hamilton a strict logic of class determination, one directly related to the social

limit.” “Wentworth, Ontario (1903-2003),” History of Federal Ridings since 1867, accessed 10 March
2014, http://www.parl.gc.ca/About/Parliament/FederalRidingsHistory/ hfer.asp.
31
Provincially, Wentworth was split into two ridings. The riding which contained more of Hamilton was
renamed Hamilton-Wentworth in the 1934 election, though the Wentworth riding continued to be reported
on as part of the city’s electorate. Hamilton Spectator “Preparations for Contest Under Way,” 30 April
1934. The Federal riding known as Hamilton West changed names to Hamilton Centre as well during that
election and would remain that way until a new Hamilton West riding was necessitated by population
expansion in the 1960s.
32
See Bryan Palmer, “Most Uncommon Common Men: Craft, Culture, and Conflict in a Canadian
Community, 1860-1914,” (Ph.D. Dissertation, State University of New York at Binghamton, 1977); Robert
Henry Storey, “Workers, Unions and Steel: The Shaping of the Hamilton Working Class, 1935-1948,”
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Toronto, 1981).
33
Bryan Palmer, A Culture in Conflict: Skilled Workers and Industrial Capitalism in Hamilton Ontario,
1860-1914, (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1979), xvi.
34
Craig Heron, “Working-Class Hamilton, 1895-1930,” (Ph.D. Dissertation, Dalhousie University, 1981);
Robert Kristofferson, Craft Capitalism: Craftworkers and Early Industrialization in Hamilton, Ontario,
1840-1872., (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007); Storey, “Workers, Unions and Steel.”
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relations of production, historians have been apt to neglect questions of politics and culture. They
have, more particularly, been inclined to overlook the middle-class professionals who, in decade
after decade, cut large figures in the city’s political life. And they have also been predisposed to
read into the workers’ history stable ideals and convictions that answer more to a priori notions
of how workers ought to think than reflect empirical evidence of how workers actually did
think.35 Examining these omitted areas of historical analysis complicates the narrative of a
Hamilton bound for revolution. It also allows for a more inclusive picture of the values that
shaped the political culture of the city and for the inclusion of ethnicity, gender, and civic life
outside the union hall.36
In spite of radical hopes and dreams, mid-twentieth century Hamilton fostered a
flourishing political culture centred on the rhetoric of traditional liberalism. This political rhetoric
was nurtured by the dominant Conservative Party politicians, a traditional trades and crafts-based
union movement, a growing middle class, and fervent boosters.37 This political tradition was
strongly informed by the shared British heritage touted by these same groups. Throughout this
period the Conservative Party, and its affiliated municipal candidates, focused on the thenpopular ideas of liberalism and a steadfast adherence to what were perceived to be traditional
political values. These political ideas included ideals such as honest and clean electioneering,
adherence to the British constitution, faith in the Empire, the belief in individualism, with
character as the essential element of one’s success or failure, and above all whole-hearted
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devotion to the “public,” an entity that had universal, not class-based interests.38 The strongly
British ethnic make-up of the city was powerful in informing these values, which were reflected
in practice through a bevy of municipal political decisions and policies.
These liberal ideals were flexible and mutable, which allowed them to be adopted as the
political climate demanded. This flexibility allowed the city to make progressive decisions that
seemingly contradicted strict interpretations of these values. Political adaptability meant a city
politician could, almost in the same breath, demand low property taxes for the city’s propertyholders and generous support for its playgrounds. He (more rarely she) might also insist on
minimizing the city’s debt-load while also championing relief for its many unemployed. Such
values were necessarily transformed under the pressures of economic crisis in the Great
Depression, national economic management in the Second World War, and post-war labour
unrest. My reading of Hamilton as a liberal city does not exclude class, but rather, as Richard
Schneirov proposes in his work on working-class liberalism in nineteenth-century Chicago,
expands the breadth of our questions about it, well beyond the boundaries of organized unions
and labour parties.39 Through analysing class relationships to politicians outside these left-wing
groups, I will examine how one of Canada’s main political parties shaped its policies and
discussed them locally, in spite of economic and social unrest. As Schneirov suggests, any such
undertaking requires that we look beyond the results of elections to practical policy
38
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implementation, party relationships, and informal organizing activities. Close attention to such
phenomena helps us understand how political values were received, absorbed, or in some cases
resisted.
This examination raises important questions about the voting base of the Conservative
Party within Canada during this time period - in particular, about how it evolved on a local level
and how it responded to changing political climates. While many histories have been written
about the Conservative Party of Canada’s actions as a government in power, very little research
has been carried out on voters’ reactions to the party outside the halls of power.40 Discussions
about working-class conservatism in Canada are almost entirely absent as well.41 However, the
parallels between the British Conservative Party and the Canadian Conservative Party (including
their electoral rhetoric, policies, parliamentary tactics, member composition, and identification
with Empire) are striking. The growing historiography on the British party is directly relevant to
my study of Conservative politics municipally, rather more than is the parallel case of U.S.
Republicans. Although the British and Canadian Conservative parties differed in their political
rhetoric vis-à-vis specific issues, they adopted much of the same symbolism and party rhetoric in
their public appeals. Robert McKenzie and Allan Silver’s study of the party’s appeal to the
working classes, Angels in Marble: Working Class Conservatives in Urban England, is especially
useful in its discussion of the Conservatives’ uncanny ability to reach across class lines. As Silver
and McKenzie observe, the Conservative Party created for itself a sense of tradition, historical
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significance and continuity in its campaigns, which, rather than preserving the image of a
stagnant party, allowed “its publicists to brush aside all charges of inconsistency of doctrine or of
political opportunism.” 42 In times of national crisis, Silver and Mackenzie observe, the
Conservatives were perceived as having a good, sound sense of what the nation needed.
Importantly for this study of Hamilton’s Conservatives, this sense of continuity did not preclude
the ability to change, as noted by Barbara Storm Farr in her study of extreme right-wing
grassroots politics in Britain. Farr observes that right-wing activists were often in favour of
“dynamic progress,” and actively embraced new solutions to social and economic problems, so
long as they adhered to the “existing political situation and constitutional structure.”43
Additionally, Martin Pugh has remarked that the “Conservatives survived by conscious
adaptation… [a] process of change on the right [that] has been characteristically obscured under a
blanket of traditionalism.” 44 While Pugh sees the party as adhering to traditional notions such as
nationalism and monarchism, he notes that these values were part of a flexible approach that the
party adapted as part of a “systematic attempt to make political loyalty an integral part of the lives
of a large number of people rather than the private language of an elite.”45
Extending these discussions of traditionalism, heritage, and Britishness to a midtwentieth-century Canadian context has proven a useful way of interrogating the importance of
deeply-held attachments to traditional, and crucially British, liberal values. These values extended
beyond the upper classes usually associated with them. This depth of attachment is best studied
by interrogating the relationships that individuals, political parties, social organizations, and
unions had with these values. Hamilton, the “archetypal labour city,” might seem to provide a
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curious laboratory in which to assess the strength of such ideologies. Yet in fact, despite a
growing union movement which changed from craft to industrial modes of organizing, despite its
many ethnic groups with their various cultures, and despite the eruption of major strikes in the
1940s, the city was and remained, I argue, a bastion of conservative liberalism. In the
historiography, Hamilton the “archetypal labour city,” featured a large, class-conscious and
radical working class challenging the status quo with its own vision of a new social order.
However, I submit that Hamilton shows that this portrait is misleading. The situation in the city
was far more complex. While political and labour unrest in 1946 in Hamilton would seem to
complicate my interpretation, the restoration of social and political order in the city, albeit on a
changed basis, speaks to the importance that these values continued to hold for a large number of
its voters. Inquiry into conservative liberal thought in a labour centre promises useful insights into
the flexibility, yet permanence, of such ideals in the face of class conflict.
In order to address these questions about the social history of Hamilton’s political
structure this dissertation will examine the progression of these political ideals both topically and
chronologically. Beginning with Chapter One it will first examine the ways in which the city was
framed by its dominant political, economic, and social groups in 1929, prior to the Great
Depression. This will provide some insight into the perspectives of those in power in the 1920s, a
decade which seemed to promise ever-increasing security and opportunity, and upon which the
Conservative Party’s story of a successful and prosperous political reign later relied. Many
middle-class Hamiltonians remembered the 1920s as a decade of prosperity and order. When
many politicians from the professional classes thought about civic responsibilities vis-à-vis the
poor or, later, the city’s negotiations with its own employees, they often had somewhere in their
minds an image of this flourishing decade. Following that, Chapters Two through Five will take
apart the ways in which the political ideals of liberalism were applied and deployed well into the
Depression. Chapter Two begins with the early success of the Conservative Party and lays out the
13

values that the party upheld. It also explains the party’s success in disseminating its values. It
then examines how these values were adopted by the Independent Labor Party (ILP) in the city as
a form of “labour liberalism” in an attempt to present this working-class party as a non-radical
and politically friendly labour alternative. Chapter Three continues these themes by placing the
ILP in context with the other major left-wing option of the time, the Co-operative Commonwealth
Federation (CCF). New to the scene in the early 1930s, the CCF initially collaborated with the
ILP to obtain electoral success in the 1934 provincial election. However, this alliance collapsed
and the reactions to this split, as well as to the move toward industrial as opposed to craft unions,
demonstrate the beginning of divisions between an older generation of workers who adhered to a
more traditional liberalism and a new generation that did not.
Chapter Four examines the ways in which conservative liberalism applied to women in
Hamilton. Although by the 1930s Hamiltonian women were eligible to vote for all levels of
government, their integration into formal politics was partial. Thus this chapter opens with a
discussion of their involvement in the social organizations that occupied the time of many middle
class women. Their choice of organizations indicates the then-acceptable causes open to women,
largely those focused on the social welfare of mothers and children. This focus on causes that
emphasized a woman’s role as a wife and a mother through maternalist rhetoric offered an
acceptable entrance point for women in the slow, step-by-step expansion of women’s public
culture.46 Women’s involvement in diverse charitable works also demonstrated that gendered
interests could cross class and political lines. Through case studies of the political careers of
Nora-Frances Henderson and Agnes Sharpe, two female municipal politicians, this chapter will
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also show that it was as important for women to understand the rules of their place as women, as
it was to understand the political values that were imbedded in the electoral circles they entered.
Women’s political involvement in Canada is rarely studied beyond “great women” narratives or
questions about the suffrage movements.47 How women worked to get elected is rarely examined.
Chapter Five extends this examination of the political values of this period to questions of
race and ethnicity. Many Hamiltonians were connected to the British Empire, either through
blood, heritage, or affection, and these ties strongly influenced what was deemed politically
respectable in this period. Through discussing first how British heritage and identity were
constructed in the city and then by looking at who was excluded, how, and why, this discussion
will illuminate how the city created spaces for resistance. Communists and political radicals,
firmly identified with foreign undesirability, were singled out for political exclusion.
Chapters Six through Eight examine the ways in which the changing composition of
Hamilton’s population affected Hamilton’s political culture. Chapter Six demonstrates such
difficulties of war on the home front as housing shortages, rationing, increasing cost of living,
47
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and a quickened pace of life. These phenomena, combined with a population that no longer felt
tied to paternalistic structures within the workplace, caused unprecedented changes in the city’s
manufactories that spilled over to its political order. However, these changes were not permanent.
Hamiltonians, returning to post-war normalcy, found themselves in a situation in which, as the
10,000-man strikes of 1946 suggested, old prescriptions did not fit new realities. In particular,
traditional ideas of British liberty and the free-standing individual did not fit easily with the new
realities of collective bargaining and class polarization. Yet, by putting traditional liberal
concepts to novel work, Hamilton’s civic leaders indicated how the political precepts of the old
Hamilton could be refashioned and redeployed in the modern postwar city.
Chapter Eight continues to explore the divided Hamilton introduced in the Chapter
Seven. As the city faced a garbage strike, ideas about citizenship, taxpayers, and the municipal
government’s responsibility came to the forefront. Who did the city serve and to whom did it
answer, its workers or its taxpayers? What was the city, a reasonable employer or a responsible
business? As the period of postwar labour unrest declined Hamilton’s political order took on a
more settled form. The city was divided. On one hand, there was a group of Hamiltonians that
still touted vague notions of “progress,” “service,” and “responsibility” to the free-standing,
taxpaying individual. On the other, a newly radicalized labour movement sought equality and
protection for workers at all costs. While traditional liberal values no longer resonated with the
some of the city’s workers, they were persistently touted by most of those elected to its public
offices.

The Myth of Hamilton Labour
Due to Hamilton’s early growth as an industrial centre, and proximity to the province’s
capital, Toronto, which lay just under 70 kilometers to the city’s north-east, Hamilton has long
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struggled with identifying its cultural place in southern Ontario and Canada as a whole.48 As
Eyles and Peace describe it,
Toronto is metaphorically a city of consumption, a liveable city with a remodelled
late-modern and post-modern landscape. Hamilton is a city of production, a bluecollar city, dominated by a functional and aesthetically outmoded environment.
Hamilton is our past, Toronto is our future and the icons of steel, Canadian football,
lunchbuckets, manual labour and visual monotony point up its outdatedness in this
so modern of postmodern eras.49
This image predated Eyles and Peace’s study of the city in the 1980s, and has persisted beyond its
publication. The symbols that they discuss continue to be used as identifiers of the city by
historians, journalists, and the general population of the area. Following a number of dramatic
strikes in the post-1945 period, Hamilton’s role, in the pages of history at least, became clear.
From this dramatic moment, an almost singular narrative of the city’s history developed. Some of
the scholars who developed this one-track narrative of the class-divided city were influenced by
Michael Katz’s path-breaking quantitative study of nineteenth-century Hamilton, which
emphasized the “dull and miserable” lives of its mainly transient workers.50 And even those who
disagreed with Katz on some grounds nonetheless concurred that Hamilton could serve as a
useful laboratory in which to test a number of general theories about class formation, class
conflict, and class consciousness. Robert Storey, Bryan Palmer, and Craig Heron have all used
the city for theses on the development of political consciousness, early labour organizing
activities, and working-class identity and politics.51 It has since stood in Canadian historiography
throughout the last two decades largely as the prime case study for a study of the working class,
which has reinforced the image of the city as a site of class cohesion and class conflict.52
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The struggles with de-industrialization and the resultant unemployment that the city has
undergone in its more recent history and in present day has hardened this image of the city in the
popular imagination.53 The prominent nature of the mass unemployment of the 1970s and 1980s
gave the city’s workers increased visibility as their struggles became national and provincial
political issues. They were heavily discussed and debated in political bodies and public forums.54
Given their symbolic significance and voting power, workers and their unions could hardly be
ignored by the city’s politicians. This was plainly evident in the 2011 Federal Election when, in
spite of The Hamilton Spectator’s ringing endorsement of the Conservative Party of Canada, the
New Democratic Party, who had been consistently visible and active in protesting the United
Steelworkers of America (USWA) local 1005 lockout by U.S. Steel, swept all three of the city’s
ridings, creating an orange bloc in Southern Ontario’s sea of Conservative blue.55 While in reality
employment in manufacturing has been declining in favour of growth in the service, health care,
research, and education sectors, the image of the city as a workers’ town is persistently evoked. 56
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It is even embraced by the city’s growing arts movement and cultural industries.57 In spite of
changes to its demographic and economic makeup, the city is still largely thought of by Ontarians
and Canadians alike as “a depressing backwater,” known more for its industrial woes and factory
shutdowns than for its real estate growth, research prowess, and cultural contributions.58 This
combination of academic focus, politically powerful labour organizations, and public opinion has
reinforced the image of Hamilton as a labour town until it is almost indelible. It has become so
entrenched that there is little room for dissenting opinions or alternative narratives.

Methodology
Studying local politics provides an inroad to investigating questions about how
Hamilton’s politicians shaped and reshaped the political landscape. Municipal politics affords a
unique insight into how federal and provincial policies were implanted and integrated into the
city’s social and industrial landscape. Hamilton’s municipal politicians knew their city best and,
since they were elected by different wards and these wards provided more concentrated samples
of its population, they also better represented the diversity of its population and its political
thoughts and values. Unlike federal politics, municipal politics allowed for the inclusion of
everyone – or at least those who rented or owned sufficient property – from housewives to
mechanics, lawyers to labour activists. Additionally, municipal politicians in Hamilton were reelected annually, which meant that each year they had to state and restate their visions of the city.
This allows me to trace changing opinions over a number of years, since municipal politicians
usually served more than one term. In spite of its value as a profitable way of understanding
with 24,270 jobs in manufacturing in that year. The number of people in the labour force increased by over
140,000 people, as a result of both population increases and the amalgamation of the city in 2001.
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urban political culture, the historiography of municipal politics remains undeveloped in Canada.59
This means that a rich source of materials for analysis remain largely unplumbed, leaving it open
to the historian who wants to investigate them. Since Hamilton’s politicians oversaw spheres as
diverse as public health and playgrounds, they touched upon every part of society in a way that
was more direct and down-to-earth than that of politicians at higher levels.
In order to investigate the local political context I have conducted extensive research both
in the local press and local political records. Much of the research I completed at archives and
through local political records provided the structure for this dissertation but left more questions
than answers. The collections mandates of the Hamilton Public Library and the William Ready
Division of Archives and Special Collections (on figures of national importance and the
nineteenth-century, and the labour movement respectively) excludes many of the politicians,
social organizers and organizations, neighbourhood groups, and average Hamiltonians I would
have so liked to have known more about. Additionally, the City of Hamilton itself does not store
many records from prior to the 1960s, and did not maintain consistent collections on mayors,
councillors, or elections. So in addition to research collections at the Hamilton Public Library,
Library and Archives Canada, the Archives of Ontario, Queen’s and McMaster Universities, and
other smaller collections, this dissertation draws heavily on the newspapers that circulated in
Hamilton during this period. They proved invaluable resources for the exploration of the daily
and mundane running of a mid-twentieth-century city.
The largest and most enduring of these newspapers was the Hamilton Spectator. The
paper had been under the management of the Southam Newspaper chain since the nineteenth
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century and was among the first papers the family bought in 1878.60 While the Southams ran a
well-supervised business, they allowed their carefully chosen editorial staff to oversee their own
regional editing. Although the editors saw eye to eye with the Southam family politically, they
had some breadth in choosing how to cover local issues.61 By 1935, the Spectator had a
circulation of 42,808 households. It penetrated the townships that surrounded Hamilton such as
Burlington, Dundas and Grimsby. Its circulation continually increased even throughout the
Depression.62 These numbers made it extremely likely that many of Hamilton’s 38,259
households had access to the Spectator. Even if Hamiltonians did not receive it themselves,
newspapers changed hands among families, on shop floors, and in professional offices.63 It is not
just the newspaper’s high circulation numbers that suggest it reflected the opinions of a large
proportion of Hamiltonians during this period. Since 1898, Hamilton had elected largely
Conservative Party members to both provincial and federal seats. Additionally, while city council
was officially non-partisan, its politics and make-up indicated that it too was dominated by
Conservative Party supporters. Thus, in the absence of many archival resources from individuals
in the Conservative Party in the city during this time, the Spectator provides an excellent resource
for insight into the predominant political views in the city. Additionally, since City Hall minutes
provide little detail beyond laws passed and voting records, the daily press is often our sole
source of information on many important local historical moments. While these have been quoted
directly, where possible, sometimes the Spectator has to be read against the grain to illuminate the
opposition that formed on council and in society at large to the hegemonic political culture of the
city. Through the inclusion and reading of the daily letters to the editor, I have also tried to reveal
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reader responses to the paper, in an attempt to present the ways in which the paper was read and
responded to by its public.64
Letters to the editor are deliberately chosen by editors and are often an inflammatory
form of public opinion. The unfortunate lack of maintenance of personal papers on notable or
even ordinary Hamiltonians places these letters among the richest sources available to historians
of the city, especially during the 1930s. Far more attention has been drawn to Hamilton’s postSecond World War labour crises than its inter-war experiences, so this period is especially devoid
of personal archival material. Most archival efforts have been directed towards maintaining
organizational records and so even the collections of the city’s more notable figures, such as
Ellen Fairclough, focus more on their work as part of organizations than their personal memories
or experiences. In the absence of such sources, I have aggressively mined the Spectator’s, and to
a lesser extent the Herald’s, letters to the editor sections. In these columns there was sufficient
back-and-forth on many local political and social issues, which demonstrates what issues were of
interest to readers. Ongoing debates were amply covered in the letters. They are presented
throughout the dissertation, and were chosen by reading each day’s “To the Editor” section for
the course of the 25 years this dissertation covers. I chose from among them those on pertinent
topics about which public opinion was otherwise difficult to find. In reading them, I have adopted
Valerie Korinek’s methodology of reading the whole body of letters for recurring trends and
topics, rather than seeking particular key words or specific events.65 Fortunately, the Spectator
was clear about its selection method: it demanded that identifiable letter-writers must display free
thought and an understanding of the rules of polite debate. Letters also had to be short – taking up
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“only one side of the notepaper.”66 The editors in fact encouraged people who disagreed with the
paper to write in, and as evidenced by the letters published, it often received the diversity of
opinions it sought.
The Liberal daily the Hamilton Herald and the ILP-supporting monthly Labor News had
smaller circulation numbers, with 12,098 and 8,500 respectively, yet each still reached around a
quarter of the city proper’s 38,259 households.67 The two papers both circulated outside the city
as well. Circulation likely overlapped in some cases between these three main publications.68
During the 1950s Hamilton News had a similar share of circulation numbers. The nonConservative papers’ circulation shares roughly approximated electoral results as well, with
approximately a third of Hamiltonians usually voting for the Liberals and a smaller population
supporting the ILP when it ran in municipal elections. Once the Herald collapsed, the Liberal
voice in Hamilton’s press almost disappeared. While these newspapers provide an excellent
counterpoint to the Spectator, their short run and poor preservation make it difficult to use them
as consistent sources of contrary opinions. However, when read alongside manuscripts and other
sources, they illuminate the lives and opinions of the growing group of Hamiltonians who did not
adhere to the dominant political culture of the time. McMaster University’s rich collection of
post-Second World War union records was especially useful in providing this counterpoint to the
dominant narrative.
This local study carries implications that extend far beyond the borders of Hamilton. It
suggests that Canadian historians can learn much from the social history of politics, especially
from intensive studies carried out at the local level. Any understanding of Canada’s peculiar
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socio-political stability in a fast-changing world needs to draw upon the ways in which people
responded to social problems and negotiated their political identities on a local level. Yet histories
about municipal governments and the ways in which citizens interacted with them are relatively
scarce in Canada. The absence of discussions about these politicians interacting with electors on a
daily basis has left many questions unanswered about how urban Canadians shaped their
relationships with such bodies and how they in turn shaped the experiences of urban citizens.
Municipal governments, along with their boards and workers, through decisions on roads, parks,
taxation, education, cultural programming, and welfare shaped how many Canadians experienced
daily life. As Hamiltonians’ relationships with their civic government, and expectations of it,
changed over these two decades, so too did how they conceived of themselves as citizens, of
politicians as their representatives, and of the Hamilton they imagined as their community.
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Chapter 2: Hamilton in 1929: Building the City Prosperous and
Beautiful
In order to understand how Hamilton responded to the Great Depression, it is first
necessary to understand how Hamiltonians and others viewed their city prior to this upheaval.
The 1920s provided the definition of progress against which future policies were measured.
While this discussion largely focuses on the social, economic, and cultural transformations the
city underwent during the 1920s, these changes shaped Hamilton’s political scene and the
opinions of its politicians both in those years and the ones that followed it.
In 1929, Hamilton was a city on the rise. Its boosterish newspapers sought to turn the
sobriquet, the “Ambitious City,” condescendingly applied to it by major Toronto newspapers,
into a positive slogan.1 As one advertisement exclaimed, “Our premises for such enthusiasm are
sound. There is no cloud darkening our 1929 horizon; we have but to remember to go forward
only and failure of our desirable objectives is impossible.”2 One of the positive changes on
Hamilton’s horizon was its ever-growing population. It had been increasing steadily since the
First World War, with approximately 7,000 people settling there in 1929 alone.3 Such incoming
Hamiltonians, drawn by the region’s prosperity, its stable economy, and its wealth of social and
community services, meant new housing, stock, businesses and tax revenues – an extra
$6,000,000 to city coffers in 1929 alone. Hamilton maintained low unemployment rates
throughout these years of population increase, demonstrating that it was capable of sustaining
such growth. In the words of the Spectator, Hamilton was indeed a “Big Girl Now!”4 By 1929, a
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burgeoning middle class that had grown along with the working-class population was already
shaping city politics, social life, and political discourse.5
While the city grew, its tax rate did not. Throughout the 1920s, the city maintained a tax
rate of around 33.5 mills.6 This money went towards specific allocations, as dictated by an annual
by-law that fixed the rate of taxation. For 1929 this included a “general rate” for paying for
“general purposes,” a portion for the municipality’s sinking fund, a large portion for paying off
debentures and related interest charges, and separate contributions to the public and separate
schools. It also encompassed funds for the collegiate institute and technical school, and for parks
and the library. These allocations did not change significantly over the decades. The 1954 by-law
kept this fiscal order intact, with the exception of an added tax to pay for the operations of the
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Hamilton General Hospital.7 Through these property taxes and other sources of revenue, the city
expected to bring in $7,287,594 for the 1929 fiscal year.8 These other revenue streams included
municipal fees such as dog licences and water rates, and money coming in from its services,
including the Hamilton Street Railway, registry office, jails, hospitals, and libraries.9 Taxes and
the city’s revenue in general paid for a host of services including, but not limited to, the public
Board of Education, the parks board, the library board, the annual works budget, municipal relief
costs, playgrounds maintenance, public health funding, contributions to separate schools and
mother’s allowances, and day-to-day administrative expenses.
The city routinely drew debentures to pay for developments that could not be covered by
the city’s annual tax revenues, but that could be responsibly paid off over a number of years from
the city’s taxes. These were often used for large projects, costing in the hundreds of thousands of
dollars, which could not have been paid for using lump sums of money. In 1929 these included
debentures drawn for annexing Mount Hamilton, suburban road construction, and a local
improvement fund.10 Each year the budget included payments towards those debts, as well as a
sizable investment in a sinking fund. In 1929, money from taxes used for the sinking fund
investment and debenture payments, including interest, totalled $2,001,821. In spite of these
debts, the city achieved a surplus in 1928 and 1929, demonstrating what was perceived to be
responsible fiscal management. The city’s growing population made these low tax rates and
growing surpluses possible.
As Hamilton grew, its demographic composition changed. The image of the British
Empire loomed large over public commemorations in Hamilton, home to Empire Day founder
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Clementine Fessenden. The Spectator – the influential daily newspaper – exhorted the city’s
children to “keep the vision… of glorious British traditions and of the inspiring mission which the
Empire has to fulfill not alone for its own benefit, but for the cause of human progress in
general.”11 Yet the city’s population was hardly uniformly British. Immigration to the city had
increased substantially, much of it accounted for by skilled and unskilled labourers in the city’s
new manufactories. Between the 1921 and 1931 census, Hamilton’s recorded population became
increasingly diverse. Though the number of British immigrants kept pace there was a marked
increase in migrants from Italy, Poland, Germany, Holland, Hungary, and other European
countries.12 Along with this population explosion came the need for new land. Hamilton could no
longer fit in the narrow band of land between the Hamilton Harbour and the Niagara Escarpment
and so its city council pushed for its expansion. In one short year, 1929, the city, despite some
protests, annexed the districts formerly known as Mount Hamilton, the West-end Hamilton
Mountain, and West Hamilton.13 Given Hamilton’s sterling record of growth, it was
understandable that the outgoing mayor in 1929, William Burton, predicted that 1929 would
undoubtedly be improved on by 1930, which was expected to see “another great building
program… further factory developments… civic projects which will run into the neighbourhood
of $3,000,000 [and] the attention of the world… during the British Empire Games.”14 As the
Spectator prophesied, “If those people who left the city during the last few years do not return for
another decade they will then hardly recognize their hometown.”15
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The city had been enjoying unprecedented industrial growth, entailing the opening of
new factories and a huge construction boom.16 Companies that had already made Hamilton their
Canadian home base expanded en masse. In 1929 alone, International Harvester, Canadian
Westinghouse, Otis-Fensom Elevators, and Coca Cola, to name but a few, either built new
factories or expanded existing ones. They spent $15,000,000 on factory improvements in that one
year alone.17 Stelco was so proud of its newly refurbished factories, with a doubled capacity and
the ability to produce “added Galvanized and Pickled Sheets,” that it took out full-page
advertisements in the Spectator.18 Thanks to the efficiency of their new plant, with its superb
steelmaking technology, Stelco claimed, the company was able to ship coast to coast and thereby
reduce the nation’s reliance on imported steel. With profits of over $4,000,000 for 1928 and new
federal policies favouring nationally produced steel and steel by-products, Stelco seemingly
symbolized Canada’s success.19 In Hamilton, there were many such prospering businesses,
including the old established concerns that continued to provide stable jobs for workers and tax
revenues for the city.
New industries flocked to the city as well. The city council was noted for its ambitious
approach to gaining new industries and the city’s growth was credited – by the ever-enthusiastic
Spectator – “to a large extent, [to] the efficient business methods adopted by the council.”20
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Drawn by “a reservoir of contented and capable… help… unrivalled power and shipping
facilities, and… a greater population within a radius of 50 miles than the city of Toronto, as well
as being an accessible point for every city and town in the Niagara peninsula,” investors and
industrialists found the city a good place to make money.21 A Christmas retrospective published
in the Spectator boasted that Hamilton’s easy ability to supply semi-finished materials meant it
stood poised to attract a dozen new factories, including a Canadian branch of the Union Wire Die
Corporation, and the American Aniline and Extract Company.22 These new plants not only
brought jobs, but also provided free publicity for the city through the circulation of images of
factory plans and pictures published in trade magazines, often published in the United States.23
Hamilton, many agreed, was on the move.24
This image of success, and the growth of the Hamilton brand beyond its own borders,
was further fed by the Made/Produced-in-Canada exhibition, which was both a product of and
tool for Hamilton’s boosters. In 1925, as post-First World War production levels began to pick
up, the Canadian Manufacturers’ Association (CMA) launched a Made-in-Canada promotion in
order to encourage domestic consumption of Canadian goods.25 Given Hamilton’s swelling
industries, the city, in conjunction with the Imperial Order Daughters of the Empire, the Canadian
Club, the Chamber of Commerce and the local CMA branch, launched its own Produced in
Canada exhibition in 1926. By 1928 the event was drawing 93,000 people.26 Becoming “the
foremost affair of its kind,” this fair highlighted for all to see Hamilton’s diverse industries and
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products.27 Little was said of the men and women doing the actual work of producing the city’s
prosperity. While jobs, profits, and products were proudly hailed, workers and working
conditions were more discreetly handled.
The political situation in Hamilton in 1929 reflected the prosperity and progress of the
age, but also demonstrated the durability and depth of the city’s political traditions. Middle-class
professions were expanding. Professionals, small business owners and entrepreneurs had
benefitted from the relative prosperity of the 1920s. They approved of the investment that
underwrote this prosperity. Reflecting these attitudes, Hamilton was federally represented by
three Conservative politicians, with election histories ranging from one to five previous terms in
office. They included George Septimus Rennie, a respected medical doctor and celebrated World
War I veteran, serving in Hamilton East; Charles W. Bell, a high-profile defense attorney elected
in Hamilton West; and George Crooks Wilson, the senior statesmen of the three, who had worked
his way up through municipal and provincial governments and who thus, after winning the
Wentworth seat in 1911, listed his professions in the House of Commons records as “merchant
and gentleman.”28 All, to some extent, represented the climb that business men and professionals
had been making up the political ladder in Hamilton, and throughout Ontario, especially since the
war. They testified to the continuity of political trends and the enduring significance of social
networking.29 Their campaign efforts highlighted their shared dedication to the common good, as
demonstrated through good service to the public and hard work for their constituents. All were
described as “progressive” for their desire to move Canada forward. Both Hamilton candidates
27
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emphasized positive domestic economic support of industry as key to stabilizing Canada for the
next generation.30 A level-headed nature, talent in debate, and appropriate connections were all
political advantages.31 All three men were also members of the professional, social, and local
organizations that made up Hamilton’s public social fabric and which were popular and wellattended at the time, such as the Hamilton Club and the Chamber of Commerce.32 These
connections, both socially and professionally, allowed Hamilton politicians to progress, with
experience and party support, from local politics to the federal field. Many Conservative
politicians were members of the almost-century-old Chamber of Commerce, which provided
businessmen with a chance to become politically involved through its perennial involvement in
civic affairs. Similar affiliations were common among politicians at all levels of Hamilton
society.
With no pending federal election, in 1929 a provincial election raged. Hamilton elected a
new all-Conservative slate to the Ontario Legislature. To George Smye, William Morrison and
Thomas Jutten the word ‘raged’ might have felt quite appropriate, as the public was deeply
divided on how to control liquor sales following the repeal of provincial prohibition laws. The
issue created a political atmosphere fraught with mudslinging and moralizing. It was one that was
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seen as quite unbecoming and even un-Hamiltonian. As the writers at the hyper-Conservative
Spectator intoned, “Excited condemnation of a particular act because of abuses which
undoubtedly ought to be remedied… is giving the election campaign altogether too one-sided a
complexion… Instead of working up a panic, the thing to do is to take a calm and dispassionate
view.”33 That such an impassioned tone was derided is in keeping with the moderate, gradual,
well-thought-out reforms favoured by the city’s leading Conservative politicians. Radicals,
especially Communists, were treated pejoratively. Their perceived lack of careful thought, calm
deportment, and respect for established and legal means of reform were all marks against them,
even in Hamilton’s labour movement.34
In 1929, the hearts of Hamilton’s politicians and growing middle classes were warmed by
appeals for orderly progress. Premier George Ferguson had made moves that fit within both the
government’s own improving agenda and a wider movement for social legislation. His
government’s accomplishments included passage (in initial form) of Ontario’s Workmen’s
Compensation Act, the introduction of old-age pensions, and, in a more traditionally conservative
direction, investments in infrastructure and highways. It moved to change the operation and
policies of Ontario Hydro. It worked to strengthen “the strong financial position of the province
for which the government is responsible.”35 The Conservative candidates advised the public that
“the welfare of the community is directly involved in these measures.”36 It was a warning they
carried as far as the local labour newspapers, where they ran ads that highlighted the strength of
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the industrial job market and the profitable industries helped by this Conservative government.
Let industry operate freely, they and other Conservatives urged, and Hamilton would flourish.
Hamilton’s middle-class professionals had enjoyed great success meeting the complicated legal,
banking, and accounting requirements and of the city’s industries. They also benefitted from
providing shopping opportunities to the ever more extensive crowd of workers. They
understandably evinced little interest in seeing this pattern end. Thus the messages of the
Conservative Party filled the papers, circulars, and shop windows. Even the dissenting Liberal
(and liberal) Hamilton Herald conceded that the Conservative candidates had demonstrated strong
records of serving their community. Given the strength of the Conservative candidates’
community connections, their proven track record, the boosterish presentation of Hamilton’s
success to its citizens and onlookers, the historic alignment of the Conservative Party with the
interests of Hamilton’s growing middle class, and the broader success of the Conservatives
provincially, it was unsurprising that the party’s stalwarts won again. In 1929, the Conservative
candidates swept the city.
Municipally, Hamilton’s elected officials mirrored the principles and life-styles of its
federal and provincial representatives, though on a somewhat less grand scale. Long service in
office was common on Hamilton’s city council. Only two incumbents went down to defeat in the
1929 election.37 One was Mayor William Burton, who decided to drop down to the Board of
Control after serving two terms as mayor and “paid the penalty often enacted of those who give a
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fearless and honest attempt at progressive civic management.”38 His push for industrial, business,
building, and civic expansion had made him a popular mayor, for the most part, but it was felt by
many that he would not be able to step back into the Board of Control after taking such a forceful
hand in Hamilton’s building. He was soundly defeated by a popular alderman, Donald
McFarlane, who was much younger and had received some of the largest voting margins in city
history in his aldermanic runs, a record of success he repeated in his run for Board of Control.39
Here too the middle classes were holding sway. Most of those running identified their
occupational positions as chairmen, business professionals, lawyers, and accountants. A handful
were professional public servants. Many also were serving or had served on the Chamber of
Commerce. They overlapped in their social circles and club affiliations.
Hamilton’s city council had openly and repeatedly declared itself to be non-partisan. In
the lofty theory of the day, councillors were service-oriented politicians, responsible for the city
as a whole, who attended to the city’s general concerns. There was no room here, officially at any
rate, for partisan politics.40 While political parties and their organizations publicly forwarded
slates of candidates in both major newspapers of the day, and indeed each newspaper presented
their own politicized slate, officially a candidate’s duty was to serve all. This was in keeping with
the larger tone of self-sacrifice and public duty that prevailed in the discourses surrounding
Hamilton politics in this era. In reality, most of the council’s elected officials, while
“progressive,” ran on fiscally conservative platforms that advocated politically conservative
goals, such as privatization of municipal services, increased support of industry, and job creation
through these business opportunities.41 “Progressive” for this period in Hamilton did not mean the
same things for most Hamilton politicians in 1929, as is seen in the speeches of both the incoming
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and outgoing mayors, as it did for social reformers such as labour supporter Sam Lawrence. In
most cases progress was tied to increased revenues, geographic expansion, and a more appealing
physical landscape, not to supporting the less fortunate, encouraging safer workplaces, or
addressing any of the city’s many social inequalities. It should again be emphasized that
Hamilton’s middle classes were great supporters of industrial growth, but that this disposition
should not be connected with supporting the workers in the factories. Industry and labour were
two very separate things.
Even the casual observer could quickly learn that supposedly non-partisan councillors did
not live up to professed ideals of political neutrality. In Hamilton, councillors were elected in
geographically and socially distinct wards. Even as early as 1929, the most obvious divide was
between self-declared Marxian socialist Lawrence and other far more parsimonious members of
council. He favoured increased spending on public welfare, workers’ education, and increased
wages and rights for municipal workers.42 They, in general, did not. While officially there was no
party ticket, Lawrence was strongly affiliated in the public eye with the ILP, both due to his
membership in the organization and his continued activity in the labour movement.43 Lawrence
and the ILP won most of their elections in the Wards Five through Eight. These Wards were
closer to the harbour front, and thus to industrial workers’ workplaces. They were populated
largely by recent immigrants, many of them recently-arrived immigrants from Britain.44 Yet even
the fiercely partisan Lawrence and other former politicians who had served as Conservative
42
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candidates in federal and provincial elections paid lip service to the great ideal of disinterested
civic altruism.
Throughout the 1920s, a growing middle class of professionals and businessmen had
begun to play an important role in municipal political and social life, largely through their
increased presence on city council and in the increasingly powerful Chamber of Commerce.45
This group began to play an important role as the city grew. The Chamber of Commerce and city
council crusaded to ensure that Hamilton stayed on top of the minds of those with money to
spend. Beginning in 1926, the two formed the Joint Industrial and Publicity Committee, designed
to attract capital investment to the city and also to improve its image. The committee spread news
about Hamilton’s virtues locally, nationally, and internationally among a growing class of
pleasure travellers and middle class entrepreneurs.46 After all, with tax revenues into the millions,
it seemed there was little to be lost by investing a few thousand dollars in embellishing the city’s
image. These tax revenues resulted from the very desirable long-term industrial investments and
trade opportunities touted in the committee’s advertisements. They also arose from the
expenditures of delegates to commercial, trade and social conventions held in the city and from
much-coveted tourists choosing this location, be it for business or pleasure.47 The necessary
money to fund this campaign was provided jointly through donations from the public, largely
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Chamber of Commerce members and entrepreneurs, and a matching donation from the city
itself.48
In 1929, the joint committee’s aim was to raise $9,000 from the public, a goal easily met
in the first quarter of the year through a massive fundraising drive launched jointly through the
Spectator and a mass letter sent out to citizens.49 This money was used for publicity, through the
circulation of a pamphlet published by the committee entitled Hamilton, Canada: The City of
Opportunity, campaigns in appropriate trade papers, and trade promotions of Hamilton at
conventions.50 It was also used to encourage large scale conferences to choose the city and add
revenues to its coffers.51 The diverse purposes of this campaign, meant to attract businesses and
tourists alike, prompted the city boosters to present Hamilton not just as a city of industry (though
the ten-page business directory including factories producing everything from steel to pasta
certainly achieved that end), but also as a beautiful city boasting flourishing families. Here, the
campaign proclaimed, was “THE City Beautiful.”52
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Hamilton, in 1929, was seen as having been blessed with natural advantages: “Nestling
on the shores of Hamilton Bay, a beautiful land-locked harbor at the head of Lake Ontario, it is
sheltered on the south by the Niagara escarpment, from the summit of which a panoramic view of
the city below, with the harbor and lake in the distance, unfolds in picturesque magnificence.”53
These scenic views were preserved and improved upon by the city’s extremely active Parks and
Playgrounds boards, which fought continually to retain green space in the growing city. The year
1929 saw improvements to the well-loved strolling grounds at Dundurn Park, the addition of a
scenic harbour outlook in the west end, further development and expansion to the public gardens
in Gage Park to the east, the construction of new walking trails up and down the escarpment, and
the preservation of woodland marshes in the newly-annexed Westdale area.54 More reliable cars
and more developed roads allowed motorists to choose the city as a lunch stop on day trips to and
from Niagara Falls and Toronto.55 The parks networks were praised by tourists for allowing for a
spot to stretch one’s legs in a more scenic outlook than a roadside gas station.56 City
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beautification was more than just a passing fad for council. It was part of a wide-ranging middleclass vision of the city.
To complement these natural beauties, middle-class Hamiltonians began to reshape their
residences in a ‘more natural’ style, developing new planned neighbourhoods in the surrounding
countryside. In 1929 Hamilton was growing geographically as well as economically. The
“Ambitious City” expanded to accommodate the needs of its growing, and increasingly wealthy,
population.57 New planned neighbourhoods expanded westward and south towards the
escarpment following the annexation of West Hamilton and the Hamilton Mountain areas.58
Charming single-family homes were built along the city’s “network of broad, well-kept
thoroughfares, artistically bordered with shade trees,” and enclosed by the splendid green
escarpment.59 In an attempt to distinguish their city from other urban centres, with their slum-like
neighbourhoods, Hamilton’s city planning committee and local builders made a conscious effort
to develop its neighbourhoods in keeping with the then-current philosophy that suburbs should be
designed to be as natural as possible.60 Its home advertisements, newspaper write-ups, and
publicity material spoke of these new neighbourhoods’ “profusion of shady trees, impressive
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public buildings, and handsome, ‘homey’ residences.”61 The growing workforce, especially those
in heavy industry could – at least in theory – escape the shadows of the city’s industrial
behemoths. While the city still included cramped, tall, single-family dwellings in the workers’
districts, the Chamber of Commerce, house-builders, and the city council tried to promote
expansion outwards to these new, spacious and beautiful suburbs, replacing the compact urban
city with one that boasted a fashionable suburban sprawl.62
In addition to their city’s natural beauty, state-of-the-art landscaping, and advantageous
location, Hamiltonians could be proud of their city’s architecture. As the city’s then mayor,
William Burton noted, “With the erection of the Pigott Building, the Bank of Montreal, the new
Baker Dial Exchange and the considerable changes of uptown Main Street and the new T. Eaton
Co. Extensions, we can truthfully say that the main business and shopping centres of Hamilton
has been greatly improved.”63 As the city’s prospering population moved into their new houses,
retail stores and banks built grand new buildings in the city’s downtown, now serviced with
gleaming Hamilton Street Railway streetcars. These stores, such as Henry Birks and Sons
Jewellers, were celebrated for carrying a fine selection of wares – but also for having employed
Hamilton workers throughout their construction.
The city’s architects and city council imagined these retail spaces and office buildings to
be the new city commons. The downtown had evolved from its roots as a mid-eighteenth-century
collection of small shops and homes into a bustling business centre. It was only in the 1920s that
its architecture had caught up with it ambitions. Grand stores, imposing public buildings, and
even some of the country’s first skyscrapers added to the sense of a city on the move. Such
buildings were advertised not only as beautiful in their own right but also as material evidence of
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progressive Hamilton’s prosperity.64 With the opening of the new Bank of Montreal building in
the city’s centre in June of 1929, it seemed that the city’s transformation into an attractive
metropolis was finally reaching completion. Local papers, visitors, and citizens noted the
edifice’s beauty and, as the Spectator put it, “James street south has become a street of which any
city might well be proud.”65 The handsome building also served the practical function of
advertising the city’s wares to anyone who could ask. Each part of its construction process had
had a Hamiltonian fingerprint. The Spectator carried a two-page spread listing all the local
industries that had contributed to its construction. In the words of the reporter, “Not only is it a
building to which they can refer with pride as being second to none of its class in the wide
Dominion, but they can point to the fact that it is almost entirely a Hamilton Product.”66 From the
Hamilton Bridge Works steel running through the building’s supports, and the Queenston
Canadian Limestone gracing the building’s grand exterior, to the Cooksville Tile that covered all
the building’s floors – here was a building that showed what Hamilton could accomplish.67 As the
Spectator noted, “Any one who plans a building here can obtain practically all the materials from
this district.”68
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Figure 1: Current photograph, former Bank of Montreal Building, Hamilton, 2014. Source: Author's
collection.

Along with the construction of the stout but grand Bank of Montreal building, Joseph M.
Pigott envisioned the addition of a new skyscraper (named after himself) as a towering
advertisement of Hamilton. While he had long been the architect of choice for the Golden
Horseshoe area’s wealthiest homebuilders, his company also worked hard at obtaining projects
that would draw the broader public’s attention, such as this skyscraper.69 He aimed to make it a
jewel for the whole city to admire. On the opening day Pigott described the excitement in his
meticulously kept daily diaries: “Thousands and thousands of people packed the two stairways
right up to the Tower, which seemed to be the main attraction. Queues formed along James Street
and we had to enlist the help of the Hamilton Fire Department to handle the crowd and keep them
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moving. This went on for two days. I was filled with pride.”70 The Spectator praised the tower,
specifically pointing to the joy it would bring the middle-class businessmen who worked there
and to their factory-worker clientele. “In these democratic days,” an unnamed journalist
exclaimed, “the tendency is for luxury to spread downward. In homes, theaters, public buildings,
the aim is to give the average person the sense of beauty and comfort. The things which were the
exclusive property of the wealthy a few generations ago are becoming the necessities of all. This
is true also of office buildings and the magnificent Pigott building is a case in point.”71 A number
of the city’s growing class of businessmen and professionals echoed these sentiments about the
new Hamilton of the 1930s. While each focused on things of importance to themselves, all agreed
that with its new downtown and natural beauties, Hamilton was a good-looking and forwardlooking place, to be enjoyed by all who lived there.72
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Figure 2: Current photograph of the Pigott Building, Hamilton, 2014. Source: Author's collection.
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The Chamber of Commerce’s coup in luring McMaster University to Hamilton added
immeasurably to the city’s progressive aura in the late 1920s. The University had moved from
Toronto to Hamilton where it could construct its own multi-building campus. As the Spectator
proclaimed in its annual wrap-up of city business, “It was largely due to [the] Chamber’s efforts
that Hamilton was chosen as the site of McMaster University.”73 The Chamber and the city
worked together to lure the university to Hamilton with pitches that combined progress with the
picturesque. They fulsomely spoke of the city’s beauty and tranquility, not at all of its industry
and urban bustle. The land proposed for the campus was far from Hamilton’s factories and the
downtown. It boasted frontage on a natural ravine and forest, eight acres of parkland to be used
for later expansion, and a proposed botanical and horticultural garden, all for the enjoyment and
edification of staff, students and citizens.74 One of the key additions was a sunken garden at the
front entrance. Landscaped by Howard B. Dunnington-Grubb, noted for his recent much-praised
work at Gage Park, by the time of its 1931 completion this garden would include fountains, rock
walls, landscaped gardens, and plants chosen specifically to match the existing wild botanical
setting of the university’s semi-rural setting.75 The migration of McMaster to Hamilton was seen
as an event that provided scope for the city’s landscapers and architects, and as a boon for
Hamiltonians of culture and breeding. It joined Hamilton’s book clubs, lecture societies and arts
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groups.76 Having a university meant new ideas, new speakers, and newly invigorated intellectual
life, all of which seemed to suit Hamilton’s progressive vision. The Chamber of Commerce also
liked the thought of new business and especially new visitors drawn from around the world to
McMaster.
Given their city’s industrial strength, natural beauty, growing population and new-found
cultural sophistication many Hamiltonians could rightly feel proud of the city. Many could also
feel prosperous. Jobs, including more skilled and higher paying positions, were fairly plentiful
and allowed scope for both advancement and stability. Housing was improving and the city was
expanding. The city council and Chamber of Commerce were pouring more and more money into
beautification projects that made the city’s natural spaces more appealing to all classes of citizen.
The downtown’s new and improved shopping districts brought an air of urban splendour and
order to the city. The city was seen to be on an ever-upwards path of progress. While economic
hardship would soon rock the city to its core, it is important to remember that the view of
Hamilton held by many Hamiltonians who lived through the Depression, and later the Second
World War, was informed by their experiences in the 1920s, when Hamilton was prosperous,
bustling, and – at least in the eyes of its middle-class boosters – beautiful.
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Chapter 3: “A Sincere… and… Successful Leader in the Cause of Social
Reform”: Labourism, the Independent Labour Party, and the
Conservative Political Order in Hamilton Civic Politics
Since 1898, Hamilton’s federal seats had been consistently held by Conservative Party
politicians. While the provincial seats had fluctuated a little, through the election of Allan
Studholme, an ILP politician, to the eleventh through fourteenth provincial legislatures, even
these had seen otherwise continuous representation by Conservatives. Even the non-partisan city
council, often the first training ground for later federal and provincial candidates, was largely
filled with Conservative politicians or friendly parties. This majority ensured that even when
alternative, more radical voices were present on council, their votes were outnumbered. Through
turning to public commentaries on the Conservative Party and its opponents, paying particular
attention to the values attached to them, it is possible to understand why it was able to enjoy such
success in the city. The key tenets of the Conservative Party’s platforms showed a careful mix of
fiscal conservatism and ideas of industry and progress, mixed with the social and ethical ideals of
liberalism that had become a prominent cornerstone of Canadian political life.1 The Conservative
focus on trade protected by tariff walls and subsidized development, on funding industrial
progress over socialized job creation, and on helping individuals stand on their own two feet
during the early years of the Depression especially reflected the broader federal policies that had
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come to represent the Canadian Conservative Party in the twentieth century.2 Due to the centrality
of industry to Hamilton’s job market, the party was able to spin these promises in a way that
appealed even to working-class voters from whom it may otherwise have been disconnected.
In Hamilton, appeals to classical liberal themes – individualism, property, improvement –
resonated with voters. Hamilton continued to be home to an above-average number of
homeowners and its civic government placed great importance on property taxes, emphasizing
the importance of frugality and fiscal soundness to both citizens and politicians.3 The
Conservative Party also won popularity with its steadfast adherence to the constitution, which
included ideals such as honest and clean electioneering, faith in the Empire, and above all wholehearted devotion to the public.4 Thus, one of the key attributes of successful candidates in
Hamilton’s elections was a proven record of service to the public. Conservative candidates often
emphasized things that had been achieved by Conservative governments when a Hamilton
Conservative represented the city in Ottawa or Toronto. While a Liberal candidate might serve
only himself and his party in Parliament, they claimed, “the Conservative candidates sought to
serve for the benefit of the whole dominion.”5 For example, given that tariffs were of direct
benefit to so many Hamilton industries and that Conservatives had so strongly fought for adding
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more of them, it was easy to claim that every tariff-protected factory was a sign of their genius.
Even as the Depression raged, the Conservatives would vaunt their protectionist successes.
Middle-class Hamiltonians were constantly enjoined to put service before self, public
duty before private benefit. Their political activities were supposed to reflect this high-minded
civic idealism.6 They were seen as demonstrating a willingness to aid those in need without
preventing them from helping themselves as well. This contribution was especially important
because they were often among the lucky few with the time, money, and social connections to
devote to such service. Even those without direct political service records played up their roles in
the private sector, such as M.M. Robinson, who wrung political capital out of his chairmanship of
the British Empire Games.7 With the Great War still fresh in the memories of many in Hamilton,
having a military service record was also a sure sign that one was a loyal servant of the British
Empire.8
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Good past service was so important because it demonstrated that candidates knew
Hamilton well. Localism dominated all levels of electoral politics.9 Unsurprisingly, the charge
that a politician was actually more from Ottawa or Toronto than from Hamilton could be
extremely harmful.10 Even first-time candidates were expected to prove somehow that they
understood the city’s people, as was the case with Board of Control candidate Donald McFarlane,
whose overwhelming success was attributed to the fact that he knew everyone in his riding.11
While Conservatives did not have the monopoly on good public service and familiarity with their
respective ridings, their repeated successes electorally did give such arguments a degree of
plausibility.
While service was necessary, not all political service was necessarily praiseworthy. It was
not good enough to be a politician; one had to be honest and virtuous as well. This fit in with the
ideal that all candidates and successful politicians should value the spirit of fair play and order
embodied by the constitution and respect the governing bodies created under its auspices. During
the election, candidates were expected to be rational, calm, self-possessed, and mature. They were
to confine their comments to themselves and their vision of Hamilton, not to insult their
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opponents.12 This good conduct included an avoidance of “partisan prejudice” when discussing
the current government, because “electors who want to get the truth will not seek their
information in such biased sources.”13 This behaviour was thought to be part of the higher moral
standards to which politicians were expected to hold themselves in their service of their
constituents. After they were elected, they were expected to uphold the same standards. They
were criticized for misleading voters, for exhibiting on-the-job laziness, and – perhaps most
revealingly – for spending too much time away from town, all of which were seen as insults to
Hamilton voters.14
Part of this attitude reflected quite clearly the stance that the press and political parties
assumed with respect to voting. Each individual was described as being responsible for his or her
own vote. To vote irresponsibly reflected poorly on the character, intelligence and integrity of a
person.15 Seen as the great unifier through which anyone could improve their lot, voting was a
duty it behooved any self-determined individual to perform.16 As the Spectator articulated it:
“How can a people govern themselves if they are unwilling to perform the first and simplest duty
of citizenship – namely to take an interest in public affairs and assist in the election of worthy
administrators?”17 The Liberal Party struggled with many Hamiltonians’ apathy about the
political order in general and the Liberal Party in particular – even on the part of self-professed
Liberals who often seemed unable to work up the energy to vote. Whatever their misgivings
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about Conservative hegemony in Hamilton, they were not sufficient to prompt Liberals
consistently to resist it.18
While these definitions of political virtue might seem nebulous, even more so was the
supposed difference between the two big Hamiltonian parties. As the Spectator flippantly noted,
“There is so much Liberalism in Conservatism, and so much Conservatism in Liberalism, and we
have the combined label, Liberal-Conservative.”19 But the one clear distinction between the two
was the Conservative Party’s avowed protectionism. The Conservative Party, both federally and
provincially, preferred: “Intra-Empire trade reciprocity, safeguarding of Canadian Producers –
agricultural and industrial – from dumping of American products” and the development of
infrastructure to support progress in trade and industry.20 As with liberalism, these were not fixed
values or ideals and could be modified as the market and the voters demanded. “Particularly
misjudged by reason of its label,” the Conservative Party, even then, proclaimed its devotion to
reform and progress. It recognized, in candidate David Robinson’s words in 1936, that “there are
evils in the present capitalist system that must be torn up by the root and branch.”21 Those ‘evils’
did not include private enterprise and heavy industry, duly celebrated in most Conservative
appeals.
While some during the Depression were likely to point at industrial capitalism as one of
the evils that had caused it, for the Conservatives it was the shovel that would help to dig
18
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Hamiltonians out of it. They took an extremely protective stance with respect to private industry
throughout the Depression. Since Isaac Buchanan’s advocacy of tariff protection in the 1850s,
Hamilton manufacturers and workingmen had been targeted with arguments for tariff protection
that emphasized the shared class interests of manufacturers and their employees.22 The
Conservative Party under R.B. Bennett merely accentuated the message: tariffs were revenueproducing tools for Canadian manufacturers.23 An exception was made, naturally, for trade with
Britain which was encouraged as a means of supporting the Empire as a whole, not just the
Dominion of Canada. To the Conservative Party, and this view was expressed by many
Hamiltonians as well, Canada’s British traditions tied it irrevocably to the project of Empire. To
be loyal to Canada meant pledging loyalty to the Empire as well.
Conservatives, it was said, were job creators.24 They were the friends of the working
classes. Through developing industry-sponsored apprenticeship programs and training colleges,
the “Safe! Sound! Sane!” party claimed it was building jobs through “Common Sense, Not
Emotion or Sentiment!”25 Nor did such Conservatives balk at the decade’s highway-building
programs, which promised to improve trade routes within Canada and to create much-needed
unskilled, short-term positions for the unemployed.26 Hamilton Conservatives focused not on Old
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Age Pensions or the social reforms but on infrastructure expansion, industrial development, and
Canadian protectionism. As long as they remained influential and respected as the political voice
of Hamilton, any easy equation of the Steel City with working-class radicalism was wide of the
mark. Their focus remained on solving the problems of capitalism, not those of the oppressed
masses, and down to the 1930s they remained quite conspicuously and enduringly successful.
One of the problems of the Depression was that much of the responsibility for relief for
the poor and unemployed fell on municipalities. While this had always been the case, there had
never been so many people to help before. Relief money was scarce. In 1932, a group of citizens,
largely business men and lawyers, formed the Hamilton Civic Research Association, “to discover
a means of economizing in civic government and administration.”27 Similarly offering a
governmental solution to municipal problems, Mayor John Peebles was among the first mayors to
propose a national mayors’ council to strive for a solution to a relief crisis that he largely viewed
as one brought on by provincial and federal selfishness.28 The dedication of Depression-era public
figures to this organization was a demonstration of the widely-held belief in Hamilton and across
Canadian urban centres that civic government was not considered a lesser sphere, but rather as
one of the most important to its citizens.29 In terms of classical liberal theory, civic government,
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so intimately tied to property and improvement, was where the free-standing individual was
necessarily a key figure in fighting for reforms.
As with the federal and provincial elections, proven experience and a record of public
dedication played in the favour of municipal candidates, especially in the age of Depression
crisis. Civic government, close to the citizens, rivaled, on Peebles’s analysis, the provincial and
federal states with respect to its centrality in the lives of the people. He warned the incoming
council: “Alone I can accomplish little… I am sure we will all work in hearty co-operation for the
benefit of our City.”30 Peebles’s role as Depression-era Mayor made him the most vocal speaker
on this topic. Each year in his inaugural speech as mayor, Hamilton’s economic position
worsened. Each year his plea for service became firmer.
The success of any business, large or small, municipal or otherwise, may be
compared to that of the winning football team… Personal glory must be
sacrificed for the good of co-operative team work. If civic representatives of
Hamilton wish to make good their pre-election promises, and that includes
myself, then they will honestly and earnestly strive throughout the coming year
to serve in the best interests of the greatest number of people.31
This was not just a vague refrain echoed by the mayor as a platitude, but rather was part of what
Hamiltonians expected of their politicians. The theme was echoed by his fellow council members,
Board of Control candidates and mayoral candidates in their campaign materials and speeches at
civic events. Their service was not just for their glory, but for the improvement of all of their
constituents, and indeed the city at large. They thus emphasized their previous experiences and
used them to reinforce their campaigns. As Controller John Henry Bell told electors during his
unsuccessful run for mayor, “If the citizens of Hamilton want my service it is at their disposal.” 32
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Civic politicians reinforced the view that they sought to work for others, not themselves.
Unfortunately for Bell’s mayoral hopes, this reliance on past service was held to with exceptional
persistence during the Depression when “a citizenry aroused during the past 12 months by the
attention that has been centred about municipal affairs and more fully appreciative than ever
before flocked to the polls to elect Mayor Peebles.”33 This belief in civic responsibility was
echoed throughout the city’s charitable and social organizations such as the Chamber of
Commerce, which emphasized that the success of such voluntary organizations was a function of
the willingness and enthusiasm of volunteers, placing a heavy onus on their determination and
willing spirits.34
In keeping with the interests of the Conservative agenda of the City Council, even as
relief rolls rose and businesses closed, the mayor tried his best to live up to the ideal of fiscal
prudence. Peebles spoke often of Hamilton’s need for “careful, economical, and efficient
administration.”35 He was re-elected each time he ran.36 And in office, he governed with the
prudence and caution he had promised voters. In addition to carrying out a relief program that in
1931 provided work for approximately 10,000 to 12,000 men, he managed to reduce expenditures
and debts.37 Excepting Quebec City, Hamilton had the lowest per capita tax rate of any major
Canadian city. This was amazing, given that the city and its unemployed suffered
disproportionately during the Depression. The percentages of men and women who lost working
hours due to the Depression (51% of men and 32.8% of women claimed to have lost hours) was
higher than in any Canadian city other than Windsor, and the absolute unemployment numbers
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were higher for cities of a similar size only in Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.38 Throughout
his early years as mayor, Peebles persevered in his goal of providing a “careful, honest,
progressive, and economical administration” by making sometimes unpopular and difficult cuts.
These included cutbacks in the amount of money for the construction of new schools,
consolidating government departments, cutting civic salaries, reducing spending on out-of-date
machinery maintenance, and introducing one-operator street cars.39 Each move was unpopular
with some voters and all were criticized by the left – but the mayor was re-elected.
Such austerity-related measures were not as unpopular as the eventually necessary raise
in taxes across the city, implemented not by the mayor-led Board of Control but rather by the city
council alone. Many of Hamilton’s citizens and businesses were already quite strapped for cash.40
Described as “oppressive,” “outrageous,” and blamed for initiating “a terrible situation,” the tax
hike would – its critics said – halt industrial investment, increase unemployment, and result in an
increased need for rent and mortgage relief.41 While fiscally restrained, Peebles, his Board of
Control, the city council, and Chamber of Commerce worked together to revive the progressive
Hamilton of 1929. This adherence to fiscal conservatism echoed the larger game of politics being
played in Ottawa and Toronto. Though Hamilton’s city council might have been professedly non-
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partisan, it was obviously championing values and policies ideologically similar to those of
Conservatives dominion-wide.
While many of the political ideals espoused by Hamilton’s council members, mayors and
controllers echoed those seen elsewhere, in some ways City Hall was the exception. Most
notably, it was a point of pride for councillors, controllers and the mayor alike that as members of
the civic body they served purely as public servants, never as politicians. As one candidate put it,
“I am absolutely an independent candidate, free from party politics, organization, or cliques, and
represent the over-burdened taxpayer.”42 According to the ideals of the day, aldermen and city
officials held to the belief that “We’re not politicians. We’re the mouthpiece of the city... Not for
a minute do we think that it is political.”43Aldermen, controllers, and the mayor were thought not
to be bound by political constraints. They were thus more able to do what was necessary for the
city. It is for this very reason that Sam Lawrence did not sit well with council’s aims. Lawrence,
as a member of the Board of Control, was consistently vocal about his British Labour Party
background and his support for a more government-focused and compassionate approach to
relief. For example he fought against the deportation of supposed relief fraudsters and tried to do
away with relief inspections.44 As for the CCF, it stood apart on the civic level as “a definite
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political body,” in a place where such a thing was not considered proper.45 Described by one
letter writer as “irresponsible candidates… who wish to enter out municipal council to dissipate
the taxpayer’s money,” and “‘reds’ of the first water,” Lawrence and the CCFers, with their
passion for party, seemed intent on changing Hamilton’s age-old civic tradition.46 The ardent tone
that the party adopted constituted one of its greatest sins in the eyes of the city’s older politicians.
They warned of meetings prone to “deescalate from parliamentary to ‘beer garden’ procedure.”47
Disordered meetings were deplored, as was heated debate. To Hamilton’s politicians and middleclass political participants, council was a serious business. The CCFers’ (and later Communists’)
outbursts were seen as lowering the status of those assembled to that of common rabble rousers.

Lesser Eligibility for More and More People: Hamilton’s Approach to Depression-Era
Welfare
It is important to remember that in 1929, Hamilton had been a prosperous city with a
flourishing middle class, with growing industrial prospects, and seemingly endless possibilities
for its future. It was a Conservative stronghold. Long before 1929, it had developed a definite
political culture. This culture strongly influenced not only the people who ran for and won public
office, but also pre-selected the very questions Hamiltonians asked about politics at all. After five
years of never-ceasing prosperity, job creation and expansion, the Great Depression was a hard
pill to swallow, and an even harder one to recognize.48 It was extraordinarily difficult for
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Hamiltonians to reconcile this crisis of unemployment with a world view that supposed anyone
who truly wanted a job could obtain one simply by actively looking. Due to the optimism of 1929
in particular, Hamilton’s liberal political observers struggled to reconcile their situation with the
desperation so graphically described on the front pages of both of their daily newspapers.
Of course, part of the problem was not just recognizing the issue, but also acknowledging
its seriousness and longevity. Like much of the rest of Canada, Hamilton’s businessmen and
politicians were slow to recognize the lasting impact of this financial crisis, especially on the
workers.49 After years of seeing seasonal and temporary unemployment fluctuations, it was hard
to recognize this as a crisis.50 Heightened unemployment was considered merely part of a routine
seasonal pattern. By August of 1930 the situation had reached a tipping point. Mayor Peebles
called a meeting on 2 August to discuss the problem directly.51 The conclusion suited the city’s
political approach to both the poor and the city to a tee. The unemployed men of Hamilton would
be put to work fixing nuisance traffic spots, beautifying industrial brownfields, and leveling
graded railway crossings.52 Not only would this get unemployed men to work, it would also
improve parts of the city that had long been overlooked and “act as a fillip to other employers to
go ahead with projects of expansion and improvement and thus keep the industrial machine in
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active operation.”53 Peebles aptly distilled Hamilton’s response to the early years of Depression:
every man, as a self-possessed free individual, would do his best to make the city pretty.
Initially during the Depression, Hamilton had enough money to sustain improvement
projects. Through tax reserves and its public works budget it funded a $2,000,000 work-for-relief
program on its own.54 In 1930, relief work was employed on grand projects, such as the city’s
much vaunted new North West entrance and rock garden, and on humbler ones such as snow
removal, sewer installation, hydro line dismantling, and alley paving.55 Additionally, the city
provided what it judged to be adequate footwear and work clothing to those men who could not
afford to purchase them on their own, and were thus prevented from working. 56 Medical relief
was also offered to men too sick to work, and to help families with sick children. The welfare
board promised that such children would never have to do without treatment or adequate
nourishment, no matter their parents’ “sins.”57 As the city’s own money ran out and relief rolls
climbed to an estimated 10,000 men, Canada’s municipalities gathered to discuss what was to be
done. As relief of the poor had always been a municipal responsibility, the federal and provincial
governments were at first hesitant to spend more of their short-running money to support the
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cities.58 After extensive negotiations, it was agreed that the province would provide some money
to works projects dependent on its estimation of need.59 This came as no small relief to the city,
which by 1933 was carrying 8,149 families in its relief and welfare departments.60 However, in
order to cover later relief programs, the city did increase its tax rate – one and a half mills in
1931, two mills in 1932, and one and a half mills in 1935 – for an eventual 1935 rate of 38.5
mills.61 It also would later draw more debenture funds to cover shortages. For example, in 1935,
the city drew a debenture of $800,000 to balance the city’s previous relief overdrafts.62 Most of
this money went for relief labour on public works projects, which did not diverge significantly
from previous use of debenture funds to finance public works projects.
58
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While the city fathers thought that any job was a good job, those doing the jobs – some of
them former white collar workers – sometimes disagreed. In 1935, workers engaged by the city
went on strike for an adjustment to their working conditions, especially their hours and rate of
pay, which they considered to be barely at subsistence level.63 While the mayor was sympathetic
to their complaints, most of the working conditions for welfare work were ordained by the
province and the federal government, which by that point was paying for it almost exclusively.64
The strikers saw themselves as being unfairly exploited. They were doing jobs that had formerly
been well-paying and often involved working outside in unforgiving weather. In the case of the
construction of a new escarpment access route, they confronted dangerous conditions due to the
cliff-side work of levelling a new road, often with explosives. The city councillors and public
works department saw themselves as doing their best to help those willing to work. Indeed, by
1935 the city hardly had the money to maintain its sewers and road crews, let alone fund an
ambitious relief program.65 At this point, drastic solutions such as “back-to-the-land” movements
were even considered briefly as a means to move at least some of the unemployed from urban
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relief rolls.66 No matter where the money was coming from, who was getting it all came down to
one thing: were they worthy of support and willing to work?
Hamilton’s city council was not alone in establishing a hierarchy of needs for the poor
during the Depression.67 At the very least, according to the prevailing perspective, a man ought to
demonstrate his self-possession and independence by being willing to help himself. This system
was followed strictly at City Hall with detrimental effects. One relief recipient exclaimed that
hunger marchers, “sick of the capitalist system,” had been driven to demonstrations by the
mayor’s policies.68 This relief system did not extend to the city’s unemployed women who,
married or not, were largely excluded from labour relief, even as whole fields such as child care,
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teaching, and nursing were decimated by cuts to public spending.69 They were expected to tend to
their families in this time of need, whether they had been doing so previously or not.70 In
September 1932, the province decreed that, as part of its relief packages to municipalities,
families must be investigated before they received monetary support. For Hamilton families, this
meant that some were rejected for relief who had previously been receiving it and many were left
to question why.71 Cases highlighted in the public often suggested discrimination against radicals,
and those unable (or, some said, unwilling) to work.
Laziness and unwillingness to work were perceived to be rife among Depression-afflicted
Hamiltonians.72 People were quick to impose negative labels on those they did not want included.
The attribute of laziness came to be swiftly associated with any group on the outside of society,
considered untrustworthy, or otherwise unreliable. Having any sort of discoverable vice could
cause one’s immediate eviction from the relief system. Addicts, gamblers, unwed mothers or
abandoned families, those considered work-shy, and sons over the age of sixteen who lived at
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home, could all be found unworthy of relief.73 Their lives were made even more difficult by
admonishments to the public that Hamiltonians should not waste charity on vagrants because
official relief efforts allegedly made it “unnecessary for the deserving destitute to beg for
money.”74 Beggars were, hence, categorized as immoral or vicious. Thus these already
marginalized groups were further marginalized and deprived through their exclusion from official
forms of relief. A firm-and-fast line demarcated the worthy poor who were put there by the
accident of the Depression and those who sought to exploit the situation with their pre-existing
hardships. Who drew the line and how was a matter of politics.
While being on the fringes of Hamilton’s poor due to perceived vice was grim, it was
even worse to be ethnically foreign, either visibly or linguistically. In light of Hamilton’s growth
spurt in the 1920s it unsurprisingly had drawn a lot of immigrants. Also unsurprisingly, they met
with some of the worst hostility when they applied for relief. Letter writers complained that
Canadians were overlooked for skilled jobs in favour of foreigners, and that “at present we see
foreigners, after arriving a few days, go direct to work and the natives go hungry for work.”75 The
perception was widespread that these immigrants sent their money home not to fund their
families, but rather “to build up reserves for that happy day when they will return to enjoy the
fruits of labour.”76 This idea that immigrants were among the dreaded “transient” group, were
agitators for Communism, and, even worse, that they were planning to take Canadian money out
of the country, led to their treatment as highly undesirable relief recipients.77 This perception fed
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the image held by City Council that relief to foreigners should be restricted, a policy that came to
be applied to non-English-speaking applicants irrespective of their citizenship status.78
No problem highlighted the question of the worthy poor more vividly than the city’s
unemployed veterans. Veterans had struggled throughout the period following World War I to
find meaningful long-term employment and were among those who suffered most during bouts of
seasonal and regular unemployment.79 It is thus not surprising that they were among the most
severely affected by the Depression. The language surrounding their relief points to the
importance of their past service and heroics, above those of other men, single or married. They
were “entitled” to relief, were “given the fullest consideration,” and finding them relief was “felt
[to be] important work.”80 One desperate letter writer, who identified himself as an exserviceman, highlighted the common conception that having given their all, the veterans should
get something back:
This man does not complain because he did not receive a pension. He does not
complain that he is broken in health. He does not complain that some of his old
comrades who receive a small pension insufficient to live upon when they are
out of work are now being granted relief. But he does put his case in the
following words: ‘Don’t you think there should be something for the ones who
get nothing in case of need or when they are down and out of work?’81
Veterans honoured in Remembrance Day speeches and almost by definition categorized among
the “worthy poor,” nonetheless often fell through the cracks. Indeed, bachelorhood,
unemployment, and poverty pushed many of them into the realm of “unworthiness.” Many came
to be seen by respectable Hamilton as the “undeserving poor.”
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The Tragedy of Municipal Deportation: Family Responsibility versus Public Charges
While the Hamilton civic government developed ways to cope both with the rising
numbers of unemployed men and the soaring relief costs, its programs had to walk the careful
line of adhering to liberal principles of self-determination and the work ethic without also
offending the city’s well-developed sense of charity. One such example of the dilemma the city
faced in reconciling these contradictory imperatives was the problem of municipal deportation.
Like all municipalities during the Depression, Hamilton was permitted under the Immigration Act
to deport public charges or the chronically unemployable.82 While it did so rarely, the dramatic
nature of these actions drew the public eye more suddenly than the other ongoing relief efforts of
the day.
The case of Alice Ainsworth, an alleged epileptic and public charge, was among the most
notable and telling of these events. Ainsworth had lived in Canada for eighteen years with her
parents and later with her husband and children. She had been hospitalized for a number of short
stays due to her epilepsy, for which she, on the advice of her doctors, had eventually sought a
cure at a private hospital in Woodstock.83 She was held there from the end of 1929 until her
deportation, and felt the treatment was not working. Her husband claimed both he and his wife
had repeatedly asked that she be sent home.84 Mr. Ainsworth was furious when his hospitalized
wife was ordered to be deported. Her case was made all the more dramatic by the simultaneous
deportation of a woman in her twenties named Alice Barton, another Hamilton epileptic who had
come to Canada as a child. She was sent back to England, unbeknownst to her parents. She had
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no family there.85 The two cases became front-page news and were heavily debated in both
council and among Hamilton’s elected representatives.
Mr. Ainsworth had appealed his wife’s deportation, both because he felt she was actually
fairly healthy and because she foresaw a future in which she would be abandoned, penniless, on
the dock in England like Barton.86 Upon hearing of her deportation he went immediately to his
City Councillor in Bolton, to which the family had moved, who then passed the case on to
Alderman Thomas Lewington in Hamilton, who brought it to City Council.87 The then-public
discussions of these deportations revealed that many opposed the deportation of these two women
only because of the duplicitous way in which their cases had been handled. They protested
against the denial of due British justice to these families. “However undesirable as citizens they
may be,” these deportees nonetheless should have been “given… the opportunity to appeal.”88
The focus on the need for fair process was echoed by Hamilton West MP Charles Bell, who was
called upon to investigate the cases on behalf of the federal government. While he concluded that
as epileptics these women had entered the country illegally, he also stated that without the
institution of proper appeal procedures, any family risked a similar fate. He felt this could only be
prevented by adhering to the law: “So long as there is machinery for an appeal tribunal to deal
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with the matter,” he argued, “no one has any right to prejudge it and say what the tribunal would
have done.”89 That these women had illegally hidden their epilepsy and thus falsely entered
Canada knowing they would become public charges was taken as a given, and deporting them for
those reasons was not an issue. Rather, there was a genuine concern that until order was applied
to appeals, and indeed to the British Naturalization Act, “[Any] man born in any part of the
British Isles can be deported… no matter how long he has lived in Canada.”90 What Hamilton’s
politicians deplored about the cases was that they were not in “accord with Canadian ideas of
justice.”91
In the cases of these two Hamilton women, many letter-writers also felt that these forced
deportations threatened the right of families to make their own personal decisions. Many who
weighed in reflected that if a family with a job and support system were willing to care for an
“incurable,” then it was their own business to decide what to do for them. Tearing apart the
family unit, viewed as a crucial component of society by all discussing welfare in Hamilton
during this period, was a great injustice.92 This was especially the case for Mrs. Ainsworth. Until
she went to the hospital to be cured, Mrs. Ainsworth had been, by all accounts, capably fulfilling
her role as a mother and homemaker. Her children were described as “pleasant” and her
homemaking skills called “excellent.” 93 Her deportation, not her illness, caused this family’s
distress. Given that during the Depression, married women were actively discouraged from
participating in the labour market, she was thus doing only what was to be expected of a
Depression-era mother. Many questioned the wisdom of breaking up such functioning families at
89
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a time when many poverty-stricken families were already suffering. Similarly, Barton’s
innocence and femininity were used to highlight her unsuitability for the rough world of London.
Luckily for other epileptics and ‘public charges,’ the uproar surrounding these deportations put a
stop to Hamilton’s run of municipal, non-political deportations.94 The scandal of deporting two
seemingly worthy British women due to no fault of their own, thereby interrupting the natural
family order, was too much even for a Hamilton in crisis.95
Indeed, Hamilton’s middle-class citizens’ spirit of charity persisted in the early years of
the Depression. To be uncharitable was to selfishly ignore the rest of the community, as the
Spectator cautioned: “There are many tightwads in this country who contributed very little to its
advancement even when times were prosperous, concealing their parsimony as best they could,
who now strut about among the genuinely impoverished parading their closeness as necessary
self-denial.”96 In spite of a lack of available funds, fundraising efforts continued as usual,
especially for the ill. Polio and tuberculosis campaigns, and any sort of sick children’s group,
were still able to draw in attention and funds. Even groups whose mandates had traditionally
included a broader social focus were attentive to the needs of the many during the Depression.
The Dickens Fellowship, living up to the moralistic tone of its hero’s novels, turned their
charitable efforts specifically to the city’s poor. Through a fundraising drive in the name of Tiny
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Tim, the organization worked to send ill and underweight children to summer camp. 97 Only
urgent cases were taken on, in spite of the fact that the organization was aware that the need was
much greater among Hamilton’s poor. It also expanded its Christmas giving efforts to include
more families. Even the homeless men who were out on the street did their part “exemplifying the
truth of the adage that charity begins at home.”98 They headed up clothing drives and charity
concerts to support single unemployed men, who like themselves could not get relief work
consistently and were thus reliant on individual acts of kindness or extra-government
organizations such as the Salvation Army.99 Such forms of individual charity included small
businesses giving haircuts, boots, groceries, and clothing to those most in need.100 These small
charitable acts were praised. They did not complicate the widespread acceptance of less
eligibility. Many respectable Hamiltonians believed that free-standing citizens should take care of
their families privately.
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In fact, during the Depression this spirit of communal giving spread from Hamilton’s
most established residents to its youngest. As part of the playground program, Nora-Frances
Henderson, the women’s editor for the Hamilton Herald, challenged youngsters across the city to
collect potatoes and other vegetables for distribution through the city’s relief department.101 This
exercise was not only designed to fill the city’s kitchens – though it did garner 45 bushels of
potatoes, in addition to 27 baskets of other assorted produce – but also “[had] significance for [the
children]… of deeper import than that involved in purely material considerations,” in that they
learned to “aid the unfortunate of the community.” 102 The Playground Commission’s goal of
teaching citizenship through play was thus fulfilled. Even children with few resources could be
encouraged to share what they had.103
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Anything But Conservative: Lawrence and the CCF Win Hamilton’s Support
As mentioned previously, Sam Lawrence, Hamilton’s main man for the ILP, did not
always see eye to eye with his fellow councillors. As Lawrence was venting his frustrations with
Hamilton’s Depression-era inefficiency, socialist leader J.S. Woodsworth was himself dreaming
in Parliament of a way to better address the inequities of capitalism.104 His solution was the
formation of the CCF, a party whose message resonated with Lawrence’s interests and socialist
leanings. Lawrence joined the party when it established a local club in early 1933.105 After the
provincial election was announced, on 30 April 1934 the CCF decided to contest all four ridings
in Hamilton, and the Liberal Party announced that it would not run a candidate so that Lawrence
and the Conservative Member of Provincial Parliament, William Morrison, could contest the seat
without vote splitting.106 Recognizing that a known and popular local politician would likely split
the anti-Ferguson vote, the Liberals thought it was wisest to let Lawrence run unopposed.
Running on the CCF’s election manifesto for the overall “establishment in Canada of a socialized
and planned economy, in which the principle regulating production, distribution and exchange is
service and not profit,” Lawrence hit the Hamilton campaign path, holding numerous speeches
and organization meetings extolling the virtues of socialism.107 “Labor’s Friend Lawrence”
promised “to carry [the workers’] fight to the Legislature.”108 He ran on the CCF official
provincial platform which included increased social support for those unemployed both
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temporarily or permanently, the socialization of universities, hospitals, banks, and hydro, and an
immediate halt to evictions across the province.
Lawrence’s hard work as a councillor and the fervent support of the ILP paid off and he
was ultimately successful, as were Mitchell Hepburn’s Liberals in overthrowing Ferguson’s
Conservative government. As his campaign pamphlet pointed out, he did after all have a long
record of service as an alderman and controller and, beyond even that, had devoted 37 years of
his life to the labour movement. “Lawrence is synonymous with service,” he reassured the public,
“[his] is a record that speaks for itself.”109 However, while Lawrence was considered a well-liked
man, the support of the ILP, and for that matter the rest of his Anything But Conservative
backers, was crucial to his success. The Labor News, the ILP’s official voice in the city, gave him
glowing reviews, describing him as “a square-shooter and sincere and conscientious,” one who
“works like a Trojan for those who toil,” and above all “a worthy successor to the late Allan
Studholme, Ontario’s first Labor representative to sit in the legislature.”110 They supported him
unequivocally, advising voters that “It behoves East Hamilton trade unionists and Labor Party
members to… strive every effort to put Candidate Lawrence ‘Over the Top.’”111 While Hamilton
was the first Ontario municipality to elect a CCF member, this was more based on personality
politics than socialism and highlighted a deep divide between old labour and the new left during
the Depression.
“Organization,” announced the Canadian Labor World, a publication of the Hamilton
Trades and Labour Council (TLC), linked in turn to the American Federation of Labor (AFL),
Was the weapon of defense against unjust and cruel task masters. Mass action
was the only way to secure redress for their many grievances... Help Organized
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Labor to be better equipped. Let organization be the slogan, and the union label
our banner and nothing can defeat us in our struggle for better conditions for the
workers.112
This mantra of ‘organization above all’ represented the philosophy of Hamilton’s established
labour movement to a tee. The party and movement fiercely rejected Communism, and suggested
that only through union organization and solidarity could real gains be achieved. It was a stance
the ILP worked hard to enforce, especially in the labour council.113 “When we, in Canada, are
called upon… to consider such problems as that of doing business with the Soviets and of
tolerating the propaganda in Canada of Communist bodies,” the Canadian Labor World advised
its readers, “it is well to remember that… the Third International, in turn, fosters and encourages
the propaganda of Communist bodies in Montreal, Toronto, New York and elsewhere.”114
Hamilton’s unionist labour politicians shaped Hamilton’s labourist political identity. It was one
that was much closer to liberalism than to Communism. Even a man as esteemed as Lawrence
was wise to remember the movement’s profound moderation.
The ILP remained largely a local party throughout this period, removed from more
centralized organizations as it had been since its inauguration. Projects like roadwork and the
construction of a new high level bridge were seen by the ILP as opportunities to create jobs and
safeguard civic coffers in a period of low construction costs.115 Hamilton’s Conservative council
elites and industrial financiers saw industry and consumption as key to their way of life and
municipal identity and pride. Most trade unionists hailed such industries as milestones on the path
to progress. They were not separated from the Conservatives by a deep ideological chasm.
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Craft unions had a long history in Hamilton. Its first union had been founded as early as
1827, and by the 1830s it was home to a Typographical Society, as well as unions for tailors,
shoemakers, and foundry workers.116 During the first decades of organizing activity, these groups
were often quite small, and numbered no more than a few dozen members each. By the 1870s,
these groups had grown and become more organized, culminating in Hamilton’s notable
participation in the nine-hour-day protests of that decade.117 This growth was driven, in part, by a
significant expansion in the numbers of workers employed in factories, a 52% increase over the
seven years between 1864 and 1871. In this growing economy, small and large manufactories coexisted, with variations by industry.118 Self-employed craftworkers were not unusual even in this
period. There were less than a dozen work stoppages in these early years.119
In spite of the variety and varied size of workplaces in the city, organization really took
off around the nine-hour-day movement. Begun in 1872, the movement was based in the city and
grew out of the increasing number of workers experiencing such a variety of workplace
conditions. “A massive parade of craftworkers [that was] held on 15 May 1872 [and] virtually
shut down industrial production in the city” was the most dramatic sign of this movement.120 At
least one third of the parade’s 3,000 participants were thought to be members of a union. As
many as eighteen percent of the city’s workers were locked out or on strike at one point.121
Following on the heels of the nine-hour movement, the Knights of Labor gained early support
there as well.122 By 1885, Hamilton had nine Knights of Labor Local Assemblies, and while most
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had 200 members, one had as many as 600.123 By the 1880s, a parade for the Knights of Labor
drew 2,000 people, many of whom marched under craft union banners.124 The Knights of Labor
gradually dwindled in the latter part of the nineteenth century, but the union tradition remained
strong in Hamilton. While industrial unionism was slow to take off in the city, craft unions, part
of the landscape for almost a century by the 1920s, remained a potent part of the labour and
political scene.
The ILP, initially a bastion of craft unions, got off to an early start in Hamilton in 1906. It
spread further through the city’s continued industrial growth and expanding immigrant
population, especially among the British Labour Party faithful. By 1920 it claimed 1,000
members.125 In spite of the city’s largely Conservative electoral record, in 1906 Allan Studholme,
a Hamilton stove mounter, member of the Knights of Labor, and active supporter of a recent and
tumultuous streetcar strike, was elected to the Ontario legislature as a representative of the ILP, a
seat he held until his death sixteen years later.126 From this time forward the ILP played a
significant, though minority, role in Hamilton politics and on city council. The party focused its
efforts chiefly and primarily on organizing the workers of Hamilton into trade unions, so that
through organization they could push for their rights. Among the tenets of a good, traditional
labour party (exemplified, said the Herald, by the ILP) was a devotion to trade unionism as a
means of effecting change, a “tradition of service and sacrifice,” and “loyal[ty] to the public.”127
They supported union-management cooperation as “a practical method of increasing efficiency so
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that both stock-owners and [workers] profited.”128 As an editorial in the Canadian Labor World
asserted,
Unions have demonstrated their dependability, their concern for standards of
good workmanship, the value of their cooperation in meeting every day
problems of work and discipline as well as emergency crisis. Good-will rests
upon service and mutual confidence… one of the best policies that a new union
can follow is to demonstrate to the employer that organization brings a new and
vital force to the problem of work and joint relations.129
These attitudes were, in part, a response to the frustration many members had felt with the early
lack of progress the party had made on big issues. As Craig Heron describes it, “By the 1920s, it
seems, Hamilton workers had retreated back to the private, informal world of the home and
neighbourhood... whose dominant tone was ‘not one of political combativity, but of an enclosed
and defensive conservatism.’ They retained a brittle sense of class identity… but they lived
within a framework which limited their horizons and discouraged class conflict.”130 Many of its
members were British and the candidates who ran in elections were almost always prominent
members of a craft union, such as Lawrence, Mitchell, or Studholme, all of whom had had
successful involvement in the union movement prior to election. While the ILP’s practice in city
council was to champion the interests of Hamilton’s workers, its newspaper, the Labor News, and
the Hamilton District Labour Council (HDLC)’s publication, the Canadian Labor World,
reflected a more national and international view of labour and workers’ rights.
Inspired by the British labour parties, the ILP represented craft and later commercial
workers who realized unionism could improve their working lives.131 Such Labourites made
earnest attempts to improve the lot of the workingman through (in Heron’s words) a “rigorously
democratic ethos,” a “community-based focus,” and the use of unionization as a complement to a
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“limited use of the state to right social wrongs.”132 As James Naylor remarks, they focused on
building successful trade unions, rather than mounting a challenge to the liberal order based on
their “collective economic power.”133 Thus, when Hamilton’s workers did go on strike, the ILP
supported them so long as they obeyed the law.134 The AFL, ILP, and HDLC joint publication,
the Canadian Labor World, explicitly outlined this position in a ringing statement of principles:
1. We stand for the best interests of the working people; 2 We are emphatically
opposed to violence and intimidation at all times; 3. We are Opposed to the
Industrial Workers of the World, the One Big Union, the Communist Party of
Canada and their methods; 4. We are opposed to Socialism as impractical and
Bolshevism as un-Canadian, and not being in accord with the policy of the
Trades and Labor Congress of Canada; 5. We believe in the settlement of labor
disputes by peaceful and conciliatory methods; 6. We believe in the mutuality
of interest of all persons in industry and are opposed to those destructive forces
that would decrease production at the expense of labor.135
This platform outlined the expectations for an ideal labourer, and labour party, in the political
sphere of Hamilton. To support labour as a political movement did not mean, and could even be
seen as antithetical to, conceiving of the working class as a distinct force with its own interests.
The ILP’s imagined Hamilton was, in truth, a deeply liberal community.
A labour party, then-Alderman Humphrey Mitchell advised the new Brantford Labour
Party, should exemplify above all “devotedness and downright honest Labor principles… [it]
must reflect the needs of the masses,” and have “a carefully constructed policy… it was better to
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move only to the attainable, the practicable, and policies easily understood by the people.”136 In
1929, the success of the labour party was measured almost entirely by increasing numbers of
trade unions and their practical successes.137 Labourites did not aspire to transform Hamilton
from top to bottom. They aimed to organize the appropriate workers and to hold a few seats on
council and the Board of Control. In fact, the party even took a more moderate approach to
running for these elected positions. It desisted from fielding a whole slate.138 It was felt that
serving in this minority capacity would give the ILPers a gentle but forceful presence on council
through which they could effectively express the desires of the moderate working class, which
fortunately often aligned with those of middle-class reform groups. These political victories for
labour – council victories for John and Humphrey Mitchell and Sam Lawrence, and the school
board triumph of Agnes Sharpe – complemented Hamilton labour’s workplace strategies.139
The ILP’s moderate policies were best exemplified by Humphrey Mitchell and his
successful run for Parliament in the East Hamilton riding. “Honest Humph,” like Lawrence,
began his career as a councillor, serving from 1929 until his election to Parliament in 1931.140
Also like Lawrence, he had immigrated to the city as a young man to work in the city’s factories
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and had rapidly become involved in its budding labour movement and the ILP. He was well liked
and considered a generally appealing candidate for the ILP. His record as a politician was also
impeccable. As the Labor News proclaimed, “Regardless of some of the fairy tales and election
canards that are being whispered by… Conservative electioneers in the East Hamilton riding, the
fact remains that the finger of scorn cannot be pointed at Candidate Mitchell. He is the people’s
candidate and outspoken exponent of the toilers.”141 He was exceptionally focused on the creation
of a respectable, and thus perhaps respected, working-class movement. Influenced by the ideals of
respectability and decorum characteristic of many unions in Britain, Mitchell recognized that an
open, legitimate movement was greatly to be preferred to one content to “hide away in any old
ramshackle place.”142
Mitchell exemplified respectability by refusing to play the same political game that was
the style of his opponent, M.M. Robinson. As Mitchell’s political record was blameless, both as a
labour organizer and a city councillor, Robinson often resorted to personal attacks, implying that
a dishonest and unprincipled Mitchell was incompetent to stand for federal office. Mitchell wisely
recognized that openly stating he would not engage in name-calling was easier than slinging mud
himself.143 He further used the opportunity to point out another desired character trait he
possessed: Britishness. He responded that he “was reared where good sportsmanship was
taught… The British Empire.”144 Thus he sportingly disdained to mention even his opponent’s
name in his campaign material. The Spectator printed this high-minded declaration alongside two
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columns of Robinson’s vitriolic attack on Mitchell. To add further insult to injury, Mitchell also
mentioned that he, unlike Robinson, was a veteran accustomed to serving his country.
The few insults hurled at Mitchell during his candidacy by outside bodies were reflective
of those hurled at other labour politicians at the time. Because of his self-created image as the
reasonable labour politician, such mud did not stick. His detractors were, in fact, immediately
rebuked by factual reports in his campaign ads. It was suggested that he was a radical, possibly
with “Communistic views,” and not really attached to “Old Country folk, in whom the sense of
British fair play is inherent.” 145 Both allegations were countered by evidence of Mitchell’s
military service, British heritage, and moderation. His voting record as a city councillor was that
of a middle-of-the-road labourite. In one of the lowest moments of the campaign, a Spectator
reporter attributed to Mitchell the comment: “If he [Premier Henry] strains the patience of the
working class, will he be able to deal with them by machine guns?” Here, the paper implied, was
the radical, Labourite firebrand everyone so feared, a man so fanatical that he conflated the
Conservatives with criminals or fascists.146 The comment had actually been made by John
Mitchell, a radical Scottish immigrant politician, at the HDLC meeting after Humphrey Mitchell
had left the building. The Spectator’s retraction appeared on the front page of the local news
section.147
The ILP, through its experience as a major player in civic election campaigns, knew what
to tell the electorate in a campaign. The “People’s Candidate” emphasized his “[proud] record in
the International Trade Union movement,” his practical work as a councillor to “Cure
Unemployment,” and his sweeping platform on social security reforms for workers, the aged and
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sick, the permanently disabled, and ex-servicemen.148 These promises were supported by his
ongoing involvement with Hamilton’s TLC and his actions during his admittedly short time on
council. Mitchell’s platform appealed to many outside the working class, as the party newspaper
noted:
He… is meeting with the hearty approval of all classes regardless of political
affiliation. He is regarded as one of the best standard bearers chosen to carry
Labor’s banner in Hamilton’s long political history. From the time he donned
political armour and entered the City Council as Labor Alderman… he has
endeared himself to civic representatives and municipal officials.149
A likeable war veteran, Mitchell could flourish his record of service to the public as further
evidence of his commitment to the people: “During the Great War he did his bit for democracy.
He can be relied upon to do his duty for democracy at Ottawa.”150
Despite the ongoing opposition to and vehement campaigns against Mitchell by the
editors of the politically conservative Spectator, after his victory even they conceded his virtues
as one of the more liberally-minded labour politicians in Hamilton:
[he] fought a clean campaign and was at pains to repudiate any suggestion of
radical tendencies. He promises to uphold the highest constitutional standards
and to work for the best interests not only of the constituency he represent, but
the Empire at large. His successful career in local administrative circles gives
promise of useful service in the wider political sphere which he has attained…
What is good for industry as a whole is obviously good for the workers who are
dependent upon industrial prosperity for their comfort and prosperity… The
entire world is suffering from an acute industrial slump, which demands heroic
measures and the co-operation of all classes for its remedy.151
The first person to defeat a Conservative in a federal election in Hamilton since 1898, Mitchell
was given the backhanded praise that he was probably the right man for the times. Even
Hamilton’s Conservatives had not been sufficiently alarmed by Mitchell to turn out in requisite
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numbers to the polls.152 For once the usually apathetic north and east ends, where workers lived
primarily, had far outvoted south and central Hamilton, the area closer to the escarpment and the
downtown business areas.
Upon arriving in Ottawa, Mitchell was immediately more active than many of his
predecessors had been. Mitchell dove right in, giving his maiden speech after less than six months
in parliament.153 He spoke often, largely on issues of labour, electoral and Senate reform,
unemployment relief and insurance, and the granting of titles within Canada. His speeches reflect
the importance he personally attached to moderation and reform through organized means. While
he noted that over 15,000 Hamiltonians were out of work, he also echoed the Conservative Party
in suggesting that through careful use of appropriate tariffs and the wise application of
apprenticeship programs, Canada’s wealth and prosperity could be restored.154 He also continued
to rail against communism, which he described as counter to the “democratic institutions” of
Canada and “absolutely foreign to the mental make-up of Canadians and the Anglo-Saxon
people.”155 Even his controversial contributions to debates on Senate reform and unemployment
insurance were well-framed, impeccably researched, and praised by the opposition for their
clarity and moderation.156
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Recognizing that as a one-man party he held little sway, he appealed to values he knew
that no politician could disagree with on either side of the House, such as British fair play,
honesty in disclosure of campaign funding, and the forthright defence of British liberty (which
fuelled his opposition to Section 98.)157 His interventions sometimes sparked long sympathetic
discussions on topics generally unnoticed in the House, such as injuries on the job in relief work
camps and the plight of hotel and restaurant employees. He sympathized with average Canadians
as they wrestled with concrete problems. He did not urge them to revolt. After his 1935 defeat in
the Hamilton East riding, he continued his political career in Hamilton for a few years, then on
the offer of King himself ran in 1942 for the Liberal Party in a by-election held in Welland that
year, returning in the winter as a Liberal from a rural riding. Serving as Minister of Labour, he
was on the wrong side of many wartime and post-war reforms and incurred the ire of his former
labourite supporters. However, for Mitchell and the ILP, his values of public service, liberal
constitutionalist political views, clean campaigning and political behaviour, and staunch advocacy
of industry as a boon to the workers, all embodied the pre-1933 ILP before its affiliation with the
CCF. Mitchell, in his moderation and his liberalism, testified to the very resilience of the liberal
order he sought to modify but not to overthrow.
Mitchell’s electoral success in the otherwise largely Conservative city of Hamilton
reinforces rather than contradicts the thesis that conservative liberal values were central to the
city’s political culture. Mitchell was an ideal liberal political candidate who followed the political
order, reinforced the importance of British values, and devoted his life to serving the public. The
strength of a liberal such as Mitchell within the city’s alternative labour party suggests that
conservative liberalism could even permeate movements whose class interests might have
conflicted with them. Hamilton’s predominant political culture, conservative liberalism, was such
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that even those who wanted to champion the workers’ cause often found themselves using a
language of politics shared by many of their middle-class fellow citizens.
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Chapter 4: “Keeping Up a Progressive Programme”: Sam Lawrence,
the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation, and the Splintering of
Hamilton’s Left-Wing Political Movements
On 5 December 1921 Sam Lawrence ran for alderman in Hamilton. Uncharacteristically
for the charismatic Lawrence – especially when viewed against his later successes – he lost.1 But
this was not an outcome he would suffer again. Lawrence, a trade union man and stone cutter by
trade who had emigrated from England with his family in 1912, had shown a keen interest in the
politics of the working class, even before his migration. One loss was not about to deter him.2
Lawrence was a labour man through and through, having carried his experience with the British
Labour Party over to his life in Hamilton. At the time of his death, he had been an active member
of his union for over 52 years, an accomplishment which earned him a gold medal from the
Stonecutters Union of America.3 His main goal as a politician was to advance the cause of the
working man, even if this came at the expense of a harmonious political landscape. Lawrence ran
again for alderman in 1922. He not only won but headed the polls.4 This was a feat he would
repeat for seven more years as an alderman, and then for six as a controller before turning to
provincial politics. The only perceptible dip in his popularity was a 1930 drop from first place in
the polls to fourth in the controller race, attributed to his radicalism (the “ruddy tint in his record,”
in one Herald description).5
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Figure 3: Lawrence (right), during his time as mayor, pictured with then-Governor General Viscount
Alexander (left), inspecting the troops during the Hamilton centennial, Hamilton, 1946. Source: Black
Mount collection, PreView image collection, HPL. Reproduced courtesy of Local History and Archives,
Hamilton Public Library.

The Herald’s evaluation suggests much about Lawrence’s experiences in local politics
and of Hamiltonians’ relationships with labour, politics, and radicalism. While the working class,
the basis of his support, was willing to support him as its representative in the city and the
province, this support had its limits. While some workers supported his turn towards overt
socialist politics and the CCF, others viewed his political transformation as a rejection of the
city’s conservative liberalism and a turn towards radicalism. Even among Hamilton’s workingclass voters such a decision was divisive.
Lawrence’s activities during the Depression indicated the labour movement’s general
shift in this period. While some Hamilton workers were content to stick with the old ways of the
craft unions, the growing number of workers employed in semi- or unskilled jobs found them
frustrating. The growth of the CCF and of CIO-affiliated unions in the latter half of the 1930s
speaks to the growing divide between labourites and socialists. This split suggests that within the
90

working class there existed a number of conceptions of what being a worker meant and where
workers’ loyalties properly resided. The ideals of independence and political respectability were
as deeply cherished by some of these working-class voters as they were by those who supported
the Conservative Party. The split between the ILP and the CCF demonstrates the firmly-held
nature of these convictions and their lasting effect on the city’s political landscape.
As the effects of the Depression became more evident, Lawrence’s militancy became
ever more pronounced. It scared off some voters, in an age when Communism was very much a
dirty word.6 Bolshevism had previously been violently repressed in its early years in the city.7
Even the more liberally minded Herald warned against the dangers of being perceived as a leftist:
“Controller Lawrence does not favour the red element in civic politics, but his position has not
been made clear and in consequence his vote suffered.”8 The ILP and Lawrence, the Hamilton
Herald warned, should follow the level-headed example of Allan Studholme:
There is nothing to be alarmed about if Labor keeps in mind the ideal that the
best Labor leaders have always followed, and which the late honored and
respected Allan Studholme so admirably embodied. Labor can be as
impersonal, as devoted to public service, as intelligent, as well-informed, as
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unselfish as any other party, and considering its experience in life, it ought to be
even more so than the other parties.9
Communism was largely an imagined spectre on Hamilton’s political landscape. Allusions to
“red politics” were frequently used against left and labour politicians who were out of favour,
rather than against the city’s very few card-carrying Communists. Hamilton’s CPC
representatives actually saw Lawrence as a weak-willed middle-of-the-road politician. They
insulted him in the 26 November 1932 issue of The Worker for flip-flopping on the issue of
whether or not to cooperate with the relief office. “The position of the ILP among the workers
must be very shaky,” the article cautioned, “to resort to such cheap tricks as this!”10 This electiontime issue labelled the ILP “‘Labor’ Misleaders,” “who enabled the city fathers to carry out the
policies of hunger and terror.”11 “The ILP with its cry that: ‘All must sacrifice,’ that a ‘half a loaf
is better than none,’ that ‘you must not strike against wage cuts in these hard times,’ is delivering
the working class to the mercy of the bosses,” the CPC warned the paper’s readers, “ thus being
the agents of the bosses in the ranks of the workers.”12 It would have been hard for the CPC to
find a friend in Lawrence in the 1930s. However, such friendship was nonetheless continually
insinuated by Lawrence’s less scrupulous foes.13 While an acceptable amount of dissent was
permissible, a left politician in Hamilton walked a fine line between legitimate advocacy and
illegitimate rabble-rousing. Radicalism aside, during these years on council, Lawrence was able
to implement many policies for both Hamilton’s workers and unemployed. “Keeping up a
progressive programme that must be faced if [the] city is to expand,” Lawrence fought for
improvements in wages, work place conditions, and employee exploitation on council, in “the
9
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true spirit of service to the community.”14 Though he flitted among other city committees, such as
the relief and health committees, “his first love” was the city’s works department, where he put
his trade union background to work to “do the most good for the city,” in his words.15

“Splendid services rendered:” Lawrence Confronts the Depression in Hamilton
Even before the Depression shook the Hamilton workforce, Lawrence was staunchly in
favour of practical policies that favoured working people. On civic labour issues, Lawrence
continually advocated solutions that, no matter their cost, would improve the lives of the
workers.16 When the contractors working on the city’s Home for the Aged and Infirm hired
underage workers at sub-par wages, it was Lawrence who took the mayor to task and demanded
fair pay for all, shaming the city into spending more.17
This sympathy extended to all those working in the city. During a 1929 strike of
workmen from the city’s National Steel Car plant, it was Lawrence who showed them the most
support and pressured the city to do so as well. While council and the mayor were initially
generally sympathetic with the strikers, as the dispute wore on council lost its patience. Mayor
William Burton accused the strikers of being in league with the Communists, who “had already
planned to ferment trouble in another large local industrial plant if successful in the Steel Car
company lockout.”18 While Lawrence denied he was supporting Communists, he “took issue with
Mayor Burton’s statement.”19 Lawrence suggested that the city should think twice about giving
up on the strikers so soon. Hamilton’s economic well-being was at stake, “as there could be no
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prosperity when many men were working for 25 cents an hour.”20 He continued to express his
Labourite sympathies, and at one point even suggested that the city bring in the Communistassociated Canadian Labour Defence League (CLDL) on behalf of the strikers.21 This
identification with municipal workers was an extension of Lawrence’s ongoing sympathy with
the city’s working classes, whom he represented.
In addition to being a keen participant in municipal affairs, Lawrence was also an active
member of Hamilton’s TLC. While Hamilton had had a labour council since the 1860s, the
current TLC, an AFL-affiliated body, had been founded in 1888. It became a more powerful
organizational body after 1930.22 The TLC provided a recognized body through which the city’s
diverse workers could have an advocate. While the TLC’s demands could often seem radical, it
respected the political order of the city and was respected and legitimized in return. Its demands
also provide interesting insight into what actually concerned Hamilton’s more conservative
unionists and those they represented as the Depression continued. For example, the TLC joined
other Hamiltonians in sending numerous letters to the City Council regarding pedestrian safety.
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Hamiltonians had struggled, like city dwellers everywhere, to adapt to the rules of the modernized
road. Thus, the TLC, along with an unlikely collection of allies – the Chamber of Commerce, the
Local Women’s Council, the Women’s Institute of Hamilton, and sundry other groups – worked
to protect pedestrians from speeding motorists and lumbering street cars.23
One of the chief roles of the Depression-era TLC was to act as an informal but influential
liaison with City Council and the Board of Control for raising concerns about municipal problems
of unemployment and working conditions. It lobbied to ensure that shelter relief was equally
distributed, relief work hours were shared among the unemployed, shoddy housing was dealt with
by the public health board, and wages correlated with skill levels and the cost of living.24 It also
worked to ensure that municipal employees were not fired in order to be replaced by cheaper
relief labour, especially as relief works were often paid for by the province and were used by
some municipalities as a belt-tightening tool.25 Its work as a semi-governmental liaison could
even include intervening in non-municipal issues, as when it called upon the federal and
provincial government to treat their employees more equitably. When the Dominion Power and
Transmission Company laid off a majority of its employees, those unemployed were forced to
take temporary relief jobs, also funded by the provincial government, and the TLC held an
emergency meeting in which it forwarded a formal complaint to Mayor Peebles, who then
supported its appeal to the Ontario Hydro Electric Power Commission.26 This case demonstrated
the respect that the city council and the mayor had for this organization’s role in employment
matters. Given the power-balancing role of ILP politicians on the board, these official (and not
entirely non-threatening) appeals were often used to tip the balance on issues that were being
debated on council.
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As a member of the city’s TLC and a former activist in the local stone cutter’s union,
Lawrence, like other members on the ILP ticket in the city, remained active on the council after
his election as an alderman and controller. In fact, he claimed that serving on council “has
enabled me to bring those talents I possess by practical experience [to] work while being a public
service [which] has been a source of pleasure to me.”27 During strikes or labour disputes,
Lawrence often sided with the workers, even when the rest of the council pushed them to go back
to work to return “prosperity [to] the city of Hamilton.”28 Lawrence argued that prosperity and
progress meant nothing to the city if its workers were still struggling to get by on less than 25
cents a day.29
In addition to the direct work he carried out for the working classes, Lawrence also
immersed himself in the organizational life of the city’s unions and labour councils. He
frequently attended events at the city’s Labour Temple, including meetings of such organizations
as the machinists’ union and the building trades unions.30 He was widely recognized for his
“splendid services rendered” to the city’s working classes, though he himself “said that while
some headway is being made... he is not altogether satisfied [with] the way things are going.”31
He even had a street named after him in order to honour “the dean of the city council in length of
service,” so dedicated was he to his job in the works department.32 His allegiances still lay chiefly
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with the city’s own workers, for whom he sought labour equality and parity with private
industry.33
Lawrence persisted in his labour advocacy into the Great Depression. Through his work
with the works department he tried to keep people employed. Hamilton’s rate of unemployment
had skyrocketed, and people who had moved to the city for high-paying jobs in the prosperous
twenties were suddenly stuck there, often with no jobs at all.34 Lawrence began a fight in the
works department to find jobs for men out of work.35 As Lawrence noted, “civic undertakings are
absolutely essential… [when] faced with the necessity of caring for… our fellow citizens, who
through no fault of their own are unable to provide for themselves.”36 He advocated repairs to the
only access road to the mountain, new buildings for the city, and the completion of McMaster
University.37 Many of his causes did make a difference. The construction of a west end high
school alone, though a costly project, provided ten weeks work to 2,000 men each, in addition to
other rotating crews elsewhere in the city, which in turn generated tax revenues and stimulated
local businesses.38 Lawrence fought against the use of machines, such as a steam shovel on the
high-level bridge, on these jobs. He wanted as many jobs for workers as possible.39 In the case of
Hamilton’s high-level bridge, he favoured practical benefits to employ workers over aesthetic
niceties. In the end, although its decorative pillars and cornices were built, though the niches
meant to house four statues of prominent Ontarians remained empty.40 The Chamber of
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Commerce supported the original plan, both the Liberal and Conservative party organizations
endorsed it, the public works board spoke on the value of the masonry skills learned on the job
that would be transferable to profitable work later on, and the Spectator dramatically claimed
“there is a considerable feeling upon the subject in all classes. Trade union organizations have
passed resolutions, private citizens have written to the press, and a deputation of influential public
men and women have waited upon the controllers, all in support of the policy of making the new
bridge a thing of beauty.”41 It is telling, therefore, that Lawrence prevailed.

Figure 4: Current photograph of the decorative cornices on the high-level bridge and their empty statue
niches, Hamilton, 2014. Source: Author's collection.
41
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Lawrence promoted the idea that relief jobs should prepare men for work once the
Depression was over. He preferred the provision of skilled work over such tasks as snow
shoveling and sewer digging. Not only did he want workers to have jobs, he thought they should
also be remunerated at dignity-preserving levels.42 He also suggested staggering relief work
through the year, to mitigate the hardship of seasonal unemployment. Especially in the early years
of the Depression, when the unemployment crisis still might have been a temporary one, he
worried that work would be “speeded up to such an extent that we [will be] compelled to lay off
gangs and will shortly have to lay off more.”43 Lawrence was the only man willing to hear from
and advocate on behalf of delegations of workers who came to the Board of Control. While they
were often unsuccessful, Lawrence nonetheless provided them with a voice.44 Through his
dedication, he earned the respect of the city’s labour elites, and was constantly lauded in the ILP’s
Labor News as a man who was “on the job for Labor and the citizens of Hamilton 365 days a
year.”45 He was truly Hamilton’s golden boy for labour on the civic scene, even when his “ruddy
hue” made him unpopular with the city’s conservative council.
While his chief mandate was to deal with finding jobs for the unemployed at a fair wage
through the works department, Lawrence was not unsympathetic to those who suffered from
persistent unemployment, often through no fault of their own. He served on the city’s welfare
board at the Depression’s peak and was shocked by the neglect confronting the city’s poor and by
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their perceived harassment by city officials.46 The city, like many municipalities in Canada,
struggled to provide for the extremely impoverished. Hamilton’s unemployed also became
increasingly visibly agitated with the system as the Depression progressed, mounting large
demonstrations to draw attention to their neediness.47 The city’s difficulty, as Lawrence saw it,
was that the “rate of relief was a starvation one [and] the unfortunate… were threatened with
eviction from their homes… and [were] turned out on the sidewalks to sleep in the parks.”48
Lawrence advocated extending shelter, food, and medical relief to larger numbers of the city’s
unemployed. As evictions of the unemployed increased, Lawrence and the ILP fought
homelessness by adopting some of the approaches – such as eviction protests – of Communist
politicians in other urban centres.49
While the city contended that there was relief housing enough for everyone, in July of
1934 Lawrence brought forward three cases of evictions of whole families, who were now living
on the streets, in one case for as long as two weeks.50 The problem of housing was made more
desperate by the decaying state of houses in the city, as landlords allowed their properties to fall,
in the opinion of the Department of Health, into “‘slum’ houses… unfit as they stood for human
habitation.”51 Lawrence demanded that such cases be recognized, but the Mayor said that, like all
others, the people involved would have to apply for relief housing.52 This bureaucracy frustrated
Lawrence who thought that “needy families in the city ‘were being investigated to death.’… there
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was too much overlapping of interests, with nurses of the health department, the school health
department and the council of social agencies involved.”53
Lawrence had a short temper when confronted with seemingly futile legislation impeding
relief. This generosity of spirit typified his policies. It made him a hero of labour and
simultaneously made him something of a public enemy in the eyes of middle-class Hamilton. His
resolutions were often successful after some debate, as they often fell under the purview of his
own Works Committee. Inefficiencies of capitalist bureaucracy frustrated Lawrence, who
questioned why it was necessary for people to fight for the right to live with dignity. Fighting
against liberal notions of lesser eligibility and heavily statistical approaches to social work,
Lawrence sought an alternative.
As mentioned in the last chapter, Lawrence was successfully elected to the legislature in
1934 with the support of an Anything But Conservative platform and support team. 54 This
carefully crafted alliance had been momentarily consolidated after CCF supporters had initially
reacted quite harshly to suggestions that they should be the ones to step down in this contest.55
While “Great Enthusiasm” was seen and “Hamilton streets ran riot” after Lawrence’s election, the
Spectator was quick to publish some discouraging words. It noted that first of all, Lawrence’s
polls were not overwhelmingly strong, and secondly, that he “got a majority of his votes from the
Labour electorate,” as opposed to the CCF camp. Elected thanks to a delicate political alliance of
53
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anti-Conservative parties, Lawrence was likely to last only as long as this alliance lasted. Once
the parties’ respective interests diverged, Lawrence would become one of the radical “them.”
Lawrence’s support of radical socialism at times had already alienated him from the ILP. When in
1929 the TLC voted against allowing Communists use of the labour hall, for example, it was only
Lawrence who had said they should be admitted, a position strongly diverging from the good-oldfashioned trade union tradition the Council embodied.56 While certainly Lawrence won one
election, he was never elected to the provincial legislature again and had to return to civic
elections. That both the ILP and the CCF were present as left parties resulted in disastrous votesplitting. Socialism, in the eyes of its detractors, was akin to Communism. It was a stance the
ILPers worked hard to rebut, especially in the labour council.57 Many Hamiltonians, even
working-class Hamiltonians were not swayed by them.

The Early Years of the CCF in Hamilton
Notwithstanding Lawrence’s early success, the CCF was slow to grow in Hamilton.
Founded in 1932, the party only opened a CCF Club in Hamilton in the winter of 1933, and by
May of that year its meetings were actively attracting around 150 attendees, including local
notables like Lawrence and former Liberal MLA hopeful Captain Elmore Philpott, a member of
an established Hamilton family known for their charitable nature and public service.58 Many
feared the party’s platform. It seemed to call for changes unheard of in liberal Ontario. Here, said
the Spectator, was “a brutally frank declaration of class warfare… it is certainly… Marxian in this
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respect.”59 The only nice thing the newspaper could find to say about the party was that “the CCF
is opposed to violence,” though the paper cautioned readers, “it took a heated debate before its
opposition could be registered.”60 The vocal electoral hopefuls, Lawrence and Philpott, did little
to assuage the fears of Hamilton’s middle-class and middle-of-the-road voters through their
increasingly vocal stances on controversial issues of the day such as a minimum wage,
unemployment insurance, and freeing Tim Buck from prison.61 This was especially the case when
Hamilton’s most vocal socialist, John Mitchell who had previously suggested Ontario was a
Fascist state, was elected president of the party’s Ontario section.62 For a city where capitalism
and industrial progress had been earlier approved by the somewhat successful ILP, this party’s
seemingly radical platform proved hard for moderates to swallow, especially as the Labor News
seemed to indicate this radical shift in print when it called for the end to the “evils of the present
capitalistic system.”63
In April 1933 the Ontario Labour Party, with which the ILP was affiliated, voted at its
annual convention in favour of “unconditional affiliation with the CCF.”64 To most in attendance
it seemed like a good idea. After all, the new party’s proposed aims included “the creation of a
new social order where human needs displaced the making of profits, an order based on fraternity
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– not on competitive struggle,” which seemed in accordance with the OLP’s own aims to
represent and improve the lot of the workingman.65 While the Dominion Trades and Labor
Congress later withdrew its resolution endorsing the CCF and reconsidered giving the new party
money, the ILP and CCF in Hamilton proceeded along amicably, for the most part, for the
remainder of 1933 and early 1934.66 The 1933 panel of electoral candidates was well thought out
and boasted “a record that will go down in the history of our city in bold relief when compared
with the actions of the elected members sponsored by those same self-appointed dictators [in the
Communist and Conservative parties] of other years.”67 The two parties successfully and
peaceably ran jointly in the 1933 municipal elections. Six ILP-CCF members were successfully
elected to the council.68 To settle the fears of the ILP, the CCF even began purging its ranks of all
of its “communistic elements,” part of a larger effort by the CCF during this period.69 When
Lawrence ran, he did so on a joint CCF and ILP ticket. He was supported by the city’s eight
ward-based CCF clubs and five ILP branches by an overwhelming majority.70 Even Humphrey
Mitchell told an assembled CCF meeting that “There is no one now in provincial government
who understands the troubles of the working class, nor one who could do so much for them, as
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Sam Lawrence.”71 It was telling that Mitchell referred in his speech to Lawrence as a “Labor”
politician and did not mention the CCF at all.
As early as this election some, even Humphrey Mitchell among them, had begun to
express concerns that the CCF’s sweeping social agenda would never fit with Hamilton labour’s
distinct political identity.72 The party’s ambitious decision to run four federal candidates was
“bitterly opposed by most of the old straight-line ILP members and by no small number of CCF
candidates,” who felt it was wiser to invest resources in the potentially successful and more
working-class ridings of Hamilton East and Hamilton West. While the CCF would later recognize
the wisdom of running fewer, more successful candidates, this election was seen as an
opportunity to make a first federal statement.73 These initial concerns were brushed aside quickly
by Lawrence as nonsense. By all appearances, it seemed the two parties were getting along, in
spite of the acknowledged discomfort of the ILP over the potential radicalism of the CCF.
The happy jointure of the Hamilton ILP and CCF was short-lived. Disappointment was
acute over the failure of the CCF to garner popular support in the provincial elections, as the ILP
had not perceived the CCF to be so dramatically unpopular. At the June meeting of the ILP, its
members’ shock over the failure to elect anyone except Lawrence was a chief topic of discussion,
leading to the resolution that “the question of affiliation should be settled without further delay.”74
Members “voiced disappointment at the miserable showing made by CCF candidates at the
provincial level.”75 Further, it was thought that the CCF central organization had treated Hamilton
rather dismissively, apparently insulting popular party member and MP Humphrey Mitchell by
treating him as an ignorant old-fashioned politician. It evidently planned on running “no more
than two candidates in Hamilton and Wentworth [which] CCF officers withheld… from the
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delegates at the nominating convention.”76 This decision was significant because while it
concentrated efforts to improve success, it also meant fewer chances at success and constituted a
sharp turnaround from ILP policy. While signs of a crack had begun to show earlier, when
Philpott split with the party to rejoin the Liberals, this split between the ILP and the CCF
demonstrated a much more deep-seated debate over approaches to labour politics than this earlier
division.77 At the heart of later discussions of the parties’ differences were monumental variations
in their ideological perceptions of Hamilton’s working classes that resulted in “considerable hard
feeling [among] old party stalwarts of the ILP who thought that labour would lose its identity
in… the new party.”78 While the ILP was not part of Hamilton’s conservative vanguard, it
represented political views with which the public was more comfortable, ones that valued
negotiation and organization over radicalism and revolution, and thus were more easily
reconciled with conservative liberalism

“Had Labour stuck to sound traditional policies… it would not have to deplore the check it
has received:” The Results of a Split Labour Vote on Hamilton Politics
Following the ILP/CCF split, both parties continued to run in municipal and federal
elections held in Hamilton and thus effectively divided the anti-Conservative vote. Disagreements
between the parties also surfaced in city council. Former political collaborators became directly
opposed rivals. The most dramatic of these debates occurred over the sale of coal to Hamiltonians
from the city’s coal yards, a debate that raged in council for nearly a week in September. It was a
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public highlighting of the split.79 The “old line party” of labour had by this period officially voted
to separate from the CCF and the debate in council raged to the extent that the council’s
discussions were weighed down by the “strain of so much political eloquence – or nonsense – as
the case may be.”80 Aldermen John Mitchell and CCFer J.F. Reed were both in favour of opening
the city’s coal yard to the public, arguing “that the citizens of Hamilton in whom ownership of the
yard was vested had a right to benefit from cheaper prices,” unlike those charged by private coal
sellers trying to rake in huge profits.81 However, ILP Alderman R.R. Evans suggested that this
language of public ownership was all talk, meant to veil the untrustworthy CCFers’ own interest
as supposed players in the city’s underground coal ring. He even presented a supposed letter on
CCF letterhead outlining their nefarious plans.82 Though Alderman Mitchell tried to defend
himself, the ILPers succeeded in presenting themselves as level-headed men of politics, with the
Spectator concluding that the CCF was not to be trusted. Unlike Alderman Pollock, who was “a
member of the Labour party, [against whom] no such accusation could be made,” Mitchell and
Reed seemed to be masking their true CCF intentions.83 They were viewed as untrustworthy by
their fellow councillors who wanted firmer capital projections and ownership agreements. This
suggestion that the two politicians and the CCF were untrustworthy resonated with labour
supporters. Unlike the solid, traditional ILP, the CCF had not proven itself a friend to the worker.
In the civic elections of 1934, the ILP made it clear to its reading public that it was still
the same party as before and had recognized the error of its ways. It told its voters that “[t]he
Labor Party should never have linked up with the CCF. But it is no use crying over spilt milk…
the political Labor movement here should make the grade. The ILP slate deserves the support of
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the electors.”84 It boasted of increased membership levels, unexpected reappearances of absent
followers, and a “good team” of candidates.85 However, this confidence was short-lived. Not even
two months later, the party lost in a devastating fashion. While the ILP and the CCF had jointly
secured six seats in the 1933 election the two could not, working separately, achieve such success
in 1934. They collectively won two seats, one seat each for CCF Alderman Agnes Sharpe and
ILP Alderman William Harrison.86 Fourteen Conservative-leaning councilmen formed a solid
majority in council, with four Liberals rounding the numbers out. What could explain this loss,
especially in a year that saw the largest ever number of votes? The ILP had one answer only: the
CCF and its dirty political tactics. Henry Penton, spokesman for the ILP, told the Spectator, “Our
position in the circumstances was impossible, being split as we were and with our former nominal
leader, Controller Sam Lawrence… aligning himself with the mayoralty candidate endorsed by
the Communist Party.”87 Communism had long been a dirty word, both for the ILP and
Hamilton’s press, so Lawrence’s desertion and the assertion of such an affiliation was certainly a
damning one, and noted as such by both of Hamilton’s major papers.88 However, it was not
Communism alone that was to blame. The candidates themselves had broken an unspoken rule in
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Hamilton civic politics by bringing partisan politics to the table, and thus were to blame for their
own suffering.
“Politics seldom enters into council matters,” wrote the Spectator alongside its report on
the election results, “except for the Labour and CCF election slates.”89 Even Lawrence, former
nominal leader of the ILP, new MPP for the CCF, and trade union golden boy could not escape
the mire of politics. He was criticized by the more traditional Humphrey Mitchell, still firmly and
clearly a Labour politician, who berated Lawrence’s playing at politics, a position not seen as
fitting for civic elections meant to promote service, not mudslinging. Humphrey Mitchell, who
described the defeat as “an avalanche,” feared that Lawrence would apparently throw away the
workingman, whom he had supposedly represented, in favour of partisan politics. “[N]o man
recognized as a leader in the labor movement can publicly crucify prominent and faithful workers
in the party without forfeiting all right to public confidence,” he proclaimed.90 Lawrence, in a
radio broadcast the Saturday before the election, had allegedly “repudiated Aldermen Aitchison
and Pollock, and claimed that the only real labour representatives ‘were [CCF members] Mitchell
and Reed.’”91 This statement and separation of the CCF from “real” labour politics emphasized a
further divide between the two parties. In opposition, the ILP portrayed itself as having striven
hard to win “by conducting a dignified and clean campaign… Defeat of Labor will be felt by the
industrial labor movement and the public at large during the coming year.”92 The party split was
deeply felt in the city. Some supporters bemoaned the dismal outcome the elections had brought
about: “Never before have so many aldermen sought seats upon the higher dais; never before
have so many been defeated.”93 Deeply embedded civic values seemed at stake.
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This division continued to resonate well after the election, as was demonstrated at a
meeting of the TLC, which both CCF and ILP members attended. Humphrey Mitchell, discussing
a strike of civic employees, criticized CCF members for assailing his supposed distance from the
workers’ struggle. The division between Lawrence’s radical leanings and Mitchell’s supposed
old-fashioned labour politics was pointed to again as the real reason for such insults.94 This focus
on the workers highlighted a key part of ILP rhetoric. In its eyes, the ILP was for the workers,
whereas the CCFers were depicted as standing for their party and their platform alone. It was “as
good an example as any of the type of political strategy which is wrecking the Left Wing
movement in Canadian politics,” intoned the ILP-sympathetic Herald.95 The challenges of the
Depression amplified this division. With relief camp strikes, unemployed protests, and new
union-organizing drives, the CCF had moved further away in some eyes, from labourite
respectability. Of their support for relief camp strikes, the Spectator’s editor wrote, “these CCF
officials… little realize what the effect of their action may be; but that does not make it less
dangerous and reprehensible.”96
These CCF officials may have been the Spectator’s villains, but plainly the ILP leaders
also exercised some agency in this moment of division. In the words of the Herald, “It is the
appalling political strategy of that movement’s supporters in Canada. In their enthusiasm for the
cause, they have disregarded the simple truth that a team cannot win a tug-of-war if its members
are pulling in opposite directions… it is time they thought more of the movement and less of
themselves.”97 The Spectator echoed these concerns:
Had Labour stuck to sound traditional policies, as exemplified by former
stalwarts like Allan Studholme, and in the Present day by leaders of Mr.
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Humphrey Mitchell’s type, it would not have to deplore the check it has
received from the electors of Hamilton. The candidates who survived the test
are of the moderate constitutional school of thought; the workers have shown
that ruddy political hues, of whatever shade, are not to their taste.98
The overt politicization of the party, its separation from its traditional working-class roots, its
murky relations with the despised Communists: in its three-part indictment of the ILP, the
Spectator also captured the constitutional, conservative and ethical world from which the party
had allegedly departed. Mitchell lost his seat in October 1935, and “the bitter strife in the ranks of
East Hamilton Labour” was considered the major cause of the return of the Conservative Party in
that riding.99 While Anything But Conservative campaigns had helped see him in, an electoral
struggle that included Liberal, Reconstruction, CCF, and Conservative candidates overwhelmed
him by splitting his vote among three other candidates.100 The seemingly final nail in the coffin of
the party was the 1935 civic elections which saw the defeat of every single ILP candidate and
only Agnes Sharpe’s repeat victory for the CCF side. The Labor News suggested that “One of
these fine days the Canadian workers might realize the error that has been made and endeavour to
build the Labor Party.”101 However, for the ILP its 1930s boom was all but done. Never again
would it re-experience earlier successes. While the CCF would eventually rebuild some of its
core support, many more like Humphrey Mitchell would turn away to a more liberal alternative.
For the rest of the Depression, such divisions did not help labour. Rather than resulting in a more
radical CCF alternative, it resulted in a retrenchment of the traditional conservative liberal order.
Ultimately this perceived division between “good” and “bad” labour politics would have
a lasting effect on Hamilton’s political scene at all levels. The losses suffered by both parties
were not redeemed in the 1935 council elections. In the federal election the following fall, even
Humphrey Mitchell himself fell victim to the left’s divisions. He lost his federal seat to a
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Conservative, even though the Liberal Party had again decided not to run a candidate in hopes
that Mitchell would be victorious.102 Among the parties running in that riding were the CCF and
former Conservative Minister of Trade H.H. Stevens’s Reconstruction Party, a totally new party
on the Canadian scene in the 1935 election.103 The CCF candidate questioned Mitchell’s
dedication to the labour movement and the unemployed. It hinted that he did not know or care
about the unemployed workers’ strike because he was too involved with Ottawa politics and not
enough with working-class concerns.104 His setback was reportedly due to “the bitter strife in the
ranks of East Hamilton… [which] accounted for the Conservative victory… Mr. Humphrey
Mitchell, the organized Labour candidate [who] ran true to form in the sporting, clean and aboveboard manner in which he conducted his campaign… [and] defeated both the Reconstructionist
and CCF candidates,” ultimately could not overcome what was seen as a now three-way divided
working class and radical vote.105 The ILP held on to its love for him and believed that he had
“lost none of his popularity and unquestionably stands stronger in the minds of the people of
Hamilton than had he won.”106 “A victim of… the split between the Labor party and CCF,”
Mitchell had maintained in every way the values of the party, but nonetheless fell in spite of his
“clean campaign.”107
Similarly, Lawrence too would lose his seat after the tentative political alliance that had
pulled together to get him elected in 1934 had collapsed into its original pieces by the 1937
provincial election. Unfortunately, as the Ontario Legislature did not keep consolidated debate
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records, little can be told about his time there, except that he “criticize[d] the capitalist system,
advocate[d] a socialized economy, through constitutional methods, and predict[ed] a continuance
of hard times unless the present economic machines were scrapped.”108 So after October 1937,
Lawrence returned to his first political home, city council and the Board of Control and
accordingly was welcomed back to municipal politics. Losing his seat just in time to run for
council, in which election he finished first, Lawrence had clearly maintained his base. “The
strength of Controller Lawrence’s support was impressive, particularly in Ward Eight where he
polled more than 1,000 votes over his nearest competitor.”109 Then Mayor Morrison welcomed
back a “genuinely delighted” Lawrence as “a man of valuable experience and one with whom I
have sat in council in the most satisfactory and harmonious relationships.” 110
As Lawrence and Mitchell’s respective paths through Depression-era politics
demonstrate, the 1930s remained an age of liberal political values in Hamilton. The ILP’s
concerns for trade unionism, constitutional politics, moderate reforms for workers and the
unemployed were of a piece with the city’s political climate. Such moderate labourism continued
to win the acceptance of the Hamilton press, even after the ILP’s decline in popularity.
Indeed, Hamiltonians were thoroughly divided on what to think about the CCF,
socialism, trade unionism, and labour conditions in the city.111 There was no one-to-one
correspondence linking working-class and socialist politics. While the city’s political leaders and
the discourse that surrounded their political service and identity had incorporated, and indeed
often idealized, the city’s last labour politician, Allan Studholme, they often used Studholme as a
rhetorical device to denounce radicalism. Despite the fact that such an unbroken rule of
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Conservative politicians could itself be described as an undemocratic dictatorship, many
Hamiltonians seemingly endorsed these critiques of the CCF, socialism, and trade unionism. In
their understanding of CCF-style public ownership, it would not increase public control and
decrease prices but rather remove consumer choice and eliminate competition. While industries
were in reality under the control of the few, writers expressed concerns about “open[ing] the door
wider still for the curse of political interference and patronage in commercial enterprises. Those
who have studied the complicated set-up of the present government will welcome the day when
the slogan of the people will be ‘get the government out of business and keep them out.’”112 Such
classical liberal arguments seemingly still swayed many Hamiltonians.
Part of the concern about the CCF was that the party was anti-religious and would draw
members away from the church to the party, which was claimed to require utter devotion to itself
alone.113 Fed by misrepresentations and unclear public statements from the party itself, it was not
until the late 1930s that people began to view the CCF as a legitimate political party and not some
sort of foreign conspiracy. As one writer put it, “This new menace must be exposed. Those who
have strayed will re-enter the fold. Wake up young Canadians, you have yet time to avert a
dictatorship.”114 These fears about the unchristian nature of the party were those of a minority,
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though a very vocal one whose anti-socialist fervour was not theirs alone. They expressed a
common fear that the CCF posed a threat to British-Canadian values. Sometimes letters
expressing these fears demonstrated an extremely unchristian view themselves, with one antisocialist writer passing on some “gardening advice” for politics: “Dick the amateur gardener says
arsenate of lead is a good antidote for destructive parasites: let us feed our human worms a few
pounds of it and rid ourselves of the worst pests that ever sponged upon a fellow-being. Free
speech, yes; but not free and unbridled agitation against the well-being of our country, our
families, and our homes.”115 The CCF’s “stupid approach to Canadian conditions” was seen to be
based on misunderstandings of principles as fundamental as those of the British constitution.
Some in Hamilton struggled to see how the CCF could ever fit in.116 To many in the public, this
unfamiliar “Socialism” logically meant “communism.” And communism meant the collapse of
society itself, especially the much-cherished family.117
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The actions of some CCF members in Hamilton did not help with the public’s perception
that they did not care for the fabric of Canadian society. When Alderman Sharpe, then the sole
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but rather because not to mourn the King was to be unCanadian. And as the only CCF
representative on council, her views were equated with those of the whole party. “At last,” wrote
one United Empire Loyalist (UEL) to the Spectator, which in this case whole-heartedly shared a
writer’s view, “my suspicions concerning the CCF have been adequately confirmed… Even the
Communists showed reverence for our late monarch and sent a representative from bolshevik
Russia to attend his funeral.”118
The views expressed about the CCF were part of broader concerns expressed by the
Spectator’s readers about the state of labour and labour organization in the city. The Depression
had brought to the forefront concerns about the sustainability of current capitalism and the trade
and craft union system that had been delicately fostered in Hamilton since the nineteenth century.
The newly burgeoning system of unionizing everyone and anyone threatened this order. It also
menaced the traditional protective and conservative role that craft unions had played in
Hamilton’s industrial landscape. As one reader wrote, it was not unions they were concerned
about but rather what were seen as unrealistic demands on the system by catch-all unions that
combined farmers, unskilled labourers, and tradesmen under the one label of “workers.” A good
trade unionist would not, the reader postulated, “mix with those that are prostituting our noble
trade union ethics that men have fought for and starved through strikes and some have died.”119
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in complaining of everything from radical sit-down strikes, the alleged ignorance of young labour
leaders and especially politicians who were seen as falsely donning the mantle of labour for their
own purposes, and the new upstart unions’ insulting critique of craft unionism.120 These angry,
anxious letters spoke to the deep insecurity that these trade unionists, and others within the
movement, felt about the declining status of skilled workers in the mechanized age. While these
workers insulted the new unions, their own organizations discussed what their future was to be in
the rapidly changing job market.121 Many of the letter writers were as much mourning the demise
of what had been as they were rallying against what was to come.
Rabid anti-CCF and anti-socialist tirades voiced by those who wrote in to the Spectator
were rarely focused just on what they wrote about directly. In these pages, self-identified workers
used this opportunity to discuss deeper questions about life in the modern city and workplace and
the perceived disconnect between improving productivity and devolving living conditions for its
workers. These letters demonstrated obvious sympathies with the need for more radical change.
As one writer postulated, “Canada, while boasting of her wonderful resources and productive
abilities reverts back to medieval law and customs, when it comes to providing and caring for the
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unfortunate unemployed… Is it not time for Canada to move forward… or will it be necessary for
Canada to await the birth of a Cromwell or a Lenin?”122
Some were inspired by a growing movement in the city to educate workers, fed by
Humphrey Mitchell’s inspirational speeches about libraries serving as the universities of the
working class. Workers were cautioned that “many unskilled people try to adjust the mechanism
[of capitalism] without first arriving at a proper understanding of what made the wheels go
around before.”123 Such brash souls were encouraged to first understand the principles of labour
policy in Hamilton before trying to overthrow them. McMaster University, the University of
Toronto, the Hamilton and District TLC, and even the CPC ran educational workshops on diverse
topics such as an early form of labour history, economics, organizing, legal rights of workers, and
more radical options as well.124 The issue of mechanization had become a big one on the Board of
Control, whose members frequently argued about whether machines should be used on public
works during the Depression, when men were available to do the work.125 Opinions were divided
between those who thought labour-saving machines were a great tool to create leisure for the
working classes and those who felt that leisure, as evidenced by the Depression, could hardly be
enjoyed by those whose jobs had disappeared thanks to the machines.
The Spectator published many letters which were critical of the CCF, but surprisingly it
also published many from its defenders. Interestingly, many speak to the state of denial that those
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attacking the CCF often adopted in their epistles. The CCF, they claimed, was only considered
radical because it spoke the truth about the conditions of the country. Hamiltonians, rather than
hiding from reality, “must face these facts squarely and not try to make [themselves] believe that
things will right themselves. What we must do is change our system and adopt the CCF plan of
nationalization.”126 As many of Hamilton’s formerly reliable ILP politicians had overnight
become embattled CCF candidates, this new reality was even easier for some to accept.127 For
others, these new CCFers, having abandoned what was seen as a respected political movement
with historical roots in the city and an integrated place in its political discourses for a party that
was new, unknown, and perhaps even faddish, showed what dismal specimens they were. Often
the CCFers’ communications sought to assuage middle-class worries about the party’s platform.
For example, one CCF member wrote in a detailed, two-column-long response explaining the
party’s stance on religion, noting that CCFers were mostly Christians, that their membership
included a number of “clergymen of different denominations,” and one could even count a
number of devout Catholics within their ranks.128 This letter clearly stated that the party was not
what everyone feared, namely a group “associated with the anti-religious doctrines of the Russian
Communists,” who had lately been in the news for their ongoing purges of religious leaders, but
rather a group of well-educated Christians looking to emulate Christ’s thoughts and actions.129
Other letters worked on clarifying specific points of the CCF platform, such as its plans for
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providing relief, its internationalism, and its plans for the economy.130 These letters often ran
alongside the front page of high-circulation Spectator, otherwise disinclined to run stories about
the party except at election time. The hope was that through these letters more people would
come to understand the CCF’s plainly written platform. Through such education, “a man or
woman holding a membership card in the CCF movement will not be stigmatized or branded as a
wide-eyed red, etc. because they hold advanced social views.”131 Similar hopes for re-educating
the population of Hamilton were echoed by those who welcomed the expanding industrial labour
movement in the city.

A Fear of American-style Organizing: Old Labour Versus New in the Late Depression
The split between the CCF and the ILP was part of a transformation in the consensus
across the continent about what labour was and who deserved a union. In Hamilton, the first and
largest unions had been formed by its craft workers.132 These unions continued to exert power in
the 1930s through their traditional employer-employee networks, as was demonstrated by the
city’s numerous back-and-forth exchanges with type-setters, painters, machinists, and other
skilled-workers unions dealing with municipal departments.133 Yet numbered among the
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manufactories attracted to Hamilton in the 1920s were many whose labour processes and
hierarchies did not fit traditional craft boundaries. This new situation posed a growing conundrum
for craft unionists who confronted labour processes to which their age-old definitions did not
readily correspond. These new enterprises posed an equally profound problem for the ILP, so
intricately interwoven as it was with the traditional craft unions. This had not been an issue
during years of relative prosperity in the 1920s. Yet once the Depression hit, and jobs and hours
were cut, Hamilton and Canada as a whole began to see radical changes in workers’
organizations.134 In addition to job cuts, Hamilton’s local industries had begun to suffer from an
increasingly noticeable shortage of supplies and tools which made work more difficult and
dangerous for remaining workers.135 Such shortages put pressure on craft boundaries. Industrial
workers began to question the existing order and organize accordingly. These new unions
reflected the new style of the CCF, in that rather than accommodating conservative liberal
traditions in the industrial order, they sought to overturn that order and restructure relationships
so that they could exert more power in what they saw as an increasingly monopolized and topheavy industrial capitalism.
As Charles Millard, the first head of the Steel Workers Organizing Committee (SWOC)
in Canada which was based in Hamilton in 1939, told Morden Lazarus in 1975, Hamilton’s
industrial unions in the 1930s, even the most radical ones led by Thomas McClure, “were simply
standing still.”136 McClure, a born-and-bred Hamiltonian steel worker was among the founding
members of the SWOC and served on the Stelco Works Committee, even as he pushed for its
replacement with a USWA Local to serve its workers. Perhaps this assessment may have been a
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little harsh, as while the newly organizing CIO-affiliated unions may not have done much in
terms of striking or collective bargaining, their numbers and their reputations were growing.137
One of the largest industries to come to Hamilton was the Westinghouse Company,
which had built its first Hamilton factory in 1896. It had grown significantly since, and its
expansion to the lamp plant in 1925 suggested how advantageous the company found its
Hamilton location.138 However, declining profits meant declining employment and increased
interest in unionizing. As a result, in 1937 the Hamilton workers at Canadian Westinghouse
began to organize. While previously some workers within the plant had created craft unions, this
time a group of workers decided to organize through the CIO-affiliated United Electrical, Radio
and Machine Workers (UEW), with the designation of Local 504.139 Local 504 publication The
Union Light claimed that these new industrial unions would lead to plant-wide prosperity and
cited the American example: “The workers must follow the examples of their brothers on the
other side of the border who are gaining increases wherever they have begun to organize… In
some plants they have had several increases, the Westinghouse workers can anticipate a similar
experience in the very near future.”140 However, the road was not smooth to plant-wide
affiliation, in spite of numerous membership drives. Only war-time labour legislation would
enable the union to sign its first agreement with management in 1941. Unlike the craft unions of
Hamilton’s past, this union spoke of appropriating CEO wages, restructuring plant ownership to
137
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save money, and “Americanizing” its negotiating process.141 These changing ideals spoke to the
increasing radicalization of Hamilton’s workers through the introduction of CIO-affiliated unions.
CIO-affiliated unions were also often linked, sometimes even publicly, with the CPC, which
pointed to a shift in political orientation as well.142 While many workers in this period remained
aloof, that so many others chose to attend affiliation meetings speaks to a growing mood of
radicalism. Many craft unionists did not agree with the adoption of new, American-style – i.e.
industrial – organizing.
The CIO’s growing strength was demonstrated by Thomas McClure’s success as a union
organizer. These unions demonstrated notable signs of growth and activity, especially when
compared with their inert craft competitors. In the latter half of the 1930s union activity spread to
one of the city’s largest employers, when McClure and the SWOC began efforts in earnest to
have a union recognized as the official bargaining unit for the Stelco’s Hamilton Works.143
Organization of a Steelworkers Union began slowly, with limited membership drives beginning
in 1934 and a charter finally signed in 1935. After a brief strike for recognition, Stelco agreed that
some form of representation was acceptable, though through an employee representation system
headed by the company. It then organized an internal employee works council “on the British
Model,” which dealt with many issues that would later engage the union, such as production and
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employment levels, lay-offs, wages, pensions, holidays, seniority, familial hires, firings, and
accidents and plant safety. It hoped to see a new regime “established by agreement with our
employees [and] elected by secret ballot [to] represent the interests of the employees in…
negotiations affecting our joint interests.”144 McClure sat on this council prior to beginning to
organize a union, and was among its most active members, inquiring after and following up with
many of the cases brought before the board.145
The industrial union movement grew slowly. McClure tried to work on its behalf within
his workplace. Eventually deciding on the CIO-affiliated SWOC, the former Stelco Union
became the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers of North America Lodge
1005 in 1938. Its organizing was stepped up with SWOC’s support.146 McClure proposed that the
workers at the Hamilton Stelco, Algoma Steel, and Sydney Dosco workers all unionize to better
“conditions throughout the industry.”147 Recognition drives were held throughout 1939. The
company slammed the union as an attempt “to undermine the relations of this company with its
employees… [through] false statements and misrepresentations.”148 H.G. Hilton, then the vicepresident of Stelco and McClure’s most visible opponent, echoed the conservative belief that
negotiations should be conducted directly between like groups of employees and the employer –
the old works model – and not through a foreign “organization with communistic associations and
supported by US funds.”149
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This new form of labour organizing became especially public after news spread of
American style sit-down strikes. Though Hamilton did not see one of these strikes, the fear of
them became front page news.150 “Any Workers who might attempt a sit-down strike would have
scant sympathy from Mayor William Morrison, K.C., who looks on this form of protest as an
illegal occupation of another person’s public property that should be handled by the police as
would any other breech of the law,” the Spectator observed.151 While strikes themselves were not
uncommon in Hamilton, this new form of organization did not seem to follow familiar rules and
allegedly indicated little concern for employer-employee harmony.152 These new organizations
also led to increased friction within Hamilton’s TLC. As Lawrence told the Trades and Labour
Congress of Canada, the labour movement in Hamilton was irretrievably split. “Instead of
progress in our movement there has been disintegration. You can’t organize unorganized labour
without unity. This movement is too great for personal recrimination… So long as we in Canada
can preserve unity in Canada so much more chance is there of conserving unity in the United
States.”153 The TLC would not remain united for long. It split into the AFL-affiliated TLC and the
CIO-affiliated HDLC. Just as the mid-1930s split of the ILP and CCF suggested the old
conservative liberal framework was eroding, so too did this even more consequential division
with the house of labour foreshadow a new, more conflictual era in the industrial world.
As Hamilton’s workplaces became more diverse and massive, they also became
increasingly foreign entities, and became ever further removed from the structures approved by
the AFL-affiliated TLC and the trade-union-oriented ILP. These differences deepened the split
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between old and new labour. A younger generation of union organizers firmly rejected the liberal
ideals that Hamilton’s founding political, cultural, and labour organizations had cherished and
nurtured under former co-operative paternalistic (“British”) systems of decision making and
contract negotiating. These new unions opted instead for the oft-critiqued “American style” of
organizing, based on an oppositional relationship between employer and employee. As
workplaces and the labour council itself split, the opposing sides continued to express themselves
using or rejecting the language of liberalism that had permeated the older generations’ vision of a
progressive future for labour. This division, seen both through the formation of new unions and
the CCF-ILP split, would have serious consequences for the perceived stability of these liberal
traditions in the city.
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Chapter 5: “[Coming] Home Again to be Replenished with Mother’s
Ideals”: Women’s Roles in the Public Sphere, Politics, and Personal
Activism During the Great Depression
The Proper Role of a Woman: Mothering, Marrying, and Volunteering in Depression-Era
Hamilton

In the past, historians have often described Hamilton as a starkly divided city, with its
businessmen and political elites on the one side and its proletarians on the other. Earlier chapters
have qualified this interpretation by outlining the extent to which a civic ideal of service, duly
promoted by its press, could be put to work to soften stark class divisions – a move whose
effectiveness was affirmed in the recurring success of emphatically non-proletarian political
candidates, even those running for labour, in such a supposedly proletarian city. This chapter
traces this same theme with respect to interwar gender politics in the city. It demonstrates that
middle-class wives, mothers, and daughters achieved considerable power within civil society – in
paid and volunteer social welfare work, in patriotic organizations such as the IODE, and in
professions such as journalism. To a lesser extent, they even made their presence felt within
political society through election to city council and in federal electoral contests. Such women’s
activism effectively challenged any simple two-class model of Hamilton. Not only did it provide
an alternative reading of the social order, but it also spoke to the daily preoccupations of working
people, who could find in the birth-control clinic, the maternal health campaigns, or struggles
over unemployment relief a selective confirmation of their own identities and concerns. The
career of Nora-Frances Henderson suggests the extent to which a consideration of gender ideals
and politics can complicate any notion of Hamilton as an archetypically proletarian city; and that
of Agnes Sharpe, her radical counterpart, can be read as one which, in suggesting that Hamilton
had room for a dissenting view of a women’s place in politics, also confirms the capacity of an
interwar hegemonic liberal order to marginalize its radical critics.
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Hamilton’s middle- and upper-class wives and mothers, most of them related in some
fashion to the city’s “wealthiest and most influential men,” had been involved in formal,
organized, mostly Christian charitable endeavours for at least a century by the time of the
Depression.1 Women’s involvement in the public sphere, and their creation of an informal but
vital welfare state supported by largely civic charitable organizations, had long been legitimized
and welcomed. It was also confined to spheres traditionally viewed as ones in which women were
expected to perform maternal roles.2 The main sectors in which women participated – child care,
maternal health provision, and social work – played off what were seen as natural extensions of
women’s characters and were also placed in the context of Christian good works. They did not
detract from their duties as wives and mothers.
Health care was largely the domain of trained doctors and nurses and the rich wives of
society magnates. Women had served prominently on the board of the city’s noted Mountain
Sanatorium, which cared for as many as 500 of the province’s worst tubercular cases.3 These
women took great joy in reporting on their roles there as board members, cheer-bringers, crafts
teachers, and classroom instructors, roles they often filled for free. They were similarly present on
the boards and in the hallways of the private hospital’s organizations, a position that was
eventually legitimized by their addition to the city’s own hospital board.4 Whether it was through
their work in the Red Cross, the Victorian Order of Nurses (VON), or the city’s Local Mental
Hygiene Clinic, women were praised for their “expression of a desire… to see further
improvement of health condition.” They had “only gone astray when they allowed their hearts
rather than their minds to dictate health programs,” intoned the Spectator.5 Women’s natural
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nurturing skills meant, on this reading, that they had an equally natural role in public health care.
While these women were not recognized as the equals of doctors or other professionals in any
sense, their skills in providing sympathetic care were noted as at least complementary to these
professionals’ work. “By mutual confidence and mutual aid, great deeds are done and great
discoveries are made,” proclaimed one celebration of women in health care. 6
Similarly, women participated in the provision of social welfare, serving as its primary
proponents and more active workers. Social workers usually responded to “Domestic
Difficulties,” and their primary work was in redeeming children and educating mothers.7 This
work was primarily carried out through such organizations as the Children’s Aid Society of
Hamilton and the Family Welfare Bureau, which allowed women to serve those less fortunate
than themselves. While this work was primarily carried out by lower-middle class women
working for actual wages, upper-middle-class women were equally encouraged to participate. At
a fundraising dinner Claire Tousley of the Family Welfare Association of America advised the
assembled funders: “‘Don’t be a chandelier shining brightly on the ceiling, but having no relation
to the floor.’”8 On this reading of the proper role of middle-class women, they should be in the
midst of the nitty-gritty details of daily life, teaching working-class women about the precepts of
proper mothering, providing homes or orphanages to the children of women who fell short of
such ideals, and providing common sense and compassion within institutions designed to shore
up families and individuals in tough times.9
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Among the most popular organizations in which women served, and one that afforded
great prestige and access to society’s inner circles, was the Imperial Order Daughters of the
Empire (IODE). The IODE appealed to the notions of British respectability constantly echoed by
the city’s political and cultural bodies.10 Service in this organization allowed middle-class
women to mix with some of the oldest and most noteworthy families in the city while also
establishing their own good repute, as can be seen in the obituary for Mrs. S.O. Greening, whose
husband ran the Greening Wire Company,
Her long association with the Imperial Order Daughters of the Empire is
particularly well known and equally noteworthy has been her valuable work for
the Hamilton Health Association, by which the Mountain has so greatly
profited. There are only two out of the long list of unselfish activities which
testify to the kind heart and loyal devotion of this worthy Christian Lady, whose
contribution to the cultural life of her native city has been equally important.
Her useful life has come to an end, but she will live on in the thankful
remembrance of its citizens and remain an inspiring example of noble service.11
Not every woman in Hamilton could aspire to the wealth of Mrs. Greening. Her husband had
predeceased her and she left her estate, including the family mansion, to the IODE. Similarly,
Mrs. Stanley Mills’s husband paid for a statue to commemorate the UELs in Hamilton.12 The
Order’s aims of “education and unification [of the Empire]” provided the city’s women with
many ceremonial and practical opportunities to demonstrate their loyalty to the Empire, service to
the city, and Christian propriety.13 Whether it was through Empire Day classes in the local
schools, organizing integrative opportunities for newcomers, opening and cleaning war
memorials, planning welcoming services for new Canadians, or providing gifts of history books,
flags, and pictures of monarchs to school children, the IODE was almost constantly in the public
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eye, and consistently praised as a proper, charitable organization.14 Women’s conspicuous
activity in organizations such as the IODE demonstrated that Hamiltonians were becoming more
comfortable with women’s involvement in the public sphere. However, these activities were
consistently confined to a limited sphere. Much like their male counterparts, women were
expected to live a life of service to the city. Women were still not seen as political beings nor as
free-standing liberal individuals but instead as wives, mothers, and nurturers.
The ‘private’ sphere traditionally assigned to women – the home – was increasingly the
subject of ‘public’ discourse. Home, home making, and budgeting were front page items in a way
that they had not been in times of plenty. The National Council of Women formed budgeting and
unemployment committees, experiments followed at the local level.15 In Hamilton this was
supplemented by women’s consumer lobbies such as the Women’s Fair Price Committee, the
Housewives’ Association, and the Women’s Branch of the Ontario Agricultural Association, all
of which shared common goals: “To reduce the high cost of living in all commodities such as
milk, bread, butter, fuel, rent, clothing, etc.”16 Composed of self-identified middle-class wives
and mothers, who were not themselves employed, these groups represented the increased
recognition of the power women possessed as household consumers in the twentieth-century
home. As the Spectator explained, in a bid to recruit advertisers, the woman consumer was a
powerful figure in the economy: “This woman is ready to buy. Advertisers have served her by
taking news of their value to her, instead of forcing her to play hide-and-seek among the stores.
Her list is made up and now she will go to the store which has won her approval with this offering
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and probably she will buy many other items than those she had listed.”17 These campaigns and
organizations recognized that while a man’s domain might be making the money, a woman’s was
in spending it. This extended the sphere for women’s activism and volunteerism into the market.
While local Women’s Institutes had long advocated economy and proper household management,
this positioning of women within the market economy potentially extended their agency beyond
management and into activism.18
Women’s consumer power was not something of interest only to their families. In the
hard times of the Depression it was reframed by local boosters and businessmen as a crucial
component of the local economy itself. “Confidence and normal buying will bring back
prosperity,” a little man posed on the shoulder of the housewife whispered in her ear.19 He was
part of a long-running buy-local campaign supported by approximately 40 mostly downtown
businesses. This was reinforced nationally through federal trade and purchasing policy as well as
in H.H. Stevens’s letters to the public on spending during the Depression. Acknowledging the
hardships faced by Canadians, Stevens suggested that “[w]ith unemployment so prevalent in all
parts of the country, with so many fellow Canadians dependent upon charity even for the bare
necessities of life… the moral obligation rests heavily on all of us to govern our Christmas gift
buying by the ‘Produced-in-Canada’ policy.”20 Stevens repeated these lessons in numerous
subsequent effusions. His opinion was echoed by the Spectator’s editorial board. It was noted that
17
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with the “[c]hoice, variety, and quality… to be found in the gifts produced in Canadian factories –
all that is necessary is to make sure that… we give them the preference.”21 This call for increased
spending was framed not as support for capital, but rather for industry, workers, and employers.
Even the lowliest of housewives could help Hamilton fight the Depression.
Home to the first women’s branch of the Canadian Club (and the first men’s branch as
well), and its own exclusive women’s group, the Thirteen Club, Hamilton offered middle-class
women a panoply of clubs and organizations. As did their men folk, women often mixed and
mingled in gender-specific social spheres. The wives of business owners like John Hendrie,
professionals like Sydney Mewburn and Dr. W.H. McNairn, and politicians like Charles
McCullough and Colin Gibson, mixed together in social circles reminiscent of those of their
husbands.22 Groups like the Thirteen Club, a literary discussion group consisting only of thirteen
members, all of whose husbands filled important roles within the city, church or university, and
whose replacements were voted in by the current members, spoke to the tightly constricted nature
of social mobility in Hamilton.23 While one could move up to a certain extent, to become truly
accepted one had to fit into the proper social circles as well. They had strict rules and certain
expectations for members. For example, most people still solidified their friendships through
church and professional affiliations, meaning that most of Hamilton’s political and cultural
classes were socially connected and Christian. Many middle-class women belonged to a variety
of groups and they brought the same virtues of respectability and order to all of them. In
extending themselves beyond the private sphere of the home, they came to be seen as emblems of
propriety and progress – figures who combined the public and the private in new, often very
persuasive ways. Class was constructed financially but experienced socially. This hierarchical
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group only admitted those who truly fit its ideals, whether this was through monetary means, a
good Hamiltonian heritage, or through demonstrably leading a good Christian life as a wife,
mother and citizen. It helped to have a good Ontario lineage – as in the case of Eugenia Mary
Spark MacPherson, who could trace her ancestry back to Laura Secord.
Marriage and courtship remained an important part of the social lives of Hamiltonian
women, especially the middle-class women who increasingly had more choice and autonomy in
choosing their husbands.24 It was understood that there were virtues to married life for both
partners beyond social acceptance. As the Spectator’s women’s editor advised its readers, “A
married person’s life is better ordered, with more regularity in the hours of sleeping, proper
meals, recreation, etc... [with] the mutual solicitude shared by husbands and wives with each
other’s health.”25 While the Depression had admittedly caused many to delay marriage,
matrimony was still held up as a good option for those who could afford it.26 As the number of
husband and wife teams that jointly made up the city’s powerful middle-class ring of charities,
professionals, and politicians could testify, their strengths originated in companionate marriages
and happy homes. The happily married J.M. Pigott testified throughout his diary that his business
and life were only made richer by his fully-reciprocated devotion to his wife Yvonne.27 While not
all the city’s men spoke as literally as Pigott about their wives’ contributions, it was a middleclass truth that a good wife was among a successful man’s most valuable assets. “Home
wreckers” might transgress these norms; respectable women publicly abided by them. 28 Given the
importance of women and the home to shaping families, maintaining a happy one was one of the
best things a woman could do, even as her public role expanded.
24
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“It is impossible,” reflected the editor of the Spectator, “to overestimate the influence of
the home on character.”29 And for once, the Herald could agree: “No child can ever receive the
sympathy from a state institution that can alone be furnished by its parents... The heart of a child
is a delicate flower, and it must have the opportunity to open its petals normally, or its fruitage
may never be reached.”30 While Hamilton’s voluntary organizations worked to provide home-like
environments for children to prevent them becoming “sly and furtive, with inferiority complexes
which would make abnormal psychologists leap for sheer joy,” all involved agreed that bringing
up children was first of all a mother’s job.31 In Hamilton, as in much of Anglo-Canada in the
1930s, being a mother was still supposed to be a woman’s primary role, not just because of her
“nature” but because women were expected to inculcate in their children things only a mother
could teach. Echoing the long-held ideas of the Cult of True Womanhood and evoking the image
of the Holy Mother Mary, one Hilda Philip advised Spectator readers that mothers alone were
responsible for both causing and curing Hamilton’s problems with juvenile delinquency: “the
onus [for raising proper children] rests almost entirely upon the mothers.” 32
This attitude was reflected in practice, suggested the many letter writers who wrote in to
the Spectator’s women’s column, “A Woman’s Philosophy.” This column advised women “who
unquestionably work 12 and 15 hours a day struggling… to keep up standards against heavy
odds,” that raising children provided its own rewards, like those showered upon the farm mother
of five whose children went on to university and “didn’t have to wait for a heavenly crown, but
[is] reaping an earthly reward for [a mother’s] spirit and courage.”33 Conversely, a negligent
mother could see in her offspring the results of her own shortcomings, as in the case of an ill,
29
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impoverished mother of six who was arrested and sentenced to three days in jail for contributing
to the delinquency of her children after they stole coke to heat the family’s furnace.34 While the
family’s impoverished state was lamentable, the Spectator and the attorney general agreed, the
mother should have accepted relief rather than lead her children down a path of theft and
dependency: “it was necessary to impress upon the parent that even more serious than stealing is
to encourage a child to be dishonest.”35
The ideal woman was a wife, mother, church supporter, and active volunteer.36 When
Conservative MLA John Marsh hailed his wife’s homemaking as an essential ingredient of his
political success, he was but paying homage to this generally-sustained conception of the proper
woman.37 This was the case even for the city’s suffering Depression-era mothers. There was a
pervading fear among city officials that the prolonged periods of unemployment would increase
delinquency. Children, lacking the guidance of the male, property-holding individual were
thought to have no one on which to model the responsible employment behaviours so valued by
Hamilton’s political and cultural elites.38 Efforts aimed at supporting youth were often led by the
youth themselves. Junior League volunteers led sewing circles for young women, headed a
children’s shelter, mentored the children of families on relief, led classes for them at the YMCA
and YWCA and generally provided programs meant to supplement school activities, all in order
to keep children on relief active, engaged, and out of trouble.39 Additionally, the city’s
playgrounds program extended programming to teenagers and young adults and worked
34
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desperately to keep parks open to the youth. Here was another effort to support unemployed
mothers in the “fuller provision for the intelligent and wholesome employment of the increasing
amount of spare time,” shepherding their children away from the vaguely described “streets.”40
Though programs were officially launched mid-depression to provide “guidance for the young,”
families often struggled, especially to keep a roof over their heads.41
Through the hardest days of the Depression, mothers whose difficulties were
authenticated by the state – as deserted wives and widowed women – could access Mother’s
Allowance. However, the program remained inaccessible for many. As Margaret Little suggests
in her work on Ontario’s mothers during this period, rather than being nurtured, applicants were
bureaucratized by a system primarily run and overseen by men.42 The office was “swamped” with
applications, especially after the two-child limit was lifted to allow for greater eligibility.43
Further, Mother’s Allowance was not always sufficient to cover the costs of raising a family. As
Mrs. L. McCoy, a Hamilton single mother of three, wrote to Mitchell Hepburn in 1934, “we, a
family of 4, are actually starving… we have been living as cheap as was to be got.”44 Mrs. S.
Nicholson, who had two children but lost her Mother’s Allowance after her eldest turned sixteen,
told the premier, “I do not know how to pay my rent or buy food and clothes. My time is up in the
house I am in next week and where to get the money to pay for another house I do not know.”45
On 20 July 1938, a family, including a small child and pregnant mother, came in front of
the Board of Control. They had been camping in Dundurn Park after their eviction from their
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house, having left their furniture on the lawn of their house in the rain.46 Controller Treleaven told
his fellow board members, who all heartily agreed, “‘There is something wrong with conditions
when a man and his family, too, have to see their possessions out on the street.’”47 Housing and
eviction had troubled Hamiltonians since the beginning of the Depression. Homeless single men
were one thing. Homeless families another. The latter posed a far greater threat to the security and
stability of the social order. The home was seen to serve a vital role in allowing children to
develop properly and safely without the ill influences associated with institutional care.48 Similar
concerns were voiced when the city was faced with dozens of derelict houses, “which even
endanger health of neighbours as well as tenants.”49 “Hamilton always [had] taken a pardonable
pride in its homes and residential thoroughfares,” in part because the safe streetscapes and
friendly neighbourhoods created spaces believed to prevent juvenile delinquency and stimulate
economic growth.50 The Depression placed this reputation at risk.

“If public opinion were roused to help the needs of mothers and their unborn babies [they]
might all live… and become part of its future:”51 Henderson and The Local Council of
Women Present an Attempt to Raise Awareness
Motherhood was, throughout the Depression, publicly praised in Hamilton’s press and
public health literature. Many local women began to push for increased efforts to decrease infant
and maternal mortality.52 While the issue had been drawing more and more attention throughout
the wealthier 1920s in Canada, in spring 1930 it literally took centre stage when the city’s Local
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Council of Women staged a play entitled “A Pageant of Motherhood.”53 This play, written by
Nora-Frances Henderson (1897-1949) – herself unmarried and with no children – touched on the
challenges and rewards of mothering in mid-century Anglo-Canada.

Figure 5: Nora-Frances Henderson photographed at home for a Spectator article, Hamilton, 5 October
1946. Source: PreView image collection, HPL. Reproduced courtesy of Hamilton Spectator Collection,
Hamilton Public Library.

Henderson judged a play about maternal mortality would have a greater “effect on the
mind of our citizens if these were put forward in an artistic rather than a purely scientific way.”54
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Therefore the Local Council called upon its artistically-gifted members to come forward.
Consisting of five scenes and including allegorical characters such as Time, Progress, Destiny,
Science, Humanity, Ignorance, Selfishness, “Acceptivity,” and, naturally, Canada, “A Pageant of
Motherhood” was written to “[embody] the tragic facts [about maternal mortality rates] and
extend a challenge to the public to face the problem.”55 It did so by discussing historical case
studies of women who had been great mothers or maternal figures, especially ones who were
either saints or powerful figures in maternal feminist groups (though it also included, of course,
figures from the Canadian canon such as Loyalist hero Laura Secord and author Susanna
Moodie). Henderson dwelled on the more disturbing stories – tales of children orphaned because
their ill mother perished in childbirth, and others dying young from preventable diseases.56
Conversations among the allegorical characters demonstrated the moral value of funding health
care for mothers and children, even if that meant spending tax dollars. The play heavy-handedly
conveyed the message that mothers were to be valued separately and specially for their
contributions to the health of the country, leaving the audience with a message of hope from “The
Mother of the Future:” “I am freed from the old evils because I am enlightened; I am enlightened
because I have opened my mind to receive commonsense and truth; I have opened my mind
because the world has taken thought for me and has insisted I shall be protected.”57 Such
maternalist reveries were soon matched by practical programs.
The Baby’s Dispensary Guild had operated as a voluntary body run by a “Ladies’
Board,” and provided infant care services to Hamiltonians, including anyone who made less than
$25 a week. Since 1909, it had covered check-ups by nurses, provided supplies, gave basic
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parenting classes, and organized doctors’ visits from pre-natal ages through toddlerhood.58
However, with the Depression putting increased pressure on the organization, the Board of
Control and City Council launched an investigation to reduce duplication of services and also
relieve some of the burdens experienced by voluntary organizations.59 This initiative
demonstrated the progressive push for providing public health services, but also a desire for fiscal
prudence, since many of its suggestions focused on merging public and private initiatives together
to save on operational costs. Ultimately, it was decided the dispensary would remain independent
but receive greater public funding – to the tune of $16,000, a significant increase over the $7,000
it had received in 1931 – to reach new areas of greater need.60
This increased funding, and other advances in public health, contributed to keeping
Hamilton’s maternal death rates down. They dropped two percent over five years, with neo-natal
mortality dropping a stunning thirteen percent in the same period.61 In 1932 the city reached a
record low, with only nine women dying in or as a result of childbirth from the delivery of the
2,893 babies born in a city whose total population of women was then over 78,000.62 Of those
1932 babies, 83 died within the first month of life and, including that number, 167 died within
their first year. These statistics amounted to 50 lives saved through public health advancements in
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the first month of life alone for 1932.63 The city’s Maternal Hygiene Department scored 100% in
the Hamilton-wide health survey completed in 1933, the only department to do so. This
department provided out-patient obstetrical care at several branch clinics across the city, both preand post-natal.64 Direct care was provided by the Department of Health, the Babies’ Dispensary
Guild, the VON, and the Saint Elizabeth Visiting Nurses.
Also, under the organization of Dr. J. Edgar Davey, the School Medical Officer and later
noted for his extensive contributions to the city’s health services, city council was encouraged to
launch the extensive School Medical Service, meant to begin where the Baby’s Dispensary left
off.65 This early intervention program placed medical professionals in schools to ensure that
pupils found to have “physical and mental defects or disorders” would receive corrective
treatment.66 It also promised to train students in healthy living and hygiene. These advancements
in maternal health and the extensive advocacy work that fed their success demonstrated the value
that the city placed both fiscally and morally on protecting its mothers and their future offspring.
It also allowed women an accessible way to participate in the public sphere. Most of this work,
from the Local Council to the Babies’ Dispensary, continued to be overseen by women in this
period, allowing them to play their perceived natural role in civic life. Healthy, happy children,
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well-positioned to become useful citizens of the nation, were foreseen in Henderson’s play, the
literature surrounding health services, and in countless pronouncements in the press. They were
often juxtaposed with unhealthy, unhappy children inclined to juvenile delinquency and bound
for careers in crime.
Hamilton’s women were working hard for their children during this period, both on an
individual and organizational level. The city’s playground program, one of the first and
purportedly best-developed in the country, ensured that children were shielded through a system
of supervised parks from a life afflicted by the dangers of crime and modernity.67 Founded by
Frances Woolverton, and maintained by a largely female group until it was incorporated by the
city and replaced with a nearly all-male board, the program offered the city’s parents a chance to
do their work, whether it was inside or outside the home, without worrying about their children
making bad choices.68 The answer to juvenile delinquency was organization: “it is also well
known that children got into trouble because of lack of proper supervision during their leisure
hours.”69
The program was explicitly intended to be for children of all classes, but especially those
in un- or ill-supervised environments. Its proponents thus saw their duties as being very different
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from those of middle-class groups like the Boy Scouts, which charged fees often beyond the
reach of Hamilton’s working families.70 Its programming drew as many as 300 children to each
park to get involved in a mix of activities – fun runs, tennis classes, and field days – meant to
keep them fit, healthy, and active. Others – woodworking, quilting, sewing, and knitting – were
designed to improve their skills.71 The program’s remit even extended to training the children in
imperial citizenship, with lessons on Empire offered by the local IODE.72 Additionally, leadership
training courses were offered, especially aimed at playgrounds in lower-class areas. These
courses aimed to train playground attendees, with the hopes that they would one day become
playground supervisors themselves, allowing them to “meet the great opportunity for public
service… and make a contribution to the lives of the children using the grounds commensurate
with the value and the investment already made in them.” 73 City officials and private donors
aimed to create adult citizens by training responsible and busy children free from the environs
that bred juvenile delinquency, listlessness, and crime. The city’s fathers, and their wives,
invested considerable money and time in shaping these young adults. They were convinced as
were many contemporaries, that through judicious care children could enjoy productive and
happy futures. Through indoctrinating them early in the ideals of citizenship in particular and
civic life in general, the city’s wives, councillors, and committee men saw themselves as the
responsible guardians of the city’s future.
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Progress and Reproduction: Canada’s First Birth Control Clinic
Perhaps one of the most surprising bastions of this kind of liberal, middle-class maternal
feminism was the founding committee of the city’s Birth Control Clinic. The clinic was a first for
the country. Its founders included Mary Elizabeth Chamber Hawkins, a woman noted for her
good Christian spirit and knack for organization and public service. They took great care to
ensure that the clinic was above all placed in a good position legally through extensive
correspondence with then Member of Parliament, C.W. Bell (providing or promoting birth
control was nonetheless in open violation of the Criminal Code).74 While that status could not be
obtained in time for the clinic’s opening, the group remained free to practice without the restraints
of law enforcement.75 From its charter meeting held in December 1931 onwards, the organization
was headed by an illustrious board that included, at various times, the wealthy wives of most of
the city’s notables, themselves powerful figures in their own social circles. They included Mrs.
Colin Gibson who also served as the current president of the Samaritan Club; Mrs. William
Hendrie, who was the secretary of the Canadian Club; Mrs. L. Stephens, Past President of the
Local Council of Women; Mrs. R.L. Innes, President of the VON; and Mrs. J. Roberts, Treasurer
of the National Council of Women and wife of Hamilton’s then Medical Health Officer.76 Its
annual meetings were held over afternoon teas open to the public, and the organization remained
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in a financially sound position over the course of its first decade.77 After its initial meeting
Hawkins put her plan in to action and began work in earnest to open up a Birth Control Clinic in
the city.
The clinic first opened at 42 Walnut Street South, where Conservative politician George
Septimus Rennie had once had his medical practice. A doctor for the clinic was secured in the
person of Dr. Elizabeth Bagshaw, one of Hamilton’s few female doctors and an early pioneer in
women’s medicine.78 The clinics, hosted on Friday afternoons, “endeavoured to promote as
friendly an atmosphere as possible. Tea and cookies were served to help the patients feel
relaxed.”79 The clinic’s operations spoke again to the deference that this women’s organization
showed to the constructs of Hamilton’s conservative social strata. Clients needed to be married
and had to be referred by a qualified doctor. Only then were they instructed in “proper”
contraceptive methods, in keeping with “the true aims of the Birth Control movement and its
beneficial effects upon the race.”80
In keeping with this eugenic theme, the efforts of the clinic focused on a few groups
within the city, namely tubercular women, those with inherited illnesses of the mind or the body,
women on city relief, and lower working-class women, especially those with too many children.81
Among the focus cases provided for the society’s annual report, to demonstrate its invaluable
work, were the following: Mrs. S who was on relief and had had thirteen pregnancies in fourteen
years with eight surviving children and one abortion; another Mrs. S. who was on relief and had
had nine pregnancies in thirteen years, including two sets of twins within a year of each other,
with nine surviving children; the tubercular and equally relief-dependant Mrs. N, who had
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endured sixteen pregnancies and six abortions, with only seven remaining living children; and a
Mrs. R. who had undergone ten pregnancies and four abortions in twelve years.82 This class-based
approach became clearer as the clinic expanded to include auxiliary contraceptive jelly supply
stations, all located in the predominantly working-class east end.83 While this facilitated access to
the clinic for women unable to afford taxi or bus rides to the main branch, and certainly eased the
burdens of some of Hamilton’s most impoverished mothers, it also said much about the clinic’s
initial focus. By 1934, the society was able to count almost 1,000 women on its books. Some
came from as far away as Guelph and Toronto, “many of [them] pathetic cases suffering from
definite diseases, as well as women afflicted with blindness, mental deficiency, undernourishment and exhaustion.”84
The work of the society was also quite public, with annual reports published in the
Spectator that recounted the “excellent work [that] has been done, so much so that the society
feels greatly encouraged as to the future and its ever-widening activities.”85 This was in part done
deliberately to attract new clients to the clinic, as “many who might profit by or be in sympathy
with the work of the society know little concerning its activities.”86 The Spectator was anchored
securely in middle-class and upper-working-class Hamilton and articulated a conservative view
of society. This thus afforded the birth control movement a degree of respectability. As
Hamilton’s most widely-circulated newspaper, the Spectator also ensured the birth control clinic
was widely-known.
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The Society itself was ideologically in keeping with the growing trend of studying
eugenics as a cure to the social ills of the city. McMaster’s own chancellor, H.P. Whidden, wrote
the introduction to Constructive Eugenics and Rational Marriage, in 1934.87 A then popular text
on the subject, it was written in simple language and intended to “prevent in the future many of
the tragedies of human mating.”88 While the Birth Control Society’s eugenicist philosophy was
hardly shared by every middle-class woman in the city, it did correspond to many widely-shared
concerns: being a good mother (by devoting yourself to a limited number of children), being a
good wife (by not being too anxious and overworked to take care of the house and the cooking),
and being a good citizen (by maintaining an active involvement in your church and community).

Women’s Involvement in Public Life: Politics and Professionalism
“Why do we permit [women] to still usurp all the positions that should be held by men?
It is not because of their superior intellect… we murmur to ourselves: ‘So this is what Eve had
done for the present generation and this is how she is destroying the prospects of the coming
generation.’” wrote one dissatisfied unemployed man the Spectator.89 He was by no means alone,
as many male Hamiltonians voiced a similar critique of women’s employment in the Depressionridden years. Yet Hamilton’s women had been increasingly present in the city’s workforce well
before the Depression.90 In 1921, 9,745 women were working for wages, 8.5% of the city’s
overall population.91 In spite of Depression lay-offs, which affected women more severely than
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their male counterparts, that number had risen to 14,439 by 1931, 9.4% of the city’s population.92
Women mainly worked in traditionally feminine industries, such as in the city’s textile industry;
as shopkeepers and sales girls in everything from family stores to Eaton’s; and as domestic
servants. Some women joined more heavily industrialized workplaces in the city, such as the
Westinghouse manufactory.93 Domestic work also continued to provide a living for the single
girl, especially those who had only recently arrived from Britain or Southern Europe.94 However,
women were also serving in increasingly professionalized jobs, such as in nursing and teaching,
which were beginning to require increased training and were recognized as valuable occupations
suitable for women.95 The social status of women workers was not clear cut. Some of these
positions were receiving greater public recognition, yet were prone to be pruned if the fiscal
situation so warranted, and many more were poorly remunerated and temporary. Women were
even beginning to attend McMaster University on scholarship.96
The vast majority of these working women in Hamilton were young and single. The
financial hardships of the Depression had meant delayed marriages and thus extended the length
of time during which single women worked. The perception remained that these women were
only working until they left their parents’ homes and found husbands. In spite of this view of
women as temporary workers, pressure from the Local Council of Women did cause City Hall
and the mayor to pay some attention to their plight.97 The women’s division of the city’s
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employment services worked to place unemployed women in “work of a household nature.”98
While the city recognized that this work could be demeaning and provided little scope for the
enhancement of skills, the division’s very existence suggested that on some level the city
recognized that women were working for more than “pin money.”
The question of married woman – especially “married women whose husbands were
holding good jobs… while the unemployment office registered 160 young women out of work” –
caused even more contention.99 The Spectator noted: “Young women, naturally enough, are
incensed at their inability to secure work because, as they sometimes find, desirable positions in
offices and factories have been given to married women. In instances where a husband has steady
employment, the charge of selfishness may not be unjustified.”100 The issue sparked significant
discussion in both the Hamilton women’s and labour movements, with little clear-cut
resolution.101 Married working women were seen to be selfish and vain, especially if it was
supposed their husbands held equally good jobs. Some even suggested, on the question of
encouraging the free-standing male individual, that “Manufacturers should cooperate to build up
a code that will force a man to be a man and not a fop.” 102 They went so far as to suggest married
women should be reported to the government in order that single girls or unemployed men could
take their jobs. While “in the old days it was considered a moral obligation by the employer that
he should pay his married worker enough to keep a family,” those days had passed. Now – one
correspondent proclaimed – a “great change will have to come over our thinking here before we
can deal with the problem [of married women working].”103
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Proponents of married women workers were quick to note that married women often
sought employment “to support a husband who is disabled or absolutely unable to obtain any kind
of work.”104 The Hamilton Spectator turned to Miss Frances Perkins, Secretary of Labour for the
United States under Franklin Roosevelt, who authoritatively observed that, “Each individual case
must be judged on its own merits; to make a sweeping pronouncement one way or the other is not
only unfair, but foolish.”105 Even the city and the mayor refused to condemn outright the
employment of married women.106
In spite of such hesitant encouragement, no social support or employment solutions were
offered with respect for facilitating married women’s paid work. Despite cautious support for the
one-bread-earner female family, overall discussions of Hamilton’s women workers, both married
and single, pointed to the entrenchment of traditional marital values. Jobs were not needed for
women, husbands were. And if jobs were indeed needed, they were for husbands, not their
wives.107
Despite the passage of national and provincial suffrage laws over a decade prior to the
Depression, women politicians were far from welcomed with open arms into formal politics.
Criticized for their ignorance of fiscal policy, and accused of “neglecting [their] home and
children,” women who got involved in politics were accused of “centre[ing] their thoughts on
window shopping, afternoon shows and lodges, when they would better be at home.”108 With
these opinions against them, Hamilton’s female politicians had to work hard to incorporate
104
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maternal feminist politics into their platforms. They had to work hard to make it clear that they
would not cast aside their homes, but could instead be wife, mother, and politician, all at the same
time.
Nora-Frances Henderson’s successful election demonstrated the importance of an
adherence to ideas of the slow, step-by-step expansion of women’s public culture.109 Henderson’s
campaigns relied strongly on the language of maternal feminism and the unique virtues that she
could bring to the council as a woman and for women. While maternal feminism is a contested
term, in the case of Henderson her ongoing dedication to women’s special role as nurturers,
peace-creators and well-ordered people demonstrate many of the key tenets of maternal feminist
ideology.110 Additionally, her work specifically for women’s, families’ and children’s rights
aligned with maternal feminist advocacy on these topics. 111 She relied on the notion that women
should have a role in public service and charity. She thus put to work an idea, nurtured in civil
society – respecting the internal “private” sphere of women’s organizations – that was now
increasingly significant in discourse about the state. Henderson’s own status as a single woman
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likely aided her ability to have a political career, one that meshed well with liberal notions of
civic service to one’s community. Henderson’s larger work as a candidate, councillor and
controller also gave shape to these values so popular with Hamilton’s political elite.

A Woman in a Man’s World: Newspaperwoman Nora-Frances Henderson Faces Election
Electing a woman, even a decade after they were able to vote in Canadian elections, was
a newsworthy event. In fact, Nora-Frances Henderson’s 1934 election to the 1935 Board of
Control in Hamilton was a first for the entire country, much as her earlier election as alderman
had been a first for the city. Rather than radical breakthroughs, both events reflected the tenacious
hold of conservative liberal ideals in the city. Henderson spoke to these traditional values through
her campaign, newspaper column, and work on council. A close reading of her work as a
journalist, a candidate and a politician revealed that in some ways, Henderson’s election was not
surprising at all. By emphasizing maternal feminist values in her work, she fed into notions that
she was adding another voice to, rather than threatening to undermine, a male-dominated liberal
order.
Henderson’s job at the Herald gave her a platform from which to voice her concern for
Hamilton’s disenfranchised, in this case not male workers but women and children of the city.
Like Lawrence, Henderson had moved with her family to Hamilton from England when she was a
child. In 1917, Henderson began work at the Herald as a reporter to help support her needy
family, a position which eventually led to her career as women’s editor at the paper. Her positions
allowed her to broadcast her opinions about necessary changes in Hamilton, Canada, and the
Empire.112 In her own words,
the women’s page of the most progressive type of daily newspaper now serves a
diversity of needs and interests, and this evolution from the old time society
column marks the changed attitude toward woman’s part and place in the
community as an intelligent responsible being… The serious and engrossing
112
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affairs as they concern women all over the world are rendered up for the
feminine eye, and on many women’s pages editorial comment which voices the
woman’s viewpoint is often valuable as a means of supplying a community selfexpression which… is very needed.113
Using her column to view these interests with a “feminine eye,” she often discussed social
welfare issues, especially as they affected women and children. For her, such issues were more
important than the “pink teas” social writers most often talked about in their pages.
The women’s page in the Herald was filled with news of the problems faced by women
around the world, whether these pertained to restricted voting rights or limited job opportunities
in feminized spheres. Henderson spoke out on the inequities that women faced, both as mothers
and workers, in Canadian society. One of the main focuses of her writing was maternal health.
She believed that maternal mortality in Canada was far too high for a developed nation and, most
importantly, could easily be reduced with very few changes to the Canadian health care system.114
She believed that extending maternal benefits to those who “were unable to afford medical
attention and supervision during pregnancy” would help fulfill “the city’s ambition… to lose no
mothers from unnecessary causes in childbirth; it considers such accidents as a blight on its
life.”115 Furthermore, she saw a dual advantage in using female doctors for maternal health care
specifically. Not only would this allow women to serve as doctors in a way uniquely suited to
them, it would also “lessen the dangers of childbirth” by allowing women greater access to
doctors with whom they felt more comfortable.116 She was also able to extend this compassion to
the female unemployed. Henderson reminded the public that the female unemployed, silent
victims in the Great Depression, were most certainly not the cause of the financial crisis but
rather among its most acutely suffering victims.
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“The belief [was] that the encroachment by women on occupational fields formerly
sacred to men had done much to cause the unemployment problem,” Henderson told her
readers.117 However, as any regular reader of Henderson’s column knew, this was not the case.
Single women suffered alongside the male unemployed. Their plight was all the worse because,
as public spending declined, so did many fields reserved for women. Teachers and nurses were
among the hardest hit. Henderson pointed out that politicians such as Montreal Mayor Camillien
Houde were cutting teachers’ salaries to save money.118 While Hamilton’s mayor did not follow
suit, he did begin requiring Bachelor degrees for teaching positions, leaving many female
teachers ineligible.119 Similar problems were faced by nurses, whose jobs were cut from city
budgets and lost private sector positions as families faced tough, cost-cutting decisions.120 While
some suggested that these unemployed women had fathers and husbands who could provide for
them, such was rarely the case. These women had often taken up jobs to help support their
families. The problem of unemployment was, Henderson argued, even more severe among
women as they were less likely to seek official help: “[I]t is only once in a long while that a
woman will ask for something to eat or for some money [though there are] pitiable conditions
existing today in Hamilton as regards women who cannot find enough work to keep body and
soul together.”121 Henderson suggested that society was called upon to reject its traditional
stereotypes about women employees seeking relief. The examples of maternal health and
women’s unemployment demonstrated the ways in which Henderson used her column and the
page in general to discuss these problems, otherwise absent from both the Herald and Spectator.
To her, women were ignored and neglected people that only she as a woman could understand
and address.
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She also heavily promoted development in children’s services across the city, especially
through the increasingly popular school of social work. As the Depression intensified and
Hamilton saw more children who “came under the notice and protection of the Children’s Aid
society,” Henderson publicized their plight.122 Some, she said, were near starvation. That many
children remained unprotected was “so appalling… in a Christian community,” a “hideous and
revolting injustice.”123 They needed adequate oversight by professionals to survive this rough
period. In this context she saw Hamilton’s social workers as near-saints, possessed of “ingenuity
and tact and simple human understanding.”124
Henderson was also an active supporter of Charlotte Whitton’s approach to increasing
families’ well-being, especially with regard to advancing relief for “worthy” families. In
reference to Whitton’s role on the Canadian Council on Child and Family Welfare, Henderson
remarked it was “the greatest source of satisfaction to Canadian people that there is at the head of
this national body a woman of the mental and spiritual calibre of Miss Charlotte Whitton…
whose knowledge covers a vast field, whose head is screwed on firmly and who heart has never
ceased to beat responsibly to all human needs.”125 In spite of her role as director of the Canadian
Council on Child and Family Welfare, Whitton had little interest in supporting the ‘idle poor,’
and little understanding of what families in need actually wanted.126 Instead of offering Canadians
comprehensive support, the state, Whitton suggested, should cut relief to the chronically
unemployed, single men, immigrants, women, and indigents – all those who, in Whitton’s books,
did not deserve it. Henderson and Whitton were in substantial agreement on such questions.
Henderson’s support of Whitton over other female social activists of the day spoke powerfully to
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how she viewed the role of municipal relief and mother’s allowances. She chose to align herself
with Whitton’s more conservative approach to social welfare in spite of the growing number of
more radical options available at the time. She also voiced her opinion on popular issues of the
day such as temperance and the peace movement, both causes she supported to some extent.127
Always of paramount interest were the ways in which the decisions made by society and
governments affected women. She noted it was through women’s activity in community
organizations that their problems should be solved.
Henderson’s Herald, a bastion of liberal thought and reform-minded politics, was not
alone in its focus on such maternal feminist themes. Even the politically Conservative Spectator
acknowledged that women could, through their organizations, provide valuable service to the
community. While its women’s page was mostly devoted to the royal family, recipes, debutante
balls, weddings, and child-rearing tips, it also paid close attention to these worthy groups’ works.
A full-page feature on 16 January 1929 highlighted the VON’s regional conference held in
Hamilton, most particularly the “noble work [done] for mothers.”128 The Order discussed public
health research priorities, the need for regional health councils to discuss local problems, and the
development of public health initiatives across the country. It pondered how such reforms might
aid the VON’s goal to provide “bedside nursing care for the sick in their own homes on a truly
national scale.”129 This organization especially highlighted the virtuous role such nurturing
women could fill as health care providers, with significant emphasis on their professional
agency.130 Similar articles were printed on the work of the Red Cross, the Liberal Women’s
Association, the Women’s Conservative Club, and the IODE, a favourite in the Spectator’s
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pages.131 Through these organizations women participated in the Hamilton community in
significant ways, which even the Spectator recognized were valuable and necessary.132
Many Hamiltonians feared, Henderson argued, that women were uninformed about
politics. She used her column both to interrogate this sentiment and to further women’s political
knowledge. Henderson told women, especially Liberal women, to get involved in their local
parties and learn more about the issues she saw as affecting them. In Hamilton, both mainstream
parties provided women with opportunities for participation, and Henderson herself seemingly
attached more importance to the cause of having more women in politics than to her own partisan
identity. When the Liberal Party formed a new organization in the city she urged women to
disrupt the traditional male monopoly on political leadership. It was now legal for women to run
for parliament and so she suggested that,
this [was] the psychological time for women who are earnestly and intelligently
committed to the principles of Liberalism and who look to the future to provide
greater equalities in political life to apply for membership… no hope of power
and influence within the political parties can be hoped for by women so long as
there is a division of men’s and women’s organizations.133
This passage embodies the bipartisan interest that Henderson took in women’s political lives.
Certainly she herself favoured Liberal candidates, but more importantly, so she claimed, she had
done the research to find out that they were the best ones for women.
Women needed to use their brains and educate themselves so that they could, free of their
husbands and fathers, form their own political opinions. For Henderson, there was “palpable
evidence that the women have not seriously accepted their responsibilities as enfranchised
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citizens. Apathy, foolish dislike of the inevitable publicity of decision and purpose still mark the
woman’s attitude toward the great occasions in the communal and national life.”134 She implored
them to serve women in the city and become politically active to represent their concerns, a job
she acknowledged could be difficult and one at which many lesser men often failed:
The only right way to vote is because one has convinced oneself that this is the
right way! This is not easy, because it involves thought and observation and
demands judgment and perspicacity. Evidence for and against has to be sifted;
foolish idle talk has to be analyzed and discounted… none of these things is an
easy accomplishment. They all take mental effort, an exercise many ladies –
and gentlemen – never permit themselves.135
Being informed was a supreme virtue in her eyes. On the eve of the Hamilton-West federal byelection in 1930s she advised her readers that “A great many women who have been voting
Conservative because it was a family tradition will be asking themselves if as women they are not
going to miss an opportunity to help the women’s cause in public life by not voting for a man like
Mr. Elmore Philpott, the Liberal candidate.”136 While this obviously partisan article initially
pointed out the candidate for whom women should vote, her selection of this candidate had come
about not because the Liberals were naturally better, but because they were doing more active
work for women. Voting Conservative merely demonstrated women’s lack of education with
regard to their position. She implored her readers that it was “high time that women began
looking after their own interests.”137 Even after her own election she promoted this ideal of
informed voting. Before the 1933 council election, she reminded women, her primary readership,
to “Go out to vote on Monday; it is your privilege and your protection… don’t adorn the name of
your favourite candidate with crosses as if they were kisses… one cross after the name of the
candidate of your choice will ensure a vote.”138
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Hamilton politics had remained an entirely male institution in the years since suffrage
was passed. Henderson bemoaned this fact each year as the civic elections approached. “It looks
as if this municipal election will come and go and we shall have no women candidates,” she
wrote in 1929. “The women of Hamilton are, as a whole, woefully lacking in a sense of their
opportunities and responsibilities as fully privileged citizens.”139 She could see no reason why so
many eligible women continued to renounce their solemn duty to vote.140 Doing so was especially
imperative in Henderson’s eyes in light of women’s earlier struggles for the franchise.141
Henderson’s was not just a passing interest in women’s electoral work but rather a firmly held
belief that women would add to the city’s governance:
what the world needs today are women leaders, leaders who are willing to go
out and fight… not just antagonistic women who want to fight for the sake of
fighting; not women who are convinced that they could do better than men; but
women who will be brave enough upon occasion to stand up for what they
know to be right no matter what anybody says. The presence of a few intelligent
women on our city council would… do… the same thing as the presence of
women in family life has been doing all along… the menfolk… come home
again to be replenished with Mother’s ideals, and now women are taking those
ideals outside themselves, tagging around after their menfolk so there is no
excuse to forget them!142
While Henderson emphasized women’s unique role as wives and mothers in guiding society, she
saw these traits as qualifications for their participation in politics. In light of these interests, when
she spoke of including women in civic bodies, she made claims for their uniqueness rather than
their desire to replace men in politics. This was especially exemplified by her argument for the
expansion of the Hospital and Parks boards to include women. What could be more natural, she
asked, than including natural nurturers in such spaces?
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Hamilton’s Hospital Board in 1930 was mainly a bastion of wealthy and respectable men
in the Hamilton community.143 To Henderson’s chagrin, a woman had never served on the board.
In December of 1930 she took it upon herself to join a campaign to increase the size of the board
by one person to allow for the addition of a woman.144 She blamed the old pattern on the
“indifference of women.”145 Correcting it now made sense as “women had composed by far the
greater part of the hospital staff and since the new wing would be occupied entirely by women it
would be eminently fitting that women should assist in the management of the institution.”146
Given the mayor’s overwhelming support, it was no surprise that the board expanded within the
month to include a new appointment specifically for a woman, especially as “if there was any
body on which women have better right to be represented,” it was the Hospital board.147
Henderson did not rest content with this success. She aimed at the more general inclusion
of women in politics and decided to run for council herself. As the Herald noted, “Miss
Henderson has been urging women to take advantage of their opportunities and enter public life
for many years and now she has been challenged to make good her contention that there is an
important role for women to play in the… community.”148 Both in her politics and her selfidentification as a women’s candidate, a maternal feminist at heart, she bolstered rather than
threatened the security of Hamilton’s political order. Through her endorsement of safe
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approaches to Depression-era problems, she reinforced the city’s cautious approach to reform
politics.
Within Hamilton, Henderson’s run was warmly received, though obviously by some
more than others. The Herald, her own employer, was obviously the most enthusiastic in their
support of her initial candidacy. In spite of their obvious and self-acknowledged bias, the editors
found “it impossible to be silent” about their support for her candidacy.149 They wrote that as
Women’s Editor of the Herald, Henderson had made her political positions clear to her
prospective supporters. The ideal of civic service she had often championed and “the obligations
[her readers] were under and the privileges they possess as enfranchised citizens,” meant she
herself could not “refuse the challenge.”150 Henderson’s editorial position had put her in a good
position to claim that she had unique insight into the hearts of the city’s women, or at least those
of the Herald’s readers. She claimed she had “acquired an intimate knowledge of the affairs of the
city from the woman’s angle, one which, however willing, men do not have the inclination of the
opportunities to obtain.”151 She had frequently used her column to start funds for feeding
undernourished children and families.
Her later run for controller, in which her civic track record was more evident, was just as
warmly received. Though she had officially resigned her position as editor at the Herald, the
paper praised her for having “[s]trenuously championed the cause of women.”152 She was
described as “a sincere, aggressive, and often successful leader in the cause of social reform. The
desirability of the programmes she has supported has sometimes been questioned, but not the
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worthiness of her motives.”153 She seemingly had general support for her candidacy, with one
male voter praising her “sane judgement” and her “honest effort to give a square deal to everyone
showing absolutely no favouritism.”154 She was presented as a woman’s candidate, almost
exclusively in her first run and still focally in her later campaigns. Her role as a woman’s
representative created the appearance of progressive reform: Hamiltonians were electing a
woman, not an uncontroversial move. Yet the language that was used to support her directly
echoed the less threatening language of maternal feminism. Henderson did not want to take a
man’s job; she just wanted a woman to round things out and make sure the boys were playing
nice. The success of this angle can be seen directly in the discussions that followed her election.
“Miss Henderson’s election opens up a new era in the city… her position at the head of the poll is
a personal triumph,” the Herald told its readers in describing the election results.155 The Spectator
wrote, after her 1934 election to the Board of Control, that she had “scored a double triumph. She
not only became the first woman controller in Hamilton, but heads the board by a comfortable
margin of votes. We offer our sincere congratulation to Miss Henderson… Seldom has such a
flattering vote of confidence been given a newcomer to the board.”156
Henderson thus changed politics in Hamilton while, paradoxically, preserving its core
values. Henderson advocated sweeping reforms to Hamilton’s relief system. She wanted more
pay for the city’s relief workers. She wanted this pay to be exempt from property-related carrying
charges. She wanted more relief workers to be cleaning the streets. She also wanted a more
watchful approach to relief to eliminate fraud.157 Overall, her centrist approach was consistent
with the city’s deep-seated liberalism, in that it presented relief as an earned privilege for hard153
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working Hamiltonians as well as a form of charity for those truly unable to work. Less eligibility
was the unstated but palpable assumption of her thoughts.158
Henderson safeguarded her image as a staunch independent on council. Many of her
political choices aligned with those of the Conservative members of council. Yet in her own mind
she was a free spirit, able to speak truthfully and honestly on all questions.159 “A woman for
women’s interests,” who was “[t]ied to no slate or party,” she told the voters that she was thus
“free to exercise her good judgment conscientiously as the problems of the people present
themselves.”160 With this in mind, she, a true individual, was able to work toward improving
relief, especially on behalf of those she deemed from “worthy” families and willing to work for
themselves.
Her individualistic approach brought her into conflict with Sam Lawrence, who openly
urged the city to provide social services to all of Hamilton’s unemployed men, no matter their
circumstances.161 While Henderson advocated relief and benefits for families, she did so within
the accepted framework of relief to families in exchange for work. Henderson’s continued belief
in the existence of a deserving poor demonstrated a strong ideological difference between herself
and Lawrence. As a socialist, Lawrence believed the city’s hardships had been caused by
capitalist exploitation of the city’s workers and worsened by the profit-oriented employers’
failure to provide workers with steady jobs. Henderson repeatedly expressed the opinion that
these men themselves were causing such hardships by their failure to seek out, and keep, jobs.
They were authors of their own, and their families’, misfortune. Further, she often framed her
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concerns in a familial, maternal feminist rhetoric that recognized the sadness of the Depression
but did not deeply interrogate its economic and political causes. These ideologically opposed
approaches to the Depression and its suffering ensured that while Henderson and Lawrence
occasionally had overlapping interests, they often butted heads over how money should be spent
and relief distributed. Although the CCF published a speech that Henderson gave to the
Federation of Business and Professional Women’s Clubs of Canada in 1933 on monetary reform
– in it she encouraged things that appealed to the CCF, such as the creation of a nationalized
bank, and the redistribution of industrial profits to improve the purchasing power of the “millions
of people [who could] be brought up to a decent level of living” – Henderson was in no way a
CCFer.162 As she stated in the speech, she wanted to place industry in a more stable position, not
strip it of its well-earned profits. Indeed, as her later candidacy for the Reconstruction Party
would indicate, while supporting hard-working families and fair-play in industry, she did not
favour a radically transformed socio-economic order. Consequently she and Lawrence were
ideologically opposed to each other.
Henderson’s support of relief by no means meant that she supported all the city’s plans
for relief. As a statement on behalf of her candidacy in 1934 argued, “Relief works on which the
government paid two-thirds in labour costs were only ‘bargains’ when they were really
needed.”163 “More vision,” with respect to the welfare department, “did not necessarily mean
more money,” but rather required that the city regulate benefit distribution more thoroughly.
Henderson urged the city to “be ruthless to the relief cheat but… help the worthy family to reestablish themselves.”164 Thrift and economy were necessary to ensure that the city could help
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those who needed it while keeping an eye on the “unbearable burden being imposed upon her
taxpayers.”165 In keeping with this ideal, she advocated a bill of rights for municipalities, allowing
for a wider distribution of relief.166 She succeeded in getting a Charter of Rights passed in 22
municipalities that, united, put pressure on the province to bear part of the burden of relief and
take it away from the municipalities.167 These actions both for the cities and for the reform of
their relief programs demonstrated her ongoing adherence to liberal notions of self-improvement
through hard work.
Henderson’s far-from-radical politics came into sharp focus when in 1935 she finally
chose to side with one party, surprising many by choosing Stevens’s Reconstruction Party. In
many ways, Stevens’s platform - with its call for industrial stimulus, “fair play” for employees,
and support for “average families” - echoed many of Henderson’s previous public statements.168
Indeed, she herself stated that both Mackenzie King and R.B. Bennett had failed the public and
that Stevens had at least offered a new choice to Canadians. In contrast to the “greed, callousness,
social injustice, and dishonesty” King and Bennett had implicitly countenanced, the
Reconstruction Party had “taken up the challenge to houseclean Canada!”169
The public’s response to Henderson’s run for federal politics was far from positive, with
harsh recriminations flying from all sides. The Spectator, which had begun to voice support for
Henderson once she had proven herself to be a capable politician, described her loss as
unsurprising and the Reconstruction Party’s defeat as inevitable.170 They mostly voiced profound
disappointment at the downfall of the Bennett government, and so Henderson was very much a
165
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sideline. Having lost a perceived partisan ally, the Hamilton Herald, from which Henderson had
resigned, made an about-face in their support for her. During the 1935 campaign, it ran an
editorial which expressed its distaste for both the Reconstruction Party and Henderson’s
candidacy:
[Henderson] has always worked earnestly for good causes, is a woman of high
principle, and of considerable capacity [who] has accomplished some very
worthy things… it is interesting to note the rungs she has climbed in securing
the knowledge she now possesses of politics… The City gave her the promotion
she desired but the first thing she discovered when she moved into the more
select body was that stupidities within the Board of Control were not the things
that blocked… the goals she had in mind… Miss Henderson has always seen
the ‘way out’… but it may not be desirable to keep on moving her toward…
new horizons unless there can be found soon a fixed political principle to which
she adheres… Being a nice person, an earnest person (and Miss Henderson is)
does not exhaust the list of qualifications one should possess in aspiring to the
office Miss Henderson now seeks.171
Both newspapers fought to take down a political opponent.172 Though the Herald returned to
favourable portrayals of her in the next civic election and published a very kind editorial
following her formal final resignation from the paper, this resistance to her campaign brought to
light some and of gendered dimensions of Hamilton’s conservative liberalism. The press and
public were accepting of her role in civic politics in which she cast her political interests in a
maternal feminist light and respected her determination to serve the public good. However, when
she opposed their candidates they took her down using gendered critiques of her character and
politics. When she was perceived to be a careerist woman opposing traditional politicians, the
editorialists’ support faded. Within this context and because of her choice of party, “Being Nice”
was not enough. These contradictions demonstrate the ways in which Hamilton’s leading
opinion-shapers continued to adhere to traditional liberal political ideals, even as Depression-era
liberals faced some radical choices. Henderson was a woman. When she fit herself neatly into the
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sphere in which she was expected to participate, they endorsed her. When she seemingly strayed
outside this framework, she became a figure of intense controversy.

Against King and Capitalism: Alderman Agnes Sharpe Stands Up for Herself
One of the strongest indications of the persistence of traditional gender ideals in
Hamilton politics can be found in the public scouring endured by some of the city’s other elected
women. When any politician deviated from the expected norms of apolitical service to city and
empire, the reactions were harsh and women were not exempt from these rules. While Hamilton’s
political scene had remained largely a man’s world up until the 1930s, Henderson’s transition to
the Board of Control for the 1935 year saw another unprecedented event – the election of another
woman. Now women were represented for the first time in city history on both council and the
Board of Control. That year, Agnes Sharpe, formerly an elected school trustee for Ward Eight to
the Board of Education, saw herself promoted through election to a seat on council, also in Ward
Eight.173 First elected for the 1929 council session, Sharpe initially served, like all Board of
Education members, as an apolitical representative.174 Upon her election she even garnered praise
from Henderson for having “not raised her voice unnecessarily… but what she has said upon
occasion has been good common sense and very much to the point.”175 However, that apolitical
nature and docile approach to politics did not even last beyond her first term. For Sharpe did not
arrive in council as a blank slate. For one thing, she had been granted Sam Lawrence’s
nomination to run in his former territory, the most north-easterly of the city’s wards. With that
came a multitude of expectations. With his blessing and endorsement, she won the election as a
CCF candidate in that ward with nearly exactly a third of the vote, 3,042, in a seven-candidate
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race.176 She was thought to be at least an ILP sympathizer and the themes explored in her
speeches were often ones Lawrence himself had developed.177 Her political stripe was hardly
difficult to discern.
Service as a school trustee in Hamilton was usually perceived to be even less
controversial than service on council. A woman on the school board could be seen as a person
carrying out, in a different context, the nurturing role designed for her by nature.178 Traditionally
board members were former teachers, principals, or just well-educated citizens who voted on
such issues as constructing new schools, the hiring of teachers, textbook and supply purchases,
and disciplinary measures.179 Rarely did they challenge the city’s fiscal or political priorities
Early in her tenure on the board, Sharpe began to push against this apolitical role
traditionally accorded school trustees. In 1930, she addressed the men’s league of a United
Church in Dundas. She was typical of her time in expressing grave misgivings about the revival
of militarism. She was less typical in candidly associating those misgivings with a critique of the
British Empire in all its aspects. Although herself a recent immigrant from Britain, with members
of her family still there, she struck a note that sounded anti-British to some Hamiltonians. Here
was an Empire, she declared, “built up by conquest,” and doomed like all such empires to fall.180
This anti-militaristic tone in and of itself was not unusual for people, especially among feminists
of all stripes and women on the left, in the inter-war period who remembered only too acutely the
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loss of life that the First World War had occasioned.181 Even Nora-Frances Henderson offered her
criticism of cadet training in schools with no public reprimand. However it was unusual for a
speaker to discuss a perceived political failure on behalf of the British Empire and, notably in this
speech, the overall failure of capitalism as a whole. These elements suggested a far more political
message than those offered by most of the Board of Education’s trustees.
Many women in Hamilton disliked militarism and the shadow of war that constantly
seemed to fall over boys’ education in the city. None but Sharpe raised it so publicly, frequently,
or with such a sharp critique of all things British. It was one thing to say Britain was militaristic;
it was entirely another to openly protest against the much-cherished motherland, as Sharpe did
after 1931. In May of that year it was reported to the Spectator by R.J. Wright, a principal from
Lloyd George School in the city, that Sharpe had told him, on the occasion of planning for
Empire Day no less, that she was against displaying the Union Jack in the school and never sang
the national anthem herself.182 He was “quite amazed” at the statement, especially given that the
Board of Education, as a policy, “stress[ed] the matter of the Empire, its ideals and standards in
the training of children, of whom between 35 and 40 per cent attending this school are of foreign
parentage.”183 Given that the school’s flags had been donated by the IODE whose views on
militarism, empire, and monarchy were certainly not in accord with Sharpe’s own, the slight
seemed even more severe and deliberate.184 Sharpe tried in vain to explain that she had
considered her conversation with Wright private. The backlash against her was anything but.
Sharpe was branded an inconsistent hypocrite, especially given her apparently happy participation
in a similarly imperial and, according to printed descriptions, more overtly militaristic ceremony
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for the opening of Memorial School, which had in fact been built as a memorial to the city’s war
dead.185
Discontent over Sharpe’s actions was rife, with parents, veterans, and volunteer groups
all shouting for the resignation of this evidently disloyal woman.186 But, noted Sharpe, her views
had never been a secret and if anyone was responsible for the shock of the news, it was the
principal and the public themselves for not being informed enough about her as a candidate and a
person.187And indeed, even city officials stated “there is nothing in the declaration required of a
school trustee when assuming office regarding loyalty to the Empire,” so the only way to remove
Sharpe would be to oust her at the polls.188 In Ward Eight, which had a larger population of
immigrants, her anti-British stance played better than in more centrally located, wealthier, and
more British wards. She continued to work publicly for peace. In 1935, she signed on with the
National Council of the Canadian League Against War and Fascism to launch a “conscious and
militant mass movement organized from below to… halt the warmakers.”189
As an Alderman, Sharpe was involved in a number of largely ceremonial votes to send
letters of congratulation or official greetings to the appropriate serving monarch of the time. She
first occasioned the “apparent surprise” of the mayor and council when she would not sign a
congratulatory note to King George V and Queen Mary for their 25 years of service.190 Even the
more liberal Herald described it in an editorial piece as a “stand on the part of a British person,
whether Labourite, [or] member of the CCF [that] impresses us as being stupid extremism, or
‘grand-standing’ of a character that is in very bad taste.”191 Sharpe additionally refused to take an
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oath of allegiance to the new King Edward VIII, even though, as the Mount Hamilton branch of
the Canadian Legion Ladies’ Auxiliary put it, he was “a monarch with sympathetic understanding
and one who was a true friend to all his subjects, especially of the working class.”192 Alderman
Sharpe would also not sign a motion requesting a boycott of German goods because she worried
it could be seen as a sign of militaristic antagonism.193 Sharpe’s stormy career contrasted with
that of Sam Lawrence, her fellow radical. Although both were often embroiled in controversy,
there was a gendered pattern to the dismissals that Sharpe incurred. Lawrence was never scorned
as “a woman who puts her head out an upper window to tell a caller that she is not ‘at home’.”194
Even within this world view of dichotomized politics, Sharpe obviously did have her
supporters. The Spectator received two sympathetic letters to the editor that it published
following Sharpe’s refusal of the oath to Edward VIII. Perhaps tellingly, both were submitted
anonymously. One commended her for her public dedication to her ideals, even in the face of
such grave opposition: “She has the courage to openly express her convictions, a virtue that is
sadly lacking in the majority… She is a fine woman with the welfare of the suffering humanity at
heart and if she elects to belong to the brotherhood of the human race rather than professing
allegiance to a temporal state, surely that is her prerogative. It does not make her a poorer
alderman.”195 The next letter pointed out, “the citizens who have given Mrs. Sharpe a substantial
majority at the polls, for a number of years, are, for the most part, either by birth or adoption also
192
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British[.] That they are well satisfied to have so able and courageous a representative in the
council is attested by their loyal support.”196 Her femininity was brought up by the next reader as
well, who also thought to question if “masculine prejudice toward women in business and public
office” might have had something to do with Sharpe’s repeated public humiliations.197 Support
for Sharpe was limited though, and as “A BRITON” wrote to the Spectator, for many the
“bolshevik attitude of Agnes Sharpe” was intolerable.198 “Anyway, a woman’s place is in the
home,” the anonymous writer concluded. “I am sure there are many veterans who could more
intelligently fill the job.”199
Perhaps the apex of this public conflict came when Alderman Sharpe decided she would
not utter an oath of allegiance to the King when he came for the Royal Visit of 1939. The city’s
elected officials – among the few Hamiltonians actually guaranteed a chance to meet him – were
supposed to sit on a dais and greet the King on his arrival.200 Unsurprisingly, even when faced
with the opportunity to meet the King himself, Sharpe politely declined, especially in the face of
questions about how she could reap the benefits of royalty without the required loyalty. In a very
properly worded response to the Spectator, Sharpe told the public that meeting the King “implied
willingness to bear arms in defence of the crown… contrary to her pacifist convictions.”201
Noting “objections to my taking part in the proceedings in connection with the civic reception
here,” she demonstrated graciousness and a desire to create a harmonious environment for
monarchical Hamiltonians: “rather than contribute one discordant note on this occasion, thereby
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spoiling the happiness and enjoyment of the people, I will forgo the privilege of being present.”202
Rather than make a scene Sharpe stayed home.
While Sharpe continued to get elected in her ethnically diverse ward throughout the
1930s, Hamilton’s flag-waving, Empire-loving citizens made sure her controversial opinions
were shouted down at every opportunity. In August 1939 Sharpe took leave from Council to sail
back to England to visit family before the war made the ocean impassable. She returned to
Canada on the S.S. Athenia and thus found herself in the unlikely position of being on the first
ship torpedoed by German U-boats during the Second World War.203 The reaction to her presence
on the boat was overshadowed by the more obviously tragic death of ten-year-old Hamiltonian
Margaret Heyworth, whose funeral was accorded the highest degree of recognition from all levels
of government and will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.204 Sharpe found herself
confined to England for the foreseeable future and thus could not run for election. Her initial
absence and eventual resignation received only a perfunctory two lines of text each in city council
minutes, and the so-called “Special Meeting” called to fill her vacancy was nothing more than the
standard procedure demanded to fill such vacancies.205 Unlike civic engineers, city solicitors, and
council members who had left service before her in Hamilton, her resignation elicited none of the
effusive speeches of praise that had been customary for departing city officials. Her absence did
not even merit a single line in the Spectator, now overcome with war fever. She was only recalled
to memory when the city passed a motion making it mandatory that anyone serving in an elected
position in Hamilton swear an oath to the crown, even though “Ex-Alderman Mrs. Agnes Sharpe,
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it will be remembered, refrained from taking the oath during the several years she served as an
aldermanic representative.”206 Sharpe slipped out of public memory in the city. She had, as a
radical woman resisting the projects of the state, strayed beyond her place.
In contrast, when Henderson tragically passed away at the age of 52 in 1949, childless
and unmarried, after a brief but “courageous battle for life,” her obituary was carried in both local
and national papers. A formal committee of council was struck whose sole duty it was to decide
how best to commemorate her.207 Remembered as “a little woman whose voice… was raised in
defence of right,” and having served on council for sixteen years, she had continued to devote the
last of her years to improving social services, working as the Executive Secretary for the
Children’s Aid Society of Ontario. 208 The Hamilton Women’s Civic Club assembled an honour
guard for her funeral.
The parallel yet divergent lives of Agnes Sharpe and Nora-Frances Henderson
demonstrate the limits of women’s inclusion in the political world of Hamilton, one that revered
the liberal individual. Women were certainly respected and valued for their role as wives,
mothers, and auxiliary social supports for the community. As the Depression transformed
Hamilton’s economic landscape, these services became even more valuable. So long as they
worked within the confines of these roles and the rules of respectability that accompanied them,
women were even able to find a legitimate, if confined, space in its politics. However, should
these expectations be transgressed, no amount of virtuous femininity could save their reputations.
Hamilton’s female politicians were as restricted by the expectations of a proper politician as their
male counterparts, but with the expected double bind of their gender attached.
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Chapter 6: Making the Past, Fearing the Future: Empire, Immigration
and the “Other” in an Age of Anxiety
The strong hold of traditional liberal thought in Hamilton politics was in a large part
connected to the even more powerful attachment many in the city felt to Britain, whether by
heritage or by recent immigration. This attachment was prominently reinforced by the city’s
amateur historians and historical societies who sought to tie the current city to its cultured British
roots. However, this firm connection between political traditions and white, British respectability
caused problems for those wondering how best to integrate the city’s growing immigrant
population into this order. While some believed that immigrants could be taught liberal values
and integrated as citizens, others as firmly considered this an impossible mission. As
demonstrated by reactions to the CPC and wartime arrests of ethnic groups within the city, the
exclusivist defence of “British liberty” could reach dangerously repressive levels, especially for
Hamilton’s numerous and often oppressed “Others.” These celebrations of British attachment and
these acts of exclusion were expressed using the political language of the city: both were justified
in terms of defending the ideal of the traditional liberal individual.

Whiteness and the Culture of Empire in a Historical Context
When writing about Britishness and Empire in Hamilton, it is important to interrogate
what this meant for the city’s growing population of non-British immigrants who did not fit the
pervasively promulgated imperial image. Hamilton’s immigrant experience was informed by the
strength of the dominant culture of white, British identity. As census data on unemployment and
immigrants, discussions about ethnicity and communism, and debates in unions about adhering to
“proper” political techniques all demonstrate, middle-class ideologies did cross class lines. A
racially-suffused ideology excluded recent non-British immigrants on the basis that they could
not or would not follow the basic rules of British Canadianism. Many elite Hamiltonians
176

expressed a deep nativist disquiet about the effect that immigration and ethnic diversity would
have on what it meant to be Canadian. In historian James Barrett’s words, new immigrants were
viewed as “racially as well as culturally inferior,” even when – as in the case of Italians, the Irish,
and Central and Eastern European newcomers – they were phenotypically members of what we
would now consider white races.1 Much as in Barrett’s work in the American context, Canada
was legally and politically structured such that “Whiteness enters the picture when you consider
the standard against which [immigrants] were judged… the notion of a white, Anglo-Saxon
Protestant Standard of ‘Americanism’… is essential to recognize that these immigrants were not
part of this white mainstream.”2
As Alexander Saxton discusses in his work, The Rise and Fall of the White Republic:
Class Politics and Mass Culture in Nineteenth Century, these ideas of class, race, and whiteness
extended across American political culture. He shows how Americans defined their whiteness in
an ongoing process of ideological revision, adapting it to suit the dominant political language of
the times.3 Thus, as ideological language about citizenship and Americanism changed, so too did
the ways people defined themselves in opposition to others, David Roediger’s later work extends
these questions of identity to immigrants to the United States who could be made white through
determinants of their “fitness for citizenship.”4 As explored in Jennifer Guglielmo’s collection on
the topic, Are Italians White? How Race is Made in America, non-black immigrant others, like
Italians, formed a separate group of non-white, non-citizens who “did not automatically create
ties to the middle-class white power structure, which continued to view them as other.”5 Being
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“white” in the United States was often defined by the working class in opposition to AfricanAmericans and to non-white ethnic citizen groups.
Canadians’ ideas of white civility were informed by their British heritage, rather than by
ideals of republicanism. As Daniel Coleman discusses in White Civility: The Literary Project of
English Canada, by the mid-twentieth-century, “popular images of cooperative, pan-ethnic
Britishness [informed] the Canadian concept of White civility: ‘Britishness’ – as a form of
government, as a union of formerly hostile peoples, as a civilization.”6 And as Constance
Backhouse emphasizes in Colour-Coded: A History of Racism in Canada, 1900-1950, visibly
white people dominated the Canadian landscape in the first half of the twentieth century, and thus
dominated how both race and the “other” were defined.7 It also meant that the government was
able to shape and enforce legislation around these dominant ideals, reinforcing this “otherness” in
a visible and practical way. Backhouse’s multi-layered analysis of race and the law makes a
conscious effort to acknowledge the differences that existed in the experiences of different racial
groups in Canada, taking care not to lump them all into one sweeping pattern.8 It is crucial to
acknowledge the importance of the unexpressed undertones of words like ‘citizen,’ ‘propriety,’
and ‘civility,’ which carried with them implicit references to race as well as culture. Building
upon Ian McKay and Robin Bates’s work on the constructed Scottish heritage of Nova Scotia, I
argue that Hamilton serves as the perfect example of the effects that this constructed ethnic past
had on imagining and shaping the values of a community.9
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“Yes, Hamilton Has a Character All Its Own:” Writing Hamilton’s Past and Present in the
Age of Empire
On 7 June 1939, Hamilton was among a handful of cities that received an extended visit
from King George VI and Queen Elizabeth. Extensive preparation went into ensuring the couple
received a most pleasing image of the city. They were welcomed by veterans, school children,
military men, city councillors, and many others, since the city had ordered employers to give all
their workers the day off.10 The Spectator was crammed from cover to cover with advertisements
welcoming the couple to the city. For those Hamiltonians taking out ads, lining the parade route,
and cheering heartily for the royal couple, loyalty to the crown and empire was nothing new.
Even those who were not passionate imperialists were authoritatively advised that Empire was an
integral part of their city’s very identity.
This adherence was seen in times of joy, like the Royal Visit, but also in times of
struggle, like the abdication crisis in December 1936. This “Grievous News” was borne with the
proper balance of disappointment and dedication by the Spectator and the city’s middle-class
British descendants.11 Edward VIII’s short rule was punctuated by reflections on his virtues. “It is
in sudden crises that character is tested,” the Spectator wrote following an assassination attempt
on his life, “while his life was in danger [he] exhibited his personal courage and coolness, though
of course no such demonstration was needed, for His Majesty has given repeated proof of his
manly qualities.”12 Even as late as November of that year, when Edward VIII was thought to be
aligning himself politically with the Labour Party in Britain, against British Royal conventions
and the wishes of Parliament, the Spectator drummed up nice things to say about him.
Remembering Britain’s past problems with tyrannical monarchs, the editors wrote that such
difficulties had never arisen in the case of Edward: “Should the present King of England ever
involve himself seriously in political controversy, it would be as the champion of the poorest of
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his subjects.”13 Even the Mount Hamilton branch of the Canadian Legion Ladies’ Auxiliary
thought he was at least a sympathetic king, if nothing else.14
His abdication thus came as a shock, although not as a complete surprise. While the
proper Spectator and the majority of Canadian newspapers had followed the lead of British
newspapers and not published rumours about the couple leading up to the abdication, Time
magazine had covered the story in November 1936, with a series of articles on Wallis Simpson
and her relationship with the King.15 J.M. Pigott, the city’s leading architect who also formed an
important pillar in its social and cultural life, marked the abdication thus in his diary: “Here is a
man born to the throne, trained all his life for the job – the idol of this people – who turns his
back on his duty – and for a woman who is an adventuress – twice divorced and plainly an
opportunist.”16 The Spectator used the opportunity of the crisis to reflect on what should be
expected of those in power and of the citizens they governed. Duty should be adhered to: “On
every citizen rests the obligation of steadiness, of giving loyal support to those who are called
upon to act for them in these momentous days. In this way will public confidence be maintained
and the situation restored. This is the plain duty of all of us.”17 While George VI may have “never
had the glitter of his brother,” the Spectator reminded its readers that such shimmer constituted a
vain cover and did not conform to the English temperament, for “in quiet and unspectacular kings
our country has found the finest rulers.”18 That “our country” was the Empire was noteworthy.
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Coverage of the coronation of George VI continued to reflect this preference for a
thoughtful, not an exciting, king. Hamilton’s politicians were expected to be sober vessels of
well-considered arguments meant to unite and represent a city; the King should embody these
virtues ten-fold. The coverage suggested that, whatever the role of heredity in making a king,
Edward VIII had always lacked the natural virtues to become one. The Spectator posited George
VI would be happily welcomed as he could be energetic but thoughtful: “Between forty and fifty
a man has the energy and enthusiasm of youth, tempered by maturity. And we require as our
monarch at this time one imbued with the sober virtue of steadiness and quiet strength.”19 Pigott,
listening to the coronation on the radio, praised George VI as “earnest,” and said he had made “a
splendid impression.”20 It was these virtues that his father had embodied and that reflected the
character that Hamilton’s middle classes desired of their leaders. As Pigott wrote of George V in
his diary after his death, “He was a good man – upright, kingly simple, a martyr to his duty…
History will give him a niche of his own for character and worth.”21
In short, for many Hamiltonians their city simply was British. And building a British, or
at least Loyalist, history around this theme became a central goal for Hamilton’s growing group
of amateur and local historians. It was necessary, in a city whose leading cultural producers
believed so firmly in Empire, that the city’s history match its present worldview. While Hamilton
had only become a city legally in 1846, and was not much more than a trading outpost in the three
decades that preceded that date, a burgeoning group of amateur historians and genealogists
enthusiastically grasped at any hints of a more noble heritage to recreate Hamilton as something
more than a city of trade and industry. Shaping an official story around cornerstones such as
Dundurn Castle, its noble British lord Sir Allan MacNab, the Battle of Stoney Creek, and the
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Loyalist tradition, real or otherwise, Hamilton’s historical enthusiasts imagined their city into a
veritable metropolis of prestige and heritage.
Among the chief propagators of Hamilton’s alleged “Storied Past” was Hamilton’s Grand
Dame of local history, Mabel Burkholder. Burkholder was, by the 1930s, a well-established
author and historian who lived in and worked primarily on Hamilton and its history. She also
wrote on subjects that were related to these topics more tangentially, such as Before the White
Man Came, which was a collection of supposed oral history fragments collected from the First
Nations peoples in the surrounding area.22 She rose to local fame by chronicling the city’s past in
a weekly Spectator column called “Out of the Storied Past.” Then she brought out a book on the
city’s history, The Story of Hamilton. Her status as Hamilton’s leading chronicler of past deeds
was suggested by her prominence in 1968 in a Canadian centennial publication, also of the same
name, distributed to all of the city’s school children.23 Through her publications, the weekly
column and her numerous local histories of the city, Burkholder continually constructed a grand
past for the city, demonstrating how it had been transformed from a wilderness into a cultured
metropolis.
Much as Burkholder shaped the city’s sense of history, she also acknowledged its faults.
Hamilton began as a rough and uncivilized trading post. Burkholder could not hide Hamilton’s
humble origins as a trading post entirely, so instead she reframed this past as a demonstration of
the pioneers’ hard work and ingenuity, virtues she saw reflected in the city.24 Moving on from
Hamilton’s early uncivilized roots, her story rapidly progressed from pioneer days to the
Loyalists’ arrival. As she wrote, “The Loyalists, as a class, were people of culture and set a high
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value on education.”25 With the help of Loyalist guidance the city was transformed into one
where “the cultural side of life ke[pt] pace with the industrial.”26 Combining the hard work and
ingenuity of the city’s pioneers with cultural excellence, Hamilton as imagined by Burkholder
was a city where every citizen had a valuable role. In reality Burkholder’s “Loyalists” moved to
Hamilton in the mid-nineteenth century were not the original Revolutionary refugees, but later
descendants of the original Empire Loyalists, Burkholder imbued these descendants with heroic
virtues. This is unsurprising since Burkholder’s own acknowledged sources came from the
surviving relatives of those early settlers. Amateur genealogical records had been meticulously
kept by those who hoped to gain admission to the city’s prestigious UEL Association.27 While
these reminiscences did not necessarily disparage other ethnic groups or cultures, they did tend to
make an implicit claim to cultural refinement, political virtue, and military valour, qualities not
shared by everyone.
This sentiment was echoed in a May 1933 retrospective of Hamilton’s history, one that
was apparently made largely by Anglo-Canadian entrepreneurs, lawyers, bankers, reverends,
doctors and Chamber of Commerce members. These “Optimists Coming into Their Own [in a]
World Well Weary of the Pessimists” had worked to transform Hamilton religiously,
educationally, culturally, and economically into a city in which these men could take pride.28 As
the Spectator boasted,
Material things and possessions do not make a city great; the spirit of its people
is the touchstone… Hamilton has been and is the home of many men of
achievement, men whose purposeful lives have given to the city those
developments, industries, services, and organizations which have largely made
Hamilton what it is – a delightful place in which to live and move and have our
being… men of accomplishment, who in serving well their own concerns have
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also served Hamilton – men whose fidelity to Hamilton’s interests is marked –
men who during a storm, look forward to the rainbow.29
Conspicuous on this list were men who had given their lives for the city and thus, as the article
pointed out, made it the pride of the Empire. That Stanley Mills, the UEL’s president and main
driver and fundraiser, made the list is unsurprising, nor was the presence of the leading Anglican
bishops in the city. These men’s social prestige enshrined them in this city’s commemoration of
its age of progress, establishing visibly that white, Anglo-Saxon men had shaped the city’s
values. They were allegedly even to thank for the physical beauty of the city:
It would appear that soot and smoke and scented blossoms do not go hand in
hand; that the withering heat of blast furnaces and the cooling atmosphere of
grassy reaches and flower-bordered walks are as remotely separated as the
poles. Yet in Hamilton the two conditions are to be found living together in
perfect equanimity… Hamilton owes a debt of deep and lasting gratitude to
those idealistic, courageous gentlemen… The image they had in mind of a City
Beautiful has been partially revealed… [it] has been transformed into a
veritable fairyland of ‘gorgeous flowerets in the sunlight shining, blossoms
flaunting in the eye of day.’30
The Spectator praised Hamilton’s middle-class movers and shakers as apostles and builders of its
cultural, industrial, and even aesthetic greatness.
Much as Burkholder was able to reshape the city’s past to transform it from a rough
trading post to a noble stronghold, she emphasized the British ties in her own family’s past in an
unpublished history entitled The Palatines in Ontario. Perhaps with growing German militarism
and the past discrimination that German immigrants had faced during the last world war in mind,
she entwined her family’s heritage with that of the Empire Loyalists she held up so proudly in
The Story of Hamilton. As a descendent of Pennsylvania Dutch and German immigrants, she
drew parallels between them and the Loyalists. Like the Loyalists, they too had decided to
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immigrate to Canada in the era of the Revolution. She claimed that they, like the Empire
Loyalists, had also suffered for their convictions and their dislike of American ways.31 She
carefully set them apart from modern Germans as well:
The contribution which these people made to the development of their adopted
country is the theme of this work. Although the Palatinate was a German state,
the Palatines were as unlike the modern German militarists as can well be
imagined. They, too, suffered all the indignities, insults, and horrors which we
associate with Prussian frightfulness and left their beautiful homeland to escape
an enslavement worse than death.32
Both through her recreation of her own past and her integration of her family’s heritage into the
Loyalist trope. Burkholder showed how an Imperial Hamilton could be discerned in the most
mundane historical details.
While it might seem unlikely that a city so devoted to progress could simultaneously
evince such passion for the civility and decorum of the Empire, Hamilton’s Conservative middleclass boosters did just that. As the Spectator wrote on the theme of imperial solidarity,
Evolution is not a process of breaking-down but of building up. That fact is
clearly recognized by all responsible statesmen… but there are, unfortunately,
elements which either through thoughtlessness or design, merit the description
given them of ‘Empire-breakers.’ These it is necessary to watch and keep in
check. Not greater independence, but ‘closer co-operation and real solidarity in
policy,’… is the great requirement of the coming years.33
Hamilton’s imperial roots ran deeper than those in other Anglo-Canadian large cities.
Hamiltonian Clementine Fessenden had been a driving force in the founding and implementation
of Empire Day as a civic, and later provincial, national, and even Empire-wide observance.34
Unlike modern Canada Day activities, which centre on fireworks and frivolity, Empire Day was
intended to be, and largely executed as, a planned program of educational and orderly
celebrations, encompassing skits, recitals, essay writing exercises, and other similarly reflective
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activities meant to promote and reinforce the importance of Empire to all in the Dominion,
including (and especially) new young Canadians who might not have been exposed to the
ideology at home.35 This commemorative tradition persisted into the 1960s.
As Empire Day continued in schools, providing an opportunity for a solemn valuing of
the Empire, Hamiltonians also were “given the opportunity to show their loyal enthusiasm for the
Empire and their love of true sportsmanship” at the Empire Games, held in Hamilton in August of
1930.36 At these inaugural Empire Games, Hamiltonians took great pride in being able to host
athletes from around the Empire, in the precursor to the modern Commonwealth Games. Not only
did this feed Hamilton’s desire to present itself as one of the most beautiful cities in the Empire, it
also provided an important reminder, though one buried in fun, that the Empire remained an
important touchstone in the lives of many Hamiltonians. Countries and colonies from British
Guiana to Wales, New Zealand to Newfoundland united at the opening ceremonies in the
costumes of their own countries to celebrate the collective strength of the contemporary empire.37
With the Governor General presiding, “Businesses, houses, and private residences, gaily decked
with flags and bunting heralded the arrival of the long-looked-for day. Practically every other
person wore the official British Empire colors.”38 The event made Hamilton for one week the true
centre of Empire. Hamilton was also home to a prosperous population of successful British
descendants, who devoted much of their spare time to tracing their roots. Founded in 1896,
Hamilton’s branch of the UEL Association thrived under the patronage of some of its oldest, and
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increasingly more prestigious, citizens. They were joined by a growing population of British
immigrants.39
This combination of old-timers and newcomers and of wealth and enthusiasm was best
represented by the Mills Family, chiefly Stanley Mills. Mills and his brother, Charles, took pride
in their Loyalist heritage. They were descended on their father’s side from the Mills family which
had settled in Hamilton in the early nineteenth century and on his mother’s side from the Gages,
one of Hamilton’s largest land-owning families who later donated much of their farmland for use
as parks. 40 Mills and his brothers had developed the small family hardware business into a
successful department store, along with interests in real estate and investment. Stanley maintained
the hardware branch of the business and the rest of the business was controlled by a holding
trust.41 To honour his mother’s side of the family, Mills had thrown himself into researching and
commemorating the family’s genealogy. He funded and commissioned the erection of a UEL
Memorial to serve as the most public display of his adoration for his family’s notable past. “A
perpetual reminder of devotion to principles, valor, and the quality of overcoming the most
difficult obstacles,” the statue, shipped all the way from the March family studios in England,
depicted a family of Loyalists escaping American oppression.42 It was placed in the square in
front of the court house, where the statue would serve as a permanent reminder of the devotion
and bravery of Hamilton’s Loyalist ancestors. Unveiled on 24 May 1929 with much pomp, in a
ceremony that echoed the telegraphed transnational unveiling of the Battle of Stoney Creek
Monument by Queen Victoria herself, speeches, songs, and poetry recitations by prominent
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members of the Hamilton community all spoke to the ways a “memory” of the UELs could shape
Hamiltonians’ sense of the past.43 And the future too: as the Spectator wrote on the organization’s
anniversary, “The sentiments of the Loyalists ought to be the sentiments of every citizen of
Canada and of the Empire; they are instinct with courage, faith, and gratitude. In such a spirit, the
nation cannot fail to go forward to greater and greater achievement.”44

Figure 6: Current photograph of the United Empire Loyalist family statue Hamilton, 2014. The inscription
on the front of the statue reads "This monument is dedicated to the lasting memory of the United Empire
Loyalists who, after the declaration of independence, came into British North America from the seceded
American colonies and who, with faith and fortitude, and under great pioneering difficulties, largely laid
the foundations of this Canadian nation as an integral part of the British Empire. Neither confiscation of
their property, the pitiless persecution of their kinsmen in revolt, nor the calling chains of imprisonment
could break their spirits or divorce them from a loyalty almost without parallel. ‘No country ever had such
founders – no county in the world – no, not since the days of Abraham.’ – Lady Tennyson.” Source:
Author’s collection.
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Out near the city’s new north-western entrance, in what were still largely the outskirts,
stood the most visible sign of Hamilton’s imperial past, Sir Allan MacNab’s romantic Italianate
mansion known as Dundurn Castle. Surrounded by private parklands used both for leisure and
political assemblies, the Castle had fallen into disrepair during the twentieth century, as it
switched hands from one private owner to the next. In the words of Burkholder, “Many and bitter
have been the fights to save stately old Dundurn Castle from the tools of the wrecker. It was not a
paying proposition and the time had passed when wealthy citizens displayed their magnificence…
living in the enormous houses that were difficult to heat and expensive to keep up.”45 After the
death of its last private owner in 1933, Dundurn Castle came to the attention of the UEL which
used some of the money they had in reserve, rounded out later by an inheritance following the
demise of the organization’s president Stanley Mills in 1937, to complete extensive “restorations”
to the building so that it could house the UEL’s collection of its “many articles of historical
character relating to the U.E. Loyalists.”46 Since the city had assumed ownership of the building,
Mills collaborated with the Parks Board on restoration efforts until his death. This transformation
elevated the declining Castle from sad decay to conspicuous historical attraction. It figured in all
the city’s subsequent travel brochures. It was even featured in a promotional movie made about
the city.47
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Figure 7: Current photograph of Dundurn Castle as viewed from its front entrance, Hamilton, 2014. Source:
Author's collection.

Figure 8: Current photograph of Dundurn Castle as viewed from its back lawn, demonstrating its Italianate
influences. Hamilton, 2014. Source: Author's collection.
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MacNab himself was transformed into a father of the Nation. Touted as “the only
Hamiltonian to become Prime Minister of Canada and the last influential member of the Family
Compact group to hold a dominating position in Canadian government,” MacNab was, said the
heritage activists, one of Hamilton’s own - even though he had been born in Scotland and his
children returned there after his death.48 His first great eulogizer was Thomas Melville Bailey.
Working first as a clerk and later as a minister, Bailey also made significant contributions to
writing down the city’s past, most notably in the Dictionary of Hamilton Biography, but also
through shorter works, including The History of Dundurn Castle and Sir Allan MacNab.49 As
revealed through the text itself and Bailey’s correspondence with the book’s illustrator, C.W.
Jefferys, MacNab and the Castle were symbols of Hamilton’s grand past, Loyalists, Scottish lords
and all. As Jefferys wrote to Bailey, “He is a colorful figure and well worth study as a typical
character of his time.”50 This cult of MacNab persisted through the Depression. In 1939,
Hamilton’s newly-published tourist guide advised visitors Dundurn Castle, for its history and
connections, was “of special interest to visitors.”51

An Ever Growing City: Canadianism, Britishness, and Racial Tolerance
As McMaster economist William Burton Hurd warned an assembled crowd of women at
a Women’s Canadian Club meeting in Hamilton in 1944, Canadians in general, and more settled
white Canadians in particular, were not having children fast enough to fulfill the needs of an
expanding country. Though the Depression had made such surplus populations unnecessary, after
the war immigration again became a reality confronting Hamiltonians. As Hurd put it,
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In Central and Eastern Europe and in large sections of Asia, population increase
is still at a high level. Unregulated population growth inevitably leads to claims
for greater living space… They are… challenged by young countries like our
own who insist on the right to determine the type and number of settlers that are
permitted to enter. It is in such a world of conflicting interests that Canada must
determine her population policy for the years that lie ahead.52
The Labor News echoed these concerns, focusing more on immigrants’ economic woes than their
social adaptability. “If the authorities had heeded the protests time and time again by organized
labor, immigration would have been stopped a decade ago,” one editorial in the paper stated,
Canada’s foolish and short-sighted immigration policy has been costly to the
nation. Millions of dollars are being spent in relief for the workless, and in
addition, vast sums are being spent deporting many of the newcomers back to
their native land. It is to be hoped that the ‘powers-that-be’ in our federal and
provincial governments will exercise greater caution in future. It is un-Christian
and criminal to lure people to Canada when there is not enough employment to
go around.53
While the fear of “foreigners” taking jobs haunted many minds, so too did questions about what
Canada meant and what would become of its identity, both as an arm of Britain and its own
country, if this immigration continued at such high levels. Given Hamilton’s immigration
explosion after the First World War, immigrants were also a very visible part of the city and this
provoked many questions about what Hamilton was and should be.
In 1930, Lieutenant Colonel R.H. Webb, Mayor of Winnipeg, spoke to the Union of
Canadian Municipalities convention held in Hamilton that year. He warned Canadians that
without a distinct sense of Canadian nationalism, imports to the tune of “One and One-half billion
dollars” from the United States would continue to wreak havoc on the Canadian market.54 What
Canadians needed, he argued, was “one hour a day to be set aside for the teaching of Canadian
history. For knowledge of the Dominion – north, south, east, and west – was important to young
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and old.”55 Its heritage and its sprawling territories were Canada’s unifying strengths. “Do not,”
he cautioned the assembled mayors, “permit the United States to take your national heritage from
you, as she surely will if you but let her.”56
Although Hamilton’s dominant political groups treasured the Empire, many among them
also perceived, sometimes hazily, a Canada with its own national identity. As Ottawa-based
Maclean’s political writer Grattan O’Leary reflected in the magazine’s Canadian Diamond
Jubilee issue in 1937, 70 years on from Confederation there was no sense of what Canada was.
He encouraged Canadians to find one. “Our task,” he wrote, “is to build a Canadian personality
existing by and through itself and for its own sake and aims; deriving its strength and its growth
from Canada’s own soil and history.”57 It should not be surprising that Hamilton, home to the
Canadian Club, was suffused with such nation-building ideas. “We would not,” posited a
Spectator editorial,
like to think that the term ‘Canadian’ was ever regarded as one of convenience.
But we do think it has been frequently abused. The major abusers are those who
give away [to] an acute inferiority complex by comparing unfavourably
everything Canadian to the institutions, culture, and development of larger
nations, and those who shout about a vague sort of nationalism.58
However, the editor’s own sense of nationalism was evidently as vague, as he wrote for his grand
conclusion, “When the Dominion has faced a crisis, its people, in spite of economic and political
divisions have demonstrated a remarkable unity.”59 But who were these people, and what values
were they united around or against?
Immigrants were frequently used as examples of the unCanadian “Other.” According to
Hamilton’s historical image-shapers, Canadians were law-abiding, loyal to the empire, brave,
honest, and always at the ready to be of service. The view that some immigrants were not fit for
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this lifestyle was persistently expressed in Hamilton’s press. How, many writers pondered, could
you make someone Canadian when being Canadian was so deeply tied to British institutions? The
Spectator confronted this issue head on after the Bishop of Saskatchewan spoke out against
Central European immigrants as “a very great menace to Canadian nationality.”60 While in its
editorial on the subject the Spectator “admitted that these people, with all their faults, have done
and are doing a useful pioneering work in Canada,” it also wondered if there might not be some
better way to make them Canadian:
Their habits, in many cases, are primitive; their obstinacy in refusing to adopt
better standards of living and to take advantage of the cultural opportunities
offered them, may be deplorable and disquieting, but is one to give the matter
up as a bad job, to confess that the situation is irredeemable, and that the only
thing to be done is to make sure that no further increase in the number of these
immigrants if permitted?... The alternative is to find out just where the trouble
lies, why it is that sections of the foreign-born remain aloof and
unapproachable, bent on keeping to themselves and remaining indifferent to
Canadian institutions?61
The Spectator and programs like Empire Day suggested that the best way to start was through
educating children to be Canadians and citizens of the Empire. It was thought that these foreignborn European immigrants would be grateful for their chance to start again in Canada and would
“bring up their children in such a way that they will fit in with Canadian life, deriving fullest
advantage from the splendid services offered to them in the way of educational and cultural
facilities and doing their part faithfully to make the country better.”62 Citizenship lessons in
schools, sports groups, and playground programs were all intended to help in this program of
making good citizens, in case immigrant parents could not or would not.
One writer who identified himself only by the word “Italian” argued these efforts were
felt to be necessary to integrate children and Canadianize them, as often immigrant parents
lacked the money, time, and effort to do so themselves. He chided the City Magistrate, who had
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pinned blame for rising crime on Italians in the city, for not doing more himself: “His Worship,
instead of pointing the finger of scorn, and tongue-lashing these poor victims of circumstances
really beyond their control, should be able, in his official capacity, to assist greatly in the work of
Canadianizing these Italians.”63 By “tak[ing] away the glamour that surrounds an Italian
bookmaker or bootlegger,” the police, schools, and city could help integrate Italians into the
Canadian way of life, argued “Italian.”64 Certainly the luxurious life of Rocco Perri, Hamilton’s
“self-styled king of the bootleggers,” who had bought his way in to Hamilton’s most socially elite
neighbourhood if not into his neighbours’ social circles, provided a poor example for how Italians
could achieve success in the city.65 Hamilton’s advantageous position for shipping was equally
helpful in Perri’s rise to become one of Hamilton’s richest men and Canada’s most successful
bootleggers. The Italo-Canadian Liberal Club wrote to Mitchell Hepburn begging him to remove
the liquor license for the Marconi Club, another Italian organization in the city. They claimed this
den of gambling and drinking was “a dishonour to the Italian Colony” and further “detrimental to
the morals of the youth,” “the cause of many family arguments,” and “operated for the private
gain of one individual.”66 It thereby exerted a detrimental influence on the (otherwise respectable)
Italian community.
Not all immigrants could be redeemed. As the Japanese economy saw a depression of its
own and more Japanese people migrated to South America, with the doors of North America now
firmly shut, the Spectator reflected that South American countries should act quickly to ensure it
was in their interests to accept Japanese immigrants:
Canada and the United States have had difficulties over the problem of oriental
immigration… it is a matter of a different standard of living. Orientals can live
more cheaply than other people and so their competition is a one-sided, cut-
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throat business… We cannot see anything else but difficulties ahead of the
parties concerned. When cheaply made goods are dumped into the country, you
can put up a tariff to keep them out, but you can’t put a tariff around a cut-rate
business in your own country.67
As Hamilton’s census from 1931 demonstrated, the population of Asian people in the city was
negligible, numbering fewer than 650 people for all groups combined.68
These discussions of integration reflected the immigrants’ new visibility in interwar
Hamilton. By 1931, Hamilton had seen significant population growth. Much of it came from nonBritish immigrants, which then made up 20% of the city’s population. In a population of 155,547
this included over 5,217 Italians, 4, 356 Germans, and 4,326 Poles.69 There were also over 2,000
Hungarians, French (including both French-Canadians and recent French immigrants), Dutch
people, “Hebrews,” and over 1,000 Ukrainians and “Roumanians.”70 Hamilton’s population still
officially included fewer than 1,500 people of so-called “colored stock,” whose numbers had not
shown significant growth over past censuses.71
While British immigrants were welcomed to the city by the British Dominion
Immigration society, an organization of “Old Country origin and under distinguished British
patronage,” other immigrant groups were left to their own devices.72 Especially as the Depression
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set in, with even British immigrants feeling discouraged and unwelcome due to the scarcity of
jobs, many in the city questioned how immigrants would blend in.73As the Spectator remarked
regarding the preferred British immigrants,
Canada has an employment problem of its own and it is not surprising the
Labour interests should be alarmed at the prospect of complicating that problem
by adding to the number of those for whom suitable work must be found. If it is
argued that the settlers would be farmers of British stock who would not
compete in the industrial market, we have to take into consideration the fact that
Canadian agriculturalists are no more disposed to welcome the newcomers than
are Labour unions. The Dominion already suffers from overproduction, so how
can matters be improved by bringing more land under cultivation?74
British Hamiltonians were concerned about what ongoing immigration would mean for their own
chances at finding work. As Census data suggested and the CPC confirmed in its own study of the
district’s labour situation, employment discrimination was a reality in the city and foreign
workers were among the first fired and most oppressed.75
Fears of the results of continued immigration were fed by a handful of Hamilton’s nativist
groups. In spite of repeated criminal cases, mostly under section 464, sub-section C, which
pertained to the wearing of a mask or otherwise obscuring one’s face “without lawful excuse,”
Hamilton experienced a Ku Klux Klan presence well into the 1930s.76 As the group worked
consciously to conceal the identity of its members and no records survive for Hamilton’s
organization, it is difficult to determine its size. However, the group, seeking a venue for a
demonstration, was large enough in 1930 to request the use of Stewart Park, a sizeable field used
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by unions, fraternal organizations, and churches for picnics and outdoor gatherings.77 Their
request was refused, in spite of objections that it was discriminatory to do so, partly because the
city’s by-laws restricted the use of public lands for “demonstrations” and partly because of the
secrecy of the organization. Thomas McQuesten, then Parks Board chair, “remark[ed] that the
societies [that used public parks] should first be known to the members of the board.”78 KKK
supporters became notorious. In one outing, they hauled a white woman out of the house of an
alleged “negro… [though] he issued a statement to the press in which he claimed to be of Indian
extraction and not a negro.”79
While the KKK operated on the fringes, the Orange Order demonstrated that some level
of discrimination could be easily integrated into the rhetoric of defending Empire and Canadian
virtues. The Orange Order had filled a void when mid-nineteenth century Irish immigrants had
arrived in Canada seeking community and a taste of home.80 It had served as an important
organizing body for these early immigrants and thus had persisted as a popular social, and
political, organization into the twentieth century. The Hamilton Lodge actively passed resolutions
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favouring Anglo-Protestant domination. This was made implicit through its policies, such as one
in 1931 “to make it necessary for every voter in the country to subscribe to a declaration that he
believes in a Deity, professes allegiance to the King, and is able to read and write the English
language.”81 Orangeism’s historic anti-Catholicism was hinted at when some members chastised
alleged Orange Lodge member and former Ontario Premier George Ferguson for visiting the
Pope.82 Yet once-fiery anti-papal parades had evolved to become something more of a
transnational family affair including a sports day, picnic, parade, and speeches, drawing crowds
from across Canada and the northern United States all intent on waving “the orange lily on the
‘glorious twelfth.’”83 Up to 10,000 members marched through the city throughout the 1930s, with
the acceptance and gracious welcome of city officials. The Spectator claimed that the Order had
as much value in the 1930s as the 1700s:
It has a contemporary duty to fulfill. It is the vigilant watchdog of British
institutions, giving prompt and aggressive warning wherever it fancies those
institutions in any way menaced... The emphasis has been transferred from the
religious to the social fields. Communism in all its forms and every shade of
color is anathema to these staunch upholders of the Commonwealth.84
Questions of racial tolerance in Hamilton arose more routinely than a focus on
Klansmens’ arrests and Orange Order parades might suggest. While it is difficult to trace
individual instances of discrimination, some were significant enough to come to public attention.
In one such case, an enraged parent wrote to the Spectator after their son was refused entry to the
civic pool, though racial discrimination was not explicitly a part of city policy for the facility.
“Why are they drawing the color line there is more than I can understand. I thought this bathing
pool was for all nations but why are they keeping the colored children out?”85 While the Spectator
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and city officials formally preached inclusion, the reality was pervasive discrimination.86 Racist
industrial hiring practices, separate churches, restaurants and theatres, and the firm economic
settlement patterns of the city’s neighbourhoods ensured that African-Canadian Hamiltonians
remained physically separate from much of the city’s white, Anglo population.87
Similarly, though the Spectator wrote that the city, unlike uncivilized Germany, had
moved beyond anti-Semitism, David Robinson, a Jewish politician, philanthropist, businessman,
and chairman of the Anti-Defamation and Anti-Discrimination Committee of the Canadian
Conference of B’nai B’rith, still had to exert himself on behalf of fellow synagogue members
who continued to face discrimination in the city.88 In June 1937 he wrote to both the city and the
Hamilton Review when four Jewish tennis club members were not allowed to renew their
membership on the basis of their race. It was part of a broader pattern, he claimed. As he wrote in
the Hamilton Review,
Those who resort to race prejudice are the most insufferable cads but ashamed
to have any one know it. Ostracism of a person because he is a member of this,
that, or what race can seldom be justified but almost always it springs from a
sense of smugness and superiority. As most of us know, smug and superior
persons are usually offensive persons – in a word, shallow snobs, reeking with
rotten pride.89
Robinson worked against anti-Semitism using his connections within the Conservative Party.
McMaster’s arrival in 1929 brought with it well-trained sociologists, economists and
geographers who made it their business to study the city. Much like Hurd, economist J. W.
Watson began to work on the issue of immigration, publishing the results of his inquiries in a
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Hamilton-focused article for the Canadian Journal of Economic and Political Science entitled
“Urban Developments in the Niagara Peninsula.”90 Included in this article is an invaluable map
which lays out the geographic regions of the city where different ethnic groups settled in
enclaves.91 These quite-concentrated enclaves were located north of Main Street, mostly around
its industrial regions, and also downtown. They were far from the newly expanding suburbs and
established wealthy neighbourhoods which were located at the base of the Escarpment. The most
revealing observation Watson made for the historian was his statement that “regions of social
disintegration [within the city] correspond very closely to the foreign-born populations of
Hamilton and… much social discord can be traced directly to cultural conflict.”92 Poverty,
alienated youth, and traffic congestion all marked out this neighbourhood, with its conspicuous
population of immigrants.93 “The churches and clubs, though not unwilling to receive them, have
not worked out a plan to assimilate them,” he remarked, “They are therefore tempted to seek out
their diversions in commercialized and ‘crowd’ recreation, where they have very little
opportunity to contribute to the cultural growth of the city.”94
Largely excluded from the city’s Anglo-centric social strata, the city’s immigrants relied
largely upon themselves for solidarity, charity, and fraternity. Beginning in 1926, Hamilton’s
increasingly established Italian population, along with other Italian communities across Ontario,
founded the Order of the Sons of Italy, intended
to unite in one sole family those citizens of Italian origin who are living in
Ontario and who… are morally fit, and who are respectful of constituted
government and of every and all religious and political opinion; to promote the
moral, intellectual, and material welfare and progress of the members of the
association, emancipating them from prejudices and superstition… and to this
purpose prepare and assist its member in applying for Canadian citizenship.95
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This benevolent order provided Italian Hamiltonians with their own society through which they
could acknowledge their heritage, distribute charity to community members, and work towards
successfully integrating into Canadian society.96 The Sons of Italy, along with ethnically
designated churches like the United Church’s multi-lingual All People’s Mission, provided some
non-British Hamiltonian immigrants with a space to recognize their cultural heritage.97 The
Chinese community of Hamilton, though smaller, less well-off and more dispersed through the
city than its Italian counterparts, demonstrated a similar sense of community, which was
especially visible as the city’s population rallied around families back in China through
fundraising efforts.98
Hamilton’s relatively calm ethnic scene was transformed by the war. Members of wellestablished and numerous immigrant groups – namely Austrians, Eastern Europeans, Italians, and
Germans – were transformed into enemy aliens. In 1939 Germans were beginning to be singled
out for exclusion. Oktoberfest was cancelled in Kitchener, and Austrian immigrants to Hamilton
started receiving telephone “threats [that] have resulted from race hatreds arising from the present
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European situation.”99 The family that finally reported the calls to the authorities “were afraid to
tell the police for fear of reprisals.”100 Even the city’s Polish immigrants felt threatened, with one
Polish-Canadian writing to the Spectator to protest against his country and its citizens getting
lumped with either hostile Germany or the Communist Soviet Union. “The Writer is a PolishCanadian,” J.K Fils implored the city’s press, “I have a great love of this county and our city,
which gave me an opportunity that I did not have during pre-war times; but what I cannot
understand is why any one should throw mud at a Country which is a Canadian Ally through
Great Britain.”101 It often seemed that although immigrants could come to Hamilton, they could
not become Hamiltonians.

The Othering of Politics: Communism and Extremism
The CPC in Hamilton in the 1930s was a slowly growing political entity, fed largely by
immigration and to some extent industrial recruitment. The CPC in Hamilton, as in other parts of
the country, was extremely secretive, and, though large for a CPC branch, represented a small
part of the population of Hamilton and the surrounding areas, numbering only 500 members
across the region during this period.102 The party regularly drew between 100 and 200 voters.
Meetings held explicitly by the party drew around 200 people, though the police made it known
that at any time, likely up to 20 of the men present might well be police officers.103 The CPC
experienced some success in recruiting recent immigrants to the city, but much less in building a
base among industrial workers and unemployed men. It largely remained a liminal group in the
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city, seen as an outside problem by its administrators, police, and press. This perception of
otherness was compounded by the party’s ethnic composition. It drew heavily from more recent
Eastern European immigrant workers. It was also hindered in Hamilton by its close ties with the
Toronto party. Many of the most public organizers involved in identifiable Communist activity in
the city were from Toronto, so its actions were often portrayed by the mainstream press as
instances of infiltration by foreign radicals. Communists, like Italian mobsters, were “in
Hamilton.” They were not, in the eyes of the dominant elite, “of Hamilton.”
While the CPC saw limited growth in the city and area – part of its District Three – its
major gains came about through labour organizations and immigration. Party leaders found
Hamilton a frustrating combination of great potential and very limited accomplishment. While the
CPC supported strikes in the city and worked with its burgeoning unions, and some workers were
initially receptive to the party, the results of such strike support were meagre. For example, in a
strike at National Steel Car in 1930, the party and its labour operatives claimed full responsibility
for radicalizing and supporting the strikers, whose wages had been cut during the Depression.104
Initially, the Party declared itself confident that the strike would turn the factory’s workers in
their favour, especially since “the majority of the workers on strike were immigrant workers,
many of them recent arrivals in Canada.”105 However, as the strike progressed workers who
affiliated themselves with the National Steel Car Workers’ Industrial Union, which later became
the Steel Workers’ Industrial Union organized under the auspices of the Workers’ Unity League
(WUL), dwindled from 800 members at the height of the strike to a number that by the end of the
year, “does not exceed 100.”106 The party was frustrated by a combination of “brutal police
repression and court intimidation” and a blacklisting campaign by National Steel Car
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Corporation, “aided by the municipal authorities and the Reformist Trades and Labor Council
(A.F. of L.).”107 District Three remained an enigmatic problem for the CPC. 108
Furthermore, despite a growing number of immigrants from Eastern Europe throughout
the 1930s, many of them were not consistently interested in party organizing. They seemed to be
“oriented entirely towards the cultural work and played no role in the leadership and direction of
the fighting Ukrainian workers.”109 This difficulty in recruiting domestic Anglo- and FrancoCanadians, especially as active party members, had plagued the party since its inception. Even
prior to the Depression one of the party’s primary aims had been an “increase [in] activity for
recruits and an increase in the numbers of Anglo-Saxon workers; active recruiting and the
establishment of Communist influence amongst French-Canadian workers; combined with…
recruiting amongst new streams of immigration from Great Britain.”110 The growth of the party in
non-English populations had led to some splintering due to linguistic and cultural divisions. As
Tim Buck proclaimed in 1929, “every effort possible should be made to break down [this]
isolation that now exists.”111 A report from the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) on “alleged
seditious teaching” at two meetings addressed by Buck in Port Dover and Delhi in March 1938
spoke volumes to this perception. The Port Dover meeting, hosted by “one Mr. Stewart… [who]
had acted as Chairman for the Conservative Party” was allegedly well-attended, with 125 there in
the much smaller town. Yet Buck, said the report, was poorly received by an audience of “well
dressed [people of] the white collar class” to whom Buck “appeared to be practically
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unknown.”112 The officer writing the report, W.R. Waverly, reported generally positively on the
meeting and felt that no one there was radical or convinced by Buck’s message. His mood was
quite the opposite following the next meeting in Delhi, a primarily farming community south of
Hamilton and a magnet for itinerant tobacco workers, many of them based part-time in the city.
The town had “several different groups of Communists, Polish, Belgian, Slovakian, Etc., each
faction being a group by themselves.”113 Many of these Communists were like the young man the
officer drove to the meeting, who “was of foreign parentage [and] speaks several foreign
languages.” While the officer admitted that most of those present did not speak English, so “no
doubt a large percentage of those present did not know what he was talking about,” Buck seemed
pleased with the strong show of support and announced he was planning further meetings.114
As part of their attempts to mobilize the unemployed, Hamilton and Toronto’s
Communists helped organized a number of demonstrations of the unemployed in the city over the
course of the Depression. Some, such as a May Day 1932 protest, were not openly associated
with Communists, though they claimed responsibility in their own publications such as the
Canadian Labor Defender, which described it as a day of “Class Struggle and Terror in
Hamilton,” complete with a full page spread of pictures of the demonstration and police arresting
demonstrators.115 Others featured Communists prominently and openly, as when Dave Arnott,
who ran for MP as a Communist in Wentworth County in 1935, spoke at an illegal tag day in
June 1935 for the unemployed in front of City Hall, along with other Communists and members
of “Workers’ Protective associations.”116 Arrests and police repression, as described in the Labor
Defender, were not uncommon at such Hamilton events. Depression-era conditions and
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legislation - laws against vagrancy and Section 98 - made wholesale arrests of activists easy. As
the chief of police told the Herald before that march, the city’s Barton Street Jail had already been
preparing for overflow, given that the jail could only hold 200 people and 600 were expected.117
The police had previously arrested eight protestors in a November 1930 demonstration, and five
more in a similar October 1932 one.118 Due to arrests and municipal laws preventing vagrants
from receiving relief, the CPC described the work of organizing the unemployed in any consistent
way as “somewhat hard.”119
Elite Hamilton’s perceptions of Communism were largely shaped by reports of it from
outside the city. Though the CPC had a presence in the city, the Toronto CPC was larger, and
thus was much more active. It was also often host to national assemblies and larger, more public
meetings than Hamilton experienced. It was thus often the source of the Spectator’s more fearful
stories of Canadian Communism. From tear bombs to mobs, riots to wild women, Toronto,
especially prior to the repeal of Section 98, was portrayed as the venue of the most unsavoury and
dangerous CPC plots.120 While the police in the city struggled to “combat the red menace,”
Hamilton’s press emphasized the message that Communists were violent and lawless.121 While
the Herald was somewhat more sympathetic to progressive social causes, it called on its readers
to “think instead of the circumstances which create sympathy for the ‘red’ cause,” suggesting that
it could kill them with kindness towards their fellow man rather than “red-baiting.”122
Communists were a Toronto problem, and when they were a Hamilton problem, it was usually
because of Toronto Communists, like Annie Buller, who was described as heading the November
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1930 protest in the city. “One of Toronto’s Communistic figures,” she was accused of “shout[ing]
an impassioned tirade against the capitalists,” launching “a verbal attack on the Conservative
party,” and “calling for unity of the unemployed.”123 The perception of Communism was that it
was a tendency exacerbated by outsiders. This belief was strengthened by militant struggles in
nearby Stratford. Again the Spectator repeated statements from old labour organizations and
established politicians who blamed the rioting and violence on the WUL, an organization known
to have “red” ties.124
Communism, from this perspective, was not seen as a native Canadian ideology. It was
viewed as being separate from the natural order of things in the politics, the city, and the nation.
Part of the perception that communism was a foreign ideology was based on the perceived
successes of Communists in the Soviet Union, who were seen as making the country even more
foreign. Not a week went by when some story on the front page did not speak of Communist
dangers, from Montreal to Manchuria to Moscow. The Spectator and Herald always portrayed
Communists as bizarre and incomprehensible, even when events paralleled those close to home.
For example, on 3 March 1930 an article about a local Ukrainian organization protesting the
Soviet Union featured the author’s own reflections on the Soviet’s ongoing repression.125 Another
article reprinted from the London Times described the strange things Soviets were taught about
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Great Britain and Canada, creating an exotic and incomprehensible image of Soviet schools.126
This orientalised image of the Soviet Union – hardly unique to the Spectator, since the
mainstream press in Canada was following a very similar path – separated “Communism” from
“Canada.”127
The Spectator and the Herald both covered Communism abroad, but also debated what it
would look like if it were ever implemented at home. Communism, they concluded, was not
suited to Canada. As the more reform-minded Herald wrote, Communism was not to be trusted:
“It is but rarely that the man or woman who is willing to work is found in the ranks of the
revolutionists… Ignorance of the Worst description spurred on by the anti-social instincts of
undeveloped character is largely responsible for these terrible happenings.”128 Before her Board
of Control run silenced her column, Henderson used it to proclaim: “The Communists hate all
advocates of parliamentary reform – reform by sane, evolutionary methods – by vote of the
people and by legislative action of the people’s representatives… There is a combined front
against Communist doctrines by all three Canadian political parties.”129 While the Herald
professed itself to be sympathetic to some of the Reds’ causes, it believed the solution to the
social crisis they publicized lay in Parliament.130
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The Spectator indicated a polite distaste for the CCF but as concerned Communism, its
editorial line, and that adopted by the police and city council, demonstrated that some things
would not be tolerated. Stories about Communists mostly relayed evidence of their criminal
irrationality, as with the alleged Eastern European immigrants and Communists in Fort Francis.
One of their number, “enraged by criticism of communism, of which he was an ardent supporter,”
murdered his brother’s family.131 Frequent discussions ran in the press about the need to better
police Communists, especially as vagrancy and transient issues came to the front and centre.132
Their every action, from holding meetings to rousing support for the Spanish Civil War, was
treated as evidence of a deceptive and suspicious plot, even when it garnered considerable
support from the city’s labour community.133 This campaign escalated with the advent of the
Second World War. Hamilton’s Communists were alleged to be advancing their plots against the
city and beginning “a change in policy from force to more subtle activities under a disguised
cloak.”134 The Communists, said Mayor William Morrison, had even taken down the signs at their
Barton Street office. They were now “concealing their identity and trying to obtain control by
every means possible of legitimate unions.”135 It was a “grim warning” that confirmed
communism’s real nature.136
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This belief was echoed by the Spectator’s readers. One, identified only by the initials
V.S., criticized the violence that he saw as inherent in the movement both in Canada and abroad
“[Communists] want revolution by blood and slaughter… No one with intelligence wants to
become a Communist. Communism is nothing more than an unintelligent effort to escape from
the idleness and the poverty.”137 A shared theme of both editorial writers and church ministers
was communistic atheism. “In these horrifying social monstrosities there is an inescapable and
inherent tendency ever from bad to worse; as of a disease which has no power to arrest itself, and
produces a Stygian and remorseless pollution of spirit,” wrote Bruce Norton to the Spectator,
commenting both on Communism and Fascism, “All iniquity is a falling away from God – and
generic totalitarianism is essentially and fundamentally godless. The abyss is bottomless and hell
is an eternal lapse!”138 The United Church was not so harsh in its criticism, but still echoed
concerns that God-rejecting Communists made for problematic allies. During a vote on the matter
of whether the CCF should cooperate with the CPC, as recommended by the Fellowship for a
Christian Social Order, Reverend J.T. Stapleton from Grace United Church in the city’s workingclass north end acknowledged “there are some things in communism that should be adopted in the
social order.”139 However, the general feeling was that the Communists’ anti-religious tone made
them dangerous. Reverend C.A. Williams, from Centenary United, one of the city’s largest
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United Churches which regularly drew attendances of over 800 people in this period, described
himself as in favour of social reforms. “I do not believe the church should ally itself with any
group that has established itself as being against the church and Christianity,” he added, “I
personally am against any dealings with communist groups.”140
Communists in Hamilton were further excluded from one of the sources where the party
had best expected to find support, the city’s large labour movement and organizations. In 1929,
before it had split in two, the TLC remained a fairly conservative part of Hamilton’s labour
movement. Led by Alderman Charles Aitchison, Humphrey Mitchell, and the TLC’s General
Organizer W.A. O’Dell, it was anxious to distance itself from Communism. In June 1929 it
passed a motion to prevent Communists from meeting at or otherwise using the facilities of the
Hamilton Labor Temple.141 Mitchell proclaimed “that there was absolutely no milk of human
kindness in the make-up of this class of people.” 142 It was wrong for a charitable and publicminded group to profess any association with them. Lawrence alone objected, on the grounds that
he felt discrimination of any kind was wrong, a notion that the Spectator responded to directly:
“the exclusion from the Labor hall will be represented, probably, as an attempt to muzzle
opponents, a violation of the British principle free speech for all. But… the Trades and Labor
council has left no doubt in the mind of the public that it does regard the ‘reds’ as entirely
undesirable.”143 The Spectator was pleased TLC-affiliated unions banned Red Talk: “Anything to
stay away from communist orators!”144 This position was reiterated as the Communists
strengthened their hold in Hamilton’s CIO unions.
This fear of radicalism would recur throughout discussions of Lawrence’s political life,
particularly as the ILP broke with the CCF. While Lawrence had always run as a representative of
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the ILP, as the effects of the Depression and unemployment became more evident his militancy
increased. It scared off some voters. Even the more liberally-minded Herald warned against the
dangers of being perceived as a leftist: “Controller Lawrence does not favour the red element in
civic politics, but his position has not been made clear and in consequence his vote suffered.”145
A left politician in Hamilton walked a fine line between being a worker’s advocate and red
politician. Lawrence struggled with this constantly, but it is important to note that by the 1930s,
Lawrence had been serving in municipal politics for over a decade, and during the first years of
this run he had firmly aligned himself with the respectable option of the ILP. Those not wellversed in the depth of the socialist movement were quick to associate his self-proclaimed
Marxian-Socialist leanings with the Communist Party. While working on the Relief Board, he
personally distributed shoes to single – allegedly non-English speaking – unemployed men
without doing proper screenings. Thus, according to some on council, Lawrence was helping
Communists.146 He was also accused of fostering Communism among the city’s unemployed.147
Lawrence said that such accusations were ridiculous, and that all he had done was take part in the
much-needed “distribution of shoes to deserving men.”148 He had “made personal and careful
investigations in order to satisfy myself that the city was not being imposed upon… [and] given
the benefit of [the doubt] to the applicants… in order that no deserving case should be unjustly
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dealt with.”149 Ultimately council ruled that he had indeed only been working for the
unemployed.
This however, was not the only time Lawrence’s politics would be called in to question.
As previously discussed, Penton, spokesman for the ILP told the Spectator, that Lawrence
supported Communist candidates over ILP ones.150 This spectre haunted him even until 1939,
when a suggestion was made at an ILP membership meeting that he should once and for all “deny
any connection with the Communist Party in his nomination speech.”151 Prior to the Second
World War, Communists were consciously, deliberately, and maliciously villainized by the
Spectator, to the point that even one of the city’s most continually successful politicians could
have his supposed sympathy with the CPC held against him.
Not everyone in the City Beautiful was repulsed by Communism. In an age of
desperation, many could see the appeal of the promises it offered and the presented successes of
the Soviet Union. Rather than maliciously tearing down the CPC and its ideologies, these
individuals saw the best in it, integrating it into the ideas of progress held up so dutifully
throughout the Depression in Hamilton. They focused on the virtuous humanitarian ideals of the
party more often than defending its activity outright. As a “Regular Reader” wrote to the
Spectator, “Lenin’s humanitarian philosophy and sublime ideals are just as admirable as those of
say, Lincoln, to his class. When a man believes in a better civilization in which ‘the profit of the
world will be for all,’ is it fair for agitators and small-minded people to say mean things against
such ideals?”152 The idea that there could be virtue in the party was echoed by some of the more
sympathetic ministers in the city. The Rev. Dr. John MacNeill from McMaster’s theology
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department, when speaking to an assembled group of Baptist ministers at the school, “paid tribute
to the flaming passion of the communists for evangelism. Another point in its favour was its great
sense of social justice. ‘Say what we will about communism… we must admit that it is an attempt
to change the social order.’”153 These sympathetic ministers included a former Anglican rector
from the city, Henry Roche, who joined the party himself and even had Tim Buck speak at his
new church in Toronto, where Buck allegedly proclaimed that “‘the man who was the inspiration
of the Christian Church would be lined up with communists to-day in their fight against social
injustices.’”154 In a discussion panel a United Church minister from Hamilton’s First United
Church, the Rev. Dr. E. Crossley Hunter, reminded the Spectator’s readers “to claim for [Christ] a
social passion is in keeping with the Gospel. I found noble qualities in Tim Buck.”155 Crossley
Hunter was a progressive United Church minister who preached the social gospel in Hamilton.156
He believed that a better world would emerge through a process of reform, one that embraced
Communists, CCFers – even Rotarians.157 He believed that sacrifice, generosity, and a
compassionate personality were the keys to seeing Hamilton come out of the Depression and was
willing to take advice from anyone who could bring these changes about.158
In June 1937 Crossley Hunter hosted a mixed group of men at his cottage on Fairhaven
Island in the Muskokas, to participate in “a great, beautiful and necessary action... [a chance] to
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put [oneself] in the other man’s position and think his thoughts.”159 Included, among others, in the
group of seemingly disparate figures were a rabbi, two pastors, a lawyer, a criminal, a homeless
man, a Member of Provincial Parliament, a very successful stock broker and, of course, Tim
Buck.160 Star journalist Gregory Clark sailed to the island, uninvited, to observe the event and,
naturally, report on it. His article focused on the conflicting interests of those present and offered
a lengthy discussion of Buck. His description emphasized how ordinary Buck was, but also the
burden of his sacrifices for the cause. He wrote:
Tim Buck, that gray man with the gray eyes and the gray face, who has suffered
prison for what he says he believed, that man into whose cell shots were fired
during the great Kingston riot, he who was ... welcomed home to Toronto by a
multitude of quiet people who sang him in as he walked out of the Union
Station.... And how they got him here had to do with a sailing boat... once he
was a little boy... long years before the world kicked him about for daring to
believe what he thinks is true, and in that boyhood from some shore he saw
little ships and all the long gray years he had longed in that part of him, which
as in all men remains forever a boy, even a Communist, to hold in his hand the
tiller and the sheet of a small ship.161
A similarly warm and sympathetic description was presented by Crossley Hunter, and quoted in
the Star. While both Clark and Crossley Hunter noted that it was certainly not the intention of the
trip to bring about greater support for the CPC, they shared the belief that the event provided a
much needed larger sense of perspective and understanding, for everyone involved. Radical
Christians, Popular Front advocates, and enthusiasts of Buck were to be found in Hamilton, but at
the edges of the city’s common sense, not its heart.
Hamilton had long shaped its political discourses around Hamiltonians’ deep and abiding
connection to the British Empire. This devotion was primarily expressed by an abiding
attachment to the ideals of liberalism and the liberal individual, whose values crossed class lines
and were instead deeply embedded in the created heritage of its largely British citizenry. These
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ideals were reinforced by joyful moments like the royal visit and historical commemorations of
the city’s grand past. However, they were also built up through strict social segregation, political
shaming, and economic discrimination. These reactions to the foreign other served to reinforce
the city’s mythical connection to King and country, and the necessity to uphold these through
proper political practices based upon ideals of the British liberty. This deep attachment among
Hamilton’s first generation of migrants to the city, largely still tied to their actual or constructed
British roots, was a force no politician, left-wing or otherwise, could safely ignore.
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Chapter 7: Labour, Industry and Prosperity in the Second World War:
Working Hard on the Home Front or a Second Battlefield?
Liberalism in Hamilton – in both its traditional and labour articulations – was a hardy
perennial. Individualism, pride of ownership, belief in progress, and reverence for the Empire and
the ordered liberty it made possible were all ideals that had both intellectual and material
consequences. During the Second World War the city faced further pressures. While the problems
of unemployment all but disappeared, they were replaced by the difficulties the city and its
citizens confronted as its population increased by one-third. Housing shortages, rationing,
transportation problems, and increased pressure on labourers on the job led to rapidly spiraling
discontent. Although the leaders of this militarized Hamilton still touted the same values of
liberal citizenship and self-sacrifice, these no longer resonated with the new migrants to the city.
In the face of these changes, the fledgling CIO unions spoke a new language of workers’ unity
against oppression and preached against the craft gospel of industrial harmony. These dramatic
social transformations brought with them political changes. The elite’s previously successful
reliance on the ideals of a traditional, service-driven, British conservative liberalism came into
question.

Optimism, the Phoney War, and the War-time Pressure Cooker: Progressing through the
Civic Reactions to a Federal Crisis
Hamilton, one of the hardest-hit cities during the Depression, was also among the most
dramatically affected by the call to arms in 1939. Contracts rolled in from Ottawa and factories
from Firestone to Westinghouse took on new workers to feed the suddenly increased demand for
their products.1 By January 1942, the Chamber of Commerce proudly estimated that at least
70,000 workers were employed full-time in Hamilton’s industries, financial institutions, small
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businesses, and offices, an increase over the official 1941 census figures of 51,816 workers in all
occupations.2 These numbers did not include those serving in the military. Very few citizens of
Hamilton, in short, were without an occupation. These increasing numbers, along with wartime
legislation meant to prevent work stoppages, made labour negotiations more involved processes
and also led to a growth in unions. The largest and most notable of these were the USWA Local
1005 out of Stelco’s Hamilton Works and the UEW Local 504, based at the Westinghouse plant.
As the city took on more and more workers, its population exploded. In spite of protests
from leaders in the Chamber of Commerce and municipal government that jobs should go to
Hamiltonians first and revert to veterans after they returned from active service, nonHamiltonians flocked to the city.3 Between the 1940 civic population assessment and the 1941
census, Hamilton’s population increased officially by 8,833 people to 164,719. The city would
maintain this pattern of growth for the rest of the war.4 The city also expanded its municipal
boundaries, encompassing ever-increasing stretches of Westdale, Barton, and Saltfleet townships,
and almost overwhelming the small amalgamation-resisting towns of Dundas, Waterdown and
Ancaster.5 Hamilton’s expansion brought both increased tax revenues and new tax burdens as the
city had to accommodate many new inhabitants. Their needs – for plumbing and electricity in the
new houses, for food and transportation – were many.
Relief cases plummeted in the 1940s. A report to City Council by the Public Welfare
Board, using numbers collected just days before the war began, saw 3,208 families and a further
402 individuals in the city still receiving relief of some sort, costing a total of $57,624.37 over
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two weeks at the end of September.6 This figure was a significant decrease from the city’s 1932
peak.7 Once the war began these numbers dropped dramatically again to only 2,247 families on
relief by January 1940. 8 By November of that same year, only 664 families and 362 individuals
remained on the city’s relief rolls.9 These drops were attributed almost solely to wartime
employment drives. Even seasonal unemployment rates came down. This decline in relief was
also driven by federal and provincial orders cutting off all relief from any employable male or
female head of family, or any families with able-bodied employable dependants, though this cut
only affected less than one percent of people then on relief.10
Relief numbers were down and the municipal tax base growing. However, shortages, an
increasingly bureaucratic and federally centralized approach to labour management, and a more
militarized home-front left a growing number of Hamiltonians unimpressed with the self-sacrifice
demanded of them and the notion that they should be content with having any job. Luckily for
Hamilton’s growing group of discontented workers, increasingly active unions with what were
perceived to be radical approaches to reaching agreements had spent the last decade gaining
strength. Hamilton’s workers, both overtly and implicitly, now confronted some key questions.
What did duty to nation and community mean? How could workers and their families better their
lives? These questions would shake Hamilton and its conservative liberalism. Frustration with the
established order grew and prosperity seemed further and further away. Faced with a militarized
rhetoric surrounding duty, inclusion and citizenship, Hamilton’s growing social and political elite
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confronted challenges to their traditional notions about sacrifice, serving the Empire, and
patiently waiting for government action. The city exploded under this pressure.

Beginning the War on the Home-front: The Auxiliary Defence Corps Suppresses Objection
During the war, as in many of Anglo-Canada’s urban centres, patriotic Hamiltonians,
especially the city’s wealthiest, launched themselves whole-heartedly into the war effort. This
support ranged from the efforts of small knitting groups at churches to civic participation in largescale fundraising drives. Through seven Victory Loan drives, Hamiltonians met their fundraising
goals with great fervour.11 During the Victory Loan campaign of 1941, a huge rally was held at
Civic Stadium that attracted 20,000 people. “They saw a spectacle that provided everything in
the way of thrills, pleasure, sentiment, amusement, patriotism, and skill,” with “the heavens
assaulted by ear-shattering reverberations” from the noisy crowd.12 Other Hamiltonians who had
fought in the First World War and built up their wealth since then did their duty in lieu of active
service by mobilizing their business connections for the cause. Harold Leather, the well-to-do
owner of Leather Cartage, found himself too old to enlist and so took charge of the Canadian Red
Cross’ Prisoner-of-War Food Parcels Committee, charged with maintaining the health and spirits
of Canadian Prisoners of War in the Asian campaign, Germany and Central Europe.13 Leather
was a prominent figure in war-time Hamilton. He pushed for changes to trade legislation
exempting the tobacco and sugar destined for the troops from taxation.14 Drawing upon his
Chamber of Commerce connections, he solicited donations for the war effort. Even children
experienced war fever. The citizenship-conscious Playground Commission emphasized a new
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aspect of its program’s teachings: the importance of democracy, especially as opposed to fascism.
President J.J. Smye felt “the spirit of democracy was best nourished when those of the coming
generation are at play and properly supervised,” and wove this theme into his 1941 report on the
state of the city’s playground program.15 Under a heading entitled “Democracy on the
Playgrounds,” he described what he envisioned to be the responsibilities of a playground
supervisor and a playground supervision program in war:
In wartime it is essential to instil in the minds of the younger generation
democratic principles. They are the citizens of tomorrow and should be brought
up to carry on in the right spirit. This was accomplished in several ways on the
playgrounds during the summer. By pointing out and exercising the will of the
majority, the democratic element in administration of the playground was
emphasized. Good sportsmanship was demanded. Co-operation was practiced in
the maintenance of discipline through Junior Police, Safety and Vigilante
squads. In all phases of the playground work this year, the particular war-time
virtues of patriotism, personal sacrifice and the support of the War Saving
Stamp Drive, and Red Cross efforts were kept constantly before the children
both by precept and by example.16
Long-established programs took on a new intensity with an emphasis on serving one’s
community through war-driven recycling, reuse, and repurposing campaigns. During the war, the
city’s children raised $250 a year in pennies alone for the Red Cross through their playground
program.17 In the summer, children as young as twelve were encouraged to undertake some sort
of work, often in a family business or farm. The Eaton’s Good Deed Club ushered the city’s
children into the world of good wartime service through an Eaton’s-sponsored children’s radio
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show, hosted on CKOC. A live audience was introduced to 200 Good Deeders every week. One
child per show was rewarded with membership in the Good Deed Club, an honour that included
receiving a wrist watch and gold star pin, handsome rewards for well-behaved children. Young
Dorothy Heap sold flowers for the Red Cross, collected and sold recycled goods in order to fund
knitting efforts to benefit children in England made homeless by German bombs, and, in the
words of the Red Cross worker who recommended her, “[had] that determination to help, to make
someone happy whenever she can and she certainly made us happy when she handed us those
sums of money.”18 Fourteen-year-old Edgar Given gave up his summer to work on his
grandfather’s farm, a much-needed service as men flocked to join the army or to the cities to fill
industrial jobs.19 A number of girls started a knitting circle, meeting every Friday to knit socks
and scarves for the soldiers and chipping in money so they could include the much-coveted
cigarettes with their packages.20 Their behaviour was warmly praised. Here was the unselfish and
dutiful conduct necessary for good citizens during the war.
While the home front remained idealistically optimistic and self-sacrificing in some
circles of Hamilton, the constant pressure of the war effort was wearing away on other people.
While its wealthy citizens remained wealthy, even Hamilton’s middle classes increasingly felt the
pinch of war’s demands on their private lives. Under all this pressure, increasingly, Hamilton’s
First World War veterans and the older generation of businessmen turned their hatred of the
foreign other from the enemy abroad to the enemy at home.
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The Immigrant Other: The Legal Boundaries of Identity in War-Time Hamilton
Among the first group of Hamiltonians affected by legal and social restrictions on their
existence within the war-time city were recent immigrants originating in hostile nations. Under
the guidance of Mayor Morrison and Controller Henderson, city council, with the help of the
federal government, set out to find and punish “ultra-radical groups of any stripe, who, far from
disguising their hostility to our democratic ideals, brazenly profess their contempt of them.”21 In
June of 1940, the Gyro Club of Hamilton passed a resolution urging Ottawa to remember “‘the
vital necessity of immediately interning for the duration of the war all enemy aliens.’”22 The
organization, made up mostly of former veterans, claimed that despite its normally apolitical
stance, “in this instance members of the club felt that their feelings should be indicated to the
government and the government urged to take immediate action in regard to enemy aliens.”23 The
Mayor and City council felt that here was a plan that they could support, and approved the
resolution. Given the rapid backlash that had taken place against immigrants, especially Germans
and Austrians, during the First World War, it was not entirely surprising given the increasing
visibility of now-enemy Italians, Eastern Europeans, and Germans in the city over the last decade,
that nativism would also flourish in the Second. Anglo-Canada became an even more dangerous
place to be an ethnic other.24
Hamilton saw dramatic actions mounted against its growing immigrant populations.
Under the combined leadership of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), the OPP, the
Hamilton Defence Force, and the local police, “the large scale round-up of dangerous Italian
21
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elements in the city” was managed “within an hour or two, practically” of Italy declaring war.25
No fewer than 50 police officers focused their searches on the city’s “Italian colony… of the
north-west, north, and northeast ends.”26 Those interned included prominent members of the Sons
of Italy, but also rounded up were Rocco Perri, who was interned not because of his rampant
criminal operations but rather because he had suspiciously declined to become a naturalized
citizen, and Antonio Olivieri, an “anti-Fascist” who had the misfortune of sharing a last name
with another interned man.27 The Hamilton Auxiliary Defence Corps ensured that no
“subversives” escaped the net of internment.28 The problem of identifying who was a loyal
Canadian was exacerbated when the government passed regulations that prevented current
residents of foreign birth, in Hamilton’s case including people from Poland, Italy, Russia,
Hungary, and Czechoslovakia, from applying for naturalization to become British subjects. 29
With the legal path to becoming Canadian cut off, these ethnic others were distanced from their
Canadian peers no matter how loyal they tried to prove themselves to be.
While most people in Hamilton had had little exposure to or experience with the
Communist menace at home during the Great Depression, Hamiltonians had been amply exposed
by the ardently right-wing Spectator to its worries about the CPC abroad and at home. Such fears
were heightened at the outbreak of war when the Soviet Union signed a non-aggression pact with
Nazi Germany. The CPC was promptly outlawed nationally under the Defence of Canada
Regulations Act, Section 21.30 However, Hamilton’s City Council and Board of Control took the
motion further, outlawing any “subversive” municipal candidates, encompassing not only
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Communists but many immigrants.31 They also passed a by-law put forth by Robert Evans, a
well-to-do lawyer, and Robert Inch, the son of wealthy land owners and himself a lawyer, through
which the Corporation of the City of Hamilton would pay $50 to anyone “who first supplies to
the police information resulting in the arrest and conviction of anyone in Hamilton of subversive
activities.”32
This suppression of Communists and anyone affiliated with them extended to the
Hamilton labour movement. The AFL-affiliated TLC, which remained the dominant labour
organization at the start of the war, again pledged to keep its ranks free of Communists, anti-war
agitators, and anyone against the win-the-war effort.33 The most visible arrest was that of CIO
activist Robert McClure, who was arrested for distributing Communist pamphlets, most
specifically “The Truth About Finland,” which according to the Crown attorney contained hateful
writings about the British war efforts.34 Despite a rallying defence from his Toronto lawyer that
drew on opinions from George Bernard Shaw, H.G Wells and the Dean of Canterbury, the judge
sentenced him to 30 days in prison, advising him that the verdict of history would not, as he had
claimed, be in his favour. He cautioned McClure and like-minded subversives: “‘I do not think
history points out any great thing has been done by any person who attempted to betray his
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country to its enemies when they were at war.’”35 McClure’s conviction was eventually extended
when he failed to pay a requisite $100 fine for the offence of possessing subversive pamphlets.
His case was later used when Grimsby and Hamilton appealed to the Provincial Legislature for
more power to be given to municipalities in order to crack down on so-called subversive
elements.36
The Ukrainian Labour Farmer Temple Association (ULFTA), accused on and off of CPC
links since its inception, had its property repossessed under the Wartime Emergency Powers Act,
under which ULFTA was declared an unlawful organization. While this status was lifted on 14
October 1943, after the USSR joined the war, the government had already disposed of a number
of the organization’s halls, including the one located in Hamilton, sold in November 1941.37 This
crackdown caused visible rifts within the city’s Ukrainian immigrant population. These repressive
actions were reinforced by the small but powerful group of Hamiltonians that made up
Hamilton’s Auxiliary Defence Corps, whose influence was magnified as the war progressed.
One of the earliest steps in Hamilton’s war efforts was the institution of the Hamilton
Civil Guard, a home defence league made up of somewhere between 800 and 1,000 men. Armed
with shotguns, armoured cars, and a motorcycle brigade, and trained in First Aid by the St. John’s
Ambulance Corps, the group of older men, mostly veterans, was charged with ensuring the city’s
war-time defences. It also consisted of members of local gun clubs, who were not required to
patrol or parade but could still be called upon. The guard’s bi-weekly parades at the city’s
centrally located armoury transformed the bustling core into a constant reminder of the city’s
military role. 38
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The Hamilton Auxiliary Defence Corps (HADC), also composed of veterans, claimed to
take a more peaceful and propagandistic approach. In its own words, the HADC was “a purely
civil and non-military body consisting of a large number of loyal citizens pledged by peaceful
means to guard the home front.”39 Its stated purposes were:
To act in time of war as an auxiliary body co-operating with the municipal,
provincial, and federal authorities in promoting and preserving peace, order,
and public security in the city of Hamilton, To promote and encourage the most
vigorous prosecution of the war at home and abroad [and] To press for the
arrest and interment of all enemy aliens and the vigorous detection, punishment
and internment of spies, saboteurs and participants in subversive activities.40
Meant to change the hearts and minds of Hamiltonians, HADC published reams of propaganda to
promulgate their fear-tinged perception of fifth columnists. While it failed to recruit “every man
woman and child in the city,” as it had hoped, its membership included Conservative councillors
Inch and Frame, businessmen as influential as H.G. Hilton of Stelco, and even Mayor William
Morrison himself.41 It managed to be self-sustaining, and was paid for through donations from its
membership.42 Its inaugural parade in September 1940 attracted a large crowd to the civic
stadium to witness local military bands, a march by the Home Guard, and a fly-by in battle
formation by the Hamilton Aero Club.43 Pressing an obvious equation between Britishness,
loyalty to the crown, and fighting subversion, the Spectator proclaimed that “Hamilton’s British
loyalty and its determination to give the Motherland the fullest measure of aid for victory were
evidenced in a stirring manner.”44 On occasion, the Corps’ actions extended beyond bravado and
ceremonial displays. Throughout the war, it turned its attention to electoral politics. In the 1940
civic election, the Corps published a full page ad denouncing CCF politicians Sam Lawrence,
39
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Harry Hunter and John Mitchell for their alleged affiliations with subversive groups. Featuring
reproductions of letters that Lawrence had signed for May Day Rallies and for the National
Conference of Friendship with the USSR, the ad implored Hamiltonians to “Play Safe – Vote
against all candidates having a record of friendship with those who are helping our enemies.”45

Expansion Beyond its Means: Growing a City with War-time Restrictions
Hamilton during the Depression had stagnated in terms of expansion, population, and
industrial investment. Now many Hamiltonians hoped for steady jobs and better pay. As the
Spectator put it in a Christmas retrospective for the Council of Social Agencies, the “Boom in
industry [was the] best Christmas box for hundreds… of families [who] have benefited by the
improvement in business and are in a position this year to provide their own hearths with the
good things that go toward making the festival truly happy.”46
While the war brought increased wages and work, it also entailed more onerous
sacrifices. As President Margaret Rhynas reminded the women volunteers assembled at the
Ontario Hospital Aids Association Wartime Conference, “These war days have brought wide
fields for our labours, broad sympathies and large demands upon our time, energy, sympathy and
material gifts. It has all been good for us. We are stronger, broader in thought and vision, more
steadfast and warm hearted, more tolerant.”47 Sacrifice was certainly something that the war
required, and not just in terms of volunteer time. As early as September 1940, the Hamilton
Bakers’ Association debated the complicated equation of price controls, profits, and availability,
in this case regarding the local price of bread.48
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As the women of the Phyllis Fletcher Guild of the McNab Street Presbyterian Church
wrote in the opening of their cookbook designed for the ration-restricted household:
Almost all of the important things for good cooking are, in these war days,
scarce or definitely rationed. This along with the necessity of making our needs
fit our war time purse has produced a marked change in cooking… The lunch
box has definitely entered our lives and it must be filled daily with attractive
and nourishing food. The use of substitutes for many of the old stand-bys of
cookery is required… Our times have changed and our material and people are
on a war time footing.49
The cookbook, focused on meatless dishes, desserts heavy with local fruits and light on added
sugar and butter, and budget-friendly cuts of meat, emphasized presentation over contents, and
light-work alternatives to formerly labour-intensive dishes. Five pages were devoted to “Lunch
Box Hints,” sandwich recipes aimed at keeping a worker full on ten to twelve hour shifts.50 The
cookbook, well-supported by over 100 private businesses, spoke to the social and economic
realities and necessities of a Hamilton at war and now fated to economize. By the time of the
1942 federal budget’s release, Hamiltonians were facing more taxes, stagnant wages, increased
calls for war loans, rising costs, and food restrictions.51 As many as 700 Hamiltonian women
were in charge of managing and distributing the newly-instituted sugar rations on a tight deadline,
after sugar joined meat, nylons, rubber, metals, and gasoline on the list of restricted goods.52
Hamiltonians young and old were recycling everything from fat and bones to newspapers and
rags, all to support the wartime salvage efforts.53
With the necessary rationing laws in place, victory gardens returned to the city again.
Hamilton had maintained public garden plots throughout the Depression and so had prepared and
maintained land ready in 1943. With men in the factories and away from their families’ farms, the
Spectator responded to the Mayor’s suggestion by proclaiming: “It devolves upon Canadian
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Citizens to help.”54 Mayor Morrison spoke favourably of the need for public vegetable gardens
and warned of “the threat of a food shortage in the Dominion … Rations and restrictions are not
likely to diminish, the signs all point to their increasing.”55 As the experts observed, “the plot
does not have to be too large… a garden twenty by forty feet will produce all the basic vegetables
required by a family.”56 However, keeping a garden added onerous work to women’s days,
especially those working in the factories themselves. Since necessities such as jam and seeds
were sorely needed both abroad and at home, even as labour shortages persisted, production
needed to increase with no return in supplies for local residents.57 Saving extra for later was an
unforgivable sin. “Loyal Citizens do not hoard,” Eaton’s informed workers in its garment
production division,
They buy only for their immediate needs, they carefully adjust their standard of
living, realizing that their country’s needs must come first… Are you cooperating to the best of your ability to save Canada from such horrors as Hong
Kong? If Canadians do their duty, there will be no more hoardings… More food
can be sent to Great Britain.58
The shortages, presented by government as the necessary cost of patriotism, wore on those on the
home front who were being required to work twice as hard and sacrifice twice as much.
Most of the work in providing for these shortages and accommodating them was carried
out by the city’s women, many already quite taxed in their roles as working women and mothers.
As one housewife wrote to the Spectator, the restrictions seemed illogical and ever-growing,
On behalf of housewives like myself struggling to abide by regulations, I would
like to ask for some information. We are restricted on sugar, tea and coffee, and
meat has risen so in price that it has left our budgets behind. The children’s ice
cream and candy have been restricted, gasolene is bought by coupon and rubber
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is very scarce… Why has beer not been restricted? We who are struggling to do
our bit would like to see some sense put in our war effort.59
The Consumer Branch of the Local Council of Women worked hard to provide women with
consumer advice and up-to-date information on rationing restrictions and emergency relief.60 As
wages rose and jobs became more plenitful, a woman’s burden was not eased. As Mrs. Fred G.
Millan, President of the Ontario Provincial Council of Women, told a crowd assembled in 1941 at
the Council’s Provincial Annual meeting, women’s work at home was all too often overlooked
when accounting for the war effort, even though “everyone is working to the limit of the strength
in her own particular organization.”61
In addition to increased living expenses and shortages of supplies, Hamilton faced a
severe shortage of homes in general. In October of 1940, the city was in urgent need of housing
for an additional 3,000 workers already, and the Mayor and Board of Control predicted this
number would double in the next year.62 The following year everyone from census assessors to
the Children’s Aid Society noted that Hamilton’s families were doubling up in houses, pushing
the boundaries of safety.63 By 1944 the city was still describing an “extremely urgent need of
housing for servicemen’s and workers’ families.” 64 It described cases of families being forced to
live in buildings condemned by the Medical Officer of Hamilton. Coming out of the Depression,
the city had just overcome serious problems with evictions and rental housing maintenance,
which at points had bordered on a public health crisis. Little money had been available for
expanding Hamilton’s housing stock. Depression-era Hamilton had suffered from haphazard and
poorly enforced construction practices which left many Hamiltonians living in substandard or
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over-crowded dwellings.65 The city lacked the capital to expand services such as water, electricity
and roads on its own, let alone to build the houses that were so sorely needed. Where should these
houses go and who should pay for them? The relatively closed community of Westdale did not
want unsightly workers’ shanties springing up in its established neighbourhood. Its residents
feared that such habitations “would be detrimental to the character of the vicinity.”66 Roadways
and mass transit up and down the Niagara Escarpment remained underdeveloped, leaving vast
tracts of its land largely inaccessible to workers whose factories were all located at its base. Early
in the war, restrictions were also introduced by the War-time Prices and Trade Board regarding
rent controls that were intended to prevent the “undue enhancement of rentals” in industrial areas
like Hamilton.67
Wartime Housing Limited, approved by the House of Commons, was headed by local
Hamilton construction magnate Joseph Pigott.68 Local control meant many benefits for the city.
Here, said one report, was “one centre where large developments are taking place and where large
contracts are in hand and is one of the outstanding cases where a quantity of additional
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accommodation will be required.”69 The new industrial workers and the families of servicemen
needed housing. The Wartime Housing Corporation tried to secure it for them. It built instant and
temporary subsidized housing and attempted to surround such dwellings with parks, schools and
community centres within an accessible distance.70 These houses, built in groups of anywhere
from 100 to 2000, were rented out with the expectation that people would vacate them once the
war was done. They were priced accordingly. The City of Hamilton provided fixed tax
arrangements, to alleviate what by that point had begun to be described as a crisis of public
health. More and more families were forced to reside in hastily renovated temporary shelters as
they waited for housing.71 Suburbs sprang up on the mountain, in Westdale, in Barton Township,
and nearly anywhere where space remained for housing.72 With services provided by the
company itself, City Council had no objections to these quickly growing developments, so long
as they were well-constructed, and maintained.
However, these partial solutions never solved Hamilton’s general housing problems. In
fact, they created even more problems for the city’s workers and newcomers, who were now
confronted with hastily constructed housing far from the city. Transportation to and from the
centre became yet another war-time issue. Public transport spending and scheduling could not
keep up with the growing population. Gasoline and rubber rationing made driving a private car to
work a distant post-war dream for most.73
Further, while housing had been found for the workers of the city, many servicemen felt
that it had been provided at the expense of their families.74 Conditions at the Margaret Street
Hostel, which had been a nuisance for the Minister of Health throughout its tenure of service,
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only worsened as overcrowding persisted. Overcrowding aggravated public health worries and
Dr. Davey, the now chief medical officer of the city who had prided himself on lowering infant
mortality, “expressed concern over the situation.”75 It was further feared that some of the evicted
families were not good tenants, and had been evicted for good reason. As Davey noted, “civic
officials admitted that some of the families resident there made no attempt to live in
cleanliness.”76 Public health official feared the consequence of packing so many families tightly
together in highly emotional states. Overcrowding and other housing dilemmas persisted long
after Wartime Housing began work on building. It forced the city to reach beyond Wartime
Housing, and appeal directly to the province to ask to be allowed to build its own civic public
housing for these houseless families. The city council drew the province’s attention to “the
extremely urgent need for housing for servicemen’s and workers’ families… expressed in ever
growing overcrowding, and by families being forced to live in buildings condemned by the
Medical office of health.”77 Even as the war effort in the city was winding down in September
1945, over 300 families were still waiting for housing, making do in these shelters and with
family and friends.78 City council voted unanimously in 1945 to approve private construction of
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post-war housing especially for veterans at a discounted price.79 After years of stagnation,
Hamilton was growing beyond its means.

Jobs For Everyone, Choice for None: Hamiltonians Confront War-time Employment
Restrictions
Speaking to a local Hamilton radio audience Tom McClure, President of the recentlyformed USWA Local 1005 at the Stelco, described the frustrations his fellow union members felt
regarding the Ontario legislature’s hesitant action on the “Ontario Labour Bill.” He was referring
to the CCF’s push for a labour bill that was intended to make union recognition easier and
government-mandated collective bargaining with unions the legal norm.80 “In this [war], labor
has great responsibilities. Labor is shouldering these responsibilities like no other section of the
nation.” 81 McClure then pressed his political point:
As a responsible employee of [Stelco] and as Pres. of Local 1005, United
Steelworkers of America, representing a clear majority of the employees of the
Hamilton Works, I assert that Stelco workers have proved themselves true
soldiers of production. We feel keenly the lack of legislation which would grant
to labour the right of collective bargaining and Union recognition. In the
interests of national unity and increased production for war, labour should be
accepted as an equal partner with government and management.82
McClure’s sentiments were shared by much of the labour movement in Ontario. Its growing
frustration has previously been studied in depth by other historians.83 By the time he spoke to his
radio audience in 1943, Hamilton had already witnessed over a dozen war-time strikes, including
the initial one – lasting just two days – at the Hamilton Bridge Company Ltd., a steel products
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manufacturer which built tanks for the military. It was followed by a month-long walkout at the
National Steel Car plant, one involving extensive arrests and unrest.
The changing mindset of the city’s workers also meant that the traditional notions of
liberal service and self-sacrifice that Hamilton’s Conservatives and craft-based labour movement
traditionally espoused were put under pressure. It is important to remember that Hamilton’s
population increased by almost a third during the 1940s. That growth was almost entirely
predicated on the growth of the industrial war machine. How would the former approach of
Hamilton’s now-AFL-affiliated TLC to pressure politicians and wait for legislation and legal
reforms hold up in a transformed population, working in transformed workplaces? How would
notions of duty and self-sacrifice gel with a workforce constantly asked for more, yet given back
no wage increases and few chances even to move to another job?
The wartime workplace was changing. Gone was the ability to leave one industry for
another. Here to stay were 24-hour production runs, increased efficiency drives, and little
tolerance for manufacturing flaws. Although newly-introduced workplace improvement
committees at plants such as Westinghouse gave workers a sense of autonomy and ownership in
their work, they also promoted speeding up production as a team effort. Through such systems,
employees could make suggestions – some of them monetarily rewarded – on how to make
production more efficient, how to make products work better, or how to reduce production
material waste.84
In addition to the changing pressures of the workplace, male workers were also
confronted with more women in factories. Fully one third of the union stewards at Greening
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Industries were women, with eleven serving on the 34-person workplace committee.85 Advice
regarding childcare services and clothing became standard fare in employee magazines.86 What
would happen after the war, and who would remain on the shop floor once the war was over?87
One of wartime Hamilton’s increasingly common conflicts was that between the
traditional internal employees’ organizations and the new and radical unions, now different in
tone and philosophy from the trade unions which had long been a part of the Hamilton landscape.
Both Stelco and Westinghouse had featured internal employee organizations, even as unions
formed, which aimed to cover all workers within the plant. Traditional associations now seemed
inadequate – good for picnics but ill-suited to the demands of collective bargaining.88 For
example, a request made to the Stelco Hamilton Works Council for across-the-board reforms to
pay rates, bonuses, and piecework systems fell on deaf ears.89 The company merely promised to
keep an eye on real wages. It could “not agree that any of our employees are in a worse condition
than in those [pre-Depression] years and it is generally agreed that those were the Country’s most
prosperous years.”90 Similarly, when standard-of-living issues were raised, these committees
returned a firm ‘no’ on the question of redistributing the profits of the company. Wage hikes
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would be taken away in taxes, so raises or cost of living bonuses were best not implemented.91
This attitude of “management knows best” exasperated the workers on the committee, who would
propose the same reforms at multiple meetings with few results. As frustration grew, workers
increasingly rejected these bodies as their negotiating bodies, favouring instead the new unions,
often SWOC-sponsored, which had been gaining momentum in the city since the 1930s. With
wartime pressures building, more and more workers organized under the banners of the USWA,
with demands that included not just better working conditions but also union recognition.
Discontent resulted in over 30 war-time work stoppages or potential disruptions. All had
to be addressed by the Department of Labour in Hamilton during the war. Hamilton’s workers
were incensed enough to mount three major strikes. The first of these came in April 1941.
Workers at National Steel Car had been attempting to negotiate with their employer through their
union, a local of the USWA, and to co-operate with the conciliation board under the Industrial
Disputes Investigation Act. The negotiations dragged on. The company resisted one of the
union’s key demands regarding rehiring fired union staff, Local president George Turner among
them.92 Most of the factory’s frustrated workers walked off the job, closing two shops and
stopping production at the whole main plant.93 The 55-hour strike cost the company about
100,000 man-hours, and delayed the fulfillment of a vital order for the munitions industry.94
Hamilton’s workers were under pressure during the war. They confronted stagnant
wages, poor living conditions, authoritarian work regimes, stepped-up production schedules and
seemingly arbitrary legislation. Over time, they came to see strikes as promising solutions to
many of these problems. This was best exemplified by the longest strike of the war at the
Hamilton Bridge and Tank Company. The strike was the second wartime dispute for the fast-
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growing company, as it transitioned from building bridges to making tanks. The first of these
strikes had been a one-day affair centred on wages. It involved only 60 men. It was quickly and
peacefully moved to conciliation with the help of an internal works committee.95 The second
strike was both longer and more contentious. No fewer than 800 men were involved this time,
with a full picketing crew able to cover all of the plant’s entrances.96 The company and union
remained so far apart on vital issues that it seemed unlikely any resolution would be reached
voluntarily through the conciliation board, especially with the union cancelling conferences they
felt favoured the company.97 Union recognition loomed as a central issue.98 The company
struggled to find men who were willing to cross the picket lines. Yet it was able to keep the
production line going.99 As the strike records show, the workers sustained their efforts using
money from the national union and funds collected from other unions and individuals. Mine
workers, wire workers, clothing workers and private individuals gave what they could to sustain
the strike.100 The strike was resolved through the combined efforts of the National War Labour
Board, company, and union on 29 July of 1943, with improvements to working conditions but no
official recognition of USWA 2537 as the workers’ bargaining unit.
Such long strikes as that at Hamilton Bridge, and dozens of shorter ones, demonstrated
that the old guard of labour, searching for order and governmental solutions, was losing power to
the new so-called American-style unions, willing to push and fight for change. The supposition
that soldiers abroad were counting on the men at home to keep up morale was not enough to keep
Hamilton’s men in the factories.101 Hamilton’s unhappy workers were tired of waiting for change
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and trusted the unions to bring it about for them. In war-time there was a marked alteration of
tone, from old-style paternalism and “fair play” to a newer militancy and intransigence.
The political as well as organizational tone of the city was also shifting. As workers went
on strike, they also struck out against the Conservative Party apparatus that had so long controlled
the city and informed its captains of industry. Aside from Sam Lawrence’s victory, the CCF had
had little success in the city. It had declined as a force in civic politics and had failed to draw
much electoral or financial support from the workers. However, as the war persisted and
hardships eroded the workers’ spirits, the CCF began to attract new recruits. With promises that
included post-war full-employment, reduced electrical and food costs, more housing, and better
job protection, the CCF platform spoke to the immediate concerns of Hamilton’s growing bluecollar population.102 The CCF’s policies appealed, for instance, to many letter writers to the
Spectator, who complained about rationing, rent increases and low pay. A man who identified
himself only as “Victim” complained about these wartime realities: “Mr. Editor, we are not all
making big money. In many cases we have the increased cost of living with no increase in salary.
It is also almost impossible to get a decent house to buy to suit the average working man, with the
prices having jumped upwards.”103 W.B. also wondered where the working-class family’s money
went:
There is no doubt that every one would like to purchase war savings stamps that
the experts advise in order to help our country with this war. But with rent so
high the wage-earners in this income group cannot possibly buy the amount
specified, although most of them are cutting down on all items in order to
purchase stamps. It seems to me that the welfare of our country at large should
be considered.104
While patriotic voices shouted these complaints down, the more critical voice of Charles Butters
of the Hamilton Socialist Party of Canada told the Spectator’s readers there were other options:
“If our ‘leisure class’ could be forced into productive occupations, into any sort of socially
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necessary work, North America alone could out produce the combined slave labour of Europe
and the orient, and no seven-day work week would be required, nor any regimentation of
labour.”105 It was an economic message that had a new appeal.
The Progressive Conservatives recognized this threat and ran extensive attack campaigns
aimed at taking down the CCF. “All the social legislation on our statute books is no good,
according to the CCF,” ran an election ad in 1943, “despite the fact that Canada is one of the most
socialistic countries in the world. CCF’ers conveniently forget the marvelous progress this
country has made since Confederation under the leadership of the Conservatives and Liberals.”106
While the Liberal ads in the same provincial election dismissed the CCF as a non-concern, the
Conservative Party focused its campaign largely on it. The Spectator ran a biting editorial
alluding indirectly to CCFers as “hat and rabbit men,” “quacks and crackpots,” and “political
medicine men and charlatans,” intent on “setting class against class and undermining the
Canadian way of life.”107 Yet, as the CCF declared, following its 1943 victory in all four of
Hamilton’s provincial ridings, “people wanted a change,” especially in terms of economic policy,
and workers’ rights.108 CCF success reflected the concentrated effort it had poured into the
campaign. But it also signalled a more deep-seated shift. As the Spectator melodramatically
noted, “The election gives everyone something to think about… Socialism appears to be resolved
upon implanting more of itself into Canadian democracy and it rests with the people of this
Dominion to observe… political trends closely and decide how far the process should go.”109 The
Spectator was right in noting a change of tone. The city’s workers were through with giving more
and more of themselves for causes – “industry,” “the economy,” and “duty to nation” – that were
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vague at best. They had indicated with their election of provincial CCF candidates that they
wanted more back.
Perhaps the most telling indication of the effect that this upheaval had on the city and its
culture was the civic election that followed shortly after the provincial elections. City councillors
had, for the most part and with varying degrees of plausibility, traditionally proclaimed their nonpartisan devotion to service. Now the CCF sweep of Hamilton’s provincial ridings raised the
prospect of a more party-oriented civic order. Attack ads, formerly allegedly frowned upon in
Hamilton politics, were launched against the CCF. The Conservative Spectator mounted its own
anti-CCF campaign:
The CCF Bloc are counting on the indifference of local citizens to ensure the
election of their candidates on December 6 – indifference among those
supporting the independent candidates, and the solid support of their own party
adherents… Alert electors, however, who are aroused by the implications of the
CCF bloc will make certain that those hopes are disappointed… Apathy helps to
make the road to power smoother for minority rule.110
Perhaps the Spectator’s worst fears were fulfilled with the electoral victory of Sam Lawrence for
Mayor that year over fellow Controller Donald Clarke. Though his majority was small, with
Lawrence beating his opponent by less than 2,000 votes, his was nonetheless a resounding
victory.111
However, in light of the defeat of nine other CCF candidates for council and the Board of
Control, it is important not to view his success entirely as a result of the same frustrations that fed
the groundswell of electoral success the CCF enjoyed provincially. The slate elected included the
traditional mixture of merchants, “gentlemen,” and salesmen who ran as independents.
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Lawrence’s election in some ways adhered to well-laid patterns. Lawrence was the senior
controller and candidate, having served on council for almost 20 years interrupted only by his
stint in the legislature. Both Clarke and Lawrence highlighted their pedigree as labour men in
their campaign speeches. Clarke had been alderman in Ward Seven initially, a strong labour
riding in the city’s North End and he presented his independent platform as one that was “of
labour.” As he remarked, “I feel that I should not have received that vote of confidence if the
voters had not realized that I understood labour’s problems and dealt with them sympathetically
and energetically whenever the issues arose.”112 Lawrence’s victory suggested a changed
Hamilton; yet it took place in a city where traditional politics were still strongly influenced by its
labourist traditions.
By the end of the war, the city of Hamilton had been transformed in nearly every way
possible. It had expanded geographically. It had changed in its demographic make-up to include a
larger group of industrial workers as permanent citizens of a city whose population had grown by
a third. Its factories were now largely organized by CIO unions such as the USWA and the UEW.
The divide between blue collar and white collar work was breaking down, with even the civic
employees organized under the Local 5 of the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE). It
was politically represented by a novel mix of Liberal and CCF politicians federally and
provincially. Much of the city was hungry, lacked homes, and endured grievous traffic problems.
Labour’s biggest fights for collective bargaining’s expansion and the right to organize in the
city’s factories were still to come. Hamilton was indeed changing. As the veterans returned home,
further transformation were on the horizon.
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Chapter 8: Heating up the Hamilton Summer: Post-War Optimism and
the 1946 Strikes
By all accounts, Hamilton’s boosters, politicians, historians, and many of its citizens
anticipated 1946 with great optimism. The year marked the city’s centenary. An all-inclusive
week-long celebration was in the works for Dominion Day week, at the height of the summer,
and a year after the war’s end. Such Hamiltonians expected that the story of 1946 would be one
of an upward progression. These hopes were best embodied by the 1946 promotional film The
Portrait of a City, which echoed the 1929 narratives of a community in which the rich and poor
alike were united in pursuit of the common goal of building the City Beautiful. Paid for by the
Industrial and Convention committee, the film presented a convincing image of the Hamilton its
civic leaders cherished.1 Featuring cheerful actors standing in as Hamilton’s workers, sailors,
farmers, shoppers, and general citizens, the 22-minute film reflected the optimism of a city
proudly celebrating its centenary. This “centennial portrait of the city” described it as a “great
Canadian metropolis.” Hamilton was a “friendly” city with beautiful landscapes, a rich history, a
“total absence of slum districts,” and happy workers. The film showcased scenic views of the
escarpment, the harbour front, its parks and gardens, the Niagara fruit belt, and downtown. The
alleged real workers of the city featured in the film spoke of its industrial successes, advantageous
location, and convenient commuting. They obviously did not mention the labour discontent that
had been bubbling since the Second World War or Hamilton’s ongoing and troubling housing
shortages.
The National Film Board’s 1997 film Defying the Law tells the story of a different
Hamilton in 1946, one that has become familiar to Canadian labour historians and activists alike.2
Instead of portraying a city on the brink of joyfully celebrating its centennial, the NFB told the
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story of Hamilton’s workers fighting for their rights to organization and representation over the
course of a summer-long, 80-day strike involving over 10,000 men in workplaces across the city.3
Three of the city’s largest factories, Westinghouse, Stelco, and Firestone Canada, saw prolonged
strikes and public discussions of collective bargaining that stretched from June until October. The
image of the strike was amplified on 2 June when Spectator typesetters walked out of the
workplace as well, visually changing the front page news for the day. The NFB’s Hamilton – a
strike-torn city with gritty factories, determined picket lines, and angry militants – was as
different as one could imagine from the “City Beautiful” of the Chamber of Commerce.
These two representations of Hamilton in 1946 present a striking indication of the ways
in which that year was imagined and how it turned out in the end. They also provide an excellent
opportunity for beginning an analysis of post-war class and political warfare in the city. While
class tensions engulfed Stelco, Canadian Westinghouse Co., Firestone Canada, and The Hamilton
Spectator itself, centennial celebrations went ahead as planned. Hamilton’s then-mayor Sam
Lawrence walked the picket lines and led rallies of workers and veterans. On the other side of the
debate sat the supposedly apolitical Nora-Frances Henderson. The long-serving politician was the
Board of Control member who had received the most votes in the last election. She was the top
Controller and sometimes even served as acting Mayor. She rallied the population of
Hamiltonians who wanted to remain aloof from the strike, the city’s middle-class boosters and
retailers. She also symbolized, for the proportionally growing number of strike-breakers and their
families, the ideas that had once been key tenets of the city’s government.4 Now such ideals
seemed, suddenly, to be those of a minority. Much as these two politicians had represented two
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opposing schools of thought on supporting the unemployed during the Depression, they now
embodied starkly divergent visions of Hamilton’s postwar situation – and not just with reference
to the strike. They also articulated very different positions on civic citizenship, the “public good,”
the lines separating workers and strike-breakers, and the new definitions of liberalism in post-war
Hamilton.
Suddenly neither Hamilton’s political nor its industrial order seemed stable. The crisisridden year of 1946 also delivered the final blow to the traditional labour alternatives formerly
dominant in the city, as multi-national CIO unions took over from their once-powerful AFLaffiliated competitors. This division in the house of labour was emphasized by the new role
played by Hamilton’s former labour hero of old, Humphrey Mitchell. He was now positioned
opposite the strikers as William Lyon Mackenzie King’s Minister of Labour, tasked with
orchestrating the speedy return of the workers to their places of employment. Mitchell drew
attention, by his words and his very presence, to the drastic differences that now separated an old,
reputable labour man like himself from the militant architects of the city’s explosive fourteenweek strike. The craft unions had lost their influence to the multi-trade factory unions, now able
to provide order “without the rigid distinctions of craft exclusivity.”5 Their strength in numbers
had exploded during wartime organizing drives.6 The workers who flocked to the city’s
expanding mass-production industries were now much more prominent. Having tripled in size
over the course of the war, unions like the USWA and UEW had well-established bases in the
post-war era, from which they continued their fights for recognition and workers’ rights.
Unresolved wartime issues – housing shortages, cost-of-living increases, and inadequate wages –
meant that these unions had many grievances upon which they could mobilize.
The famous strikes of 1946 might seem to undermine this study’s persistent argument
about the widespread cross-class acceptance of Hamilton’s conservative liberal tradition, insofar
5
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as they represented occasions on which the city was polarized on class lines. In fact this ‘hot
summer’ of labour activism revealed how many working-class Hamiltonians remained attached to
this tradition, and how quickly many of them who had seemingly moved away from it returned to
conservative liberalism once the conflict was over. This chapter will examine the transition from
centennial fever to a summertime conflict. The city’s Conservative politicians had long asserted
the virtues of duty, service, and self-sacrifice. Many of these values were also touted when they
observed the great events of 1946 – both the city’s centennial and its explosive class conflict. Yet
in 1946 this language of civic belonging came to contain contradictory dialects, ones that at times
seemed mutually incomprehensible. To the apostles of order, the centennial celebrations – with
their discourses of progress, nationalism, and empire – captured the “eternal Hamilton” with
which they identified. To the social activists and newly powerful unionists in the city, it was the
strike wave in Hamilton’s hot summer of 1946 that spoke to the city’s true values. They believed
themselves to be the exemplars of a truer Hamilton, a labour city with a well-organized and
vibrant working class, pioneering new forms of democracy and solidarity in a progressive
postwar Canada.

Hotly Anticipated, Debatably Successful: Hamilton Faces its Centennial
Hamilton’s centennial was much anticipated by politicians, boosters, businessmen and
citizens alike across the city. At the start of the year, even Marxist Mayor Lawrence struck a
positive note in his inaugural address. His reflections included a list of the six city mayors still
living and their great accomplishments in the city’s history. He reserved his warmest praise for
those whom he singled out for their support for the working man, especially his immediate
predecessor William Morrison, who had retired to become Chairman of the Workmen’s
Compensation Board. He graciously acknowledged his erstwhile opponent, a man whose role in
restoring public workers’ salaries and services to the city had won him “great public favour” and
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helped restore prosperity to the city.7 Lawrence concluded his speech with a salute to the city’s
centennial: the popular movement had drawn in “hundreds of public-spirited citizen… at work
developing programs which, I feel, will appeal to everyone… I extend my sincere appreciation
for their efforts.”8
Preparations began for the centennial well before the events themselves were finalized.
The Spectator started the scolding early, kicking off the New Year with a stern warning to the
citizens of the city that in a centennial year, appearances were everything. “People who write off
a seeming indifference to the city’s appearance – which is surely of enormous importance – to a
mill town mentality do not get us very far,” it sternly warned those in power:
It is our hundredth birthday and it will be the desire more than ever of Hamilton
to put on a better front than it has been able to do for a long time… It is one
thing to play safe with the voters; it is quite another to guide them to a new
feeling of pride in their city, and a pride to which a city of the size and
importance of Hamilton is entitled. This is a good time… some remedial action,
on the look of the city.9
This stern reprimand was plainly aimed at the city’s labour mayor - with whom the paper had
predictably developed an acrimonious relationship. The Spectator was reminding Hamiltonians of
old notions of duty, ones that far transcended the narrow class loyalties it often attributed to
Lawrence. A comic published four days later drove the message home, featuring a shabbily
dressed man labelled “City of Hamilton” considering buying a shiny new suit labelled “Civic
Pride in Our City’s Appearance.”10
Beginning in April, as spring came upon the city, the citizens and Parks Board of the city
began extensive work sprucing up its public spaces. Many visitors, even ones from distant parts,
were expected. This urban uplift campaign included the complete redesign of Montgomery Park
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with newly-planted trees and shrubs, some of them in new formal gardens, and the construction
of playing fields.11 Civic Stadium was refurbished. A new baseball stadium was also added to
accommodate soft and hardball tournaments. The city’s police were urged to ensure that the city’s
clean-up campaign proceeded with zeal.12 In spite of the cooperation of “hundreds and hundreds
of citizens,” the streets of the city seemed to go from “spick-and-span” to “untidy” overnight,
with the works department describing the “almost unbelievable the amount of cigarette boxes,
etc., tissue paper, old newspapers and other debris collected from the streets in one day.”13 To put
a halt to such littering the police were asked to “strictly enforce the by-law.”14 As Controller Weir
remarked, “We do not want visitors coming into Hamilton during the centennial and finding our
streets dirty.”15
The Hamilton centennial Committee planned a full week of activities, starting on
Dominion Day, to celebrate the city. They included several parades, a full-week sports program,
the Miss Canada Pageant, numerous exhibitions of arts and handicrafts known in the region, and
concerts and revues meant to represent the artistic merits of the city. Organizers were divided into
the Sports Committee, the National Groups Section, and the Centennial Committee itself,
responsible for dealing with arts and heritage activities. The Miss Canada contest, sponsored by
the Hamilton Police Amateur Association and the Hamilton Centennial Week Committee, proved
to be the biggest disappointment, because the Hamilton contestant came second.16 Otherwise, the
activities lived up to their intended purpose of providing a week of frivolity and fun for the city’s
citizens, reflecting the light-hearted tone for which the committee had striven.
A sports program offered competitions for men women and children in everything from
yachting at the centennial Regatta, golf, weightlifting, track and field, angling, tennis, softball,
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down to even checkers and bicycling.17 Historical commemorative activities loomed large in the
centennial celebration. These included the production of a souvenir historical program and an
historical pageant highlighting key moments in the city from its formation to the present. Even
corporations got in on the excitement, with both T. Eaton Co. and Westinghouse publishing selfaggrandizing commemorative issues of their employee publications that focused on the history of
their enterprises in the city.18 “Conservative Hamilton will be turned into a vast carnival-town,
rivalling the Mardi Gras, during the centennial Week,” The Eaton’s Hamilton Bi-Weekly
crowed.19 But the grand event would also serve as a learning opportunity for Eaton’s employees:
“One just has to take a hurried glance back over Hamilton’s history to realize that the past century
has been filled with achievements of which we may all be proud.”20 Firsts that Eaton’s thought
Hamilton could highlight included the organization of Canada’s (and perhaps the continent’s)
first insurance company, the Canada Life Assurance Company; the first telephone exchange in all
of the British Empire; the construction of the first sleeping car; and the births of both Canadian
Club and Women’s Institute movements that afterwards attained Canada-wide renown.21
“One Hundred Years of Progress,” boasted the subtitle of Hamilton’s centennial
publication in gold lettering, ornamented with an embossed picture of Gore Park’s three-tiered
fountain.22 And indeed, to read the publication one would think the city had barely seen a cloudy
day in its last 100 years. The contents of The Hamilton Centennial, 1846-1946 lay out a clear
17
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narrative of progress, written by the select few citizens who could be entrusted with the narration
of its past. It included contributions from both its traditional and new cultural guides, drawing
from the church, the press, the popular historians, and the new academics. Charles R.
McCullough, former president of the Chamber of Commerce and Director of Works at Stelco
provided the initial chapter on the arrival of the First Nations peoples, then the French, then the
Scots, and finally the triumphant Loyalists.23 His inclusion in the publication reinforced the strong
role that Hamilton’s middle-class business elites continued to play in shaping the city’s narrative
of its past. The historians – some amateur boosters like Mabel Burkholder and Marjorie Freeman
Campbell, some educators, and one academic – then told a story of a city that had progressed
from pioneer beginnings to modern metropolis, under the guidance of its foresighted Anglo
leaders.
This story was restated for all the public to see in the grand 1 July parade. As the floats
progressed down the city’s streets, the parade also told the story of the city’s transition from the
wilds to dazzling civilization. It was a narrative that culminated in the triumph of the City
Beautiful, a metropolis of opportunity. Historical floats included an old stage coach meant to
illustrate the city’s humble origins, and a steam engine that graphically demonstrated Hamilton’s
progress within a more connected world.24 The passing moment of the parade was complemented
by a three-night historical pageant. The show, held at the city’s Amateur Athletics Association
grounds, featured 1,000 performers. Samuel Lawrence himself was also present.25 The story,
much like the centennial book, progressed from La Salle’s first steps on to the shores of
Burlington Bay, through George Hamilton’s brave settlement of the area and Sir Allan MacNab’s
great dances, to the present mayor’s leadership during the war. Everyone from sports stars to
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women’s groups, not to speak of many mayors, had their part in a pageant that would
“undoubtedly prove to be one of the centennial highlights.”26 Even companies like Eaton’s got in
on the historical re-enactment trend, with elevator girls wearing historically inspired three-tiered,
puff-sleeved, high-necked dresses in the Centennial’s colours of black and yellow, thus paying
tribute to the city’s “bygone days.”27 Eaton’s windows depicted proud moments in the city’s past
and scenes of high society boasting of centennial fashions; its front hall contained a Visitors’
Information Booth, all the better to serve the shopping tourists.28

Figure 9: The Eaton's of Hamilton float in the centennial parade, featuring a large birthday cake and women
in hoop skirts, Hamilton, 1 July 1946. Source: Black Mount collection, PreView image collection, HPL.
Reproduced courtesy of Local History and Archives, Hamilton Public Library.
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Figure 10: Eaton's Employees after the parade in historical costumes, Hamilton, 1 July 1946. Source:
PreView image collection, HPL. Reproduced courtesy of Hamilton Spectator Collection, Hamilton Public
Library.

Some felt the centennial had missed the mark on the historical components it had
represented. Trustee Dr. Harry Palkin submitted two notices of motion to the Board of Education
in which he expressed his dismay at the lack of historical content in the programming,
specifically as related to labour history. The first resolution decried the closing of city streets to
facilitate such moral hazards as gambling and also critiqued the “paucity of educational and
historical exhibits” at the centennial street festival.29 The second spoke to a larger deficit in
provincial education:
Because of the role played by labour in the development of Canada and because
of labour’s incalculable contribution in the winning of the war, and because of
the increasingly important part labour occupies in the life of our country, we,
the Hamilton Board of Education, request the Ontario Department of Education
to institute into the curriculum of our secondary schools a course in the “The
History of the Labour Movement.”30
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While neither of Palkin’s motions passed at the next meeting, indicating that they were not
sentiments that were generally shared by the city’s Board of Education, they do indicate that
some within the city were not content with the tale of the past that the city’s Centennial
Committee had created. It was a tale that was heavy on hoop skirts and grand floats, but light on
labour and a critical stance with respect to the city’s history.
One important theme of the centennial celebrations was that new Canadians were now to
be valued. For a city that had struggled so much throughout the Depression with its position on
immigration, the centennial broadcast the message that not only were immigrants welcome, but
they now contributed a colourful, if still separate, thread in the city’s tapestry. These “national
groups” were prominently in evidence in the so-called “Mammoth Parade” held on 1 July. The
parade represented a curious amalgamation of Hamilton’s past, its present, its voluntary
organizations, its politicians, and its service groups.31 The National Groups Section’s program
boasted that “Twenty-Eight Ethnic Groups will participate,” including representatives from the
city’s Scottish, Polish, Hungarian, Chinese and Slovakian communities.32 Also included among
these groups were the city’s Six Nations, “Negro,” and French Canadian communities. From the
Dutch to the Chinese, the national groups participated in the parade in full national costume and
marched separately from the historical narrative section of the parade. They were thus both in and
yet not quite included in the Hamilton story. At the grand conclusion to the pageant, 33 of the
members of the national group became naturalized citizens when they were presented with their
final certificates of naturalization in a “unique” ceremony conducted by Paul Martin Sr., then
Secretary of State, on the stage of the Savoy theatre.33 This ceremony reminded all assembled that
there was a greater goal in life than being a mere member of an ethnic group – that of finally
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becoming Canadian. Speaking of the newly-passed citizenship bill, which finally gave a legal, not
just honorific, status to the title of Canadian citizen, Martin mentioned in two sentences the
paradox these ethnic groups felt: “We as Canadians, as a great country in the British
Commonwealth and empire, should tell the world of our faith in ourselves. No country can show
faith in itself until its people feel they belong equally.”34

Figure 11: The "Indian Village" set up for the centennial celebrations as part of the “National Section,”
Hamilton, 1 July 1946. Source: PreView image collection, HPL. Reproduced courtesy of Hamilton
Spectator Collection, Hamilton Public Library.

Figure 12: Three Dutch girls in their national costumes after the National Section displays, 1 July 1946.
Source: PreView image collection, HPL. Reproduced courtesy of Hamilton Spectator Collection, Hamilton
Public Library.
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Figure 13: The Greek float in the National Section of the centennial Parade, Hamilton, 1 July 1946. The
signs read “Rule Britannia,” and “Birth of Democracy.” The float itself features a mock Acropolis, people
in togas with olive leaf crowns, and people in national costumes. Source: Black Mount collection, PreView
image collection, HPL. Reproduced courtesy of Local History and Archives, Hamilton Public Library.

While the centennial with its inspiring narratives served as an important touchstone for
the city’s boosters, it also presented an opportunity to bring Hamiltonians together around a
single theme: the greatness of their city. Such events were thought to provide inclusive,
uncontroversial statements about Hamilton. Everyone was mentioned – even those identified with
its factories (although workers as workers were conspicuous by their absence). “Back-toHamilton Clubs” solicited visitors to the city from Chicago, Detroit, Rochester, Cleveland,
Buffalo, New York City, Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa, Brantford, Guelph, Kitchener, Windsor and
St. Catharines.35 Many from England sent letters of regret.36 The emphasis on creating a
distinguished yet welcoming community of Hamiltonians was also underscored at the new City
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Planning Exhibition, which included a model that occupied a place of pride on the fourth floor of
Robinson’s Department store. This imagined city was the antithesis of a wartime Hamilton
crowded with immigrants. This city’s citizens were to be gifted with a “better life.”37 This city
would be one where equality reigned through the improvement of “blighted areas.” In the
imagined Hamilton, one found suburbs “with winding streets to discourage traffic,” and parks and
shopping centres where the citizens could gather. From the track meets to the parade, the events
all boasted of their inclusive nature and their appeal to all Hamiltonians.38
An important part of this sense of unity was the special relationship that the city’s
founding families and established British descendants felt the city cherished with its British past
and British present. From the IODE float to the historical narrative created in the city’s grand
pageant, all of these events reinforced what had once been the prominent narrative in the city: the
idea that Hamilton was culturally great because it was so full of British people and thus so close
to the Empire. This theme was strongly drummed home by the perceived importance of having
the best representative of Empire available in the city that week. The presence of the GovernorGeneral also provided a visible and ceremonial tie between the city and empire. Field Marshal
Viscount Alexander was the closest thing to monarchy in Canada and in these days his attendance
at events was the highest honour a city could receive.39 His vice-regal approval was evident in the
praise he doled out to the city’s organizers and participants on a daily basis, as he observed the
proceedings from first to last. His picture was even on the first page of the centennial publication,
looking boldly forward in his heavily-decorated military uniform. Hamiltonians were not just to
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be proud of its “solid reputation among the cities of Canada,” they should also be pleased that
they lived in a truly Loyalist city.40
The last thirty pages of Hamilton’s centennial book were devoted, tellingly enough, to the
corporate sector. The city’s employers hastened to embrace the progressive City Beautiful and
reveal just how essential they had been to its glowing success. As the Dominion Foundries and
Steel Limited’s ad demonstrated, they saw themselves to be vital parts of the city’s past:
Greatest of all our gifts is that freedom won for us by our forefathers and held
for us against all tyranny, by the courage of our youth. In freedom our
community has grown from a village to the great city it is today. In freedom our
industries have expanded to provide all Canada and a great portion of the world
with an ever-growing wealth of goods and an ever-higher standard of living. As
Hamilton goes forward into her second century of progress, the men and
women of Dominion Foundries and Steel Limited look forward to playing their
part in the great future of our city, and our country.41
Dominion Foundries and Steel Limited’s sentiment was echoed throughout these 30 pages. The
people had been given a peaceable democratic kingdom that had been maintained by good,
faithful municipal public servants. In that realm industry had flourished. So had the people. Free
enterprise and free people were bound together in a mutually enriching relationship. The city’s
leading lights sought to inculcate the new generation of Hamiltonians in the myths of its
founding. Such myths fiercely drove home not just the city’s role in the Dominion, but also its
continued home in the Empire.
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Figure 14: The Stelco float in the centennial parade. It depicts part of the company’s foundries and the
banner reads "Building a Greater Hamilton," Hamilton, 1946. Source: Black Mount collection, PreView
image collection, HPL. Reproduced courtesy of Local History and Archives, Hamilton Public Library.

“A Newspaper Serving a Free People:” When Labour Strife Hit the News
Just as the centennial activities were coming to a head, Hamiltonians received a dramatic
reminder delivered right to their very doorstep of the conflicting stances of labour and industry in
the city. Previous interpretations of the strikes of 1946 have focused on their importance in
establishing and enshrining the collective bargaining process as part of Canadian labour law.42
However, outside the working-class social histories of the events, their social and political
context in the growing city has largely been overlooked.43
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On 2 June 1946 The Spectator resembled something closer to a crafter’s scrapbook than a
professional and polished newspaper. The ill-spaced, crudely formatted type recalled that of a
typewriter, not a linotype. The columns were overlapping, uneven, and divided by thick, ruled
lines only. Pictures looked as if they had either been pasted directly into the columns, or were
given rounded edges, adding even further to the publication’s homemade atmosphere. The
Spectator’s typographical union, International Typographical Union Local 129, had gone on
strike – and it showed.44 The Spectator’s editors waxed eloquent:
It is quite content to leave [the issue of the strike] to the highest of all tribunals
– that of the public. [The facts] will be challenged and distorted; the newspaper
slandered. We expect that. It is all part of a bigger issue than the strike itself…
Things have already been said, and published, by certain interests against this
paper. There will be more. It is no use for us to say they are untrue… If we did
not therefore try to publish for the public of Hamilton, in a case where there has
been no valid charge laid against this newspaper, we would not be worthy of
our trust. We would not be a newspaper as we like to think of a newspaper,
serving a free people. We only ask our public – whose will is bound to
dominate over the underhand attackers against popular rights – to think of the
gains to unscrupulous enemies of freedom in shutting off all channels of
information but their own.45
At issue, in addition to the very survival of “popular rights,” were the newspaper’s job rate, the
union’s pursuit of a solid 40-hour-and five-day work week, the high pressure nature of the work
environment, and the modernization of the workplace.46 Despite union protests, the Spectator was
able to fill its print shop relatively quickly with strike-breakers willing to do the work, and within
the month the only scars left on the paper by the strike were a new page configuration entailing
larger, wider columns, rather than the narrow ones that had appeared prior to the strike.47
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Headlines, photos, and typesetting rapidly returned to normal and soon the only remnants of the
strike were the picket lines outside the Spectator’s production facilities.
Unlike the other strikes that would hit Hamilton that summer, this one would remain
unresolved into the twenty-first century. As strike funds dwindled and the numbers of strikebreakers increased, the strike began to lose its direction.48 In 1947, strikers formed the Hamilton
News to provide employment for themselves and inspiration for those looking to an alternative to
the Spectator. In the News, they argued, Hamiltonians might find a paper pursing “a policy of
independence [and] integrity,” one that exercised “freedom of conscience” to stand up for the
“interest of the common wealth… regardless of whose toes are stepped upon.”49
The ITU Local 129 strike served as a shot across the bow at old industry as the unions of
Hamilton lashed back against the repressive war-time legislation they felt had tied them to poor
wages, long hours, and trying work conditions. The cohesive “Hamilton” so warmly imagined in
the centennial celebrations was suddenly confronted with its class-based nemesis.

The Summer of Strikes: The City Confronts the Differences Between Industry and Workers
The war years had been rough for workers in steel working and manufacturing. Many
felt disenfranchised by the very legislation meant to provide them with opportunities to negotiate
at the bargaining table. They felt that their working conditions and real wages had been
deteriorating for almost two decades. USWA Local 1005 at Stelco and the UEW Local 504 at the
large Westinghouse plant had been in negotiations with management throughout the war,
addressing issues such as union recognition, equalizing wages across both massive plants, and a
more equitable description of the jobs within them. However, even by 1946, many of these
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concerns remained unresolved and the unions began petitioning the government to fix a broken
and unfair system. The Federal Minister of Labour, Humphrey Mitchell, began his Hamilton
involvement as early as March of that year. The USWA had been lobbying the government since
the war’s end for wage increases as the steel industry transitioned from wartime pricing and
production to post-war profits and manufacturing.50 While Mitchell had remained informed of the
situation and the USWA repeatedly requested that he convene a national conference of steel
manufacturers and the USWA on the wages issue, he felt that negotiations were best left to the
individual companies, the War Labour Board, and the workers.
Mitchell’s return to politics, first as the chairman of the National War Labour Board and
later as Minister of Labour and an elected parliamentarian for the Liberal Party in Welland,
transformed his image. He was no longer the voice of labour for the city; he was instead firmly
behind the Liberal government and its labour plans. “Those who used the hustings as the parade
ground of their ill-will towards the Prime Minister sought through this by-election to shatter our
confidence in Canada,” Mitchell proclaimed in his inaugural speech. “The Voice of Welland has
spoken for unity and loyalty to the skipper on the bridge.”51 The Liberal Party’s choice of
Welland for Mitchell’s by-election run was partly coincidental because the long-held Liberal
riding’s vacancy was made possible by the death of its incumbent, A.B. Damude. However,
Mitchell’s election in a much more rural riding was also suggestive of his political transformation
from ILPer to Liberal. He himself admitted that he had arrived in the riding “a stranger in the
political sense.”52 No longer the active, albeit always quite conservative, labour fighter Mitchell
was now legislating from above, and seen as responsible for many unpopular decisions.
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Mitchell’s new role as Minister of Labour won him few friends, either from business or
from the working class. His role in the ongoing labour disputes in Hamilton cemented his
repositioning. Mitchell found himself reframed in the eyes of strikers as the enemy. Without
government intervention, USWA Local 1005 and Stelco’s management had been in almost
perpetual negotiations, even prior to the union’s formal recognition within the plant in February
1944 negotiated by the War Labour Board.53 The USWA even had a member who sat in on
meetings of the company’s own internal works organization. These negotiations proceeded at a
halting pace as the company and the union tried to settle on a collective agreement. Labour
tensions had already resulted in a twelve-hour work stoppage on 1 November 1945, after the
company had yet again failed to ratify a collective agreement and had significantly delayed
meetings pertaining to it.54 By the summer of 1946, the union was increasingly frustrated with the
slowness of negotiations and by repeated interventions from both the National and Ontario War
Labour Boards.
As spring progressed, negotiations proceeded haltingly. The union was seeking wage
increases, the right to bargain on the workers’ behalf, better seniority rights, and more vacations.
They argued that after a war filled with sacrifice for them and profits for the company, Stelco
could easily afford such concessions. Company President H.G. Hilton countered these statements
with open letters depicting the company’s situation from his perspective. Basing his calculations
on Depression-era production figures, he claimed that the company was not as profitable as many
people imagined. “No self-respecting person will permit himself to be called a liar, as I have been
in the past week, and not state his case fully to men with whom he has worked for many years
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and whose respect as a square-shooter he values,” Hilton told his employees.55 On 11 July 1946,
the union announced that negotiations had collapsed yet again and that following a successful
strike ballot of Stelco workers that had passed with an 80% majority, it felt ready and entitled to
go on strike.56 In spite of Order-in-Council 2901, which directed the workers to stay on the job,
the union refused to allow its activities to be halted by the threats of financial penalties and
imprisonment mentioned in the order.57 Since the union’s workers, defying the Order-in-Council,
would not be legislated back to work they proceeded forward with plans for a now illegal strike
on 14 July 1946. The factory was put under the control of F.B. Kilbourn, a controller appointed
by the government to ensure the plant continued running and to resolve the dispute.58 The strike
lasted all summer, leaving a lasting legacy on Hamilton’s industrial landscape.59
Following the successful strike vote at Stelco’s Hamilton works, Westinghouse’s workers
held their own strike vote. Westinghouse’s internal union, the UEW Local 504/505, had seen
ongoing wartime labour disputes, though none as long and fierce as that at National Steel Car.
War labour boards, both provincial and federal, had worked to create war-time industrial peace.
Yet many issues remained unresolved in 1946. And so while the Company magazine bragged of
Westinghouse’s role in Hamilton’s century of progress, its own workers were seemingly moving
in a more critical direction.60 At the end of a three-day ballot, 3,469 out of the 3,573 eligible
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workers had voted with an overwhelming majority of 2,831 in favour of putting the union in the
position to call a strike if necessary.61 Though the union itself had only been ratified four months
earlier and had gained the support of the majority but a month before, its calls for higher wages,
more vacation time, a reinforcement of seniority rights within the plant, and recognition of the
union as the official bargaining unit of the plants workers clearly appealed to its members.62
Much like at Stelco, company negotiators made offers that the union considered to be grossly
unacceptable. While the union declared itself to be optimistic that Westinghouse would see sense
after the overwhelming strike vote, negotiations perhaps predictably collapsed. With the company
only changing its offer by a half cent, the membership responded by rejecting it with a resounding
74% opposed. On 5 July a strike was officially declared at both the West and East plants of the
Canadian Westinghouse Company Limited.63 Workers at Westinghouse blockaded the plant,
ensuring transport was difficult and slow, and production all but ground to a halt. And so, as
July’s heat crept over the city, two of the city’s largest employers confronted picket-lines.
Hamilton’s Firestone plant, home to a branch of the CIO-affiliated United Rubber
Workers of America, ratified during the war as Local 113, had experienced a similar round of
war-time negotiations. In 1945, after many months of long proceedings in front of the Ontario
Wartime Labour Board’s conciliation boards, wage problems remained unresolved. Frustrations
ran so high that 900 workers had walked off the job in 1944 for three full days’ worth of shifts
when the company refused to adjust its piece work rates.64 The workers claimed stock prices were
constantly on the rise but their wages stayed the same; the company claimed productivity was
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decreasing, prices were beyond its control, and any wage increases were unmerited.65 While the
union was solidly supported in the factory’s workshops, ultimately no resolution was reached and
workers agreed to stay on the job until the war’s end. Some – such as the Conciliation Board
Chairman W.D. Roach – hoped that their militancy would become a thing of the past: “Neither
party should be militant under the present method set up for collective bargaining and in the
machinery for settling differences in the course of bargaining, a militant attitude is
unnecessary.”66 The largely unsuccessful negotiations at least postponed a full-out strike. Yet in
the post-war years these companies were all also affected by the increased frustrations of workers
angered by deficient housing, food shortages, price increases, and food and fuel rationing.
It was in this mood that Firestone’s workers approached the bargaining table again in
1946, and it was thus unsurprising, given the previous inflexibility of the company, that
negotiations soon ground to a halt. While a strike had officially been called in June, the union
held off on mass pickets as they worked through negotiations, hosting only rotating picket lines
instead. Their mass picket lines started later and continued longer into the fall than at
Westinghouse and Stelco. In fact, it was not until 2 October 1946 – when the other two strikes
were nearly resolved – that the company’s workers joined the nearly 10,000 men already on mass
picket lines.67 So – with strikes involving the typographical workers at The Spectator, the USWA
Local 1005 workers at Stelco, the UEW Local 504 workers at Westinghouse, and URWA Local
113 workers at Firestone – a Hamilton that had spent so much of its Centenary celebrating peace,
progress, and Empire confronted conflicts that recalled the bitterest disputes of Depression-era
North America.
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Supporting the Strike in the Long Run: Amusement and Business on the Picket Lines
Immediately after the strikes began, wives, families, and children of workers gathered
around the picket lines in a show of solidarity. Aside from the constant spectre of company
interference and the perpetual threat of intervention from the government or from the provincial
police, the larger picket lines took on the tone of a very serious carnival. There were skirmishes
with strike-breakers, the police, and company officials. Wives were nearly constant features of
the summer strike, cooking and encouraging their husbands in their work on the line.68 Many
brought their children. The men amused themselves with games such as horseshoes, checkers,
lawn bowling, amateur wrestling and boxing, concerts, and performances by trained dogs.69 The
strikes were all supported by extensive fundraising from unions across North America, as well as
by local companies and retailers, many of them extending credit to the strikers.70 The labour
community’s support for the city’s workers boosted morale on the picket lines and made it clear
that the picketers – at one point reportedly 12,000-strong – were not friendless.71 Such solidarity
would be warmly remembered.
Even as the strike escalated and fears about violence and disorder spread across the city,
the workers were not without some support from the broader community. On 26 July, the first of
several monthly assemblies of supporters of the strike gathered at Woodlands Park. Drawing a
crowd of 10,000, the UEW touted such activity as the best way to show support for the strikes,
unions, and workers: “United mass action by labor has changed Mr. Mitchell’s mind. More mass
activity can further change government policy. This is one of the important lessons we can learn
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from the happenings in recent weeks. MAKE EVERY THURSDAY DEMONSTRATION
DAY!”72 This was but the first of many such mass demonstrations. On 28 August between 8,000
and 10,000 men, many of them uniformed veterans, gathered at Woodland Park in the city’s east
end for a massive rally in support of the strike and against the arrival of imported police forces.73
After much to-and-fro debate on the issue, the OPP and RCMP finally moved into the city, to the
displeasure of many on the picket line. What began as a gathering of 300 men recruited by the
newly-formed Hamilton Strikers’ Veterans Committee, a group made up of representatives from
each of the striking plants, soon swelled as a march progressed down Burlington Street along the
factory’s picket lines.74 The largely peaceful gathering continued to grow. As one unnamed union
organizer informed the crowd, by remaining orderly they would demonstrate the folly of their
opponents. “We must create no disorders… for in that way we can keep public support. If we
remain calm we have won the strike. Remember that – we have won the strike.”75 Men were
joined by their families and children in a demonstration that included the singing of army and
union songs.
Led at some points by Lawrence, the labour mayor, the veterans’ march in support of the
strike echoed many of the pro-union slogans heard from wartime workers. From a loud speaker
mounted on a truck, their message was broadcast to the city at large:
Let the veterans from coast to coast tell the government to act in the interests of
the people. We want no more bloodshed, only the right to live as peaceful,
happy citizens. We demand that the government act now to assure that their
wartime promises made to us be fulfilled so that we and our fellow workers may
72
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turn our attention to making our lives, our homes, and our families happy,
prosperous and secure.76
The UEW News praised the “organized and disciplined parade of Veterans at such a critical
time.”77 The UEW’s strike bulletin for the march reflected the unique position that Second World
War veterans in particular had regarding the strike. “THIS TIME WE’RE MARCHING
BECAUSE THERE IS AN ENEMY IN CANADA,” read the headline of the bulletin:
Along with our fellow workers in these plant we have been forced to down
tools and go on strike for decent wages, for decent working hours, for the right
to hold up our heads in the proud knowledge that we live and love in a free
country which we helped to make free. We are not asking for much. We’re
certainly not asking for fulfillment of the glowing promises that were made to
us when we marched as rookies with our first weapons. But we are asking for a
little of the security which we figure that veterans [and] all working people are
entitled to.78
The presence of outside police in the city offended them. It was a veritable slight to veterans:
“They even insult the veterans by billeting police in the very barracks that we and some of our
buddies who fell overseas formerly used.”79 While older veterans were more likely to align
themselves with the inside workers due to similar ages and politics, their younger counterparts
saw the company’s positions as an erosion of everything that they had fought for.
The strikes had a dramatic impact on the community. Construction slowed down.
Without steel with which to build, all but the most vital projects were delayed, causing labour
shortages even in strike-free industries. Housing projects sat half-finished throughout the summer
as builders awaited much-needed but now unavailable supplies.80 F.M. Morton, vice-president of
the International Harvester company in Hamilton, remarked that the “scarcity of materials… is
holding up manufacture to a great extent. There seems to be an unlimited market for our products
both for the domestic and export market but at present with everything up in the air it is rather
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hard to plan on any increase in production.”81 H.G. Bertram, the locally-raised president of John
Bertram and Sons Ltd. in Dundas, noted that his firm had already had to reduce hours and was
operating “on a restricted capacity.” He glumly observed that “strikes all over the country have
put a blanket on progress… and it is very difficult to look into the future.”82
These strikes were in part driven by the massive expansion that CIO-affiliated unions had
experienced in Hamilton and the rest of the country throughout the later years of the Depression
and the war years. The USWA and UEW were perfect examples of this expansion. The SWOC
had initially struggled in the 1930s to organize Stelco’s diverse workforce.83 Its mix of skilled and
unskilled employees, spread across thousands of square-feet of plants, made it difficult to unite
the workers under one union and so it was necessary for them to organize around a broad and
strong foothold across the plant.84 Westinghouse’s union suffered from similar problems, given
the scope of their workplaces’ departments, the wide variety of occupations they encompassed,
and their division into two physically distinct plants.85 By 1946, craft unions – once the heart of
Hamilton’s ILP and labour council – seemed passé. The Spectator’s printing strike demonstrated
that they had lost much of their bargaining power in an increasingly deskilled manufacturing
world. Their place as labour’s vanguard had been taken by industrial unions.

Strike-Breakers’ Rights as Workers’ Rights
In each of the CIO-affiliated industrial union strikes in Hamilton that year, the union had
garnered the support of the majority of workers over the course of the war, as demonstrated by
successful strike votes. While Hamilton’s unionized workers fought for better wages and
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conditions against strong resistance from both the companies involved and the federal and
municipal governments, another group of workers continued working, running Stelco’s Hamilton
Works in the face of forceful opposition. During the summer of 1946, an average of 2,000 men
remained inside the factory, all day and night, with little opportunity to leave (at least with any
hope of re-entry) up until the final weeks of the strike. They had been offered lucrative pay
packages by the company to remain inside, though they had perhaps not envisioned the total
lockdown the picket lines would create. Food and supplies were airdropped in to the factory. As a
rule, neither trains, boats, nor trucks could pass the picket lines.86 Spirits were kept high by as
many comforts as the company could provide – sports teams, a radio show, non-denominational
Christian religious services, a regular newspaper, and even celebrations of birthdays, new babies,
anniversaries, and weddings. The Stelco Daily Billet carried cartoons, letters from home,
anecdotes and short stories, jokes, and news from the outside world. A “Daily Doings” schedule
of events, personal interest stories on the “odds and ends” of life on the inside – all these made
the paper popular.87 It even circulated in limited quantities outside the plant to families of strikebreakers and those who had had to leave the plant. In spite of a rigid production schedule
intended to keep production going during the strike, high wages, good food, and regular
entertainment kept workers inside as satisfied as possible, though many were homesick and
lonely.88 Their wives kept each other company through the Stelco Ladies Auxiliary, an important
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supplement to their social lives as many had had friendships elsewhere tested by their husbands’
decisions to remain inside. In the eyes of the strikers, the strike-breakers were selfish company
stooges.89 Over time this image hardened. As Reg Gardiner warned those inside: “You’re already
rated as a ‘scab’ – with all that means to you and to your family. Staying in the plant will not only
lose you your self-respect – you and the company will lose out in this strike.”90
Despite claims made by the union, the “inside workers,” largely separate from the rest of
the city and the company, developed their own community and sense of solidarity. The sense of
betrayal that strike-breakers expressed towards the workers on the other side of the picket line
demonstrated the persistence of old labour ideals in the minds of some Hamilton workers. To
those inside, they were doing right with respect to a company that had always served them well.
As the Stelco Daily Billet’s valedictory editorial stated, they were opposed to the union, to its
forceful strike order, and to its allegedly undemocratic nature:
We felt that every man has the inalienable right to decide on his own course of
action and accordingly, we took our own stand… We shall not forget that it was
truly a family job. The convictions of the workers inside Stelco were not only
shared, but expressed by our wives and families... We believe it [the strike] was
a selfish effort, and in defeating it we should feel that we have rendered our
country and all its people a substantial service, one of which we may by proud.
We rightfully call it ‘our fight’… As Canadian workers, we are grateful that,
when such a showdown came to declare and maintain our rights, that we were
associated with a company, that did not hesitate to provide us with the facilities
and backing to carry our fight through… A ‘Fraternity of Friendship’ has been
created inside Stelco, which is beyond price or sabotage.91
The liberal individualism espoused in this text – one aligned with friendship, honour, and service
– was of a piece with Hamilton’s reigning ideology. It clearly outlined the rights of the insideworker as a liberal individual within a liberal society. It also, ironically enough, echoed many of
the victorious speeches made on the other side of the picket line. To the strike-breakers, it was a
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worker’s right to control his or her own decisions whether to work somewhere or not. To the
strike-breakers, they were still part of a brotherhood, one that united fair-minded employees and
employers. Unlike the union men, they trusted the company to do right, and to do so through
negotiations.
The strike divided the community quite sharply between those siding with the strikers
and those who were not fully in support of their cause, even outside the factory walls. Then
Mayor Lawrence came out vocally in support of the strike. Writing in April before the strikes
began for Steel Labor, the USWA’s international paper, Lawrence declared that the pursuit of “a
measure of job security and prosperity” for the steel workers of Hamilton was “a worthy one –
deserving the full support of the people of this city.”92 He praised their pursuit of higher wages,
shorter work weeks, more vacation time, and union security. He dismissed the employers’ claims
that the unions’ demands were “extravagant or impossible.”93 His response, drawing on his own
experience as mayor and controller during the war, demonstrated his steadfast adherence to the
labour cause. He concluded by reframing the city as one informed not by business and industry
but by the new class of urban manufacturing workers: “Labour is a large and important part of
our community. To succeed it requires the support of all other sections of the community. We all
have a stake in the program which labour has advanced in the future of industry in this city.”94
This early article set the city up for one of the fiercest debates in its history. The Mayor was not
just asking the city to support labour and the union in the strike; he was also asking Hamiltonians
to reimagine themselves and their city as a working-class community. This debate between what
the city essentially was and would become led to a showdown that would overpower any memory
of the centennial celebrations and raise questions about what it meant to be a Hamiltonian, what it
meant to be a worker – and what it meant to be both at once.
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“We’ll Hang Nora Henderson From a Sour Apple Tree”: Gender, Labour Identity, and
Civic Order in 1946
The strike drew a stark line through the city. There was mounting violence. The issue
became so fraught that local congregations began prohibiting talk of the strikes within their
churches.95 The public relations war between Stelco and the USWA rose to a fever pitch. Each
side hired public relations staff to manage the strike. The USWA was well-organized and was
able to provide its beleaguered Hamilton workers immediate international support, including a
campaign to get the city on the side of the strikers. Stelco recognized the problems that such a
campaign could cause for the company. It hired J.N. Kelly to work as the company’s public
relations advisor during the strike. He was, alongside Company president H.G. Hilton, installed in
the Royal Connaught Hotel to manage the crisis from there.96 This move resulted in a nearly nonstop publicity war between union and company that extended over the radio, into the papers –
with the Spectator predictably supporting the company – and throughout the city’s
neighbourhoods. Larry Sefton’s broadcasts over CHML spoke of the company’s desperation, its
illegal tactics, and its isolation.97 Wives of strikers, the strikers themselves, and supportive
community members spoke of the benefits the union would bring to their lives. On the same
station, Kelly and a cavalcade of company-friendly radio hosts spoke about lawlessness, disorder,
and the sad situation of the strike-breakers inside the plant.
The chilling title of a pro-company Financial Post article on the strike, “Some Hoping for
Hamilton Martyrs,” summed up the concerns of Hamiltonians alarmed by the strikes. Henderson
and many in the city were worried by the picket lines.98 Tempers were flaring on both sides of the
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dispute. With nearly daily scuffles, some felt that bringing in additional police support was the
only way to keep the summer from turning deadly. This idea was a tough sell to the union. It saw
the OPP and RCMP officers on the scene as strike breakers. On the other side, J.N. Kelly’s
account of the strike provides a grim contrast to the celebratory tone of much of the pro-union
commemorative writings about the event:
[The Steel Company of Canada Limited] was the target for union activity and
all the bitterness and turmoil that follows in a decision to battle it out. And
battle it was. There was no law and there was no order in Hamilton during those
strife-torn days. Constituted authority was defied and the rights and privileges
of free men were trampled in the dust of illegality. It was war with all the
terrors of violence and intimidation. There was the underground that outwitted
the picket lines; the logistics of feeding over 2,000 men besieged in the plant;
the operation of planes and boats, and the constant and shattering propaganda
warfare.99
While Kelly’s dramatic reflection on the strike paints a grim and heavily biased portrait of the
strike, his memories also draw attention to some of the real concerns that politicians like
Henderson had for their city, once – in their eyes - a cherished bastion of British liberty, nonpartisanship, order, and reason. The strikes had torn the city’s pre-existing political order up by its
roots, and just like Lawrence would always be a self-confessed labour man first, Henderson and
the opposition to the picket lines declared themselves to be citizens, above and beyond any
particular class identity. This position, for all its empathy with strike breakers, was not born
solely out of an anti-labour spirit. It was based on an older, and now out-dated, understanding of
how politics and personal relationships should work in a city pervaded by conservative liberal
ideals. This position was cherished by many of the inside workers, who had often served in the
plant through the Depression and felt greater loyalty to and support of the corporation.100 This
loyalty did not extend to the workers who had moved to the factory only during the war years or
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joined it as younger workers in the last decade. Filling jobs out of necessity rather than choice
during the war, these workers did not feel the same allegiances to the success of the factory, or
indeed to the city itself, felt by their co-workers who remained inside. Crucially, the position
adopted by Henderson and other opponents of the strike on city council demonstrated that those
in favour of law and order had failed to recognize that for the strikers their identity as workers
superseded their identity as Hamiltonians, as they had come to identify with a movement with
concerns that extended far beyond the city.
Beyond the picket lines themselves, Hamilton’s women worried about the safety of their
homes while their husbands were working. While violence on the picket line was a near daily
occurrence, crimes beyond the line were reminders of the strike’s impact on the extended
community.101 Mrs. Joseph Acciarioli, whose husband was a seventeen-year plant veteran and so
had remained inside the plant, woke up at three in the morning to find her house being painted
with the words “Scabs” and “Scabs live here.”102 Alone in the house with only her six-year-old
son, both she and her son reported feeling unnerved and threatened as a “scab” family. Thomas
Robertson’s house was similarly festooned with graffiti while he was home from the plant on
vacation. Other houses were paint bombed regularly, at a rate of about three per week.103 More
terrifyingly, while on vacation from the plant, both John Roberts and Sam Robertson, who
worked inside the factory, came home to find gasoline had been poured around the outside of
their houses.104 Roberts chased the two would-be arsonists. Both arson cases remained unsolved
but seemed to be linked to the strikes. Mrs. Frances Norton was visited by a man who threatened
to burn her house down if her husband did not leave the plant.105 Her accused was definitely a
striking Stelco worker, whose alibi of being on the picket line at the time was later disconfirmed.
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The Spectator, not hesitant to cast aspersions on labour, described the campaign as a “mounting
reign of terrorism against the homes of non-striking workers.”106
At the heart of discussions about the strikes were questions about what was democratic,
fair, and legal in Hamilton in 1946. The strikers proclaimed that their actions embodied
democracy and aimed to end oppression in industry. But so too did those on the side of law and
order claim democracy was theirs. An anonymous letter to the editor published in the Sydney
Post-Record echoed concerns that the strike, whatever its intentions and whoever was provoking
the violence, had “degenerate[d] into mass defiance of laws which exist for the preservation of
the civil rights, the properties, persons and ordered ways of life of all Canadian citizens.”107 On 8
August 1946, a meeting of the Board of Control was called to discuss whether outside police
should be brought in to deal with the lack of order on the picket lines. Two votes were held. One
called for the enforcement of Order in Council No. 2901, the Order-in-Council that dictated how
the steel plants were to be run during the strike, including stiff penalties for restrictions on
workers continuing work. It passed. A second demanded that the Minister of Justice send in the
OPP. It was defeated.108 The crowd assembled outside numbered 2,000. While Mayor Lawrence
was escorted out by four police officers to a cheering crowd, those who had favoured more
intervention encountered a different reception. The Spectator and Chief Crocker’s report
recounted how Henderson and Aldermen Jennings, Easton and Heddle were confronted by an
angry, “roaring” mob through which Henderson “made her torturous stumbling way for more
than 100 yards while scores in the crowd buffeted her, clawed, punched, and kicked at her.”109
The Spectator’s report was corroborated by the 9 August radio broadcast from the UE News,
though they attributed the “muss[ing] up” to strikers’ wives, and said Henderson should have
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known better than to try to leave through an angry crowd.110 While the Spectator’s report was
deliberately constructed to evoke sympathy for the anti-strike councillors, even the usually
reserved Chief Constable Joseph Crocker, who had previously refused to pass judgement on the
picket line problems, termed the assembly “a disgusting exhibition for labour men.”111 He
chastised the 2,000 men for their behaviour, noting that such exhibitions and roughhousing did
not help their cause and instead “lent emphasis to arguments that provincial police be brought
into Hamilton.”112
Henderson also controversially maintained that strikers and their families should not
receive financial relief from the city. Throughout the early days of the strike, petitions were sent
asking that since they were technically not earning money, wives and children of strikers receive
municipal financial support.113 Henderson, never a supporter of welfare for people able to work to
begin with, unsurprisingly stood firmly against providing any such relief. She pointed out that the
strike was technically illegal and that the city had always denied relief to criminals and those with
a criminal record.114 Secondly, she opposed it on fiscal grounds. Relief was now a joint
responsibility of federal, provincial, and municipal governments. It seemed unlikely that these
levels of government, wrapped up in ending the strikes, would welcome relief payments that
sought to prolong them. Finally, “she pointed out there were a large number of men besieged in
the plant of the Steel Company who were prevented from going in and out of work. As taxpayers
they would be asked to provide the money for aiding the very men who were taking this
action.”115 Ultimately her viewpoint prevailed. Other controllers and councillors pointed out that
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under city law, financial by-laws had to be passed by referendum. Only a new by-law – whose
passage was unlikely in the strike-torn city – could have brought relief to the strikers’ families.
In the end, only the Labour Progressive Party (LPP) Alderman Helen Anderson, Mayor
Sam Lawrence, and his CCF comrades James Newell and Joseph Easton voted in favour of the
proposal when it was finally brought before council on 27 August. Easton’s argument that
providing relief to strikers would relieve a strain on the union could not have fallen on less
sympathetic ears by August 1946.116 While Windsor was brought forward as an example of a
progressive city that had provided relief to its strikers, Hamilton was not Windsor. Ellen
Fairclough, newly elected Alderman who had experienced a baptism by fire by joining council
mid-strike, echoed the Conservative refrain of the city. Had strikers been suffering? Yes, but so
too had “a large body of citizens under ‘frozen wages,’” many of them tax-paying “small business
persons operating under price controls.” 117 She “could not ‘sit on this council and support an
expenditure of money for just one class of citizen.’”118 During the strike Hamilton had become a
city of many groups of citizens, with deeply divided interests surrounding the strike. Some stood
for law and order as it had been controversially defined for decades. Others stood for a new
conception of order based on industrial democracy. Both sides often used very similar words –
yet meant entirely different things by them.
The views held by Henderson and her supportive members of council echoed general
concerns that picket-line demonstrations of solidarity risked devolving into mob violence. Barely
a week passed during the strike when there was not some news of an altercation at the gates.
Concerns about unrest were not limited to the City Council’s debates. Petitions came in from
citizens asking that some order be restored. A letter from the Independent Steel Workers’
Association, the labour body formed to represent workers within the plant, echoed their support
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for Henderson’s pursuit of law and order: “Never in more than 300 years have the British
principles of Democracy and freedom been challenged as they are to-day… Hamilton must be
made safe for its citizens to go unmolested to and from their work and the necessary protection
must be provided.”119 From parliament to the papers, many critiques of the violence and disorder
harkened back to this notion that taking away the liberty of people to choose to work constituted a
deeply unBritish violation of the individual’s rights. These concerns echoed back to the liberal
ideals Hamilton’s politicians had so valued. The discussion of strike-breakers as citizens and free
people raised important questions for those who saw law and order deteriorating within the city.
Their liberty as individuals had been restricted – some would say even removed – by a picket line
they found perilous to cross. The union protested that strike-breakers were welcome to leave
whenever they wanted, but would not be permitted back into the factory, a daunting prospect for
men who felt their families were relying on their wages.120
Henderson’s position as the deputy mayor and as the longest serving and most
recognizable City Council representative to oppose the strike left her open to criticism from the
strikers and those sympathetic to their cause. Much as her gender had influenced her run for
parliament, it became an issue again when she became involved in the largely male world of
strikes and unions. While Henderson was not alone in supporting police intervention, she became
its poster woman. She was hardly an innocent bystander. She made bold and persistent efforts to
cross every picket line she could, simply to show she was able to. However, she was not alone in
her stance. For example, Alderman John Hodgson, who joined with Henderson and the majority
in denying the strikers’ families municipal relief, explained his stance to the Spectator: “The
taxpayers should not be called on to subsidize workers any more than to subsidize management. I
think they were too impatient in striking,” he told the paper, “They should have given industry a
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chance to turn around in this reconversion period… We have also got to decide whether we shall
have mob rule or British law and order.”121 The motion for strike relief was lost. Although the
details of the vote were not released to the public, making it impossible for the historian to map
divisions in the council with precision, it was obvious that Henderson and Hodgson were not
alone.122

Figure 15: Henderson, centre in flowered hat, crosses the ITU local 129 picket lines into the Spectator
printing presses, Hamilton, 2 August 1946. Source: Black Mount collection, PreView image collection,
HPL. Reproduced courtesy of Local History and Archives, Hamilton Public Library.

In August, fearing law and order was being compromised in Hamilton, Henderson made
a conscious effort to cross all the city’s picket lines. On 2 August, in the face of pending council
votes, Henderson made her first cross-picket line passage in a move that grabbed the attention of
media coast-to-coast. She was “to make a public demonstration that she would not bow to mob
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rule.”123 The crowd of picketers assembled ten-deep on either side of Stelco’s gates but let the
councillor through to prove that they were not preventing free passage in and out of the plant.124
Once inside, she jovially mixed with the inside workers, reassuring them that she was on their
side. Appealing to gender stereotypes, the UEW News Radio show called her a “busybody” and
said that if she had any sympathy for women she would support the strike.125 She was even
accused of being a hypocrite with respect to women’s equality, since she had supported the
oppression of workers despite labour’s previous support in attacking the oppression of women.126
“Controller Henderson has again got up on her high horse,” wrote the UEW’s Strike Bulletin
editors. “Not satisfied with her last attempt when she aroused the indignation of Hamilton
citizens, she is again adding fuel to the fire at the same time earning the undying hatred of all
peace loving citizens.”127 The council vote of 7 August denoted a turning point in the tone of the
strike. It was no longer a summer of fun and fraternity but had turned into one of unhappy
disorder and bitter accusations from both sides of the line.

Cooling Down as Summer Turns to Fall: Negotiations and Government Involvement in
Resolving the Strikes of 1946
By 26 August, the provincial government had had enough of Hamilton’s strike problem.
Even the formerly tolerant Chief Crocker was forced to admit that he could no longer control the
city. In particular, he was unable to guarantee anyone safe passage through the Stelco picket line.
Mayor Lawrence had continually refused to address the question or allow council to call a special
meeting of the Police Commission to discuss reinforcements.128 The repeated appeals from the
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chief fell on deaf ears in the Mayor’s office. As chairman of the Police Commission, he alone
could call a meeting of the Commission under ordinary circumstances. It was not until Alderman
Herbert Hannah, with the assistance of Judge E.F. Lazier, defied the mayor to requisition the
required number of councillors and controllers needed to call a special meeting that the chief’s
concerns were addressed.129 As the Chief admitted, “We can not cope with the situation unless we
get help. Attempts to run steel out of the plant are like waving a red flag in front of a bull.”130 The
pressure on the city’s police was simply too great. “We are outnumbered, tremendously
outnumbered,” Crocker told the commission, “I cannot hazard a guess… [by] how many.”131 The
problem of the strike had actually been exacerbated by citizen support because, while the strikers
were by and large a peaceful lot, the anonymity granted by the swelling crowds of the picket lines
often fed the anger that led to violence.132
On 26 August, the RCMP and OPP sent 500 combined officers to Hamilton. They were
to stay at the Army Trade School barracks, though the officers in charge were headquartered at
the more luxurious Royal Connaught Hotel.133 In the words of Progressive Conservative
Attorney-General Leslie Blackwell, the city’s ruling bodies had “reached the conclusion that the
only way in which they could discharge their duties to the citizens of Hamilton in maintaining
law and order was to request assistance from the Provincial authorities.”134 Blackwell made it
clear that the police were not there to smack down picketing efforts. “As far as the criminal law
of Canada is concerned the right of those on strike at the Steel Company, Hamilton, to strike is
not in issue. Under this law they not only strike but are entitled to engage in what is known as
change of underclothing. A landing place for planes had been constructed,” Lawrence argued. What
possible use, he reasoned, could the workers then have for ground passage? Hamilton Spectator, “City
Appeals to Attorney-General for Outside Help,” 24 August 1946. Given that Lawrence felt labour was
under assault by the company, he viewed any concessions to the “law and order” side of council to be a
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peaceful picketing.”135 However, preventing people from entering or leaving the plant with
threats of violence was intolerable. Whether out of fear of oppression, as the union claimed, or a
true desire for order, as the government claimed, the picket lines quieted down and an
uncomfortable détente settled on the city.
The Spectator responded positively to the presence of the police. It ran a full page of
pictures of heroic Mounties striding through the streets of the city and setting up shop at their
headquarters. “There is no bitterness like that thrown up by industrial strikes and unrest; no
confusion equals the confusion of times like these,” a front page editorial advised its readers,
It is unfair to accuse [the police] in any remote way of taking sides or showing
sympathy to either side, or acting in sympathy with either side, in the present
tragic scene in Hamilton. The Police are not in Hamilton to help one side
impose its will by force on another; they are here to PREVENT EITHER SIDE
FROM IMPOSING ITS WILL BY FORCE ON THE OTHER.136
The most immediate effect of the police’s presence was that inside workers were able to leave on
vacation without fear of not being able to get back in, which relieved accumulated tension against
the strikers to some extent.137 While the police brought a sense of relief and order, they did not
bring resolution or reconciliation. The union and company continued their lengthy and
increasingly contentious negotiations.
With the city in disarray, and strikers frustrated by the stepped-up police presence,
deadlocked negotiations, and civic retrenchment, Charles Millard, head of the SWOC in Canada
and in charge of negotiating for the Stelco workers, gave in and headed back to Ottawa to resume
discussions with the company. While initial reports from both sides were discouraging, Millard’s
return came to be seen as a positive sign for the success of the negotiations.138 While both sides
had spent the summer submitting reports to the government bodies charged with ending the
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strike, they had not returned to the table. Doing so was a definite sign of goodwill.139 Inspired by
Millard’s move, the UEW also moderated its wage demands and arranged for a conference with
management.140 As the summer continued, pressure increased on the unions and the companies to
reach a settlement. Many industries within the city were confronted with shortages of material
either due directly to the steel, rubber, and electrical works strikes or as a result of rail blockages
created by the picket lines.141 By August local industries such as National Steel Car had to shut
down production lines, putting more men temporarily out of work.
Mitchell continued to alienate himself from his former working-class constituents, the
unions, and the city’s strikers. By August he was describing the labour situation as a result of a
Communist conspiracy to bring ill repute to the name of organized labour. “In my judgment,” he
told Parliament, “some of the so-called [labour] leaders in this country have deliberately set in
motion policies designed to destroy the reconversion efforts of the Canadian people.”142 Over the
course of the three-day debate on industrial relations in the country, Mitchell repeatedly defended
his loyalty to labour. The CCF was quick to point out that he had indeed moved away from his
roots. The three-day mid-August debate demonstrated the pitch that the industrial relations crisis
had reached in the city. Ottawa wanted the strike to be speedily concluded. It increased its
pressure on Mitchell to resolve it. In the eyes of the government, especially members from
outside the region, the strike was illegal, it was hurting trade and exports, and was drawing
unwanted attention to the labour problems that had been nearing a breaking point since the war.
As Colin Gibson, then Minister of Defence for Air, wrote to Ralph Hindson, a Hamiltonian
concerned with the escalation of conflict in the city, “this is an intolerable situation and one that
seriously reflects against the enforcement of law and order in our Province.”143
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One of the most important sticking points for advocates of the union had been its
recognition as a legitimate bargaining unit. H.G. Hilton guaranteed protection for workers and
allowed for a secret ballot to be held to institute union dues.144 It would allow workers to return to
work and vote to do so through a secret ballot returned to government registrar W.H. Lovering.
The secret ballot scheme essentially sidelined the USWA. Pat Conroy, secretary of the Canadian
Congress of Labour, called the proposal “a dagger aimed at the heart of the trade union
movement… we are fully capable of running our own show and no outsider is going to do it for
us.”145 The government capitulated and allowed the union to hold its own votes, both outside and
inside the plants, on what was substantially the same offer but this time made through the
government, not the company.146 By 4 October the strike was over. The RCMP and OPP closed
up shop. While some like Henderson worried that the city would remain a zone of lawless
hostility, things gradually did return to normal, especially given the rapid dismantling of the
picket lines.
The second of the strikes to end was that at Firestone, ending on 20 October 1946 with a
resounding 96% of the union’s workers in favour of the final proposal made by the company. 147
This offer included a sixteen cent-an-hour wage increase, much closer to the union’s proposed
wages, and on par with settlements reached at Westinghouse and Stelco. Westinghouse followed
soon thereafter, with an offer “the strike committee and stewards council have both unanimously
recommended [for] acceptance” that included increased wages, more holidays, union recognition
of the UEW as the company’s bargaining unit and most importantly a plan for reemployment on
equal terms for the workers who had been on strike with “no discrimination, no delay, return to
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same jobs, [and] methods of informing workers.”148 While they had made concessions on wages
and vacation time at all the plants, the strikers were proud of what they had achieved. “We came
out strong! We remained strong against all efforts to break us! Let’s go back in stronger than
ever!” the Westinghouse union crowed, leaving little doubt about who was responsible for the
achievements. “Our Pickets did the big job during the strike! Our negotiating committee and all
our regular strike committees – in fact, every member of our union must have the security that
can only be achieved with an overwhelming signing up for the check-off before the return to
work... Don’t take anything for granted.”149 The strikes may have divided the community but they
solidified the new union movement’s importance in the city.

Confronting the Strike and Facing the Electorate: Passing the Test of Public Opinion
With a civic election only two months on the horizon, the strikes were not far from the
minds of the electorate. Would they vote for the old Hamilton or the new? The contest became a
deliberate test of the Mayor’s grip on the city’s popular vote. Could he survive the ire of some
citizens? Only Controller Don Clarke and Mayor Lawrence vied for the position, after another
candidate, Alderman Herbert Hannah, dropped out. Clarke was a “business man, member of the
Board of Control and former Alderman [with a] good record of public service [who was] widely
known and liked [and] free from the domination of any clique or party.”150 He had rightly
declared the election would be a race between “Pro-Lawrence and Anti-Lawrence forces.”151 His
résumé was written to look like, and was read as, a representation of the old-time Hamilton
politician: middle-class, non-partisan, self-made, and an excellent public servant. Public opinion
was as sharply divided by the election as it had been by the strikes. The Spectator, as always,
made its opinions very public: “Whether Hamilton wants or does not want to have its name tied
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up with the kind of thing that went on here last summer is the business of the voters. Whether or
not it wants a repeat performance will depend very much on how ballots are cast on December
9.”152 In response to the sour tone of the Spectator towards Lawrence, the striking typesetters ran
a special issue of the Classified News, another alternative paper started during the strike, purely
in support of Lawrence. His calm handing of a ticklish industrial situation during the past summer
had been “a masterpiece of diplomacy,” they wrote, “[he has] a reputation for sane, honest and
competent administration that is distinct and unique in the city’s history.”153
And could the “sour busybody” Henderson save her seat in the face of the glowing,
victorious labour mayor? Letters to the editor to the Spectator revealed divided opinions on the
matter. Some displayed confidence in the administration, and especially in Lawrence, for leading
the city through the strike, despite his repeated refusals to call in the police at the behest of
council. As “December Nine” wrote, “We are thankfully aware of who is going to be our mayor
in ’47… Hamilton hasn’t had the privilege of having such a popular mayor since the late Charles
Booker. The general belief prevailing at the moment is that providing our present incumbent is
spared, this city will be honoured for a long time.”154 A “Democrat” advised the Spectator’s
readers that the summer had seen a blossoming of democracy. “We suffered that mankind could
march forward. What has happened in Hamilton this year had to happen, for if the workers had
submitted to that order-in-council, they would have lost their liberty. Therefore I conclude that
Sister Henderson is on the wrong side of the fence.”155 The Classified News, noting her
contradictory views about labour, seen in her ostensible support for civic workers as contrasted
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with her summer-time anti-strike activism, accused her of “endeavouring to ride two horses.”156
“The workers of the city decided [after Henderson crossed the picket lines] to ‘Remember
December,’” the article continued, “and their memory is as clear to-day as it was on those
occasions of the midsummer.”157
Others demonstrated an intensified belief in the non-partisan ideals of responsibility,
civic service, and duty, and blamed partisanship for tearing the city apart. “Liberalism,
Conservatism, CCF or Communism have no right inside the City Hall… Let us see that our fair
city will not be besmirched again with what took place last summer. The only way to do this is
not to take any chances with our administration in the hands of a political party.”158 “The people
of this city who believe in democracy, (not the sham sort of Communism or Socialism) want to
see a Mayor elected who will represent and uphold this very thing,” wrote a “Citizen” who feared
conservative vote splitting, “Could it be possible for some responsible group of people to warn
them of the odium in which they will be held by their fellow-citizens (are being held) if they, in
this way betray the good cause of this city?”159
Despite a heated election which saw two deliberately chosen mayoral candidates face off
against each other, a full field of nine Board of Control candidates, and contests in every
aldermanic race, Hamilton’s municipal elections produced few surprise results. While the turnout
was a record high 65%, respectable by any measure, the results were most shocking as a
demonstration of Hamilton’s ideological stability.160 As the Spectator’s bewildered editorial put
it, the election “bestowed lavish majorities on standout candidates who for twelve tempestuous
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months have had about the same affinities as the Kilkenny Cats.”161 Mayor Lawrence, catching an
early lead and never giving up, returned with a proportionally usual majority over his
opponent.162 He polled strongest in Wards Five through Eight. His largest majority of almost
4,000 votes came from the most north-easterly riding of Ward Eight, which encircled the large
steel mills and the harbour.163 Henderson maintained her first chair seat of the Board of Control,
with Hamiltonians, said the Spectator, “paying tribute to a courageous and forceful personality in
Hamilton’s City Council – one who expressed her opinions without heed of the consequences.”164
Her 3,000-vote lead was again in proportion to her past electoral successes. She was joined by a
record number of women on the Board of Control and City Council, including Controller Helen
Anderson and Alderman Ellen Fairclough. It was perhaps surprise winner Anderson whose
change in position spoke most strongly to the radicalization of Hamilton’s working classes,
because she had run for the Communist LPP and won at the expense of the more moderate CCF
candidates. She had served as a union organizer and a Ward Seven Alderman and had first been
elected in the 1944 election for the 1945 city council.165
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Figure 16: Helen Anderson on election day, Hamilton, 7 December 1949. Source: PreView image
collection, HPL. Reproduced courtesy of Hamilton Spectator Collection, Hamilton Public Library.

Anderson’s election as a Communist in a city of former liberal non-partisan politicians
was remarkable indeed. She polled highest in the working-class districts of Ward Five, Six, Seven
and Eight, far outstripping Henderson in those wards (by as much as 2,000 votes in Ward
Eight).166 Anderson’s electoral domination of these wards spoke to many residents’ support for a
candidate in favour of radical change, their adamant dislike of Henderson, and their rejection of
the more traditional labour candidates. Roy Aindow had served as an Alderman in Ward Eight,
where he polled well, from 1939 until 1942 and had remained active in CCF politics in the
interim, running federally in Hamilton East in 1940 and 1945 and serving as CCF Council riding
President.167 He was also an active trade unionist. However, the city’s complete rejection of all
the CCF candidates indicated that along with the loss of the moderate labourites in the city went
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the CCF’s main body of support. While Communists had comfortably walked the picket lines,
and Lawrence had happily mingled with crowds big and small, the other CCF candidates had
voted with Lawrence but avoided visible affiliation with the strike.
Anderson’s more radical campaign slogan, “Hamilton At the Crossroads,” said it all.168
No longer were workers willing to elect middle-of-the-road candidates. She could boast a record
of supporting the strikers in 1946. While the CCF had made some token appearances on the line,
Anderson “walked on the picket lines shoulder to shoulder with her fellow citizens. She helped
prevent the use of outside police, which would have turned Hamilton in to a city of bloodshed.”169
She additionally had a platform that appealed to both the strikers and their wives. She called for
“low-cost homes for workers and vets, better health services, including free milk for school
children, more recreational facilities to keep your children from the dangers of the streets.” 170
And she had actually used her year as alderman to petition for these changes. Much as
Henderson’s femininity had helped her in her initial elections, Anderson was considered part of
the “feminine section” of city hall.171 Yet Anderson was also the first Communist elected in
Hamilton, a significant about-face from the red-scare years of the 1930s and ’40s. The election of
this “politician of great energy, intelligence, and resourcefulness,” from “the extreme Left” of the
city, suggested how the city had changed.172 For better or for worse the summer had polarized the
city, and Anderson’s second-place finish behind Henderson for Board of Control marked where
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one of the dividing lines would lie, as far away from the liberal politics favoured by Mitchell and
the ILP in the early 1930s as one could imagine.

The Legacy of 1946: A Centennial to Remember
In the fall of 1946 W. Denis Whitaker, who had served as director of the Hamilton
centennial and its citizens’ committees, was formally congratulated on a job well done during a
city council meeting.173 City officials were so pleased with the results that the Board of Control
proposed a formal resolution of appreciation, which was easily passed by council. The Mayor
praised Whitaker for pulling off the celebrations at a cost of only $320,000, which was “but a
third of what similar celebrations had cost other municipalities.”174 Despite the fact the summer
had been marred by strikes and arrests, council and the Board of Control reflected positively on
the event. Volunteer citizen organizers received the most praise and Whitaker emphasized their
role in ensuring the event went off smoothly. The widely attended events had failed to generate
much money, only pulling in just under $8,000, but it had brought much needed cheer to the city,
and that was enough for city council.
The Spectator’s own retrospective on the centennial was one of its most pessimistic to
date, stunning given the depression and war that the city had survived. Unlike city council, which
had been transformed along with the political and labour situation in the city, The Spectator’s
resistance to change had been fortified by the summer of labour unrest. The Spectator’s editors
reflected on the effect of the “worst crisis in its long industrial history” upon Hamilton’s
centenary year.175 Strikers and non-strikers, though sharing many interests and aspirations, now
saw their city in mutually incompatible ways. And who was to blame? Unsurprisingly,
communist agitators and outsiders were on the Spectator’s list of those who sought to “use [the
173
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strike] for selfish ends.”176 These interlopers had ruined what should otherwise have been a joyful
year. They had helped inflict a “great wound inflicted on the city’s morale, its prestige and its
very name.”177
As the debates in Parliament and Mackenzie King’s own reflections demonstrate, the
paper was right in believing that Hamilton’s image would be forever transformed by this summer
of so-called civil unrest. The strikes of 1946 would leave a permanent mark on the city’s past, but
not the dirty smear that The Spectator predicted. Instead they propelled Hamilton into a new
symbolic role – that of a birthplace of collective bargaining and workers’ rights in Canada.
Hamilton’s working men and unions would look back on Hamilton’s centennial year with
fond memories as well, but instead of remembering the city’s past they looked to its future. In a
radio presentation given by the Labor Arts Guild of Hamilton, a joint effort of the United
Committee of the Hamilton TLC and the HDLC, on 5 December 1946 over CHML, Hamiltonians
were presented with a different picture of what the centennial meant to them during a program in
support of Sam Lawrence’s re-election. Thanks to Sam Lawrence, the broadcast bragged that
“1946 was Hamilton’s year – in the news and in history – a year to be looked on as one that
began a new era for the city.”178 According to the city’s unions, the centennial marked not a
celebration of a great history, but rather the end of a century of oppression. “Yes sir,” the radio
program ran, “1946 has marked the end of 100 years of Hamilton’s history – the 100 years of the
majority being exploited in the interests of a few – the beginning of an era in which the majority
can work together in the interests of each other.”179 The program went on to speak of Lawrence’s
great contribution to “you, the people,” and his ongoing aims for civic labour improvements. It
was Lawrence’s views on equality, fraternity, and social advancement that the movement hoped
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the city would continue to embody. For the labour movement, an age of collective bargaining and
social progress lay ahead. This progress would include an end to price controls, better housing
conditions, more jobs for veterans, and better transportation.180 Such a vision of the future
suggested a break, both with the more established Conservative population and the more
conservative trade union movement. Such declarations were also revealing of how deeply the city
was now divided. While for the labour movement, the “greater good” implied improvements to
working and social conditions for the city’s workers and their families, for many in the city it still
spoke to the civic community as a whole, including everyone from workers to politicians to
financiers. These clashing conceptions came to a head during Hamilton’s extraordinary year in
1946.
Hamilton’s centennial year had been intended as a year of celebration and selfcongratulation. This picture-perfect commemoration was impeded from the beginning by slowmoving labour negotiations, a halting post-war recovery, and a summer of violent unrest that saw
neighbourhoods divided between strikers and strike-breakers, and the link as a whole between
labour rights and the “public good.” Parades, national displays, sports days, and picnics continued
but 1946 would persist in the public memory as the year of labour. The city had been transformed
irrevocably by pressures of war and these changes were reflected in the political discussions and
ongoing labour disputes that rippled through the city until the early 1950s. However, with a
legacy dating back a century, Conservatives – now called the Progressive Conservative Party of
Canada - were not willing to relinquish their former stronghold so easily. The party’s tactics and
disputes in municipal politics spoke to both the transformation of these organizations and the
changing definitions of key concepts that had shaped Hamilton’s civic identity. While selfsacrifice, public duty, dedication to one’s community, improvement, and progress remained
touchstones for the next generation’s politicians, their meanings had changed.
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Chapter 9: A City in Turmoil: Hamilton’s Tenuous Reconciliation to
Post-war Profit and Conservatively Progressive Reforms
After the post-war strikes were settled, predictions from The Spectator, the Chamber of
Commerce and businessmen that these strikes marked the end of the city were proven false.
Speedily the city recovered its industrial reputation and attracted new industries including a
much-coveted new Studebaker of Canada factory. This new north-end venture, housed in a
transformed wartime airplane engine plant, was soon to be the model of post-war refurbishment.
In it one found state-of-the-art quality control, staff training, and efficiency standards.1 Maclean’s
Magazine confirmed Hamilton’s industrial status in 1948 with an article entitled “Anything Made
Here,” which celebrated Hamilton and the “pioneering vitality of her 180,000 people.”2 While it
noted the city’s “national notoriety… boosted by reports on her big and warlike strikes, her
fantastic murder cases, and her reputed importance in… bootlegging traffic,” it concluded “there
is plenty of loveliness to the city… and around the dock, the workshops hum and the smoky
beacons of industry reach to the sky.”3 The city might have returned to its former industrial path
to progress but that did not mean that its industrial struggles had been forgotten.4 Before the
decade of the 1950s had progressed beyond its first year, the city would once again face
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important questions about what it meant to be a worker and a citizen – which identity was most
important, and how the city’s government, often in tandem with that of Ontario, could maintain
order within a radically re-ordered world.
In Depression-era Hamilton the notion of the liberty of the individual pervaded civic
ideology. However, this did not prevent the city from taking on more debt in order to serve its
citizens of all classes. Faced with the responsibility to serve its citizens, its mayors and Board of
Control chose to both go into debt and institute moderate, not extreme, tax-hikes, balancing the
needs of the citizens with its concerns over bankruptcy. This was in stark contrast to the fiscally
responsible relationship between the city and its citizens in the post-war era. Postwar Hamilton
evinced a different pattern, one that suggested a different relationship between the citizen and a
state now committed, at least to an extent, to promoting public welfare. Paradoxically, this did not
lead to a greater ideological emphasis on serving the city as a whole, but rather to a stress on the
city as a corporation, whose stakeholders deserved low taxes and a thrifty business-oriented
government. It was a transition typified by Ellen Fairclough, who in the 1950s transitioned from
city councillor to Hamilton MP. Alongside older imperial ideals of order and hierarchy,
Fairclough developed a strong emphasis on protecting the individual and his or her home, rather
than on improving society as a whole.
In this age of changing politics, a garbage strike – the city’s first major public-sector
labour dispute – highlighted how radically transformed was the landscape of both labour and
politics in 1950s Canada. It began in the summer of 1950 following almost five years of
negotiations regarding wages, job stability, and working conditions. During this strike, the
interests of the municipal state, its employees, and its citizens were all intermingled. As
divergent ideological positions cohered, disputes among these groups intensified. These conflicts
brought discussions of who was included in the public and the public interest to the forefront.
Labour movements in the city faced resistance from those who championed the ideal of the tax298

payer citizen and had to radicalize their tactics. This change resulted in the growth of extreme
options on either end of the spectrum. The LPP gained support among radicalized groups of
workers. However, the increasingly affluent white-collar and manufacturing workers in the city
were not wooed by the LPP, especially in the increasingly tense Cold War climate. The
Progressive Conservatives, their very name the epitome of the mixed messages of the day, crafted
in Hamilton a discourse that dwelt upon the family unit and their privileged capacity to uphold it.
With the decline of the city’s older politicians and their ideals, a new generation of politicians
arose, unafraid of partisan politics, especially in the face of what they perceived to be extremism.

The Demise of the Politician as Public Servant
Perhaps the most dramatic change in Hamilton’s post-war era was its political transition
from Depression-era politicians to a new group of leaders. Nora-Frances Henderson announced
her retirement from municipal politics to the Hamilton Spectator first, on 14 October 1947. Public
opinion from the reform-minded Hamilton News suggested her “considerable notoriety” among
the city’s working classes would have prevented her from winning another election and so
resignation offered her a graceful way out of political life.5 The Spectator, once her fiercest
enemy during her early days, challenged any such suggestions. It celebrated her for having
“shown not only an unusual grasp of municipal government but [also exemplifying] in great
degree those invaluable and exceedingly rare traits of straight political honesty and courage. She
has taken politically unpopular stands, [and] has won at the same time universal admiration for
her devotion to principle.”6
Praise and damnation were forthcoming from those who either admired or reviled her.
But as always, Henderson would not let the press have the last word. Her resignation also
highlighted a long-discussed problem Henderson had aired with City Council and the Board of
5
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Control. After the war, she had begun petitioning for higher wages for city politicians, an
argument that seemed ironic at best as many Hamiltonians struggled with making ends meet in an
economically scarred post-war city.7 Henderson argued that the life of civic dedication she and
others on council had lived would be impossible in the future without better pay. Most councillors
continued at their day jobs because their aldermanic pay was insufficient. Even controllers who
aspired to live according to the altruistic ideal had been known to pick up work on the side. Ellen
Fairclough, a new member of council in 1947, reflected in her memoirs that she kept her
accounting practice open throughout her time on council for economic reasons, since the $400 a
month a councillor was paid was insufficient for a family.8 So on her retirement Henderson
publicly explained that while civic life held many enticements, financial benefits were not among
them. Running again, she reflected, “would only have delayed the time when I would have to
settle myself in a more secure position in life.”9 She continued her work for the betterment of
women and children’s lives through a position as Executive Secretary of the Ontario Children’s
Aid Society.
Her dream of financial security was short-lived. She died only sixteen months into her
retirement on 23 March 1949. Tributes poured in from across the province, but her one-time rival,
still Mayor Lawrence, was conspicuously absent from the funeral. Away at the Conference of
United States Mayors in Washington, D.C., Mayor Lawrence had another controller call in their
mutual condolences, offering “deepest sympathies” that seemed rather lukewarm in the context of
page-long tributes from others across the province.10 This division of opinions was reflected in
the News coverage. Effusive pages of praise and mourning were notably absent and instead her
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funeral received merely a formal and fact-focused notice.11 Regardless of public opinion about
her service, Henderson was recognized unanimously for her dedication to her causes, namely
women and children, the city itself, and public order. To honour her memory a committee
composed of members of the city council and the mayor decided that the new children’s and
maternity hospital she had endlessly promoted on council should be named in her memory.12
While Lawrence did not join Henderson in retirement in the immediate post-war era, he
did step down from his mayoral seat in 1949.13 The popular mayor then received his own tributes.
Controller Andrew Hamilton Frame toasted him in council:
He displayed outstanding aptitude for municipal work. His precept based on
courage, courtesy and integrity marked him as one well fitted for the onerous
duties he has so ably discharged…. His opinions ably expressed were of great
assistance to his associates in forming the policies of the corporation. His
leadership in this epoch has surely guided this Council safely and finds a
thankful citizenry.14
Lawrence would not stay retired for long. Prompted by the irresolute profile of labour on council
during the civic strike, he ran for controller again in 1950 and won his seat, which he would hold
until 1956.15 However, his 1950 re-election saw some of the poorest returns he had ever
experienced and his popularity never really recovered.16 Suffering from chest pains and almost 80
years old, he retired from public life in 1956 and died in 1958 at the age of 80.17
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By 1950, as these political veterans faded from the scene, the city’s political landscape
had been transformed. Lloyd D. Jackson, mayor of the city from 1950 until 1962, was a former
businessman. His council reflected a philosophical change. What had once been a body that
championed the disinterested pursuit of the greater good became centered on business principles.
When Henderson retired, he Hamilton Spectator had marked the shift from a rhetoric of service to
one based on corporate principles. Out, it lamented, was the “straight business of sound
government,” based on morals and doing the right thing; in were politicians looking for “the
furtherance of personal careers or political theories.”18 Rather than harkening back to the good
old days, as the Spectator might have wished, the Corporation of the City of Hamilton used its
renewed drive to reposition itself as a business entity, a service provider, a modernizing force,
and an employer. The city underwent sweeping changes under the leadership of Jackson. He was
the embodiment of the new-style politician, of a type the Spectator initially claimed to fear but
ended up loving.

Striking Out Against Civic Order: Public Unions in a Post-War Context
While the strikes of 1946 earned Hamilton national headlines and have remained a strong
part of the city’s public memory, Hamilton experienced another strike of comparable significance
in the summer of 1950. The strike of the city’s outside workers (referring to non-white-collar
workers employed by the city such as garbage men, landscapers, construction workers, grave
diggers, and workers in similar open-air physical jobs) brought labour conflicts to the doorsteps
of the city’s population.19 As garbage piled up, citizens organized to bury their own dead. Many
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feared what the strike would mean for the spread of contagious diseases like polio and diphtheria.
The entire city and all its citizens were forced to discuss questions about the responsibilities of
Hamilton regarding fair and reasonable taxation, the use of taxes for wage increases, the
responsibility of citizens and their city as employers, and what it meant to be part of a
community. CUPE Local 5’s own records from the strike, the often opposing views of the
conservative Spectator and the labour-minded News as they tried to balance their readers’ rage
with their political positions, and the response of the new decidedly non-labour Mayor Jackson,
all demonstrated the importance of changing ideas of citizenship.
After years of financial shortage during the Depression and labour shortages during the
Second World War, Hamilton’s Public Works Department returned to normal employment
conditions after the war.20 While requests for sidewalks, service installations, road construction,
and trolley routes were at an all-time high, staff levels were kept deliberately low.21 City works
became a possible form of permanent employment again, rather than a temporary stop-gap used
to fill in city needs or provide relief. Workers in these departments began to push for an
investigation into “the inequalities (if any) in the various Civic Departments.”22 The initial motion
to carry out the study was lost in council by a significant thirteen-to-four vote. The motion was
later brought before the Board of Control, where it was passed as part of an agreement to allow
civic employees to form a union shop.23 By October 1947, the process had begun. An advisory
Personnel Committee was established to which workers and their unions were to report on their
current wages and working conditions. It was composed of two members of the city’s works
department, two members of the Federation of Canadian Civic Employees’ Union, and Alderman
20
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Parker.24 This process was eventually completed by the end of 1948 and compiled in an
authoritative report in 1949. It resulted in the reassessment of the city’s wage and salary scales.
The Wage and Salary Report served as a crucial jumping-off point for the city’s newlyunified union to begin its concerted negotiations for its first collective agreement with the city.
The report included listings for each job, including promotion rates by seniority and gender.25
Civic workers in Hamilton had previously organized as part of the American Federation of Labor,
then under the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, and finally under the Canadian Congress
of Labour as the Hamilton Civic Employees Union. Finally organized as CUPE Local 5, these
workers began the process of developing collective agreements with the city. These agreements
were intended to cover all workers in the union and regulate their varied conditions. Before this
could be achieved, the union and city first needed to clearly define the jobs of those included in
the public works department.26
As in many collective bargaining negotiations, both during the war and after it, CUPE
Local 5 and its predecessor’s demands had largely focused on establishing a non-subjective pay
scale across the bargaining unit based on job, experience and seniority, not on the bosses’ whim.
They also sought regulated working hours, with initial demands for both a 40-hour work week
and guaranteed year-round employment without seasonal lay-offs.27 These regulations, seen as
offering remedies for the all-too-common phenomenon of seasonal employment, were especially
important to the civic employees union.28 From the earliest days of the introduction of these ideas
to council and the Board of Control, people worried about the costs involved for taxpayers. As
24
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the Spectator wrote about the debate, implementing such a system would entail “considerable”
costs over the seasonal system under which the city had been working and “[m]embers of council
[were] confident only a miracle could prevent an increase in the tax-rate.”29 Given that the
Depression and the war had brought the city’s tax rate up to 46.5 mills, further increases were
seen as very undesirable.30
The Spectator’s report of council’s concerns was accurate. The city had been attempting
actively and vigorously to pay down debenture payments drawn by the city both during the
Depression and the war. Payments such as the $450,000 put towards the debts and their interests
in 1945 would become much more difficult to make with the added burden of increased labour
costs.31 Winter conditions still caused real work interruptions, even with the post-war drive for
construction. The city was unsure how it would carry that burden.32 Various proposals, overseen
by the Ontario Labour Relations Board, were slowly sent back and forth between the city and its
workers. Sticking points included these wage questions and also the implementation of Rand
Formula clause in new agreements. However, it became painfully obvious that the union and the
city were speaking different languages in negotiations. The city officials viewed achieving low
tax levels for all citizens as their key priority, especially in light of ongoing cost-of-living
struggles. CUPE Local 5 was unwilling to compromise on unifying the city’s disparate unions
and implementing a consistent employment regime. Lawrence was committed to the union and
their goal to end “that annual individual struggl[e] and competitio[n] for pay increases before the
Board of Control,” but he was personally unable to bring about a collective agreement before his
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retirement, and so the process fell to his successor, Mayor Jackson.33 What the labour Mayor
could not bring about by negotiation, the business-oriented Mayor Jackson de-prioritized entirely,
causing the city to descend into the most severe crisis of labour it had seen since the summer of
1946.
Lloyd D. Jackson is now remembered by most Hamiltonians as the namesake of the
city’s financially ill-fated, modernist, subterranean downtown shopping centre, Lloyd D. Jackson
Square. Jackson’s actual political career has fallen out of the public memory. Posthumously
described as having “ruled city hall with an iron hand,” Jackson’s tenure as mayor would mark a
change from service as usual to business as usual.34 The tone and focus of his mayoralty was a
drastic transition from the city-focused political decisions of the past two decades to the new
business politics of the post-war era.
Jackson could not have constituted a more dramatic contrast to Lawrence. He himself
unsubtly drew this parallel, without any direct name-dropping, when he highlighted the fact that
he was a businessman first and a politician second in his first mayoral campaign. “Do I need to
sit on the council for years to know [its] short-sightedness?” Jackson asked in his campaign radio
address, “The council [gives] leadership in city affairs, to decide policies, and to interpret the
wishes of the people. This leadership calls for broad, practical business experience. It calls for
civic-minded, public-spirited men of affairs to make the personal sacrifice to take on this job.”35
His strong leadership and personality-oriented campaign marked a stark departure from the ideals
of service championed by former mayors. Jackson was there to serve – but there to serve as a
leader, with business and not the public interest in mind. With a mind for money, taxes, and
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budget management, Jackson cut a very different figure as mayor than Lawrence, who had
walked the picket lines personally for the benefit of others.

Figure 17: Lloyd D. Jackson pictured with his wife, Susan, upon his election, Hamilton, 9 December 1949.
Source: PreView image collection, HPL. Reproduced courtesy of Hamilton Spectator Collection, Hamilton
Public Library.

Jackson wisely played to strengths his opponents, both former civic politicians, clearly
lacked. While Jackson had neither an extensive civic service record nor experience as mayor, he
emphasized his managerial expertise derived from decades in business. “No Politics,” his
grinning campaign ads read, “Just Common Sense.”36 Jackson was a former bread mogul who
had expanded a single bakery into a successful coast-to-coast wheat and flour business. He had
served on the Board of Education and Board of Health for five years before making his run for
mayor.37 Jackson’s platform focussed on the slow pace of post-war development in the city.
Wartime population growth had pushed Hamilton’s limits. Community development, proper
garbage disposal locations, and the development of escarpment access roads had become pressing
issues with which Jackson promised to deal swiftly and efficiently.38 He proposed to modernize
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the city and city council, which he saw as out-of-date with respect to the requirements of planning
and development. He claimed to have “no particular interests in this city, just people – people in
all walks of life who make up this city. The only special interests I will serve, as I have tried to do
all my life… are the interests of those unable to help themselves.”39 His “vigorous indictment of
the present City Council, including of its tardiness and unwillingness to face up to the
responsibilities of government of a rapidly-expanding city,” had even been echoed in the News
whose editorial column often carried complaints about the speed of progress at City Hall.40 He
wanted to “Infuse New Ideas, Action, and Business Leadership Into City Council.”41 His
broadcasts, reprinted in both the News and the Spectator, condemned City Hall and its record of
doing nothing.
Running against two candidates who were part of the “mess” at City Hall, Jackson found
favour with many Hamiltonians. He won an overwhelming majority, receiving 31,800 votes
compared to his closest competitor’s 9,444 votes.42 Around 48.2% of eligible voters had turned
out, which was a typical turnout for Hamilton’s municipal elections. The election also saw the
Conservative Ellen Fairclough take the top controller seat on the Board of Control, where she was
joined by the Conservative alderman W.K. Warrender.43 All but one of the members of the Board
of Control were new to their positions. With the exception of a very few seats on council,
Hamilton had the new civic government for which Jackson had hoped. The Spectator celebrated
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his win, but the News predicted it would mark the beginning of an age of the “Iron Curtain at
City Hall.”44

Organizing Against Subversives: City Hall and the Organized Labour in a Cold War
Climate
Following the Second World War and the city’s struggle with so-called American-style
Communist-led unions, and in spite of the strong presence of Communist and pro-labour
politicians on council, Hamilton’s city council had already passed strongly worded motions
aligning themselves with the anti-Communist currents rippling across North America. On 28
January 1947, then-Alderman William Warrender, seconded by Ward Five Alderman Francis
Dillion, proposed a motion to the newly-formed council that:
In recognition of the hard work of Canadian Labor for many years to place
Canadian Labor on a higher standard and understanding [and] Whereas, a large
number of A.F. of L. and C.I.O. locals, government organizations, recognizing
the dangers from Communism have publicly come forth and protested and
resolved to fight this danger to the Canadian way of living, and, … Whereas we
view with growing alarm the ability of Canadian Communists to worm their
way into positions of importance in… the field of government… we shall work
diligently to oppose and expose those who may seek influence in our City
Council for the purpose of furthering among our members the anti-Canadian
teachings and aims of the Communists in Canada.45
Presented on 11 February as an obvious jab at the newly-elected Controller Helen Anderson, the
mention provoked intense debate. The eight o’clock p.m. meeting proceeded past eleven,
resulting in the need to waive the Rules of Order of the City Council in order for the debate to
continue.46 However, after hours of discussion and debate, the motion was carried by a vote of
twelve to seven, with members such as Controller Henderson and Aldermen Fairclough and
Warrender in favour, and then-Mayor Lawrence and Controller Anderson opposed. It was an
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early sign of the rightward march of politics in the city council. The old elite was responding to
the city’s recent radicalization.
This reactionary Cold War anti-Communist retrenchment was copied throughout the
city’s workplaces. Employer-supported conservative unions were introduced in opposition to
CIO-affiliated unions. Pressure was brought to bear on CIO leaders to declare they were not
communists.47 The chief example of this activity in the city played out at Westinghouse with the
UEW leadership. District President C.S Jackson had become a very public figure in the city
during the Westinghouse UEW strike in 1946 and had been interned during the War on suspicion
that he was involved in Communist activities.48 In the late 1940s as the Canadian Congress of
Labour publicly tightened control of its membership to oust Communist or supposedly
Communist organizations. Jackson was put on trial for his relationship to the CPC. This drama
played out in UEW Local 504’s steward elections and newsletters.
The first attempt to oust the UEW and Jackson on the basis of red baiting was launched
by the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW), led by Reg Hebert, who was
supported by the company as a less-radical alternative to the UEW.49 Hebert’s campaign was
largely based on insulting Jackson and the UEW based on claims that they were Communist and
“against the whole democratic war effort.”50 The leadership under Jackson was accused of
holding too much sway and ejecting people they did not like at the drop of a hat: “Canadian
workers want no Moscow Trials. We want honest, sound, and militant unionism… built on the
needs of the workers in the plants rather than on the political convenience of the Communist
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Party.”51 Many of the concerns Hebert and his organizational comrades voiced were echoes of
those expressed by the Stelco inside workers, namely about compulsory union membership and
workplace contracts. However, this older view of unions and company negotiations had seen its
day. Despite holding meetings, releasing circulars, and running candidates in steward’s elections,
the IBEW and Hebert failed to gain traction within the workplace. The union-led “New Deal
Committee” rejected Hebert’s claims by interpreting them as problems the union was already
handling: “We are sick and tired of charges being levelled at our union about the political
domination of the Communist Party. We are even more concerned because unfortunately the
charges are well-founded. This issue must be cleared up.”52 The workers of Westinghouse had the
1946 strike in their memory and were unwilling to relinquish the hard-earned gains they had
made based on Hebert’s accusations alone. While Hebert continued to run stewards against the
UEW “New Deal Committee”, they rarely were successful and eventually the campaign died out.
Accusations that the UEW was full of Communists did not die with the IBEW’s
departure. The UEW was among the more left-wing unions to emerge after the war and did have
members who had been Communists, both in party affiliation and political sympathies.53 Jackson
was publicly suspended from the executive of the CCL and while Hamilton’s locals professed
their support of him consistently, redbaiting did take its toll on his reputation among the rank and
file of the unions.54 Jackson’s relationship with the CPC threatened his ability to serve on the
union’s executive and as president of District Six, which included Hamilton.55 It also left many
leaders in Hamilton’s labour movement unwilling to work with him publicly. The UEW was
ousted from the CCL, came into conflict with other major unions, and in Hamilton suffered the
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suspension of Locals 504 and 520 from the HDLC.56 The union cautioned the HDLC that
“Redbaiting won’t solve the problems of higher rents, long hours and speed-up. Divisions will
bring defeat after defeat to labor as it did in yesterday’s municipal elections in Hamilton.”57 The
Cold War had come to Hamilton.

Garbage and Graves: The Civic Strike of 1950, a Crisis of Health, Politics, and Labour
As 1950, the first year of Jackson’s mayoralty, continued, some initially questioned his
promise that his would be a new city hall. However, Jackson held firm to his promises of
progress. In the first month of his mayoralty the plans were drawn up and implemented on the
promised new mountain access, enhanced garbage collection, and a personnel department. Union
negotiations began again in earnest.58 Negotiations continued as well on a collective agreement
for the workers of CUPE 5. Once more they bogged down on the same issues of balancing the
taxpayers’ economic interests with the union’s demands. While the “board [of control] assured
[the union] of its sympathy… it couldn’t do a thing about it [standardized wage rates] this year
without raising the mill rate an unacceptable five or six mills.”59 The business mayor was true to
his promise of running the city on a financially stable ground. “The city is bursting at the seams,”
he declared, “It needs new clothes and we have no money to buy them… When it can be done,
you will be the first ones to be considered.”60 The mayor asked the union to wait until Hamilton
reached the all-important 200,000-person population mark, which would render it eligible for
more money under the Ontario Municipal Act. The unhappy John Longworth, then president of
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CUPE Local 5, had to bring that news back to his union members, who voted against the city’s
rejection of their proposal.61
Jackson’s business-first stance did not hold water with the civic workers concerned for
the stability and security of their jobs. “Once again Mayor Jackson has stated the subservience of
the municipal government to business. This Kow-tow to industry under the leadership of Mayor
Jackson is wrong,” Oliver Hodges of the Canadian Congress of Labour announced in a press
release on behalf of CUPE Local 5. “Mayor Jackson is suggesting that industry and business
should make the rules and set the conditions under which people work. What the majority of
citizens in Hamilton want is strong democratic leadership on behalf of most of the people, not at
the beck and call of the wealthy.”62 The Spectator succinctly summarized Jackson’s position in a
mid-spring editorial,
At a time when civic employees have been restless and pressing for increased
wages, it is scarcely tactful for members of the City Council to be discussing
higher emolument for their services or beating the tom-tom towards that end….
In view of the prevailing stiff tax rate, the general civic situation and all, with
its murmuring over working conditions, it would be less irritating to the
ratepayers at large, and also to city employees, if the representatives of the
people diplomatically let this matter lie dormant until Hamilton’s population
does reach two hundred thousand.63
These polarized perspectives on the issue highlighted the importance of the changing political
and social environment of Hamilton during this period. Under the early guidance of CIO-led
unions, Hamilton’s labour movement had moved away from its traditional, paternalistic, and
peaceable approach to labour relations. Its members were no longer content to wait for a better
time. On the other hand, confronted with the realistic challenges of post-war governance and
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budgeting, Hamilton’s city council had shifted its approach as well. They tightened their belts
against all requests for money. Somewhere in the middle lay the average Hamiltonian. The
business-oriented mayor represented his or her electoral desires but not widely-shared personal
experiences. While housing was becoming easier to find in 1950, it was still scarce. Rationing
had just come to an end. The militarized landscape and the feelings of want that had haunted
citizens from Depression, through war, and finally into the post-war period were replaced by a
sense of tentative stability. Jackson’s program spoke to some of the electorate’s concerns. It was a
telling sign of Hamilton’s new politics that Jackson, sometimes too draconian even for a
newspaper like the Spectator, still found himself re-elected again and again.
After nearly four years of negotiations over a new collective agreement, the tensions
reached a peak in June 1950. A private Board of Control vote on forcing the union into arbitration
resulted in a split decision, and forced the issue into the public eye. Such a split vote meant no
compulsory arbitration. It also raised the prospect of a strike. Even the chairman of the Board of
Health chimed in, hoping that the strikers would agree to cooperate for the health of the
children.64 The two sides agreed to conciliation and then waited for the board’s non-binding
report. The union was thought publicly to have time and season in its favour. With negotiations
dragging on into August, the real issue of a summertime garbage strike loomed: “The possibility
of a garbage strike in this, the warmest part of the year, is viewed by the city health department as
a serious one, made more serious in view of the fact that no clear-cut solution can be seen.”65
Despite public pressure to resolve the dispute without a strike, the city refused to budge on wage
increases and scheduling issues. Their position was supported by the board of conciliation’s
report, and so lacking any other option, CUPE Local 5 moved into a strike position.66
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As Local 5 began organizing its strike vote over the first week of August, the city
planned to make sure the dispute would unfold as painlessly as possible. Given that this was the
first such strike in the city, no one was exactly sure how it would affect the recently-expanded
population. The Ministry of Health, in cooperation with City Council and at the insistence of the
city’s chief medical officer, Dr. L.A. Clarke, arranged to have garbage dealt with by private
contractors in the event of a strike.67 Summer was already a bad time for polio, tuberculosis, and
other infectious diseases in the city. Many Hamiltonians were worried.68 While some on the City
Council, such as veteran alderman Roy Aindow, pushed for negotiations to continue, the Board of
Control remained inflexible. With no movement from that quarter, Local 5 saw no reason to
continue negotiations, since they obviously were not being conducted in good faith on the city’s
part.69 Hodges, speaking on behalf of the union, announced that the strike vote would go ahead as
planned, telling the Spectator, “Some of the membership feel that they have been taken for a ride
often enough and this time they are getting off.”70 Mayor Jackson continued to arrange for private
contractors to ensure that “the garbage will be collected, the dead buried, and water service
maintained,” in the event of a strike, though speaking directly to the union he stated his “door
[was] still open” for negotiations.71 No matter his public statements, the business mayor was
certainly not fooling the unions. His line against wage and hour increases was firm and inflexible.
On the morning of 10 August the strike began. It was the first time that city council had been so
directly opposed by its own employees. The ultimate showdown between new labour and the new
city would see definitions of solidarity, citizens, the public interest, and rights pushed around by
both the union and city hall as Hamilton struggled through six weeks with no civic road work,
garbage collection, or grave-digging
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Figure 18: CUPE local 5 strikers on the picket line, Hamilton, August 1950. The man in front carries a sign
reading "We were forced to strike by Jackson." Source: PreView image collection, HPL. Reproduced
courtesy of Hamilton Spectator Collection, Hamilton Public Library.

Though the strike progressed through an acrimonious six-week stretch, the union stayed
strong in the face of adversity. As in the 1946 Stelco dispute, strike pay was provided to striking
workers, sandwiches and lunches were donated and served on the picket line, and a general spirit
of good will and joviality was infused into the struggle.72 A “mammoth street dance” was held at
the city’s new incinerator, featuring a stage show with a band and a magician who, it was
jokingly suggested, might make “the Bread-man” – Mayor Jackson – disappear.73 Wives,
girlfriends, and families were all encouraged to join in such activities and were accounted for
when calculating strike relief. While this familial atmosphere did little to reduce the financial and
emotional hardships of being on strike, it created a real sense of solidarity among the workers and
their partnering unions. This new sense of social solidarity beyond the political world of TLC
meetings demonstrated the new direction in which unions in the post-war era were moving.
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Echoed after the strike in picnics, field days, parades and carnivals, it was a stark change from the
sober tone of the city’s pre-war conservative craft unions. The craft union’s small get-togethers
were now transformed into mass happenings. Speeches took second place to entertainment. Fun
fairs, carnival rides, and hot dog roasts all were designed to draw in a younger generation and
their families. They formed an important part of the social calendar for workers in every industry
in the city. The new style of unionism also suggested a change in the ways in which the city’s
workers had begun to think about themselves as early as the Second World War. Their political
identity as workers had gained importance alongside their self-identity as dutiful Hamiltonians.
While they still cheered at Ivor Wynne for the Tiger Cats, when it came to improving their lives
and futures, they looked to their unions more than to the city government. This marked a
significant reimagining of municipal relations from the way that Humphrey Mitchell and the early
ILP had once seen themselves and their world.
As the union recognized, one problem with the strike was that it had a negative impact on
the very people it was trying to bring on side, namely the rest of the city of Hamilton, especially
its industrial workers. Unionists understood that piles of rotting garbage in August were not the
best public relations tool. However, the union was optimistic that as the garbage piled up citizens
would become more involved in its cause and recognize the struggle of the working man for what
it was, one against a civic government that had sought tyrannically to enforce divisions among
workers. Like the strikes of 1946, this one was framed as an issue for all workers, not just those
in the union. Oliver Hodges made this point plainly in one of his radio addresses to the city’s
workers: “Stand by and see this union destroyed by those whom you elected last year to head
your municipal government and you set the date for your own destruction.”74 When Hodges
spoke again to the city over CHML on 12 September 1950, as the strike entered its second month,
he echoed a similar refrain: “Hamiltonians who think of the strike and the struggle involved only
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when they smell some rotting garbage are beginning to realize that there is something going on in
this city that deserves their interest and immediate attention.”75 Hodges’s anger at city council
and the Board of Control reflected the changed climate in these bodies, willing to wait out the
union no matter what the cost to their constituents. “The best and simplest way for Alderman
Baggs to get the regular city services restored to his constituents is to become more seriously
interested in ways and means to end the strike,” Hodges declared in one polemic analyzing the
views of various civic politicians. “The people in Ward 3 would undoubtedly appreciate a
realistic approach to the settlement of this strike by Alderman Baggs just as much as the Union
would.”76 Local 5 hoped the hypocrisy of elected officials causing inconvenience to the taxpayers
would form a more lasting narrative than the one city hall was crafting, which presented the
workers as heartless radicals striking to bring suffering to the city. It strongly believed in the
strike and in collective bargaining rights. It rightly expected that they could outlast the elected
officials who, come December, would face the citizens affected by the garbage strike at the ballot
box and be forced to answer for their perceived stubbornness.
Despite what could have been an electoral disaster and an episode in which the newly
elected Mayor Jackson lost the faith of his electorate, city council, the Board of Control, and the
Spectator continued to support him. Three weeks in to the disastrous strike, city council voted on
whether they felt the Mayor and Board of Control should continue working towards a contract
through conciliation.77 All of council voted in support of the motion except for north end
Alderman Donald Ellis.78 City councillors publicly proclaimed the Mayor’s first obligation was to
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the taxpayers. The Spectator echoed these concerns as soon as the strike had started. Neither side
denied the rising cost of living problem, but how they presented it was spun to suit their own
needs. “There is a full public recognition of the heavy burden of a rising cost of living on those
who are on relatively fixed wages,” the Spectator’s editor wrote on the first day of the strike,
referring to both the strikers and to all working-class Hamiltonians, “It is not an easy job for city
government… Interference with it will more than ever prejudice proper negotiations to settle this
regrettable and serious work stoppage.”79 The Spectator increasingly represented the most
Conservative side of the city’s political spectrum. As in most other issues throughout Jackson’s
mayoralty, it supported the mayor`s protection of the taxpayers. This demonstrated a marked
turnaround from earlier positions the paper had taken. Citizens were no longer owed service
because self-sacrificing politicians realized their duties to the people; they were owed it because
they had paid for it. This increasingly capitalistic position on the role of civic governments would
come to embody strike negotiations. The city had no paternalistic duty to the workers it
employed. Instead it had a duty to its shareholders and stake owners, the taxpaying citizens of
Hamilton.
The impact of this strike on the public was immediate, obvious and sometimes even
tragic. The Spectator dredged up sad stories for its front page. On 17 August 1950, it told of the
first strike-time funeral at a Hamilton public cemetery. Mrs. R.J. McCabe had had the misfortune
of dying while the strike was on and thus was in peril of not receiving a proper burial.80 A party
of men, including her bereaved husband, members of the Lions Club and the husband’s business
associations, dug her a fine grave, seven feet deep, three feet wide, and eight feet long. Allegedly
the crowd of picketers stated that they had nothing against the action, since it did not involve
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“scab” grave diggers.81 The Spectator used this event to form a narrative that vilified striking
workers. The picture the paper presented of the heartless city workers standing by while a poor
man buried his wife did not paint a favourable picture of them, but did inadvertently point out the
reality of these workers’ importance. In addition to public health concerns, groundskeepers were
no longer working, so the cemeteries’ appearance rapidly declined as grass grew over graves,
wilting wreaths proliferated, and recent graves resembled piles of dirt. Letter writers implored the
Spectator to think of the “Christian decency and order” cemeteries were supposed to embody.82
“If our civic workers, in order to gain their own end, must resort to methods that desecrate
cemeteries, and hurt only the weak and less fortunate, it is too bad,” W.H. Daw exclaimed in his
letter in the fifth week of the strike. “I do not for one moment suggest that the demands of these
people are not just and good… I do know that every religious impulse that ever moved men’s
mind spurred them to respect for the dead; those who followed the gentler teaching of Jesus also
had an immense respect for the less fortunate.”83 Burials continued as normal and no bodies were
reported to be lying out in the open – yet somehow Local 5 had come to be painted as an almost
anti-Christian element, even though its members had not interfered with Mrs. McCabe’s burial.
Similarly, access to the civic dump became a contested question. This was largely
because every citizen produced garbage. In a summer with record heat, garbage rapidly became a
problem. The dump officially remained open to Hamiltonians willing to cross picket lines. Some
form of garbage collection was put in place by the mayor and city hall.84 Regular garbage
collection became the prerogative of the rich, as private junkmen exploited the desperation of the
city’s most wealthy citizens. The poor, elderly, rural, and apartment dwellers were not so
fortunate.85 Fairclough, who was called upon to serve as deputy mayor at points in the strike,
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described the tense situation as an escalating one, growing increasingly desperate in spite of
emergency measures.86 Cartons, boxes, and newspapers, declared a “public menace,” were
accumulating in the alleyways and backdoors of businesses, leading the council and fire marshal
to worry about what would happen in the event of a serious fire, especially for residents in
apartments above businesses.87 Private contractors did not cover these nuisance zones, and so
they remained fire hazards throughout the strike.88 Long lines held up by pickets at the dump all
too frequently resulted in short tempers, fighting, and frequent police calls.89 At the height of the
strike, a force of 35 officers worked to keep the entrances of the dump open and the garbage
flowing. However, these measures alone were not enough and it soon became painfully evident
that the city’s outdoor workers played a vital if unheralded role in keeping the city beautiful.
Polio was a real concern for the city’s population. Not a summer went by without some
tragic story fluttering about it across the pages of the paper. While Hamilton only saw nineteen
cases in 1950, they made for dramatic news stories. Children were involved.90 The Minister of
Health feared that with water leaks, a growing rat population, and the abandonment of insect
spraying, the scourge of polio would bring more suffering. He also worried about a spike in rates
of gastro-intestinal illness.91 These threats, as well as the inconvenience of taking one’s own
garbage to the dump or paying a private contractor to do so, made the strike a divisive one. Many
in the city felt they were being unjustly held hostage in the process, and blamed both city hall and
the union for moving so slowly. Unlike the months-long strikes in 1946, the impact of this one
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was immediate. Tempers flared. Confrontations occurred often at the dump, usually started by
angry citizens frustrated with finding the pickets there too.92
With anger and garbage mounting, Local 5 was still able to draw support from the city’s
organized labour movement. The UEW offered their support financially and in terms of
manpower on the picket line.93 Its circulars reminded their members of the hard-won solidarity of
1946, when the city’s workers had stood together. “Let us bear in mind that defeat for the civic
workers weakens all of labor and thus weakens the entire labor movement, including us. Victory,
of course, has the opposite effect.”94 The USWA also affirmed its support of the strike. “Your
civic employees have a moral right to what you already have… It will cost the average taxpayer
only 5[cents] per week to settle the demands of the men of Local 5. You are [also] invited to help
in the picket line,” it advised its members.95 The union also solicited and obtained financial and
personnel support from the Ontario Federation of Labour, the HDLC, and the USWA Local
3696.96 Both the workers in those industries and the outside civic workers saw themselves as part
of the same class of employees, firming up the Local 5’s argument that they were workers first,
and servants of the public second. Civic workers were not the proverbially despised bureaucrats –
they were workers.
While this support from organized labour indicated that the CUPE Local 5 members were
not alone in their struggle, it also indicated a new alignment away from the former relationship
between cities and citizens, workers and their employers, and governments and businesses.
Whereas previously workers had turned to their employers and the government for support in
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their struggles and improving their conditions, these relationships had been eroded by wartime
pressures, real or perceived inequities of the post-1945 world, and by government’s expanding
official role in collective bargaining. Workers on strike found their support from other workers
and drew on these networks to further the cause of all workers, not just those in their own
workplaces. Workers were described as turning against the city itself for their own aims.
Workers’ rights were now firmly not the same as those of the general public, and nor could they
be expected to achieve their aims through peaceful talks. Strikes, and the threat of strikes, were
now an important tool in turning against recalcitrant employers. As the CUPE Local 5 strike
demonstrated, not even public health concerns could stand in Labour’s way.
While the Spectator bellowed about a city knee deep in garbage where even the dead
could not find their resting place, in truth negotiations had been progressing well since the end of
August. In private, the Mayor began meeting with Local 5 heads and representatives from the
Board of Control and the District TLC in late August to attempt to reach some sort of deal.97 With
this renewed dialogue, A.C. Dennis, the Department of Labour conciliator for the case, returned
in September and both sides, now calmed down, agreed to cooperate with him and the
Department’s recommendations.98 With the conciliator’s aid, a memorandum of agreement was
settled on 15 September between the two parties that saw the union win most of its demands. The
40-hour work week was to be reached by 1953, cost-of-living bonuses were built into the
contract, pay raises were granted to some categories of workers, and the year-round work week
was achieved for most.99 The union members naturally voted in favour of the agreement. The
clean-up of the city began on 16 September and progressed over the course of a week until the
city was finally returned to its neat, orderly and repaired state. The strikers had achieved their
goal. Civic outside workers were to be valued at the same rates as their associates in private
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industry. They had also solidified the labour practices of collective bargaining seen in the 1946
strikes. The workers of the city had stuck together in the face of harsh public opposition and
pressure from the civic government itself. In this strike the public had been pitted against the
strikers and it had solidified the positions that had been forming in the city for the last two
decades. Workers’ rights were separate from civic rights. The strike demonstrated that workers
could not be expected to sacrifice themselves for the good of the taxpayer. This repositioning
coincided with the realignment of the city itself. Under the business mayor, things were different:
the Corporation of the City of Hamilton was in fact just that, a responsible corporation. While it
still provided services, these could not be provided at the expense of the taxpayers. Discussion
about welfare turned on consideration of utility, not on those of community values or social
justice.
After the strike, things returned mostly to normal but an air of uncertainty settled around
the mayor who had stood up to labour. How would he survive the glare of public opinion and the
stink of the strike? The most certain assurance that the Mayor had the support of the city would
not come during the strike itself but rather during re-election time in December. Jackson’s
election was far from certain. The strike had certainly proven divisive and made many people
unhappy, if only because the city smelled and there was garbage everywhere. It was widely
recognized that any labour candidate, in light of Jackson’s anti-labour stance, would stand a far
better chance of getting elected, simply on the basis of not being Jackson.100 And so the AFL- and
CCL-affiliated Labour Councils worked together to find a suitable one. They felt certain that
Jackson’s unpopularity with labour, combined with the recent frustrations about the strike, would
be enough to plow a Mayor they disliked out of office. Helen Anderson, now married and
running as Mrs. Helen Anderson Coulson, was already running as a Communist candidate and
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there were fears that without a more moderate standard-bearer, the labour vote would be lost.101
While she had been previously successful electorally, the joint committee worried that without an
“anti-Communist and anti-reactionary” candidate their cause would flounder. While Lawrence
was returning for another run at the Board of Control, no one was found to contest the mayoralty
of Jackson, whom Lawrence described as “the most anti-labour, most anti-public ownership, and
most anti-direct[-action mayor] in the City of Hamilton in the last 39 years.”102
However, there were some in the city who described Jackson as “the Best Mayor We
have had in years.”103 His low-taxation stance made him a favourite among fiscally conservative
city residents. His defence of the Christian Sabbath against the menace of commercial activities
or professional sports events appealed to older, traditional Hamiltonians. At the heart of how
people felt about Jackson was the question of whether the city was a business or a service. As the
editor of the Spectator asked his readers:
Do you want a vigorous, businesslike, non-partisan civic government or do you
want a return to the confused, ineffectual banter of pressure-group politics? It is
regrettable that ex-Mayor Sam Lawrence has come out of retirement… he
recalls one of the most frustrating and troubled period this city ever went
through… The public would like to forget [it]… and let its civic government get
ahead with matters that concern the daily lives of the people.104
Indeed, Lawrence’s mayoralty had seen a leftward shift that was evidently not to the tastes of the
city’s voice of conservatism. But what did the people think?
Perhaps the lack of a middle-ground candidate made the decision too easy for
Hamiltonians. Even in Wards Five, Six, Seven, and Eight, where Anderson Coulson had
traditionally found strong support, Jackson out-polled her by around 4,000 votes per ward,
defeating her across the city in a vote of 49,924 to 8,270, in the face of record high voting
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numbers.105 Given the post-war Red-baiting campaigns that had echoed in the city, this result,
which meant that one in six voters had chosen a Communist candidate, even if one who deployed
moderate rhetoric, was remarkable. The Spectator conceded, optimistically, that while this result
certainly accounted for more votes than those from just CPC members alone, it had not been
enough to bring Anderson-Coulson to office.106 Jackson expressed his relief to the paper, stating:
“I cannot tell you just what it means to one’s faith, confidence and courage to know that the great
majority of the citizens are solidly behind one… This vote today is very encouraging and
strengthening to me… I think it is quite apparent that there has been an increased interest in the
last year and a quickening of civic spirit.”107 With the change a year later to two-year-terms,
Jackson would hold his mayoral seat for the next decade.108 Not only would he prevent further tax
increases, but by 1952, he was able to lower the rate to 45 mills.109
The city’s civic workers’ strike thus demonstrated two important changes in Hamilton’s
political culture as the decades of want were transformed into those of prosperity. Firstly, labour
had secured a spot in the public consciousness and achieved the legislative protections necessary
to ensure that workers had a means of achieving success in the future. No longer dependent on
the beneficence of their employers or governments, labour could count on the backing of a
significant portion of the public, even in the face of mountains of garbage. However, they also
signalled the transformation of the relationship of the municipal state with its citizens. No longer
predicated mainly according to the rules of liberalism, the civic landscape had become one
shaped by a more direct rule of capitalism. In this new regime, the “citizen” had become the
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“stakeholder.” Jackson’s decade and a half of electoral success, despite his unpopularity among
the labouring classes who had traditionally formed an important part of the civic body, indicated
the significance of this change. The city had been transformed from a civic service, meant to aid
in bettering the community as a whole, to a business, meant to enrich its taxpayers and burden
them no further. The city had changed, and while it still continued to elect now-Progressive
Conservative candidates, their campaigns and actions in office spoke as much to the
transformation of these ideals as they did to the constancy of non-radicalism in the City Beautiful.

Service and the Community: The Changing Ideals of Dedication in Post-War Hamilton
One of Hamilton’s rising political stars in the post-war era was Ellen Fairclough.
Fairclough, like many of the city politicians, had been born and raised in the city and had
remained there to raise her young family. Like earlier female politicians in Hamilton, Fairclough
had risen through the ranks of service and community groups first, including service as President
of the City’s branch of the Zonta Club, Vice President of the IODE, and Dominion Secretary of
the UEL Association, among other roles.110 She had combined this with almost lifelong
involvement in Hamilton’s Conservative Party. While women had made steady but modest gains
in women’s inclusion in formal politics, Fairclough was the first woman to contest a federal seat
successfully in the region. Her political campaigning and actions in Parliament spoke to the new
direction of the city and to the new priorities of its middle-class and wealthy electors. By
campaigning, like women before her, on issues that appealed to women specifically, such of the
cost-of-living and access to schooling and services in new neighbourhoods, she was able to
bolster her support in the city’s wealthier west end and win the seat back for the Progressive
Conservatives.
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Henderson had first blazed the trail for women, and Fairclough followed her path by
appealing to the importance of a woman’s voice in politics. She was the candidate “personally
interested in your Welfare,” as her early 1949 campaign ads reminded voters.111 The pictures of
an always-smiling Fairclough painted the image of a caring woman ready to work for her
country, much as she had already worked for her city. She was the candidate “For Free Enterprise
without monopoly, for guidance without compulsion, for welfare without inference [and] for the
benefit of your destiny and that of your children under DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES.”112
Fairclough’s maternal feminism was focused on protecting children’s rights to democracy and
financial freedom, in addition to the earlier focuses on their health, education, and well-being. As
the only female candidate running, she used her gender to her advantage. In a radio-address given
by Progressive Conservative community leader David Robinson, he highlighted Fairclough’s
gender as one of the strengths that all Hamiltonians should consider when pondering their options
in the 1949 Federal election in Hamilton West. “I think it may be said with confidence,” he told
his CKOC listeners, “that the presence of a group of able and refined women in our national
parliament will exert a civilizing effect upon its conduct… it will give the government and the
people the opportunity of hearing a woman’s voice or perhaps more correctly the voice of women
in our parliament.”113 “The women of the riding, irrespective of party, would like to have a
feminine viewpoint,” Robinson proclaimed with explicit reference to debates on cost-of-living
issues in post-1945 Canada.114
Fairclough drew on her experience as a business person and a mother to emphasize how
well she understood the issues. She lost that election to experienced parliamentarian and war
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veteran Colin Gibson.115 However, Gibson was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1950, leaving
his seat vacant. In a field that did not include an incumbent and war hero, Fairclough was able to
come out on top.116 Fairclough carried the values she had previously promoted as an active
citizen, female service club member, and civic politician to the House of Commons. In fact, one
of her notable speeches in her first year in the House of Commons was a statement in defence of a
new tax on cosmetics.117 The “Progressive” part of the new party name reflected the fact that it
was a changed party that deliberately spoke more to social issues and it fit Hamilton’s first
woman MP to a tee.
Like other Conservative politicians before her, Fairclough firmly based her values in a
strong sense of heritage, one of Christian faith, political freedom, and Britishness that she dated
back to the supposed landing of John Cabot and his son Sebastian on the Mathew in 1497.118 This
link to heritage was restyled as a way of resisting dangerous influences and in guiding the youth
of the nation away from the perils of Communism, Fascism, and all other forms of extremism in
the new Cold War Canada. Speaking to a gathering of service club women in Toronto, Fairclough
described what this freedom meant to her:
In these anxious days, when wars and rumours of wars colour our everyday
existence, when we anxiously watch the deliberations of the nations in
conference at Lake Success and Flushing Meadow, when every word is
weighed for its actual and its potential significance, ours is the task of free
people everywhere, to keep our faith bright, and shining and to protect our
heritage against aggressors, for we may well be going into that dark hour just
before dawn… Wherever our pathways lie – in home, in business or
professions, in public life, it is up to us to sow the seeds of an unbreakable
morale… to guide its growth to the calm, deliberate courage of full maturity.
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Not the heroism of the moment, glorious though it is, but that courage born of
an indomitable faith.119
Much had changed since Henderson’s appeals to Hamiltonians in the 1930s. Although Fairclough
still spoke of hope, she now placed more emphasis on ideological warfare. Hers was maternal
feminism transformed to suit a new climate. It also reflected the changed importance of the
private family and the entrenchment of Cold War ideology. In her discourse, the family and
private life had supplanted the community and city as a priority in both the political rhetoric and
the lives of Hamiltonians.
The strikes, the Cold War, and the polarization of politics had transformed Hamilton by
the mid-1950s. No longer the City Beautiful, it was now transformed into the City Productive.
Even the City Hall was changing. The stunning gothic edifice that had echoed to the speeches of
politicians for decades was replaced by a new, squat, all-glass, modernist building completed in
1960. Jackson assured voters that the new building exemplified cost-efficiency and modernity.120
The city’s neo-classical masterpiece, its old Court House, also had to go, to make way for an
architecturally similar modern glass and marble edifice to serve as the region’s courthouse.121
While the old Loyalist family statue still sat within view of both City Hall and the Court House,
the Conservative Party values that it had referenced were transformed to fit the new social
climate. Heritage, loyalty and service were still evoked, but now meant something very different
to the cost-conscious politicians that paid them lip service.
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Conclusion
On 23 June 2011, the New Democratic Party led a monumental filibuster, stalling Bill C6 for 58 hours in the House of Commons. The bill, back-to-work legislation directed at Canada
Post postal workers who had been participating in rotating strikes since 3 June and as a result had
been subsequently locked-out by their employer, was seen by New Democratic Party members as
one step too far and too many against the rights of organized labour by the now-majority
Conservative Party of Canada.1
After many an argument had broken out, Hamilton-East Stoney Creek MP Wayne
Marston took his turn to speak. Having served in Parliament since 2006, he brought with him
over 25 years of experience in unions and labour organizing, making him one of the most
experienced members of the House to speak on the issue. After mentioning his history as a
labourer, labour organizer, and collective bargaining negotiator, and emphasizing the importance
of labour solidarity, Marston called on another aspect of his identity, one that established his
position as an expert on labour questions. Marston reminded the House that he was a
Hamiltonian. As such, in light of the ongoing lock-out of U.S. Steel workers at the former
Hamilton Stelco works and the city’s rich labour history, he was among the blessed few who
could truly see the issue for what it was. He told this story:
In Hamilton, workers and veterans fought side by side in the streets, even on the
waters of Hamilton harbour, for collective bargaining rights and the right to
form a union. These were the very same veterans who had fought the Axis
powers to a standstill. Then they had to come home and fight corporate Canada,
with the same view of protecting their rights and improving the lives of all
Canadians, as they had just done overseas. These brave souls were the same
people who lived by such creeds as ‘an injury to one is an injury to all.’ … It
was at the Hamilton and District Labour Council in the late 1970s and early
1980s, along with the member for Hamilton Centre, that I learned of the
struggle of the 1946 strikers in Hamilton and Windsor. I heard directly from
those old timers of their sense of shame and humiliation upon returning to
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Canada from defending their country. They could not get decent-paying jobs,
nor the respect of employers, until they finally stood up to them in 1946. 2
He echoed a trope that had been used many times before. In a night filled with so much other
controversy, it was unsurprising that Marston’s statement drawing on his Hamilton pedigree
would go unquestioned.3 The idea that being from Hamilton made one an expert in labour,
because of course Hamilton itself IS labour, seemed embedded in the parliamentarians’
consciousness.
The strikes of 1946 constitute moments in history whose scope and importance, as this
dissertation suggests, extended beyond the workplaces involved. The events themselves and how
they came about is part of a larger, often overlooked narrative. Hamilton was not just the home to
uprisings that changed the face of collective bargaining in Canada. It was also deeply imbued
with a long liberal tradition. This entailed a firm belief in the importance of the free-standing
individual, white British political traditions and respectability, and the ideals of sacrifice and
service to one’s country. These values were not just upheld by expected groups, like the
Conservative Party of Canada, liberally-minded municipal politicians, businessmen, and Anglocentric social organizations. Rather, they were also expressed by a wider variety of people, many
of whom might have been expected to dissent from them. There people included craft unionists,
labour politicians, and even, as accounts of the strikes show, workers themselves. This
conservative liberalism, persisting in mutable forms through Depression, war, and unrest, spoke
eloquently to people well-removed from the privileged elite. That these ideals often could cross
what would seem to be class barriers complicates the two-class narrative of Hamilton’s history,
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one focused on labour unrest and capitalist exploitation. The persistent presence of these values in
the speeches of politicians across these 25 years demonstrates that this was a political language
understood by voters and those politically active in the city, if also occasionally rejected by them.
Hamilton’s politicians repeatedly swore allegiance to the values of liberalism and a
steadfast adherence to the constitution, which included ideals such as honest and clean
electioneering, adherence to the British political tradition, faith in the Empire, reverence for the
free-standing individual as the organizer of his or her own success or failure, and above all,
whole-hearted devotion to a united public. The importance of these conservative liberal values
can be demonstrated by tracing how they were expressed both by the mainstream Conservative
Party and successful ILP politicians. Whether a politician was a success or a failure, remembered
or forgotten, significant or marginal was often a question answered by referring to his or her
relationship to these transcendent values. Such ideals were also used to frame critiques of
political parties that Hamiltonians were supposed to reject, such as the CCF. Portrayed as radical,
unsound, unBritish, and even at times unChristian, the CCF did not fit with the liberal political
values that the press and politicians often touted. Thus, when the ILP and CCF first allied with
each other and then split apart, they were told that part of this failure stemmed from paying too
much attention to the partisan, disloyal, and even irrational opinions of outside agitators. When
politicians such as Sam Lawrence broke this mould, they did so by appealing to achievements
that were widely recognized: long years of service, sane political positions, and willingness to
sacrifice for the good of others. Yet even Lawrence, as we have seen, would be censured if he
“went too far.”
These traditional liberal values did not neatly cross gender lines. Women in Hamilton
were expected to adhere to their traditional roles and interests as wives, mothers, and caregivers,
even as more and more of them worked outside the home. However, these roles were not
confined to the private sphere. Women used the same conservative liberal repertoire to push for
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significant reforms to child-rearing, maternal health, and even birth control. So long as they
stayed within the boundaries of acceptable female respectability, they usually succeeded in and
were commended for their achievements. This public involvement in turn opened the doors for
some women’s political involvement, especially in municipal politics. However, once women
became candidates they were doubly bound by the traditional liberal language used to critique
male politicians and by gendered expectations of respectability and etiquette. As the contrasting
cases of Agnes Sharpe and Nora-Frances Henderson demonstrate, stepping outside these lines
could leave one out in the cold.
These political values were deeply tied to the strong perceived or actual British heritage
shared by many Hamiltonians. This British heritage was celebrated and reinforced through public
commemorations and celebrations, local histories, Anglo-centric organizations, and educational
activities. These values were tied to ideas of white respectability that were perceived to be
unattainable for many in the city’s growing, spatially distinct, ethnic enclaves. This exclusion was
especially applied to political radicals, such as the CPC and its members, who were not perceived
to adhere to the political values or to have the ethnic heritage touted by many of the city’s
politicians.
Wartime unrest, focused on both labour and social issues, unsettled this order
temporarily. As dissatisfaction grew with shortages in housing, food, gasoline, and consumer
goods in general, increased pressure was placed on workers to produce for the war effort with
seemingly little benefit to themselves. Enthusiasm for Empire was not enough to combat the
discontent felt by Hamilton’s workers. The growth of un- or semi-skilled industrial labour during
this period further strengthened the transition to industrial unions in the city, deepening the prewar divides separating craftsmen from labourers. While the war ended in 1945, many of these
problems persisted. Although wartime profits had soared, postwar wages remained low and
working conditions seemed especially precarious. Hamilton celebrated its centennial in 1946,
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which many hoped would signify a return to its earlier years of progress, industrial strength, and
political order that centennial programming highlighted. However, growing discontent
overshadowed this agenda. In the months surrounding the celebrations, over 10,000 workers
across the city went on strike, with its leaders hoping to add a new, more critical narrative about
capitalist exploitation, unrest, and workers’ rights to the ‘memories’ of the centennial celebrating
city.
While the strikes divided and unsettled the city, they ultimately did not destabilize its
political culture, which was reinforced by the return of federal and provincial Conservative
politicians – now named Progressive Conservatives – to their former political position.4 This
move was accompanied by a post-war return to fiscally conservative practices and traditionally
liberal political ideals on the part of Hamilton’s City Council. These ideals and rhetoric were
most visible in the civic strike of 1950 when debates centred on the rights of the citizen taxpayer
versus those of the organized worker. While the definitions of some of the traditional liberal
values deployed by previous politicians had changed, these debates still heavily focused on
responsible governance, democratic traditions, service to the city, self-sacrifice, fiscal prudence,
and the rights of the taxpaying individual to protect his or her own liberty. Not everyone agreed
with this framework – indeed, the LPP recorded some surprising successes – but it guided most
voters and politicians.
Hamilton figures prominently, and rightly so, in early social histories of the formative
years of the Canadian labour movement. However, the conventional focus on narratives of class
uprisings and capitalist exploitation leaves much of the city’s population unaccounted for.
Working-class politics and political histories are more complicated than earlier social historians
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anticipated. Workers were tied up in contemporary political discussions and were swayed by
ideas of race, gender, and respectability, not just those of class – a phenomenon that a growing
number of historians of liberalism are beginning to investigate.5 Through exploring the
persistence of traditional liberal values, British heritage, and the firm belief in democratic
parliamentary procedure in the city, we begin to uncover the intricate ways class and class
identities, gender, ethnicity, and ideas of heritage overlapped to create a voter base that frequently
returned Conservative Party politicians to office. Engaging with an interrogation of how these
values were deployed by politicians in varied economic, social, and political contexts unveils a
more complicated picture of how Hamilton’s politicians saw themselves and the city. Viewing
Hamilton through their eyes, we come closer to recognizing the City Beautiful within the Steel
City.
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Appendix A: Maps

Ontario Genealogical Society, “City of Hamilton Ward Boundaries, 1950-1959,” City of
Hamilton Ward Boundaries 1813-1985, HPL. Reproduced with permission from the Ontario
Genealogical Society, Hamilton Branch. Approximate Scale: 3 cm = 2.5 kms.
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Ontario Genealogical Society, “City of Hamilton Ward Boundaries, 1931-1949,” City of
Hamilton Ward Boundaries, 1813-1985, HPL. Reproduced with permission from the Ontario
Genealogical Society, Hamilton Branch. Approximate Scale: 3 cm = 2.5 kms.
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Ontario Genealogical Society, “City of Hamilton Ward Boundaries, 1920-1930,” City of
Hamilton Ward Boundaries, 1813-1985, HPL. Reproduced with permission from the Ontario
Genealogical Society, Hamilton Branch. Approximate Scale: 3 cm = 2.5 kms.
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Appendix B: Tables
Table 1: Number of Males Employed in White-Collar Professions, including where available
earnings based on profession1
Year

1911
1921
1931
1941

Number
of
Male Workers
Employed in
White Collar
Professions
1969
3043
3678
7517

Percentage of Male
Workers Employed
in White Collar
Professions2 Over all
other Occupations
6.7%
9.7%
8.4%
13.3%

1

Average
Average earnings
Earnings
of of all employees in
those in these Hamilton, Ontario
profession
N/A
$1736.74
$2372.67
N/A

N/A
$1149.78
$1021.78
N/A

Data derived from Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1911: Occupations of the People,
Vol. 6 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1915), Table 6; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of
Canada, 1921: Occupations, Vol. 4 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1927), Table 40; Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1931: Earnings of Wage-Earners, Dwellings, Households,
Families, Blind, and Deaf-Mutes, Vol. 5 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1934), Table 34;
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1941: Gainfully Occupied by Occupations, Industries,
etc., Vol. 7 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1944), Table 7.
2
Includes managers and superintendents in Manufacturing industries; advertising agents, managers and
superintendents in the Trade industries; professional service workers and public administration workers in
the Service industry; Finance and Insurance; and managers and superintendents in unspecified industries.
Earnings in public administration were publicly controlled and significantly lower than in the private
industry. With these numbers excluded, average wages in these industries were almost double that of the
average worker, $2266.63 for 1921 and $2485.29 for 1931. 1941 figures calculated using the statistics
including those in active service.
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Table 2: Ethnicity of Residents of Hamilton, 1921-19513

Total
British
Other European
Origins
Asiatic Origins
Other
Percentage of
British Residents
in Hamilton

1921
114151
95097
17431

1931
155547
123684
30135

1941
166337
129738
35086

1951
208321
140745
54485

574
1049
83.3%

653
1075
79.5%

478
1035
78%

1485
11606
67.6%

3

Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1921: Population Vol. 2 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of
Statistics, 1926), Table 40; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1931: Population, Vol. 2
(Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1934), Table 34; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of
Canada, 1941: Population by Local Subdivisions, Vol. 2 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1944),
Table 34; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1951: Population, General Characteristics,
Vol.1 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1953), Table 35.
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Table 3: Home Ownership for the largest fourteen Canadian cities in 1921, including Hamilton,
featuring population and national averages
Montreal

Toronto

Winnipeg

Vancouver

Hamilton

Population 1921

618506

521893

179087

117217

114151

Number
of
households, 1921
Owned, 1921

135480

130301

42407

30258

28984

20096

61068

18045

10451

14595

Rentals, 1921

115384

29233

24362

19807

14389

Percent
of
homeowners, 1921
Population 1931

14.80%

46.90%

42.60%

34.50%

50.40%

818577

631207

218785

246593

155547

Number
of
households, 1931
Owned, 1931

170811

149538

48294

60530

37217

25455

69463

22712

30884

17876

Rentals, 1931

145356

80075

25582

29646

19341

Percent
of
homeowners, 1931
Population 1941

14.90%

46.50%

47%

51%

48%

903007

667457

221969

275353

166337

Number
of
households, 1941
Owned, 1941

198886

148140

48963

71116

39889

22942

62732

21504

35603

17570

Rentals, 1941

175944

85408

27459

35513

22319

Percent
of
homeowners, 1941
Population 1951

11.50%

42.30%

43.90%

50.10%

44%

1021520

675754

235710

344823

208321

Number
of
households, 1951
Owned, 1951

334705

273200

95955

153975

68640

81570

193405

58770

105445

46655

Rentals, 1951

253135

79795

37185

48530

21985

Percent
of
homeowners, 1951
Population 1961

24.40%

70.80%

62.50%

68.50%

68%

1191062

672407

265429

384522

273991

Number
of
households, 1961
Owned, 1961

549652

482490

128530

228596

105240

179083

323435

85831

159414

77367

Rentals, 1961

370569

157055

42699

69182

27873

Percent
of
homeowners, 1961

32.60%

67%

66.80%

69.70%

73.50%
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Average
National
Homeownership

39.51%

40.31%

37.11%

56.16%

60.17%

Ottawa

Quebec
City

Calgary

London

Edmonton

Population 1921

107843

95193

63305

60959

58821

Number of
households, 1921
Owned, 1921

25075

18786

15964

15685

14523

8304

5124

7277

8745

6922

Rentals, 1921

16771

13662

8687

6940

7601

33.10%

27.30%

45.60%

55.80%

47.70%

126872

130594

83761

71148

79197

Number of
households, 1931
Owned, 1931

27658

23043

20371

17549

18868

9746

5829

10526

9726

10007

Rentals, 1931

17912

17214

9845

7823

8861

35.20%

25.30%

51.70%

55.40%

53%

Percent of
homeowners, 1921
Population 1931

Percent of
homeowners, 1931
Population 1941

154951

150757

88904

78264

93817

Number of
households, 1941
Owned, 1941

32535

26894

21753

20222

23082

9578

5306

9705

9235

10685

Rentals, 1941

22957

21588

12048

10987

12397

29.40%

19.70%

44.60%

45.70%

46.30%

202045

164016

129060

95343

159631

Number of
households, 1951
Owned, 1951

66265

54930

40235

32835

46395

29895

19910

24135

21170

28880

Rentals, 1951

36370

35020

16100

11665

17515

Percent of
homeowners, 1951
Population 1961

45.10%

36.20%

60%

64.50%

62.30%

332899

171979

249642

169569

281027

Number of
households, 1961
Owned, 1961

107570

79140

78396

50494

89003

56569

33458

49613

33695

57916

52001

45682

28773

16799

31087

52.60%

42.30%

63.30%

66.70%

65.10%

Percent of
homeowners, 1941
Population 1951

Rentals, 1961
Percent of
homeowners, 1961
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Average
National
Homeownership

39.51%

40.31%

37.11%

56.16%

60.17%

Halifax

St John

Population 1921

58372

47166

38727

38591

Number of households, 1921

12889

11403

10405

9612

Owned, 1921

4312

2826

4304

5258

Rentals, 1921

8577

8577

6101

4354

33.50%

24.80%

41.40%

54.70%

Population 1931

59275

47514

39082

63108

Number of households, 1931

12147

10890

10431

14900

Owned, 1931

4271

1560

4890

5951

Rentals, 1931

7876

8330

5541

8949

35.20%

14.30%

46.90%

39.90%

Population 1941

70488

51741

44068

105331

Number of households, 1941

Percent of homeowners, 1921

Percent of homeowners, 1931

Victoria

Windsor

13514

11862

11455

25230

Owned, 1941

4927

2681

5250

9379

Rentals, 1941

8587

9181

6205

15851

36.50%

22.60%

45.80%

37.20%

Population 1951

53389

50779

51331

120049

Number of households, 1951

29640

19735

31620

41595

Owned, 1951

16230

7480

22010

25605

Rentals, 1951

13410

12255

9610

15990

Percent of homeowners, 1941

Percent of homeowners, 1951

54.80%

37.90%

69.60%

61.60%

Population 1961

92511

53183

54941

114367

Number of households, 1961

42366

24143

47485

53315

Owned, 1961

23234

10682

33893

38620

Rentals, 1961

19132

13461

13592

14695

54.80%

44.20%

71.40%

72.40%

Percent of homeowners, 1961

4

Average
National
Homeownership

39.51%

40.31%

37.11%

56.16%

60.17%4

Data derived from Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1921: Population, Vol. 1 (Ottawa:
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1924), table 17; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1921:
Population, Dwellings, Families, Conjugal Condition of Family Head, Children, Orphanhood, Wage
Earners, Vol. 3 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1927), table 12; Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
Census of Canada, 1931: Population By Areas, Vol. 2 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1934), table
22; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1931: Earnings of Wage-Earners, Dwellings,
Households, Families, Blind, and Deaf-Mutes, Vol. 5 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1934), table
62; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1941: Population by Local Subdivision, Vol. 2
(Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1944), table 17; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada,
1941: Housing, Vol. 9 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1949), table 16a; Dominion Bureau of
Statistics, Census of Canada, 1951: Population, Vol. 1 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1953), table
12; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1951: Housing and Families, Vol. 3 (Ottawa:
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1953), table 23; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1961:
Housing, Dwelling Characteristics by Type and Tenure, Vol. 2.2 (Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
1963), table 77; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Census of Canada, 1961: Population, Vol. 1.1 (Ottawa:
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1963), table 10.
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